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400: Route of the 400 [Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy Zephyr]

The Chicago & North Western Railway introduced its 400 family of long 
distance passenger trains in 1936, with service  between Chicago and the 
twin cities. The trains traveled 400 miles in 400 minutes-hence the name. 
Eventually, the C&NW operated a dozen streamliner trains named after 
the original 400. The introduction of the 400 led to the introduction by the 
Burlington Railroad of its morning and afternoon Zephyr service between 
Chicago and the Twin Cities.

C&NW 1936

A & D Board [Arrivals & Departures Board, 
Passenger Train Station display, 
Destination Board, Train Bulletin]

The A & D Board or Arrivals & Departures Board usually displays the train 
name or number, its "arriving from" or "departing to" city, and expected time of 
arrival or departure. In many cases it will also show train status such as "On 
time" "Late" "Delayed" or "Cancelled". Examples can be found in many railroad 
museums. In some locations, these are called Destination Boards or Train 
Bulletin.

A Train [Subway, Rapid Transit, Express 
Train, limited stops, skip/stop]

The "A Train" is a limited stop or express train as opposed to an all stop "B" 
train.  The term was popularized in the jazz standard "Take the 'A' Train" by 
Duke Ellington and his orchestra. The title refers to the then-new A subway 
service that runs through New York City, going at that time from eastern 
Brooklyn, on the Fulton Street Line opened in 1936, up into Harlem and 
northern Manhattan, using the Eighth Avenue Line in Manhattan opened in 
1932. "Take the 'A' Train" was composed in 1939, after Ellington offered 
Strayhorn a job in his organization and gave him money to travel from 
Pittsburgh to New York City. Ellington wrote directions for Strayhorn to get to 
his house by subway, directions that began, "Take the A Train". Strayhorn was 
a great fan of Fletcher Henderson's arrangements. [1] 
 
In Chicago, the term "A Train" and "B train" were different than New York's.  
"Skip stop" trains in Chicago and other places where some less important 
stations are designated one or the other, but important ones are designated "A/
B" and all trains stop at them.  [2]

IND 1936

Accommodation Passenger Train [Local, 
All Stops, Second Section, Secondary 
Train, Express Train, Flyer, Through Train] 

An Accommodation train is a local, typically making stops at many of the 
railroad's stations. The Accommodation train was designed to feed passengers 
from less populated cities to more important cities, where the passengers 
could transfer to other trains and continue their journey. The Accommodation 
train also provided passenger train service for customers with short journeys, 
compared to a through train that made limited stops.  
 
Some railroads operated Accommodation trains on secondary routes, 
providing additional service on those routes, with the ability to connect to its 
mainline through trains at certain connecting cities. 
 
Great Northern Railroad's Western Star was example of an accommodation 
train. The Western Star was inaugurated on June 3, 1951, replacing the 
Oriental Limited as the secondary train along the Great Northern's 
transcontinental route. The Great Northern's primary train was the famed 
Empire Builder, which made the run in 45 hours. The Western Star required a 
more leisurely 58 hours, making more intermediate stops and serving 
branches the Empire Builder bypassed, such as Grand Forks, North Dakota 
and Great Falls, Montana. The Star used equipment from the Empire Builder, 
which had been completely reequipped.

Accommodation train ["All Stop" 
Passenger Train, Limited, Express train, 
Flag Stop]

An Accomodation Train generally operated on a slower schedule, and made 
almost every station stop on the route, as compared to Limited, or Express 
trains, which operated a faster schedule, and made limited stops only a major 
cities on their runs. The equipment assigned to an Accomodation Train usually 
consisted of older equipment than the premier trains. In addition, the 
accomodation train carried a large amount of Express and Head End (baggage 
and RPO cars) compared with the premier trains. Depending on the traffic 
needs, the accomodation train would often provide more limited dining options, 
often combining the dining car with a sleeping car. The train could also be 
"flagged" to stop at small stations that would not be a regular stop on the 
timetable.  
 
The term Accommodate means to adjust or meet the needs of a person, to 
provide a product or service that is needed; hence the name Accommodation 
train.

Accommodation train [Passenger Train] An Accommodation passenger train is generally one that makes "all stops" to 
accommodate all passengers. The train is generally a secondary train, not 
having the same high level of services as a railroad's primary passenger trains.

Acela Express [High Speed Passenger 
Train]

The Acela is a high-speed train that operates between Washington, DC, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston. The train uses an 
advanced design that tilts the train, when the train enters a curve. The tilt 
feature allows the train to operate at higher speeds, with greater 
passenger comfort. The train has proved to be highly popular, capturing 
over 50% of the market between Washington and New York. The train 
operates at speeds of up to 150 miles per hour. Poor track conditions 
have limited the potential of the Acela's speed, compared with high-
speed train service in other countries such as the TGV, ICE, and the 
Bullet Trains.

ATK 2000

ACES Atlantic City Express Service 
[Passenger Train, Bi-level Passenger Car, 
Commuter Car]

The Atlantic City Express Service (ACES) was an inter-city train service offered 
by the Borgata, Caesars Atlantic City, and Harrah's Entertainment, operating 
from February 2009 until September 2011. It was operated by New Jersey 
Transit under contract, and funded by the Casino Reinvestment Development 
Authority. The train provided summer seasonal service between New York City 
and Atlantic City three days a week, operating along the Northeast Corridor 
and Atlantic City Line. The train was formally discontinued on March 9, 2012.

2009

Advance [Passenger train name, Second 
Section...]

Passenger trains named "Advance" were additional trains (often called 
"Sections") that operated on a regularly scheduled basis and were designed to 
supplement the passenger train capacity in the same way that a train might 
operate in multiple sections.  
 
For example, the Advance Commodore Vanderbilt was operated to provide 
additional capacity for one of the NYC's premier trains of the day: the 
Commodore Vanderbilt.  Advance trains typically departed prior to the regular 
train and often had a longer schedule, with more frequent stops.  
 
Advance trains were often assigned less-than top quality cars, compared with 
their regular named train. During the streamline era, it was common to find the 
Advance section of a train operating with a mix of heavyweight and 
streamlined equipment. For these reasons, the Advance sections were 
despised by the traveling public that had been accustomed to the finer trains.  
Some railroads operated the "Advance" section as a coach only train, followed 
by an all Pullman regular section of the named train.

Advanced Guideway System [AGS; 
Automated Guideway System]

The automated guideway transit (AGT) is a fully automated, driverless, grade-
separated transit system in which vehicles are automatically guided along a 
guideway. The vehicles are often rubber tired or steel wheeled, but other 
systems including air cushion and maglev systems have also been used in 
experiments. The guideway normally provides both physical support, like a 
road, as well as the guidance. In the case of fixed-route systems, the two are 
often the same in the same way that a rail line provides both support and 
guidance for a train. For systems with multiple routes, most AGT systems use 
smaller wheels riding on the guideway to steer the vehicle using conventional 
steering arrangements like those on a car. [1]

Advanced Passenger Train (APT) 
[British Advanced Passenger Train, 
high speed rail, tilting train]

The Advanced Passenger Train (APT) was a tilting high speed train 
developed by British Rail during the 1970s and early 1980s, for use on 
the West Coast Main Line (WCML). The WCML contained many curves, 
and the APT pioneered the concept of active tilting to address these, a 
feature that has since been copied on designs around the world. The 
experimental APT-E achieved a new British railway speed record on 10 
August 1975 when it reached 152.3 miles per hour (245.1 km/h), only to 
be bested by the service prototype APT-P at 162.2 miles per hour (261.0 
km/h) in December 1979, a record that stood for 23 years. 
 
Development of the service prototypes dragged on, and by the late 1970s 
the design had been under construction for a decade and the trains were 
still not ready for service. The election of Margaret Thatcher brought 
matters to a head and she alluded to funding cuts for the project. Facing 
the possibility of cancellation, BR management decided to put the 
prototypes into service, with the first runs along the London-Glasgow 
route taking place in December 1981. The result was a media circus when 
every problem large or small received front-page coverage and the entire 
project derided as an example of BR's incompetence. The trains were 
withdrawn from service again by the end of the month, to the great 
amusement of the press. 
 
The problems were eventually solved and the trains quietly reintroduced 
in 1984 with much greater success. By this time the competing High 
Speed Train, powered by a conventional diesel engine and lacking the 
APT's tilt and performance, had gone through development and testing at 
a rapid rate and was now forming the backbone of BR's passenger 
service. All support for the APT project collapsed as anyone in authority 
distanced themselves from what was being derided as a failure. Plans for 
a production version, APT-S, were abandoned, and the three APT-Ps ran 
for just over a year before being withdrawn again over the winter of 
1985/6. Two of the three sets were broken up, and parts of the third sent 
to the National Railway Museum where it joined the APT-E. The patents 
for the APT's tilt system were sold to Fiat Ferroviaria. 
 
In spite of the APT's troubled history, the design was highly influential 
and directly inspired other successful trains. The considerable work on 
electrification that was carried out hand-in-hand with APT was put to 
good use with newer non-tilting designs like the British Rail Class 91. 
More recently, the APT's tilt system was returned to the WCML on the 
British Rail Class 390, based on the Fiat car design and built by Alstom. 
Other features pioneered on APT, such as the hydrokinetic braking used 
to stop the train within existing separations, have not been adopted.

BR 1972

Aerotrain [high-speed passenger train, 
lightweight articulated streamlined 
train]

The Aerotrain was an experimental high-speed, lightweight articulated 
streamlined train developed by General Motors in 1956. The train 
featured a futuristic diesel locomotive and passenger car bodies adapted 
from a GM bus body design. The forty foot cars rode on two truck axles, 
and were equipped with an air suspension system that was intended to 
provide a smooth ride.   Chuck Jordan was in charge of designing the 
Aerotrain as chief designer of special projects. [1[ 
 
Two train sets were produced and were used on the New York Central, 
the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Union 
Pacific (as the City of Las Vegas), and in commuter service on the Rock 
Island.     
 
The Aerotrain was introduced at a time when U.S. passenger train 
revenues were steadily declining due to competition from airlines and 
private automobile travel. Although it featured an eye-catching, 
streamlined design, the Aerotrain failed to capture the imagination of the 
American public. The passenger train cars, based on GM bus designs, 
used an air cushioning system, that proved to be rough riding due to the 
single axle trucks that were used. In addition, the cars were not very 
comfortable for the passengers. The design of the locomotive engine 
compartment rendered even routine maintenance extremely difficult and 
time-consuming. In addition to all of these problems, the locomotive was 
underpowered.    
 
The Union Pacific introduced the train on December 18, 1956, and then 
discontinued the use of the Aerotrain on September 11, 1957, replacing it 
with a conventional trainset.    
 
In addition to the design problems, the train was an operational 
nightmare, since a single trainset was operated in daily service, leaving 
Los Angeles in the morning, and arriving in Las Vegas at 4PM, with a 
scheduled departure at 5PM, returning to Los Angeles at midnight. The 
fixed trainset had to be wyed in Las Vegas, in order to prepare the train 
for its departure to Los Angeles. Being a fixed trainset (not having 
couplers) meant that repairs to any individual car would take the entire 
train out of service.

GMC 1956

Air conditioning 1854 [Passenger Cars, 
MIchigan Southern]

The Michigan Southern adopted the Dr. Geo F. Foote ventilating system 
for its passenger cars. This system permitted air to circulate from 
chambers at the sides of a passenger car up through grates on the floor.  
 
In 1884, the Baltimore & Ohio introduced the first passenger cars to be 
equipped with an ice-cooling system. The cars were cooled by passing 
air over an ice chest. The use of ice-cooling in trains gained slow 
acceptance, however. The Santa Fe made a major commitment to ice-
cool its dining and buffet cars, eventually equipping 33 of these cars with 
cooling by 1914.    
 
Mechanical air conditioning equipment was the next step in the 
development of air conditioning. The Pullman Company made extensive 
tests of this type of equipment between 1927-1929. On May 24, 1931, the 
Baltimore & Ohio began operating the world's first completely air-
conditioned passenger train. The first completely air-conditioned 
sleeping car trains began operating on the Baltimore & Ohio on April 20, 
1932, and on the Chesapeake & Ohio on April 24, 1932. Competition 
forced other railroads to follow suit, and by 1941, almost 12,000 air-
conditioned passenger cars were in use.    
 
It was easy to differentiate between a non-air conditioned car and an air-
conditioned standard steel heavyweight car. The air-conditioned car 
featured a noticeable bulge running most of the length of the car between 
the top of the car side and the roofline. The air conditioning bulge passed 
cool air into the air intakes that normally occupied the lower roofline of a 
clerestory roof.  In order to save money, some railroads (and Pullman) 
applied the air conditioning duct only over that part of a sleeping car that 
served the premium passengers-those occupying Drawing Rooms, and 
Compartments. Passengers occupying the economical section 
accommodations were not able to enjoy this feature (see GN 10-1-2 
sleepers #1015 and 1016).  Thenceforth progress throughout the country 
was rapid, with 11,986 air-conditioned passenger cars being in daily 
operation by July 1, 1940.   

MSO 1854

Air conditioning 1931 (Passenger Cars, 
Passenger Train, ice consumption, 
Pullman Betterment cars]

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was the first railroad to begin operating 
the world's first completely air-conditioned (mechanical A/C) passenger 
train on May 24, 1931. The first completely air-conditioned sleeping car 
trains began operating on the Baltimore & Ohio on April 20, 1932, and on 
the Chesapeake & Ohio on April 24, 1932.    
 
The Pullman Company had made extensive tests of this type of the 
mechanical a/c equipment between 1927-1929.  
 
Competition forced other railroads to follow suit, and by 1941, almost 
half of Pullman's cars were air conditioned-12,000 air-conditioned 
passenger cars were in use.   It was easy to differentiate between a non-
air conditioned car and an air-conditioned standard steel heavyweight 
car. The air-conditioned car featured a noticeable bulge running most of 
the length of the car between the top of the car side and the roofline. The 
air conditioning bulge passed cool air into the air intakes that normally 
occupied the lower roofline of a clerestory roof.  In order to save money, 
some railroads (and Pullman) applied the air conditioning duct only over 
that part of a sleeping car that served the premium passengers-those 
occupying Drawing Rooms, and Compartments. Passengers occupying 
the economical section accommodations were not able to enjoy this 
feature (see GN 10-1-2 sleepers #1015 and 1016).  Pullman's air 
conditioned cars were called "Betterment" cars, which usually featured a 
host of improved features along with a stream-styled exterior. These cars 
were designed to compete with the nation's first streamliners introduced 
by the Union Pacific and the Burlington Railroad in 1934, 
 
Background 
 
In 1884, the Baltimore & Ohio introduced the first passenger cars to be 
equipped with an ice-cooling system. The use of ice-cooling, in which air 
passing over an ice chest provided cool air into the passenger 
compartments in trains gained slow acceptance, however, because of 
labor costs (a typical car had to be re-iced twice a day), and because of 
related infrastructure: icing stations, suppliers of ice, and so forth. The 
Santa Fe made a major commitment to ice-cool its dining and buffet cars, 
eventually equipping 33 of these cars with cooling by 1914.    

B&O 1932

Air conditioning: Ventilation system on 
Passenger Cars of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad

Fresh air is taken from the outside of a coach through two hoods, located just 
above the lower roof deck roof, at diagonally opposite corners of the car ; 
thence through the down-takes underneath the hoods to the spaces on each 
side underneath the car fioor. These spaces extend the whole length of the car. 
From these spaces the air passes up through the floor by means of apertures 
over the heating system and thence out into the aisles of the coach and finally 
escapes from the coach through Globe ventilators, located on the center line of 
the upper deck roof. The means for introducing fresh air into the coach is 
identical with that used in the ventilation of ships, in which by windsails and 
cowls turning towards the wind air is driven between the decks and into the 
hold.  

PRR 1904

All Pullman [Sleeping car, All-Pullman, 
extra fare, De Luxe]

During the peak years of American passenger railroading, several all-Pullman 
trains existed, including the 20th Century Limited on the New York Central 
Railroad, the Broadway Limited on the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Panama 
Limited on the Illinois Central Railroad, the Super Chief on the Atchison, 
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, and the Union Pacific's City of Los Angeles and 
City of San Francisco trains. There were many others as well. 
 
The Extra Fare, All Pullman train was considered the best that rail travel had to 
offer. Pullman passengers would not have to mingle with coach passengers, 
and the service was many levels higher than a conventional train offering both 
coach and sleeping car service.  
 
De Luxe was an early term describing the best the railroads had to offer. 
Several railroads described their premiere trains as "de luxe" after Santa Fe 
introduced the de Luxe in 1911. A de Luxe train was a limited, all-Pullman train 
that was particularly opulent with bathing facilities, barber and maid services, 
lots of lounge space, and probably an extra fare. [3]

PULL

Alley L [Chicago Elevated line] The Chicago & South Side Rapid Transit Railroad was known as the "Alley L" 
because of its route, which followed city owned alleys on the south side of 
Chicago.

C&SSRT

American Flyer [Passenger Car] The American Flyer was an early streamlined American passenger railcar built 
by Pullman-Standard in the 1930s. They were the first streamlined equipment 
operated in New England and acquired their name from the model trains that 
their design inspired. 
 
American Flyer railcars weighed about 55 tons and were built out of light-
weight steel alloys such as Cor-Ten that made them about 15 tons lighter than 
earlier designs and allowed for the use of two-axle General Steel Castings 
trucks instead of the previously standard three-axle designs. They were 
designed by Walter Dorwin Teague, and the first order for 50 coaches, with an 
84 passenger capacity, was placed by the New Haven Railroad with Pullman-
Standard in March 1934. Built at the former Osgood Bradley Car Company 
facility in Worcester, Massachusetts, these cars were delivered starting in 
December 1934, and were followed by 20 more in 1936 and 30 in 1938 in an 
identical configuration. In 1937 and 1938, 100 more coaches in a 92 
passenger configuration for commuter service were delivered. 
 
Production 
 
In 1935, the Boston and Maine Railroad ordered ten 84-seat and twenty-one 
98-seat coaches, followed in 1937 by twenty 92-seat coaches. The Bangor and 
Aroostook Railroad acquired nine cars of the American Flyer design in 1937 
and 1938—four combination mail and baggage cars, three combination food 
service and coach cars, and two 84-seat coaches. Outside New England, ten 
American Standard cars were purchased by the Seaboard Air Line Railroad, 
ten by the St. Louis Southwestern Railway, ten by the Lehigh Valley Railroad, 
and four by the Kansas City Southern Railway. Production ceased by the end 
of the 1930s.

PSM

American Flyer Cars [Streamlined 
lightweight passenger cars, Walter 
Teague]

The New Haven Railroad took delivery of 205 lightweight riveted high 
tensile smooth-sided Cor-Ten steel passenger coaches and grill cars 
from Pullman-Standard, painted Hunter green, manufactured at Pullman's 
former Osgood Bradley plant in Worcester, Massachusetts (Pullman-
Bradley Car Corporation).  The cars featured clean, modern interiors, lots 
of leg room, reversible seats, and big picture windows to view the sights 
along the railroad's shore-hugging right-of-way. Industrial designer 
Walter Teague was hired to design the cars' exteriors and interiors in 
1934. These were Pullman-Bradley's non-articulated semi-streamlined 
"American Flyer" cars, nicknamed after New Haven-based toy 
manufacturer A. C. Gilbert's line of American Flyer electric trains, which 
featured these cars from 1938 on. The cars were notable because they 
were 25 tons lighter than the traditional 85-ton heavyweight Pullmans, 
and they ushered in the era of lightweight streamlined trains. (Ref 2) 
 
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad purchased the first of 
these cars in 1934. Other purchasers included Boston and Maine 
Railroad, Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, Kansas City Southern Railway, 
Seaboard Air Line Railroad, St. Louis Southwestern Railroad, and Lehigh 
Valley Railroad. (Ref 3) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Walter Dorwin Teague (December 18, 1883 - December 5, 1960) was an 
American industrial designer, architect, illustrator, graphic designer, 
writer, and entrepreneur. Often referred to as the "Dean of Industrial 
Design", Teague pioneered in the establishment of industrial design as a 
profession in the US, along with Norman Bel Geddes, Raymond Loewy, 
and Henry Dreyfuss. Among many projects, he designed passenger cars 
and diners for the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad. 
 
Walter Dorwin Teague (December 18, 1883 - December 5, 1960) was an 
American industrial designer, architect, illustrator, graphic designer, 
writer, and entrepreneur. Often referred to as the "Dean of Industrial 
Design", Teague pioneered in the establishment of industrial design as a 
profession in the US, along with Norman Bel Geddes, Raymond Loewy, 
and Henry Dreyfuss. Among many projects, he designed passenger cars 
and diners for the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad.  
Regarded as a classicist and a traditionalist despite a later shift to 
modern tastes, Teague is recognized as a critical figure in the spread of 
mid-century modernism in America. He is widely known for his exhibition 
designs during the 1939-40 New York World's Fair, such as the Ford 
Building, and his iconic product and package designs, from Eastman 
Kodak's Bantam Special to the steel-legged Steinway piano.  A self-
described late starter whose professional acclaim began as he 
approached age 50, Teague sought to create heirlooms out of mass-
produced manufactured objects, and frequently cited beauty as "visible 
rightness". In 1926, Teague assembled an industrial design consultancy 
(now known as Teague), which carries on his legacy today, in name and 
vision. (Ref 1)

NYNH&H 1934

American Freedom Train The United States has seen two national 'Freedom Trains'. The 1947–1949 
Freedom Train was a special exhibit train that toured the United States in 
the later half of the 1940s. A similar train called the American Freedom 
Train toured the country for the United States Bicentennial celebration in 
1975–1976. Both trains were painted in special red, white and blue paint 
schemes, and both toured the 48 contiguous states with displays of 
Americana and related historical artifacts. The two trains took different 
routes around the 48 states, but they both stopped for public displays in 
each of them. The 1975-1976 train is the best remembered of the two 
trains.

1947

Amerika - Hitler's Private Train [World War 
II, private car, Passenger Train]

Amerika was a highly protected private train used by Adolph Hitler during 
World War II to visit various foreign governments, and to visit the front lines of 
the war zone. 
 
Extensive security procedures were used to protect Hitler during his travels, 
some of which involved building large concrete tunnels or bunkers, to protect 
the train from air attack. In other instances, Hitler selected stop over sites 
located close to a tunnel, where, if attacked by air, the train could be quickly 
moved into the tunnel, thus protecting Hitler and the train. 
 
Two locomotives were assigned to pull the train; if one failed, the other could 
complete the trip without assistance. 
 
Each end of the train was protected by a Flakwagen (an armored anti-aircraft 
train flatbed car), one behind the locomotives and one at the end of the train, 
each armed with 2 anti-aircraft guns.  [2]

Amfleet [Metroliner, Horizon Car, Comet II, 
passenger car, Amtrak, Amcoach, Amcafe, 
Amdinette, Amlounge, Amclub, Amcafe, 
California Car]

Amfleet is a series of intercity railroad passenger cars built for the operator 
Amtrak by the manufacturer Budd Company in two series during the late 1970s 
and early 1980s. The original order for what became known as the Amfleet I 
were designed to allow cars to pass through tunnels in the northeast with 
limited height overhead. The Amfleet II cars were intended to replace rolling 
stock on Amtrak long-distance trains, and had larger windows, more legroom, 
and folding legrests.   
 
Today, Amfleet cars are used extensively throughout the Amtrak system 
outside the western United States.  
 
Amfleet cars have a unique rounded appearance which was done to try to 
emulate the design of an aircraft to attract would be flyers to ride trains instead. 
Some railfans refer to these cars as "Amcans" or "Amtubes" due this distinct 
rounded appearance.   
 
The cars were built in two series for Amtrak by the Budd Company:   
 
 • Amfleet I, consisting of 406 coaches and 86 cafes, was ordered on October 
12, 1973 and delivered August 5, 1975 through 1978.   
 
• Amfleet II, consisting of 125 coaches and 25 lounges, was delivered in 1981–
83.  The Amfleet cars were intended to replace many of the variety of aging, 
sometimes incompatible, streamlined passenger cars  inherited from Amtrak's 
predecessor railroads. The Amfleet II cars were intended to replace rolling 
stock on Amtrak long-distance trains, featuring larger windows, more legroom, 
and folding legrests.   
 
Amfleet cars were constructed in varying layouts known as the Amcoach, the 
Amcafe, the Amdinette, the Amlounge and the Amclub. The Amcafe cars had 
53 coach seats with a snack bar in the middle of the car. The Amdinette had 23 
coach seats, a snack bar in the middle, and 8 tables seating 32 passengers at 
the other end of the car. The Amclub cars had either 6 tables or 23 coach 
seats, a snack bar in the middle, and 18 club seats. The club seats were more 
spacious and usually required an upgrade to Business Class or other deluxe 
service. Some cars also were in a full club layout, with business class seats at 
both ends.  Originally, there were two main Amcoach I variations: 84-seat cars 
for use on shorter routes, and 60-seat cars for use on longer (generally 
overnight) routes. The 60-seat cars have all since been converted either to 
coaches or business class cars, having been displaced from longer routes by 
Amfleet II and Superliner coaches.  Amfleet cars are largely based upon the 
1969 Metroliner design and are designed to operate at speeds up to 125 mph 
(201 km/h).   
 
Because Amfleet cars can fit through the tunnels and under catenary of the 
northeastern United States, Amtrak uses them heavily in that area.  Amfleet 
rolling stock mostly disappeared from service in California when the San 
Joaquins switched to the Horizon Fleet in the 1990s and then to "California 
Cars" later in the decade. The San Diegans also stopped using the Amfleet 
when their Pacific Surfliner cars were delivered (with the exception of a single 
trainset that runs during the Del Mar Racetrack season in July and August, and 
during Thanksgiving week). The Pacific Northwest Cascades now use Talgo 
train sets instead of Amfleet.

ATK 1975

Amfleet I Amcafe [Snack Car, Dinng Car] The Amfleet I Amcafe Car is a short distance coach having 51 Coach seats 
and  a Snack bar [1] Amfleet is a fleet of single-level intercity railroad 
passenger cars built by the Budd Company for Amtrak in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on its earlier Metroliner electric 
multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to supplement the Metroliners 
on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders totaling 642 cars, sufficient to 
reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor and many other routes 
around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as Amfleet I were 
completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1975

Amfleet I Amclub [Coach-Club seat-Snack 
Bar]

The Amfleet I Amclub is a short distance coach having 23 Coach seats, 18 club 
seats and a Snack bar [1] Amfleet is a fleet of single-level intercity railroad 
passenger cars built by the Budd Company for Amtrak in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on its earlier Metroliner electric 
multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to supplement the Metroliners 
on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders totaling 642 cars, sufficient to 
reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor and many other routes 
around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as Amfleet I were 
completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1975

Amfleet I Amdinette [Coach-Dinng Car] The Amfleet I Amdinette is a short distance coach having 23 Coach seats, a 
Snack bar and a 32 seat dining area (8 booths with 4 seats/booth [1] Amfleet is 
a fleet of single-level intercity railroad passenger cars built by the Budd 
Company for Amtrak in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Budd based the 
Amfleet design on its earlier Metroliner electric multiple unit. An initial order for 
57 cars in 1973 to supplement the Metroliners on the Northeast Corridor grew 
to two orders totaling 642 cars, sufficient to reequip all the services on the 
Northeast Corridor and many other routes around the United States. The first 
492 cars, known as Amfleet I were completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1975
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Amfleet I Long Distance Coach The Amfleet I Long Distance coach has 84 seeats. [1] Amfleet is a fleet of 
single-level intercity railroad passenger cars built by the Budd Company for 
Amtrak in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on 
its earlier Metroliner electric multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to 
supplement the Metroliners on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders 
totaling 642 cars, sufficient to reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor 
and many other routes around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as 
Amfleet I were completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1975

Amfleet I Short Distance Coach The Amfleet I Short Distance coach has 84 seeats. Amfleet is a fleet of single-
level intercity railroad passenger cars built by the Budd Company for Amtrak in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on its earlier 
Metroliner electric multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to 
supplement the Metroliners on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders 
totaling 642 cars, sufficient to reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor 
and many other routes around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as 
Amfleet I were completed between 1975–1977,

ATK 1975

Amfleet II AmCoach The Amfleet II Amcoach has 59 seats.  [1] Amfleet is a fleet of single-level 
intercity railroad passenger cars built by the Budd Company for Amtrak in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on its earlier 
Metroliner electric multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to 
supplement the Metroliners on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders 
totaling 642 cars, sufficient to reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor 
and many other routes around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as 
Amfleet I were completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1981

Amfleet II Amlounge [Dining-Snack Bar-
Coach]

The Amfleet II Amlounge is a combination Dining-Snack-Coach; the Dining 
area has 40 seat (10 booths of 4), a Shack Car in the middle, and 17 Coach 
seats in the other end) [1] Amfleet is a fleet of single-level intercity railroad 
passenger cars built by the Budd Company for Amtrak in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. Budd based the Amfleet design on its earlier Metroliner electric 
multiple unit. An initial order for 57 cars in 1973 to supplement the Metroliners 
on the Northeast Corridor grew to two orders totaling 642 cars, sufficient to 
reequip all the services on the Northeast Corridor and many other routes 
around the United States. The first 492 cars, known as Amfleet I were 
completed between 1975–1977, [2]

ATK 1981

Amtrak Cascades Service [Passenger 
Train]

Amtrak began operating the first Cascades trains using a Talgo trainset leased 
by the State of Washington Department of Transportation. The 467-mile (752 
km) corridor runs from Vancouver, British Columbia, through Seattle, 
Washington and Portland, Oregon to Eugene, Oregon. 
 
In the fiscal year 2017, Cascades was Amtrak's eighth-busiest route with a 
total annual ridership of over 810,000. In fiscal year 2018, farebox recovery 
ratio for the train was 63%. 
 
As of January 2018, 11 trains operate along the corridor each day–two 
between Vancouver, BC and Seattle, two between Vancouver, BC and 
Portland, three between Seattle and Portland; one from Portland to Eugene, 
and three between Eugene and Seattle. For trains that do not travel directly to 
Vancouver or Eugene, connections are available on Amtrak Thruway 
Motorcoach services. Additionally, Amtrak Thruway Motorcoach services offer 
connections to other destinations in British Columbia, Idaho, Oregon, and 
Washington not on the rail corridor.

ATK 1994

Amtrak is formed [passenger train] Amtrak is formed in 1971 to take over the nation's rail passenger train 
operation. The company is limited by funding limitations imposed by the 
U.S. Congrress, which wants Amtrak dissolved.

ATK 1971

Angle Cock & Air Brake Hose [passenger 
carl Freight car]

A valve located at each end of locomotives and cars used to open or close the 
brake pipe. The handle is hinged so as to lock in either the open or closed 
position. When the handle is in-line with the brake pipe, the angle cock is open. 
When the handle is crosswise to the brake pipe, the angle cock is closed. (Ref 
5) See page 31 of Ref 2 for Diagram

Apartment Car [RPO, Railway Post Office 
Car, Baggage-Postal Car, Baggage-RPO, 
Baggage-Mail Car]

An Apartment Car is a term used by the U.S. Postal Service to describe a car 
in which only on portion of the car is used for the sorting of mail enroute; the 
remainder of the car would be used for another purpose, typically for the 
storage of baggage. The term Apartment Car came into use in the 1920's and 
1930's and was used to describe a combination Baggage-Postal (RPO) car. 
The Term "Apartment Car" was often used by persons outside of the postal 
service to describe a car with an RPO section.

Arch Roof [Harriman Standard Passenger 
Car, Monitor Roof, Clerestory]

An Arch Roof Car has a distinctive round roof that runs the length of the car, as 
opposed to a Monitor or Clerestory roof, which features a raised "Clerestory" 
that runs the length of the car. 
 
Arch Roof cars were commonly associated with the so called "Harriman 
Standard" cars used on the Southern Pacific, the Union Pacific, the Illinois 
Central, and the Central of Georgia, all of which were controlled by Edward 
Harriman, when he owned the Union Pacific.  
 
Arch Roof cars were also used on some eastern and midwestern roads, 
including the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Delaware, Lackawanna & 
Western, the Norfolk & Western, the Pennsylvania RR, the Reading, the 
Southern, the St. Louis-San Francisco (SLSF), and the Wabash. [1]

UP

Arkansas’ “Separate Coach Law” of 1891 
[African-American, Segregation]

The Separate Coach Law of 1891 (Act 17) was a Jim Crow law requiring 
separate coaches on railway trains for white and black passengers. [1]

1891

Armour Yellow Paint Scheme [M-10000 
Passenger Train, Safety, Grade Crossing 
Accidents]

The Union Pacific's M-10000 streamliner was painted in Armour Yellow with 
Leaf Brown roof and undersides. Armour Yellow was chosen for safety 
reasons. This train was was capable of operating at over 110 miles per hour, 
an unheard of speed in 1934 for a western railroad. The railroad chose Armour 
Yellow for safety reasons: it made the train very visible from long distances, 
and important consideration for grade crossings. The Union Pacific continued 
the use of Armour yellow on its passenger trains until the end of passenger 
service in 1971. Even today, the Union Pacific's Business Cars and Special 
trains (customer executive trains) are painted the same armour yellow.

UP 1934

Arrow [Electric mutliple unit/MU commuter 
rail]

The Jersey Arrow is a type of electric multiple unit (EMU) railcar developed for 
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and used through successive commuter operators 
in New Jersey, through to New Jersey Transit. Three models were built but 
only the third is in use today. The series is similar to SEPTA's Silverliner series, 
but include center doors among other differences in details. 
 
Arrow I 
 
The first series of Arrows (known as PRR MP85s) were built in 1968-69 by the 
St. Louis Car Company; 35 were built and purchased by the New Jersey 
Department of Transportation. These cars were initially numbered 100-134. 
These cars were built with higher capacity 3-2 seating which caused grumbling 
by the passengers at that time. 
 
These cars bear some resemblance to the Silverliner III also produced by St. 
Louis Car company at the time, including a unique numberboard area. 
However, these cars are very different mechanically. They featured diamond-
shaped twin-arm Stemmann pantographs, round windows, center doors, and a 
different body shape. 
 
Car 107 caught fire early in its career and was scrapped. Car 105 was also 
severely damaged in a collision in the East River Tunnel near New York Penn 
Station in 1975. It was stored in Sunnyside Yard until the mid 80s, when it was 
scrapped. 
 
During 1976, 19 of the 33 surviving Arrow Is were rebuilt to be compatible with 
the newly arrived Arrow IIs. This involved the replacement of Symington-
Wayne SW800 "hook-type" couplers with the Wabco N2A couplers used by 
subsequent Arrow MUs. As they were rebuilt, they were renumbered 500-533, 
with car 134 being renumbered 507 to account for the loss of 107. 
 
A further renumbering of the Arrow Is to 1200-1233 was planned, however this 
was never implemented as the Arrow Is were instead retired. The Arrow Is 
were phased out and stored as additional Arrow IIIs arrived from General 
Electric. All cars were stored out of service by 1980 due to reliability issues 
with their Westinghouse control equipment. These problems were a result of 
poor wiring and frequent electrical grounds. 
 
Comet IB conversion 
 
Main article: Comet (railcar) Comet IB 
 
The Arrow I cars sat unused until 1986. Realizing that the car bodies still had 
many decades of service left on them, New Jersey Transit made the decision 
to have them rebuilt into locomotive-hauled coaches. Between 1986 and 1988 
30 cars were converted into the Comet IB cab control and trailer coaches by 
Morrison-Knudsen. Three Arrow Is, 519, 521 and 523, were heavily damaged 
by arson, and were salvaged for use in the Comet IB program before being 
scrapped. The rebuilt Comet IB cars remained in service for two decades (first 
on Newark Division diesel service, and then transferred to Hoboken Division 
diesel lines in 2005) before being retired by New Jersey Transit in late 2008, 
with some now leased or sold. 
 
14 have found new life through yet another rebuilding, on Amtrak California as 
interim coaches. Cabs will be removed from the 12 cab cars, and the interiors 
rebuilt to resemble Amtrak California cars, with intercity seating installed in 
place of the old commuter seating. 
 
Arrow II 
 
In 1974, General Electric produced 70 Arrow II cars in the married pair format, 
classed MA-1G. These cars were built in GE's Erie (PA) shops with car shells 
from Avco. The Arrow IIs were numbered 534-603. They were purchased 
specifically to replace the ancient PRR MP54s, which were slowly phased out 
of New Jersey service in late 1977. 
 
The Arrow IIs were constructed following the production of SEPTA's single unit 
Silverliner IVs, but prior to the Married Pair Silverliner IV units. Indeed, the 
Arrow II and the Silverliner IV share the same body shell, cab corner air 
scoops and single-arm Faiveley pantographs, with the primary differences 
being the shorter air intake hump on the roof, corresponding lack of dynamic 
brakes, and the inclusion of the high-level center door as on the Arrow I. 
 
One important feature was the 2-2 seating, which was a result of passenger 
complaint over the 3-2 seating on the Arrow I. The Arrow IIs also featured a 
toilet in the B-car. 
 
In service, the Arrow IIs were frequently leased to Amtrak for off-hour Clocker 
trains. From June 1978 until the summer of 1979, the Arrow IIs were leased to 
MARC, where they bumped the last operating MP54s from service. Cars 
590-591 were destroyed in a collision at Seabrook, Maryland on June 9, 1978, 
early in their MARC service. From late 1979 until 1982, the Arrow IIs were 
loaned to Amtrak and could be found running Harrisburg-bound trains, and Off-
peak Clockers. 
 
Upon the formation of NJ Transit, the Arrow IIs were called back to New 
Jersey. The Arrow IIs had been well worn during their time with Amtrak, and 
required a thorough overhaul. 
 
Work began at Morrison & Knudsen in January 1983, with the cars receiving 
several upgrades for compatibility with the Arrow IIIs. Almost every part was 
rebuilt or upgraded, including brakes, couplers, motors, gearboxes, and 
electrical gear. Among some of the noticeable changes, the 2-2 seats were 
replaced with 3-2 seats, increasing the capacity of the A-car from 100 to 119, 
and the B car from 96 to 113. In addition, the B-car featured a fold up handicap 
seat. The toilets were also rebuilt. The sliding doors were rebuilt to be 
compatible with Arrow III circuitry, and to be sensitive to objects they encounter 
when closing. The window glass was replaced with polycarbonate glazing. End 
strobes, new marker lights and a new pilot were installed on the cab ends, and 
the key operated locks were all standardized to match the Erie Lackawanna 
coach keys as used on the Arrow III. Finally, the main transformers were 
cleaned of PCBs and replaced with an EPA approved substitute. 
 
The cars were renumbered to 1234-1303, and repainted for NJ Transit as they 
were out-shopped from late 1983 through 1984. 
 
The Arrow IIs briefly returned to service on the Newark Division, but were 
ultimately reassigned to the Hoboken division for the rest of their service lives. 
In 1997, the decision was made to retire them due to rotting floors and holes in 
the roofs. Most were scrapped in 2001. One pair (1236-1237, renumbered to 
602 and 601) remains (however spilt) as part of SEPTA's wire inspection train. 
 
Arrow III 
 
The Arrow IIIs were built between 1977 and 1978 by General Electric in the 
same fashion as the Arrow IIs. They consist of 200 cars built as married pairs 
(1334–1533) and 30 single cars (1304–1333). These cars were initially ordered 
as part of a plan to rehabilitate the NJDOT (Later NJ Transit's) Hoboken 
division, converting the 3,000 volt DC system to a 25 Kv 60 Hz AC system. 
However, due to the retirement of the Arrow I MUs, and the Arrow IIs frequently 
being leased to Amtrak and MARC, as well as delays to the rehabilitation of the 
Hoboken electrification, the Arrow IIIs were assigned to the former Penn 
Central electrified lines instead. As a result, the Arrow IIs and only a portion of 
the Arrow III fleet were devoted to the Hoboken division when the electrification 
work was finally finished in 1984, with the remaining Arrow IIIs being assigned 
as the only MUs in service on the Northeast Corridor and North Jersey Coast 
Line. Due to the lack of an automatic transformer tap changer, the Arrow IIIs 
cannot switch between line voltages while in service. To prevent confusion a 
triangular orange sticker with the current voltage the unit is set to is affixed 
under the front window, "12k" for the Newark Division and "25k" for the 
Hoboken Division. After the North Jersey Coast Line was changed to 25kV 
south of Matawan, MU service to Long Branch was replaced by push-pull 
trainsets only. 
 
The Arrow III's body shell is similar to the Silverliner IV and Arrow II. However, 
the Arrow IIIs have some prominent differences, notably the two small air 
intake blisters (as opposed to the large humps on prior models). The Arrow IIIs 
also featured the twin-arm Stemmann pantographs as on the Arrow Is, built by 
the United Knitting Machine corporation. The large central air scoop over the 
center of the roof on each cab end is the final major spotting feature. The 
Arrow IIIs saw the return of 3-2 seating. 
 
The Arrow IIIs were given a mid-life overhaul between 1992 and 1995 by ABB. 
The rebuild replaced the original DC propulsion system with a new solid state 
AC system that also included higher power traction motors with a total of about 
375 hp per two axle truck. The increased power per motor allowed for motors 
to be eliminated from the truck located under the pantograph in each of the 
married pairs, reducing the number of powered axles per pair to 6 although 
raising horsepower to 1150. Single units retained all 4 powered axles with a 
total of 750 hp. After the rebuild was completed, problems were encountered 
with both traction motor and axle bearing overheating which lowered the 
maximum permitted speed in service to 90 mph from 100 and then ultimately 
to 80 mph as the problems persisted. In 2011 a single arm Schunk type 
pantograph was fitted to Arrow III #1463 replacing the original twin-arm 
Stemmann. By early 2014, all 160 units remaining in revenue service had been 
fitted with the new pantographs. 
 
As of 2013 New Jersey Transit uses Arrow IIIs extensively on the Morris and 
Essex Lines (Hoboken to/from Gladstone or Dover/Summit to/from Hoboken; 
when not running Midtown Direct), the Montclair-Boonton Line (Montclair State 
University to/from Hoboken), the Princeton Branch, the North Jersey Coast 
Line (New York to/from Rahway or Matawan), and the Northeast Corridor line 
(New York to/from Jersey Avenue/Trenton). Although in the Summer & Fall 
2014; many Comet series cars (including Comet 5 cars) replace the Arrow III 
car for the express service to/from NYC and the weekend Shuttle service from 
NY Penn to Secaucus, NJ on the Northeast Corridor and Service to Rahway, 
South Amboy and Matawan on the North Jersey Coast Lines. 
 
 

NJT 1968

Articulated Cars [Articulated Train A flexible passenger car design built in two or more jointed sections, but 
coupled together and operated as a single unit. Some designs employed the 
use of a single track shared between two cars.  When the first Streamlined, 
stainless steel passenger cars were introduced in the mid 1930's, the cars 
were shorter, and smaller than today's passenger cars. Examples include the 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy's early Zephyr trains, and the Union Pacific's 
City of Salina. These trains were intended to be operated as a Unit train, 
without having the ability to add or remove cars during peak periods, or while 
the train was being operated along its intended route. Although the 
permanently coupled design saved steel and costs, while lowering weight, the 
design proved to be inflexible and was eventually replaced by the more 
traditional method of trains having individually coupled cars.  A small number of 
articulated dining cars were also built for the same reason: most were twin unit 
diners, but a few triple unit diners were also built.  These cars were specifically 
designed to be operated in pairs; in a typical example, one car is dedicated for 
use as a kitchen car, while the other is dedicated for use as a full length diner 
(rather than the conventional design, which places both the restaurant and 
kitchen in the same car).

1934

Astra Dome [Observation Car, Vista 
Dome, Streamlined passenger car, 
Streamlined Passenger Train, Dining Car, 
Coach, Astra Liner, Astra-Liners]

The Astra Domes were a fleet of streamlined dome cars built by the American 
Car and Foundry Company ("ACF") for the Union Pacific Railroad in 1954–
1955. ACF built a total of 35 cars including coaches, dining cars, and 
observation cars. After the Union Pacific exited the passenger business in 
1971 the Auto-Train Corporation purchased most of the fleet and operated 
them for an additional ten years. 
 
ACF produced three types of domes for the Union Pacific: coaches, dining 
cars, and observation cars. The ten dining cars were unique: the only dome 
dining cars (aside from GM's Train of Tomorrow) ever built for a United States 
railroad. The cars featured seating on both levels: 18 in the upper level in 
booths and 18 in the lower level at tables. Also located on the lower level was 
a kitchen, pantry, and private dining room with seating for 10. A dumbwaiter 
connected the two levels. 
 
The coaches could seat 24 in the dome area and an additional 36 in the lower 
level. The center section was given over to men's and women's lounges. The 
lounge-observation cars were square-ended instead of the rounded-off design 
favored by many railroads. Like the coaches, the upper-level dome area could 
seat 24. In the lower level, starting at the vestibule end, was a card room 
(seating for five), cocktail lounge (seats for nine) and bar, stairs up to the dome 
level, and finally the observation area itself with seating for 19. 
 
Service History 
 
The Union Pacific was a comparative latecomer to the dome scene when it 
ordered the Astra Domes from ACF in 1954; most western railroads already 
operated domes, some since the late 1940s. ACF delivered the 35 cars to the 
Union Pacific in 1955 at the cost of US$10,000,000. The Union Pacific 
assigned the cars to its various transcontinental streamliners: 
 
 • Five coaches to the new Challenger 
 • Five coaches, five dining cars and five lounge-observation cars to the City of 
Portland 
 • Five dining cars and five lounge-observation cars to City of Los Angeles 
 • Five lounge-observation cars to the City of St. Louis 
 
The Union Pacific found it necessary to assign a second steward to the upper-
level dining area. The Union Pacific gave great publicity to the novelty of dome 
dining cars operating between Chicago, Portland, Oregon and Los Angeles. 
 
After the Union Pacific exited the passenger business in 1971 it sold two of the 
dome coaches (#7004 and #7008) to the Alaska Railroad for use on its 
AuRoRa streamliner. UP retained dome coach #7006 and dome lounge-
observation #9004 for company use and donated dome diner #8003 to the 
National Railroad Museum in Green Bay, Wisconsin, where it remains today. 
The remainder of the fleet–seven coaches, nine dining cars and fourteen 
lounge-observation cars–were purchased by the new Auto-Train Corporation 
for use on the Auto-Train. After Auto-Train's bankruptcy in 1981 the fleet was 
sold and dispersed. Many remain in private hands. 

UP

Auto Carrier A car for carrying automobiles - usually from a metroploitan center to a tourist 
area, thus avoiding a long drive for the owner of the car.  
 
The New York Central Introduced an Auto Carrier service in 1905 (see Railway 
Age, July 28, 1905 and "Central Headlight", March 1976, New York Central 
System Historical Society).

NYC 1905

Auto-Railer [Self Propelled Rail Car/
Passenger Car, AutoRailer, Auto Railer]

The Evans Products Company was known primarily as a railroad supply firm. 
In 1934, it introduced a 16-passenger rail bus called the Auto-Railer. The Auto-
Railer used pneumatic tires to carry the bus on the rails, or on the highway 
resulting in a smooth ride for the passengers. Few were sold, and the product 
was discontinued. The short video demonstrates the Auto-Railer in action.

EVANSAR

Auto-Train Auto-Train Corporation (reporting mark AUT) was a privately owned 
railroad which used its own rolling stock, and traveled on rails leased 
from major railroads along the route of its trains, serving central Florida 
from points in the Mid-Atlantic region near Washington, DC, and the Mid-
West near Louisville, Kentucky, during the 1970s. Despite the popularity 
of the service on its primary route, which parallels busy Interstate 95 
along much of the eastern coast of the United States in five states, the 
company failed financially after operating for almost 10 years. After a 
hiatus, a similarly named and operated service (Auto Train) was begun 
under the government-financed Amtrak in 1983, which became one of the 
railroad's most popular services. 
 
The original Auto-Train service: 1971-1981 
 
A concept of Auto-Train Corporation founder Eugene K. Garfield, a 
former employee of the US Department of Transportation, the novel 
approach allowed families to relax en route and save the expense and 
unfamiliarity of a rental car on arrival. The Auto-Train consists included 
passenger cars, autoracks, and a caboose. Although the company had its 
own locomotives and rolling stock, Auto-Train Corporation trains initially 
operated on Seaboard Coast Line (SCL) and Richmond, Fredericksburg & 
Potomac (RF&P) tracks. 
 
Auto-Train Corporation's new service began operations on December 6, 
1971, between Lorton, Virginia, and Sanford, Florida. The service was a 
big hit with travelers. Before long, the ambitious entrepreneurs of Auto-
Train were looking to expand into other markets, and even established a 
short-lived service between Louisville, Kentucky, and Sanford, Florida. 
 
Lack of success from the Louisville expansion, high crew costs and 
several accidents put Garfield's company into bankruptcy.[1] Auto-Train 
Corporation was forced to end its services in late April 1981. 
 
Amtrak revives service 
 
Operating for almost ten years, Auto-Train had developed a popular 
following, particularly among older travelers. No one else offered a 
similar service until, after a gap of almost two years, service was revived 
by Amtrak (the National Railroad Passenger Corporation), a federally 
chartered corporation that operates most intercity passenger trains in 
the United States. 
 
Today, Amtrak's Auto Train carries about 200,000 passengers and 
generates around $50 million in revenue annually. In 2014, it is Amtrak's 
best-paying train, being the top of a handful of Amtrak trains that make a 
profit.

AT 1971

Automated Farebox [Streetcar PAYE; 
Tom L. Johnson]

The development of the Pay-as-you-enter streetcar design was a 
significant development in the evolution of streetcar design, as it 
eliminated the need for a two-man car (motorman and ticket taker). The 
PAYE design allowed the motorman to both operate the car, and collect 
monies as the person entered the car.  Early streetcar designs did not 
have an automated method of collecting streetcar fares. Thus a 
conductor, or ticket taker was employed to collect the fares as the 
passengers entered the streetcar. There were two major disadvantages to 
this system: (1) as a manual system, it required two persons to operate 
the streetcar. This became an increasing cost burden for lightly used 
streetcar runs; (2) theft and under-reporting of fares by the conductor: all 
retail establishments have the same problem-dishonest employees will 
take money for the purchase, but not ring up the sale. The streetcar 
companies often hired spotters to identify which conductors were 
pocketing the fares.  Tom L. Johnson (1854-1911) solved these problems 
by designing an automated farebox. As each passenger entered the car, 
he or she dropped the appropriate coinage, or token, in the farebox, 
which automatically counted the fare monies, adding the amount to a 
running total.  His invention proved to be one of the single most 
important inventions in the streetcar and interurban history.   Johnson 
had moved to Louisville, and became employed by a local streetcar 
company, and then invented his first farebox in 1880. He eventually left 
the streetcar company in 1888, to join the St. Louis Car Company, a large 
manufacturer of streetcars. After his death in 1911, the Johnson Farebox 
Company was organized to continue the development, manufacturing, 
and sale of automated farebox systems.

JFBC 1880

Auxiliary Power Generator [Diesel 
Locomotive, ECP Electronically Controlled 
Brakes, Passenger car]

The Auxiliary Power Generator is a separate low horsepower (typically 20-50 
HP) Diesel engine contained within the body of a Diesel Locomotive. These 
compact units provide the electrical power needed to operate electrical 
equipment such as air conditioning units,heating, and lighting in passenger 
cars. More recently Electronically Controlled Brakes on freight trains. 
 
The The Auxiliary Power Generator off loads significant work that would 
otherwise be required to be performed by the diesel engine itself. By removing 
this work, the "prime mover" is freed up and can operate with significantly 
greater efficiency, saving fuel and reducing maintenance.  
 
Reference [1] lists the following advantages: 
 
- Reduces ineffective idling and fuel consumption by up to 80% 
- Significantly reduces toxic emissions of NOx and CO2 
- Eliminates noise whilst locomotive is stationary 
- Keeps air circulation to maintain cab conditions for crew

Auxiliary Power Generator Car Long distance passenger cars manufactured after 1930 were increasingly 
equipped with air conditioning systems. Originally, the air conditioning was 
providing by blowing air over ice blocks. Power to supply the electrical lighting 
in the car was supplied by under car generators, driven by the motion of the 
wheels. Eventually, more modern passenger cars were delivered that required 
high levels of electrical power that could not be supplied by the traditional 
under floor electrical generators. Thus, the need to supply an electrical power 
source from the head end. Most, if not all, of the early diesel locomotives were 
not equipped with an electrical power generator source that was sufficient to 
meet the needs of the entire train. Hence, the development of the Auxiliary 
Power car, which contained its own diesel engine, which was used to drive a 
generator. These cars became commonplace on Commuter trains and on 
some long distance trains in the 1960's and beyond.

AVE 103 Train design and technology 
Alta Velocidad Española (AVE)[ [High 
Speed Rail); ERTCS (European Train 
Control System) (Positive Train 
Control) ( European Rail Traffic 
Management System (ERTMS)) Dual 
Gauge/Narrow Gauge capability]

The AVE 103 is a new class of high speed train operated in Spain.  In 
2020, it is the fastest in the world, and is rated at a maximum speed of 
350 km/h (217 mph). It is a fixed train: normally, cars are not added or 
deleted from the consist when in operation. 
 
The train features a number of new design concepts: 
 
1. The locomotive cab is largely all electronic, and is designed for one 
operator. 
 
2. Distributed traction:  traction equipment was moved underfloor, with 
powered bogies distributed in alternate carriages along the length of the 
train. This removes the weight of locomotives at either end, providing 
better acceleration at lower speeds, and the ability to climb grades faster. 
For the AVE Class 103, four of the eight cars were fitted with two powered 
bogies each. The older AVE trains utilize standard locomotives to pull the 
trains. 
 
3. 12,000 HP (8,800 kW or 11,800 hp) The increased electrical power 
provides the increase in speed for this train. Power is supplied from 
25,000 volt AC lines, as opposed to the domestic 3,000V dc.  
 
4. Braking is regenerative: meaning that there are no conventional 
friction brakes: when braking is applied, the traction motors are 
converted from using power supplied by an overhead catenary to 
generating power, which slows the train-the power generated in this 
process is transmitted back to the power system. 
 
5. Positive Train Control using ETCS (European Train Control System) 
The European Train Control System (ETCS) is the signalling and control 
component of the European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). 
The ETCS/ERTMS sends signals from sensors installed in the track bed 
to a central dispatch location which monitors the progress of the train, 
and provides authority to use a given section or track. Automatic speed 
control is a critical part of the system, as the train must slow significantly 
from high speed operation in order to negotiate certain curves.  
 
6. Dual Gauge capability The trucks are designed to allow the train to be 
operated on either standard gauge tracks installed for the AVE, or on 
narrow gauge legacy tracks. 
 
 

RENFE 2007

AVE Alta Velocidad Española ("High 
Speed Spanish Train")[High Speed rail]

AVE trains run on a network of high-speed rail track owned and managed by 
Adif, where other high-speed (Avant, Alvia) and mid-speed (Altaria) services 
also operate. The first line was opened in 1992, connecting the cities of 
Madrid, Córdoba and Seville. Unlike the rest of the Iberian broad gauge 
network, the AVE uses standard gauge, permitting direct connections outside 
Spain. Although AVE trains are operated by Renfe, private companies may be 
allowed to operate trains in the future using other brands, in accordance with 
European Union legislation. Some TGV-derived trains do run on the broad-
gauge network at slower speeds, and these are branded separately as 
Euromed. On the line from Madrid to Seville, the service guarantees arrival 
within five minutes of the advertised time, and offers a full refund if the train is 
delayed further, although only 0.16% of trains have been so. In this regard, the 
punctuality of the AVE is exceptional compared to other non-long-distance 
Renfe services. On other AVE lines, this punctuality promise is more lax (15 
minutes on the Barcelona line). A possible reason for this is that AVE services 
slow down to 200 km/h for the Sierra Morena section of the journey, because 
of the tight curves, and 250 km/h for the Córdoba-Seville section, possibly on 
account of medium-speed services running on the line, meaning that they have 
an easy means of recovering lost time if held up earlier in the journey. 
 
History 
 
New rail link to Andalusia 
 
Towards the end of the 1980s a new line was planned to join the Castilian 
Meseta with Andalusia without passing through the Despeñaperros Natural 
Park. After considering various options it was decided that a standard-gauge 
line, allowing for Spain's first high-speed rail link, would be built. The project 
was named NAFA (Nuevo Acceso Ferroviario a Andalucía, New Rail Link to 
Andalusia) and was meant to help revitalise the stagnant southern Spanish 
economy. The line was inaugurated on 14 April 1992 to coincide with Expo 92 
being held in Seville. Seven days later on 21 April 1992 commercial service 
began with six daily services stopping at Madrid, Seville, Córdoba, Puertollano 
and Ciudad Real. In October 1992 RENFE began the AVE Lanzadera (Shuttle) 
service between Madrid and Puertollano and Ciudad Real. 
It has been suggested that the PSOE government chose the French Alstom bid 
over the Siemens and Talgo bids for political rather than technical reasons,
[citation needed] rewarding the French government for its assistance in 
capturing ETA activists who took "sanctuary" across the border in southern 
France.[4][citation needed] Seville's hosting of the 1992 World's Fair prompted 
the choice of that city for the inaugural AVE line. Seville is the artistic, cultural, 
and financial capital of southern Spain and the fourth largest city in Spain, after 
Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia, with a population of over 700,000 and a 
metropolitan area of almost 1.5 million people. It is also the capital of 
Andalusia, Spain's most populous autonomous community (region). 
 
In January 1993 the Talgo 200 Madrid–Málaga service began, using AVE lines 
as far as Córdoba and then Spanish-gauge conventional track to reach 
Málaga. On 23 April that year, the AVE set a new top speed of 356.8 km/h 
(221.7 mph) on a test run. Later in 1993 the mixed-method services Talgo 200 
Madrid–Cádiz and Talgo 200 Madrid–Huelva began. 
 
In 1994 AVE trains on the Madrid–Seville line began to run at 300 km/h, cutting 
journey times by at least 40 minutes and covering the 471 km in 21⁄2 hours, 
though it is unlikely that much of a saving came from the increase in maximum 
speed, because only a small section of the line near Los Yébenes has the 
alignments for 300 km/h operation. The maximum permitted speed is 270 km/h 
between Atocha station and Brazatortas, save for the approaches to the 
intermediate stations (Atocha, Ciudad Real and Puertollano). Beyond 
Brazatortas, the line is only authorised for 250 km/h operation, which drops to 
215 km/h in the Sierra Morena mountains and 90 km/h around Córdoba 
station. It is more likely that time savings occurred as a result of there being 
fewer intermediate stops. 
 
Although in 1999 RENFE began a mixed-service Talgo 200 Madrid–Algeciras 
route, this was, along with the other mixed services, transferred to Grandes 
Líneas Renfe (RENFE's Spanish gauge long-distance brand) following 
changes to plans for high-speed rail in Spain. 
The last segment of the Madrid–Málaga line was completed on 24 December 
2007. 
 
In 1992, a new medium distance service (AV Media Distancia operating under 
the AVE Lanzadera brand) began between Madrid, Ciudad Real and 
Puertollano, using spare class 100 trains. In December 2004 a new service 
began between Seville and Córdoba using new class 104 trains,[citation 
needed] reducing journey times between the two cities to 40 minutes. In 2005 
the brand was renamed RENFE Avant, and all services started to use class 
104 trains, leaving class 100 for AVE services. 
 
The construction of a 21-kilometre (13 mi) stretch of high-speed line from 
Madrid to Toledo allowed the inauguration of a medium distance service in 
November 2005. The journey time between the two cities is now less than 30 
minutes. The high-speed link combined with high property prices in Madrid has 
encouraged many Madrid commuters to settle in Ciudad Real, the first stop on 
the Madrid–Seville line. There has, however, been controversy over the 
construction of this line as the change to standard-gauge track meant that 
large towns such as Getafe, Aranjuez and Algodor, which now have no 
commercial services, lost their direct services to Toledo. Furthermore, since 
Toledo is now connected by standard-gauge track it is impossible for other 
passenger or goods trains to reach it that have not come from other high-
speed lines. 
 
Further Avant services have been launched with the expansion of the AVE to 
Valladolid and Barcelona. See below for details of all Avant services. In the 
Valladolid line, new class 114 trains are used. 
 
Both Avant trains are based in Pendolino designs, without tilting capacity. 
 
The Madrid–Zaragoza (Saragossa)–Barcelona line was inaugurated on 20 
February 2008, after parts of the line had operated since 2003 (Madrid–
Zaragoza–Lleida) and 2006 (Lleida–Tarragona). Seventeen trains run now 
every day between 6:00 and 21:00 hrs. This line is currently one of the world's 
fastest long-distance trains in commercial operation,[6] with non-stop trains 
covering the 621 km (386 mi) between the two cities in just 2 hours 30 
minutes, and those calling at all stations in 3 hours 10 minutes. 
 
The Madrid–Segovia–Valladolid line was inaugurated on 22 December 2007. It 
Includes a tunnel of 28 kilometres (17 mi) at Guadarrama, which is the fourth 
longest train tunnel in Europe. Valladolid will become the hub for all AVE lines 
connecting the north and north-west of Spain with the rest of the country. 
Trainsets used on this line include S-120 (max speed 250 km/h (155 mph)), 
S-130 (Patito, max speed 250 km/h (155 mph)) and the S102 (Pato, max 
speed 320 km/h or 199 mph). 
 

RENFE

Avelia Liberty [High Speed Rail, Bullet 
Passenger Train, TGV, Alstom]

Avelia Liberty is a model of high-speed passenger train marketed by French 
train producer Alstom. It is related to the TGV family of high-speed trains, but 
adapted for North American railroad standards, including U.S. Federal Railroad 
Administration crashworthiness standards.The train will be capable of 
operating at up to 186 miles per hour over Amtrak's Northeast Ccrridor: 
Washington, DC - New York - Boston. The train will have a TGV locomotive at 
each end to eliminate terminal switching delays, and for redundancy purposes. 
 
Amtrak 
 
Avelia Liberty will be used on the electrified Acela Express route between 
Boston and Washington. 
 
On August 26, 2016, U.S. passenger rail operator Amtrak and Alstom 
announced that the Avelia Liberty trainset had been chosen to replace the 
existing Bombardier-Alstom Acela Express trainsets on the Northeast Corridor 
between Boston and Washington via New York. The new trainsets, along with 
track and signaling improvements, will allow for an initial improvement in 
maximum regular service speed to 160 miles per hour (257 km/h) on some 
portions of the route. with a maximum possible speed of (300km/h - 350km/h) 
if future investments in track and signaling upgrades are made. Amtrak will 
acquire 28 trainsets to replace the existing 20 units, allowing for more frequent 
service on the route, including half-hourly peak service between New York and 
Washington; in addition, the new trains will have approximately one-third 
greater passenger capacity. "Tiltronix" active tilt technology will allow higher 
speeds on curved portions of the corridor track, which are common in New 
England. 
 
The initial formation of the new trains will have two power cars and nine 
passenger trailers. The trains will feature articulated coaches, and an 
additional three vehicles can be added if demand grows. The power cars, one 
at each end, include an Alstom Crash Energy Management system to help 
meet FRA standards while allowing a 30% reduction in train weight. 
 
U.S. assembly of the trainsets will take place at Alstom's plants in Hornell and 
Rochester, New York. A prototype trainset is scheduled to be completed in 
2019 to allow for test running. The trains are scheduled to enter service 
beginning in 2021, with final delivery of all 28 trainsets to be completed in 
2022, at which point Amtrak will retire the previous Acela fleet. 
 
Alstom will provide long-term technical support and supply spare components 
and parts. 

ATK 2021

B1-1B Truck SD70MACH [tractive effort, 
traction motors, Diesel Locomotive, 
Horsepower]

The SD70MACH is a unique model within the SD70MAC product family, as it is 
equipped with B1-1B trucks, rather than the C-C trucks used on the previous 
models in this family. It is also a Tier 3 locomotive, which was needed because 
of the densely populated area that it passes through. 
 
The B1-1B trucks eliminated four traction motors per locomotive-a cost saving 
measure. In addition, commuter trains are lighter in weight, compared with a 
freight train. In an extreme example, a GO Transit BiLevel train of 12 cars 
having a capacity of 350 people (with standees) of 200 lbs each would weigh 
2.4 million lbs (including car weight), while a freight train with 100 cars carrying 
100 tons of  cargo per car would have a total weight of 20 million lbs (excluding 
car weight), and would therefore require substantially more tractive effort than 
a commuter train.  
 
The design has more to do with tractive effort than horsepower.

METRA

Baggage Car [Railway Express Agency; 
Express Shipments; RPO-Baggage, 
Baggage-Express]

A car fitted for carrying passenger's baggage and other large items. In some 
cases a Baggage car was used to transport Express Shipments by the Railway 
Express Agency. Some Baggage cars were designed as a combination RPO-
Baggage;  the RPO section was in a separate section of the car. Other 
specialized Baggage Cars included the Baggage-Express car where one 
section of the car was used for Baggage, and the other for Express Shipments.
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Baggage Clerk A person responsible for tagging baggage, loading, unloading and routing 
baggage en route between destinations.

Baggage Handler [Passenger Train, 
Depot, Station, Union Station, Red Caps, 
Baggage Car) 

The baggage handlers duties were to load and unload baggage from 
passenger trains. In small towns, the telegraph operator or station agent 
usually did this. In large towns, it was a full time job. The baggage handler had 
to make sure the baggage was placed on the right train, or was transferred 
from an inbound train to the right outbound train. Full time baggage handlers 
were identified by their “red caps”, and were called “Red Caps”. 

Baggage Master (Baggage Car) A Railroad employee charged with overall responsibility for the Baggage Car 
and its contents. From 1840 to about 1920, passengers referred to him as the 
“baggage smasher.” They swore he held contests with the baggage handlers 
to see who could stand at one end of the baggage car and hit the far wall with 
someone’s baggage.  

Baggage-Horse Car A Baggage Car fitted for carrying horses.  The modern thoroughbred horse 
racing industry in America developed in Kentucky in the mid 1850's, and by 
1890 there were 314 thoroughbred race tracks operating in the United States. 
When parimutuel betting was introduced in 1908, the racing industry began to 
expand dramatically. Horse racing flourished until World War II.  Horse owners 
used the railroads to ship their horses from one part of the country to another. 
Initially, the railroads supplied ordinary stock cars for this purpose, but it soon 
became obvious that stock cars were unsuitable for high performance, high 
strung horses. Ordinary stock cars lacked special facilities for watering and 
feeding the horses. In addition, the ventilation slats in the the stock car caused 
a draft over horses. All of these factors made stock cars an unsuitable choice 
for transporting horses.  The Louisville & Nashville, and other railroads, built a 
series of 70 ft Baggage cars that were specifically designed for transporting 
horses. The L&N's cars were built in 1917. The cars were equipped with horse 
stalls, and overhead water tanks that supplied water to side wall mounted 
spigots that could be used for watering the horses. During the off-season, 
these horse stalls could be easily removed, converting the cars to a standard 
baggage car arrangement. 

L&N

Baggage-Mail Car [Passenger Train; 
Storage Mail Carr]

The Baggage-Mail Car is a Baggage car that has been modified internally to 
allow the storage of mail, usually magazines, newspapers and the like. These 
cars were much in demand as they provided fast and frequent service to many 
medium and larger cities around the country. The "Mail" would not include first 
class letters, however.

Baker Heater [Steam Line/Steam Heat; 
passenger car; William C. Baker]

The Baker Heater was used extensively in the late 1800's and early 1900's 
to heat railroad passenger cars, and passenger stations. A coal or wood 
burning stove located in the passenger car or station provided the 
source of heat to warm water pipes which circulated hot water through 
the pipes located along the sides of the car or station.   
 
Baker Heater 
 
Introduced in 1876, this coal (or wood) fired stove provided heat for 
passenger coaches, dining cars, and sleeping cars. The original design 
required constant attention in order to keep the fire burning properly. 
Over time, an inventor, Edward Gold, developed a way to transfer excess 
steam from the steam locomotive to the passenger cars, using a flexible 
connection between cars called the "Steam Line". The steam line was 
connected to the Baker Heater, which had a series of coils that was then 
used to distribute air heated by steam heat to the cars. Around 1900, a 
new system was introduced that allowed steam heat to be circulated 
directly in the car floors and walls.    
 
The use of a steam line to heat railroad cars continued until the adaption 
of Head End Power, which allowed electricity to be used for heating cars. 

1876

Basket Rack [Luggage Rack for 
Passenger Cars]

Basket Rack is an archaic term used to describe a Luggage Rack, usually 
mounted at the roof line, and easily accesible by a passenger. Basket Racks 
were made by Adams & Westlake, and by Jackson & Sharp [1].

Bedroom Sleeping Car [Double Bedroom, 
Single Bedroom; Pullman, Passenger Car. 
Passenger Train]

The Bedroom was a sleeping car compartment designed for two persons. The 
design included a toilet, and wash basin and 1 full length bed and one upper 
berth type bed that dropped down from the ceiling.  The Double Bedroom was 
a sleeping car compartment designed for two persons. The design included a 
toilet, and wash basin and two full length beds.  The Single Bedroom 
accomodates an adult and a small child.

PULL

Bell Cord [Passenger Train] The Bell Cord was a way of communicating to the engineer the need to make 
an unscheduled stop. By custom, it was understood the Conductor would pull 
the Bell cord. However, in an emergency, any passenger could pull the bell 
cord. 
 
In public transport, a request stop or flag stop describes a stopping point at 
which trains or buses stop only on an as-need or request basis; that is, only if 
there are passengers to be picked up or dropped off. In this way, infrequently 
used stopping points can be served efficiently. The passenger either pulls the 
Bell Cord, or activates a signal button indicating the passenger's desire to 
depart the car.

Bennie Railplane [Early Streamlined 
Passenger Car, Streamline Passenger 
Train, High Speed Train, Monorail]

The Bennie Railplane was a form of rail transport invented by George Bennie 
(1891–1957), which moved along an overhead rail by way of propellers. 
Bennie, born at Auldhouse, near Glasgow, Scotland began work on the 
development of his railplane in 1921. In 1929-1930 he built a prototype on a 
trial stretch of track over a 130-yard (119-metre) line at Milngavie, off the 
Glasgow and Milngavie Junction Railway, with one railplane car to demonstrate 
the system to potential clients. The car ran along an overhead monorail, 
stabilised by guide rails below. It moved by propellers powered by on-board 
motors. It was intended to run above conventional railways, separating faster 
passenger traffic from slower freight traffic. Bennie believed his railplane cars 
had the capability of travelling up to 120 mph (193 km/h) and would offer a 
"fast passenger and mails and perishable goods service". Slow and heavy 
goods freight and local passenger services would continue on the traditional 
rail service below. Each car could carry a maximum of 48 people, although the 
prototype had seating for fewer. 
 
In spite of interest from around the world, however, Bennie could not obtain the 
financial backing he required to develop his revolutionary transport system. 
The proposed line from Edinburgh to Glasgow was not built, nor was the one 
between Southport and Blackpool. By 1937, Bennie was bankrupt. He had 
financed most of the work himself. 
 
The prototype railplane lay rusting in a field at Milngavie until it was sold for 
scrap in 1956. Bennie died the following year. The original shed where the 
carriage was built in Main Street, Milngavie is now occupied by a timber 
merchant, and has a blue commemorative plaque on the outside wall.

PSM 1933

Betterment Car (Pre-Streamlined) 
[Heavyweight Pullman Car, Streamlined 
Pullman car, Passenger car]

The introduction of the first streamlined passenger trains in the Great 
Depression caused a significant increase in passenger traffic. The 
railroads realized that passengers liked the features of the modern, 
streamline cars: air conditioning, upgraded appearance, and other 
factors. But, the high cost of the streamlined trains made the large scale 
replacement of the older conventional "heavyweight" cars impractical. 
And so, the railroads began a program of "improving" their existing 
passenger cars; these cars became known as the "Betterment" cars that 
acted as a transition from the older heavyweights to the newer 
streamliner trains. 
 
After the first streamlined trains were delivered in the mid 1930’s, the 
Pullman Company, and many railroad shop facilities began a program of 
upgrading or bettering the appearance and features of their older 
passenger cars.  
 
Betterment cars were a direct result on the introduction in 1934, of Union 
Pacific's M10000 and the Burlington Zephyr.  These lightweight, 
streamlined passenger trains were immediately successful, and resulted 
in increased demand for rail passenger service during a time when 
railroad traffic was declining.  
 
The railroads soon realized that they would need to re-equip their aging 
passenger car fleets in order to capitalize on the momentum established 
by these two trains. As the railroads began upgrading their heavyweight 
passenger fleet, they realized that the massive capital investments in 
streamlined equipment required would become a limiting factor.  
 
As a result, Pullman began a program of upgrading its existing 
heavyweight equipment, adding many features that were previously only 
available with their streamlined equipment. The net result was the 
development of a "hybrid" car called the "Betterment" car that shared 
some of the streamlined car appearance and operating features, while 
still retaining the frame, and basic body of a heavyweight car. In general, 
these cars were designed to blend in with streamlined equipment 
appearance, and in fact, were often operated in the same train as 
lightweight streamlined equipment, when demand and loads required 
their use. 
 
In some cases, car exteriors were upgraded in order to have an 
appearance similar to the streamlined cars that would be operated in the 
same train as the upgraded cars. In many cases, cars were upgraded 
with air conditioning for obvious comfort reasons. And, some railroads 
demanded the upgraded cars to provide an upgraded level of service to 
become more competitive. Cars were rebuilt with completely new and 
improved interiors.  
 
There was no particular standard for upgrading a car to Betterment 
status. Some of the features that were often found in Betterment cars 
included a semi-streamlined appearance, the addition of air conditioning 
ducts running along the top of the car roof (or a curved/turtle roof 
extending almost the entire length of the car), new Thermopane windows, 
skirts, full width diaphragms, tight lock couplers, and roller bearings. 
 
Tapered Roofs and Roof Ends were used on some Betterment cars to 
match the rooflines of lightweight streamlined cars, providing a “Semi-
Streamlined” appearance. 
 
Summary of major Betterment improvements: 
 
- Air Conditioning (most important) 
- "Semi-Streamlined" exterior paint and streamlined appearance 
- "Shadow Striping" simulating fluted car sides (Burlington RR) 
- Modernized car interiors 
- Full Width Car diaphragms 
- Thermopane windows 
- Roller bearings 
- Tight Lock Couplers 

PULL 1935

Bilevel Commuter Car [Bi-Level, Bi 
Level, Gallery Car, Cab Control/Control 
Cab/Push Pull, Hi Liner, Highliner, 
Double Deck. Multiple Unit, MU]

The first Bi Level/Gallery commuter cars were introduced by the Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy Railroad for operation in its suburban Chicago 
commuter markets in 1950. The CB&Q was followed by the Chicago & 
North Western in 1955, the Milwaukee Road in 1961, the Rock island in 
1965, and then the Illinois Central, who ordered a special electrically 
powered Multiple Unit car called the High Liner in 1971. These cars were 
orignally designed for conventional operation, where the locomotive was 
turned on a turntable at the end of the run. Control Cab Gallery cars were 
introduced, which eliminated the need to turn the locomotive at the end 
of the run since the engineer could operate the train from either the 
locomotive or the control cab. The Chicago & North Western was the first 
railroad to introduce control cab cars in 1960.  The bilevel car (North 
American English) or double-decker coach (British English) is a type of 
rail car that has two levels of passenger accommodation, as opposed to 
one, increasing passenger capacity (in example cases of up to 57% per 
car).  The use of double-decker cars, where feasible, can resolve capacity 
problems on a railway, avoiding other options which have an associated 
infrastructure cost such as longer trains (which require longer station 
platforms), more trains per hour (which the signalling or safety 
requirements may not allow) or adding extra tracks besides the existing 
line.   
 
Bilevel passenger rail cars used in the United States are manufactured by 
Bombardier, Kawasaki, Colorado Railcar, IC 2000, and several others, 
with the former two having produced the majority of the high platform 
"split level" commuter rail cars in use in the northeastern states. 
Colorado Railcar produces bilevel DMUs and IC 2000 produces bilevel 
EMUs; in both cases these multiple units are self-propelled cars much 
like subway cars. Colorado Railcar cars measure (19 ft 9.5 in or 
6,033 mm) in height and have steps that enter to a lower deck that is (51 
in or 1,300 mm) above the rail. The IC 2000 cars are strictly a low platform 
design.  Other designs, including rolling stock made by Colorado Railcar, 
Budd, Pullman-Standard, Bombardier and others have an entrance on the 
lower deck rather than an intermediate level. Amtrak Superliners are 
double-decker cars of this variety, with the entrance a step or so up from 
the lowest station platform level, or at the level of slightly higher 
platforms, and allow passage from car to car at upper-deck level.  Gallery 
Cars   
 
Because of the two levels being separate on most cars, there is a 
physical limitation on the conductor, as it is difficult for him or her to 
verify, collect payment and sell tickets to such a large concentration of 
passengers in one car on each level, owing to the sometimes short 
distance between stops.  A solution came in the form of the design of the 
"gallery" car, which features upper levels, which are "mezzanines" or 
"balconies" running along both sides of the car, with an open area 
between them.  Some gallery cars have up to four separate galleries (one 
on each side, times two for access from each end).  This enables the 
conductor(s) walking along on the lower level to easily reach up and 
punch or validate tickets of the passengers seated on the mezzanine 
level. Passengers can place their tickets in clips along a lengthwise 
panel, located slightly above the conductor's head and within easy reach. 
The conductor can then quickly check tickets and move to the next car.  
Another advantage of bilevel gallery cars is the relatively low first step of 
the vestibule entrance to the car, which is 14 5⁄8 inches (371 mm) above 
the head of the rail. The advantage of this is that commuter rail operators 
do not have to spend funds on building high-level platforms; a low-level 
platform is all that is necessary, at a far lower cost. This can be a major 
disadvantage as well, as many commuter rail systems prefer high-level 
platforms as they can decrease loading and unloading times 
substantially, and greatly improve access to trains for the disabled.  Such 
cars are used by Metra in and around Chicago, by Caltrain along the west 
side of San Francisco Bay, by Montreal's Agence métropolitaine de 
transport, by Virginia Railway Express in Northern Virginia, by Nashville's 
Music City Star and by MARC Train in Maryland. They provide high 
capacity (155 to 169 passengers each). Chicago's commuter rail system 
is currently receiving new versions of these cars. Caltrain, the San 
Francisco peninsula commuter rail service, has recently overhauled its 
fleet.

CB&Q 1950

BiLevel Long Distance Passenger Car 
[Superliner, Dome Cars]

A BiLevel Long Distance Passenger car has two levels and were first 
used on the Santa Fe Railroad's El Capitan Passenger Train. The cars 
were ordered following the success of the Burlington Railroad (CB&Q) bi-
level commuter cars introduced in 1950. Amtrak's SuperLiner cars place 
most of the sleeping cars on the second level, thus affording a better 
view of the scenery. Dome cars are also designed as BiLevel cars. with 
the Dome being on the second level for improved viewing.

AT&SF 1954

Blue Ribbon Fleet [Streamlined 
passenger train]

The Pennsylvania Railroad coined the term "Blue Ribbon Fleet" to create 
an advertising slogan for their top trains,The first trains to gain this name 
were the best that the Pennsylvania had to offer: The Broadway Limited, 
the Liberty Limited, the General, and the Sprit of St. Louis. Over time, 
more trains were added to this servce, including the Penn Texas, the 
Manhattan Limited, the St. Louisan, the Clevelander, the Pennsylvania 
Limited, and the Pittsburgher.    
 
In 1938, as the depression was ending, the Pennsylvania Railroad 
decided to replace its premiere trains with an even higher standard of 
luxury. Industrial designer Raymond Loewy was hired to create a 
streamlined appearance for the locomotives and trains.  In an effort to 
improve the appearance and market share of its long haul  passenger 
traffic, the Pennsylvania introduced the Fleet of Modernism (Streamlined 
cars) in 1938, to replace the Blue Ribbon fleet marketing strategy.   On 
June 15, 1938, four trains were introduced: the Broadway Limited (New 
York-Chicago),  the General (New York-Chicago), the Spirit of St. Louis 
(New York-St. Louis), and the Liberty Limited (Washington - Chicago). In 
1939, the Golden Triangle (Pittsburgh-Chicago), and the Pittsburgher 
(New York-Pittsburgh) were added to the Fleet of Modernism.   

PRR 1920

Boat Train (also Steamboat, Ferry) A passenger train used primarily or exclusively to connect a land based 
railroad station, usually in a major city, with the terminus of a ferry boat or 
steamboat service. In some cases the entire train might be loaded on a car 
ferry to be transported across a river or a lake.  
 
In England, the "Boat train" connected London with Paris via a ferry service 
between Dover, England and Calais, France. Another British boat train 
provided service between London and the Southampton Docks, where 
passengers boarded steamships for travel across the Atlantic Ocean to a 
variety of other ports.   
 
- The Flèche d'Or Paris Gare du Nord to Calais (1929-1972)  
- The Golden Arrow London Victoria to Dover Marine (1929-1972)  
- The Cunarder       
   * London Waterloo – Southampton Docks (Ocean Terminal)      
   * London Euston – Liverpool Riverside      
   * Glasgow Central – Greenock Prince’s Pier   
- The Statesman London Waterloo – Southampton Docks (Ocean Terminal)   
 
In Boston, the Old Colony Railroad operated a "Boat Train" between its 
Kneeland Street Station, in Boston, with Fall River, MA, where passengers 
would board one of the Old Colony's "Fall River Line" steamships for New York 
City. 
 
The Southern Pacific, together with the Union Pacific and Chicago & North 
Western operated "Boat Trains" to connect with Matson Line steamship 
services between San Francisco and Honolulu in the 1930's. Fred Stindt's 
book [2] on Matson says that "Boat Trains" were operated from both Chiacgo 
and New York, sometimes in two sections, for San Francisco sailings of the 
"Lurline" and the "Malolo". A dinner menu with a cover photo of the 1939 New 
York World's Fair Exposition identifies it as a Southern Pacific Matson Lines 
Boat Train service connecting with the "Matsonia". [3]

Bomb, Bomber [Commuter Passenger 
Car, Shoreliner, Comet]

Slang term used to describe a railroad commuter car manufactured by 
Bombardier and based on the Comet design developed by Pullman-Standard 
in 1965. When Pullman-Standard ceased operations in 1981, Bombardier 
became the manufacturer of the Comet design.  Bombardier sold these 
updated cars to Metro-North Commuter Railroad and the Connecticut 
Department of Transportation.

BT 1986

Border Crossing [Passport, foreign 
country]

In general when traveling to a foreign country you must have a passport, and 
in some cases a visa. In some countries, there is a fee to enter the country, or 
an exit fee when leaving the country. When traveling by rail, the train will stop 
at a designated border crossing, and a border agent will pass through the train 
checking for valid passports, visas and other documentation as required. Some 
countries require a health certificate or proof of vaccinations. In a few 
countries, you may have to exit the train and walk to the border crossing post 
(we did this on a trip to Africa on Rovos Rail-the crossing came at dinner time 
and we were in the dining car; the women were dressed for dinner and in high 
heels. We had to walk over rough ballast for about 100 yards to get to the 
border crossing). But most border crossings are a simple process. Don't carry 
drugs or weed with you! There will usually be a dog at the border crossing to 
check for passengers carrying drugs. Its best to use a foreign travel agent who 
can advise on the steps to be made. Obtaining or updating an expired passport 
can take time. If you are staying at a hotel, the hotel will often take possession 
of your passport and return it when you check out. Canada generally does not 
require a passport for U.S. citizens who present a valid identification, such as a 
Driver's license, but you must have a passport to return to the U.S.!

Bradley Coach; Bradley Car A car manufactured by the Bradley Car Works (Osgood Bradley & Co.) BRADCW

Brightline [Diesel Locomotive, Commuter 
Coach, Passenger Car, Commuter 
Railroad]

Brightline is a commuter railroad that will operate between Miami and West 
Palm Beach. The Diesel Locomotives and passenger cars are built by Siemens 
in their Sacramento plant, and are known as "Brightline" to designate the 
design concept.

SIEMENS
M

2018

Budd–Michelin "Micheline" rubber-tired rail 
cars [Rail Car, Motor Car]

The Budd–Michelin rubber-tired rail cars were built by the Budd Company in 
the United States between 1931 and 1933 using French firm Michelin's 
"Micheline" rail car design. Michelin built its first rail car in 1929, and by 1932 
had built a fleet of nine cars that all featured innovative and distinctive 
pneumatic tires. In September 1931, an agreement signed between the two 
companies allowed Budd to use the new rubber rail tires on its shot-welded, 
stainless-steel carbodies, and at the same time allowed Michelin to expand 
into the American market. 
 
After building two demonstrators in what would become its signature semi-
streamlined, fluted stainless-steel style, the Budd Company built four 
production rubber-tired rail cars for American railroads: one for the Reading 
Company, two for the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Silver Slipper for the 
Texas and Pacific Railway. All were plagued by problems, chief among them 
their tendency to derail. By 1935, the Silver Slipper had been scrapped, and 
the Pennsylvania's two cars, the longest surviving of the Budd–Michelin 
collaborations, met the same fate in 1948. 
 
While generally regarded as a failure, the Silver Slipper is sometimes credited 
as the "first true streamlined passenger train", although it has remained 
obscure in comparison with other competitors for the title, such as the Pioneer 
Zephyr and Union Pacific's M-10000. Rubber-tired rail cars achieved greater 
success in France, and similar rubber-tired subway cars have been adopted in 
Canada, Mexico, and on numerous systems in Europe.

BUDDEW

Buffet Car [Dining Car] A car similar to a dining car, but designed to provide meal service from a 
limited menu compared with a full dining car menu; or a car where food and 
beverages can be bought at a counter and consumed. May serve liquor. The 
tables are removable. 
 
Buffet Cars were "self service": you went to a counter, placed an order, picked 
up the order, and paid for it at a cashier, and then seated yourself at a table.

Bull Moose Special [Labor Strike Paint 
Creek, WV armored train]

The Bull Moose Special was an armored train deployed by the coal operators 
during the Paint Creek-Cabin Creek Strike of 1912–14. The train’s name 
derived from the fact that the men who commissioned it were tied to the 
Progressive Party of West Virginia, nicknamed the Bull Moose Party after the 
national party’s presidential candidate, Theodore Roosevelt. Outfitted at the 
C&O Railroad shops in Huntington, the train originally consisted of a 
locomotive, a passenger car, and an iron-plated baggage car equipped with 
two machine guns. The Special operated during the fall and winter of 1912, 
escorting other trains hauling nonunion workers into the strike district. Its most 
notorious trip came in February 1913, when the train was used to attack a tent 
colony of strikers at the Paint Creek community of Holly Grove. [1]

C&O 1912

Bumping Post [Union Station, Passenger 
Train Terminal, Stub track]

A Bumping post is usually placed at the end of a "stub" track, to prevent cars or 
locomotives from overunning the track. Bumping posts are a common feature 
at Union Stations. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A BUMPING POST is absolutely necessary at stub end passenger terminals, 
at the ends of tracks abutting buildings, on docks and coal chutes, and at other 
places where the damage resulting from a car or engine going over the end of 
the track may be great. Only recently an engine went over the end of the track, 
through the fence and part way across the concourse at the North station, 
Boston, and only a few days later there was a similar occurrence at Jersey 
City. To remove this danger at passenger terminals, without at the same time 
causing too great a shock to trains, a new hydraulic bumper has recently been 
installed and tested at the Grand Central Terminal, New York. 
 
However, the most common need for bumping posts is on team and freight 
house tracks, industry tracks, etc., where the damage resulting from a car 
going over the end of the track is comparatively small. No matter how long a 
track is, a car is likely to be pushed over the end and "homesteaded" sooner or 
later. In a busy yard with several crews at work, it is often difficult to place the 
responsibility for such carelessness. 
 
For this reason bumping posts have frequently been installed where they 
would be unnecessary, with proper handling of cars by the switchmen. When 
once bumping posts are installed men tend to become more careless, with a 
resulting increase in damage to track and equipment. In many cases where 
bumping posts are in service they could be removed to advantage, if there 
were enforced the disciplinary measures necessary to keep cars from being 
shoved off the end of the track.  
 
Several roads are installing bumping posts less generally than formerly, and in 
some instances are even removing them, relying upon more careful instruction 
and discipline to remove the need for them. 
 
In designing bumping posts, the first point to be determined is to what extent 
the movement of a car is to be arrested; in other words, whether, when the 
post comes into actual services it is the car or the post that is to be damaged. 
The most generally adopted posts are designed to arrest any ordinary 
movement of a car, but to be broken or overturned rather than cause a car to 
be'seriously damaged. Track men who complain that such posts require 
frequent attention lose sight of the true nature in designing them. It is entirely' 
possible to design bumping posts which will withstand any shock that can be 
given by an ordinary car, and such are now being built, especially of concrete, 
on a number of roads. [1]

Burr Automatic and Pneumatic Mail 
Exchange (Railway Post Office/RPO)

The Burr Automatic and Pneumatic Mail Exchange (Railway Journal Volumes 
20-22, http://books.google.com/books?id=48s0AQAAMAAJ&pg=RA9-PA24) 
 
Of all the ingenious devices in use in the Postal Service there are probably 
none so interesting and so useful as the catching and delivering mechanism 
known as the Burr Automatic-Pneumatic Mail Exchanging system now -
controlled by the United Railway Mail Equipment Company. 
 
For many years the Postoffice Department, with the co-operation of the railroad 
companies, has been testing different devices and systems intended for use in 
exchanging mails between fast moving trains and railroad stations to take the 
place of the crude system now in use which means the old catcher hook, 
limited to catch one small pouch of letters and the system of booting mail 
sacks out of the mail car door by the postal clerks. 
 
The officers of the United Railway Mail Equipment ‘Co. are men of wide 
experience in dealing in railway -appliances and mail exchanging devices. Col. 
John T. Dickinson, president of the company, was secretary of the Chicago 
World's Fair National Commission, and since the World’s Fair he has been in 
the railway supply business and is well known among railroad officials. Former 
Postmaster F. E. Coyne, of Chicago, vice-president and general manager of 
the company, in addition to his experience in the Postal Service has been for 
more than six years working continuously in the study and development of mail 
exchanging devices. J. V. Eskholmc, secretary of the company, is a railroad 
mechanical engineer of wide experience in developing railway mail equipment. 
 
The Burr mail exchanging device was approved by the postmaster general 
March 18, I910, and was authorized for use on all railroads engaged in the 
transportation of the U. S. mails. 
 
The object of the Burr system is to deliver automatically the mail sacks at a 
given point within an inclosure built for that purpose at any station where mails 
are caught and delivered, without depending on the action of the postal clerk, 
who is often retarded by reason of darkness, steam or weather conditions. It 
also automatically catches the mail where one or more pouches are hung on 
the display crane to be taken on the moving train. 
 
The automatic mechanism of the Burr apparatus is operated by compressed 
air, which is taken from an air cylinder supplied from the auxiliary reservoir of 
the airbrake system. 
 
The delivery device consists of a dumping platform, so arranged that when in 
operative position there can be piled upon it a maximum quantity of mail, 
according to the size of the door opening. This platform is pivotally attached in 
the doorway and is actuated in such a manner as to dump out of the car all 
mail piled upon it into the pen or inclosure built by the roadside for that 
purpose. This is done automatically through the means of a “V” shaped trip, 
which coming in contact with the tripping mechanism attached to the ties, 
releases the air from the special cylinder, which is charged whenever the 
auxiliary reservoirs on the cars are charged, after which the supply is not 
affected in any way by the action of the train brakes, nor the train brakes by the 
action of the mail device. 
 
The catching mechanism is operated by the same means through connecting 
parts, which are thrown into operating position when the clerk sets the 
delivering mechanism. 
 
The offices of the United Railway Mail Equipment Co. are located in the 
Transportation Building, 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

1910

Bush Train Shed [Umbrella Shed; 
passenger station]

The Bush Train Shed or umbrella shed design was conceived by Lincoln 
Bush, the Chief Engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western in 
1905. He designed an umbrella like passenger shelter that was open at 
the top, allowing the smoke from steam locomotives to be carried away 
in the air. The umbrella structure provided cover for the passengers 
during inclement weather. Bush sheds replaced the expensive and 
difficult to maintain, large balloon-framed train sheds that were common 
in 19th century Europe. 
 
The umbrella sheds were used in the building of the new Lackawanna 
Terminal in Hoboken, NJ in 1905. The new design quickly became 
popular, and became a standard for passenger car stations across the 
country after that time.  The Bush train shed was an important 
development in twentieth century railroad facility technology and 
represented an innovative use of reinforced concrete.  
 
Patented in 1904, this type of shed presented an economical alternative 
to the large span glass train shed. Each shed unit, composed of steel 
arched girders carrying reinforced concrete slabs, spanned two lines of 
track and half a platform on each side. The roof contained skylights for 
light and deep slots for the escape of fumes. The D.L.& W. in Buffalo is 
among the oldest surviving examples of the Bush train sheds.    
 
Bush sheds include:   Buffalo, NY (DL&W)  Chicago Union station 1925,  
Hoboken NJ (DL&W) 1905 Winnipeg 1911 Montreal Windsor Station

DL&W 1905
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Business Car (Official Car)(Office Car) Business Car (also called an Official Car)-Business Cars were used to 
transport railroad officials on company business.  
 
The cars came into widespread use in the latter part of the 19th Century and 
the early to mid part of the 20th Century, largely due to  
 
(1) The complete lack of adequate hotel or restaurant facilities in the areas 
travelled by the occupant. The need for Business Cars became obvious during 
the 1800's, particularly in the midwestern and western states, which were 
largely undeveloped at the time. 
 
(2) The lack of adequate alternative transportation (automobiles) and the lack 
of paved roads in the are travelled by the occupant. In many cases, the 
Business Car desitinations would be located far from the main line, on a 
branch line, where the railroad was the only reliable method of transportation. 
 
(3)  
 
The cars were typically configured as an observation car with a dining facility, 1 
or 2 bedrooms, a bathroom, and a kitchen. The cars would be staffed by one (a 
cook-porter) or two persons. During the latter part of the 19th Century and the 
early to mid part of the 20th Century, the Business car staff often included a 
male stenographer-evidently, it was not considered "proper" to include a 
female staff member on an overnight trip.  
 
"These cars had steps at the rear end leading to the back platform which had a 
protective railing around three sides with a door in the middle leading to the 
observation portion of the car. This room contained the Superintendent's desk 
at which he sat facing the rear, enabling him to view the track behind the train. 
There was a divan across the forward end of the car, and a corridor down the 
left side leading to the dining room. The first room on the right was that of the 
secretary, but it was not large enough to contain his desk, typewriter and 
supplies. These necessary items were located in the dining room to the left 
side of the buffet which contained the dishes and silverware. The secretary's 
desk was so constructed that the typewriter which was secured to the top of 
the desk could be lowered down into the desk when not in use, and the desk 
top used for other purposes. The secretary sat at his desk faced forward, and 
in front of him was a stationery cabinet containing his typing paper, envelopes, 
and other supplies. To the right of the corridor entry door to the dining room 
was a divan which made down into an upper and a lower bunk, in order to 
accommodate other overnight occupants of the car, such as members of the 
staff on bridge inspection, supply car trips, etc. There was also an upper bunk 
in the secretary's room. Between the master bedroom and the secretary's 
room, was a small bath room which included a shower, fold down wash basin, 
and toilet." (Ref 2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pay cars with less opulent sleeping and dining facilities were used by a 
paymaster and assistants to transport and disburse cash wages to railway 
employees in remote locations without banking facilities. Private cars were a 
common means of transportation for the wealthy during the latter part of the 
19th Century and the early to mid part of the 20th Century. (See Ref 1 for 
additional info) 

Cab Car (or Control Cab)(Commuter 
Railroad, Multiple Unit, MU, Push Pull, 
Gallery Car]

A suburban commuter passenger car equipped with a control cab for the 
locomotive engineer. The control cab allows the train to be operated from 
either end of the train, and eliminates the need for an engineer to be 
physically present in the locomotive during the operation of the train. In 
operation, the control cab is located on the end of the train, while the 
locomotive is on the front of the train. When the train reaches the end of 
its run, the train does not have to be turned and the locomotive remains 
at what is now the end of the train. The engineer then walks to the front 
of the train, and operates the train from the control cab car on the return 
trip.  The use of control cab or cab control cars represented a major 
advance, allowing greater efficiency, and higher utilization of suburban 
commuter trains at a time when wages and costs were rising rapidly for 
the railroads.  Control Cab equipped trains were often called Push-Pull 
trains, because of the nature of their operation.

1953

Cabbages, cab-control-baggage cars 
[NPCU (Non Powered Control Unit) the 
term "cabbage" (cab & baggage)]

Amtrak developed their Non-powered Control Units (NPCUs) by removing the 
prime mover, main alternator, and traction motors from surplus F40 
locomotives. The control cab was left in place, as were equipment allowing 
horn, bell & headlight operation. A floor and roll-up side-doors were then 
installed to allow for baggage service leading to the nickname "cab-baggage 
cars" or "cabbages. The F40s rebuilt into NPCUs are identified by their former 
three-digit road number with the number 90 added (i.e., former locomotive 
#250 is now NPCU #90250)." 
 
A control car is a generic term for a non-powered railroad vehicle that can 
control operation of a train from the end opposite to the position of the 
locomotive. They can be used with diesel or electric motive power, allowing 
push-pull operation without the use of an additional locomotive. The control 
cab is equipped with all of  the controls needed by the engineer to operate a 
train-the very same controls that would be located in a diesel locomotive or an 
electric locomotive. Electrically operated multiple unit trains are typically 
operated without a locomotive, since each car draws its power from an 
overhead electric trolley, a pantograph, or a third rail pickup shoe; in either 
case, only some of the electric mu cars are equipped with control cabs-the 
remainder are "trailers" that are not equipped with a control cab. 
 
 
 

Cable Car-worlds first Andrew S. Hallidie was the first person to patent a cable car. Hallidie  
designed a cable car system using an endless wire rope, and displayed 
the design at a San Francisco fair in 1871. There was much interest in 
San Francisco at the time for developing a better system than horse 
powered trolley cars to ascend the steep hills in San Francisco. His 
design drew great attention, and on July 16, 1872, he patented his first 
cable car. In the same year, he purchased a franchise for the Russian Hill 
Cable Railway, which was renamed the Clay Street Hill Railroad. A year 
later, the Clay Street Hill Railroad was placed in operation. 

1871

Cable Cars-early designs. Henry Casebolt was a blacksmith who built and operated the Sutter Street 
Cable Railway in San Francisco. He built horse and cable powered cars for his 
own system and others. As an inventor he held several patents for cable car 
machinery and was a participant in the cable trust. (Ref 1) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The first successful cable railway was introduced in August, 1873. For a time 
the cable railways promised to be the dominating factor in the field wherever 
the traffic was dense enough to recoup the enormous outlay on construction 
and the heavy cost of operation, leaving to the horse and the mule, or an 
occasional dummy steam locomotive, all the other lines where passenger 
traffic was light. 
 
The main ideas of the cable system were suggested at an early date by E. S. 
Gardiner, of Philadelphia, but the real beginning of this stage of street railway 
traction dated from the work in San Francisco of Andrew S. Hallidie and his 
coworkers, Asa E. Hovev, William Eppelsheimer, and Henry Root.  
 
The essential principles of the cable system involved a cable traveling in a 
slotted tube operated by distant driving machinery, and a cable grip, by means 
of which the car attached itself to the moving cable.  
 
More than one thousand patents relating to cable railways were issued in the 
United States up to 1890-91, when the superiority of electricity as a motive 
power had been demonstrated so thoroughly that no new cable system of any 
kind for any purpose has since been proposed, or is likely to be considered.  
 
An immense amount of ingenuity was displayed in the development and 
perfection of cable systems, and they served the public admirably in many 
ways, giving facilities never previously enjoyed and suggesting what might be 
done in the future to afford the dense population of modern cities greater 
freedom of movement. Moreover, the success of the cable was largely 
responsible for the welcome which capitalists and engineers gave to the first 
crude trials of electric traction. 

CSHR 1873

Cable Line [Automated People Mover 
Doppelmayr Cable Car for use at airports

The Cable Liner is a range of automated people mover products designed by 
Doppelmayr Cable Car for use at airports, in city centers, intermodal 
passenger transport connections, park and ride facilities, campuses, resorts 
and amusement parks. 
 
The design superseded the maglev transport system at Birmingham Airport 
which was, at the time, the world’s only commercial maglev system. The 
technology was used for the new AirRail Link on the existing maglev guideway 
to replace the previous system and temporary bus-service shuttle that had 
been operating in the meantime. 
 
The automated people mover systems are based on cable-propelled 
technology. The manufacturer claims distances up to 4 km (2.5 mi) and a peak 
passenger flow of up to 7,000 pphpd (people per hour per direction) are 
possible. 
 
In a cable-propelled automated people mover system, a central station powers 
the system, and therefore the train has no on-board drive engines, gearboxes 
or brakes. A fixed grip assembly connects the train to the cable. The cable 
propels, accelerates, and decelerates the train. 
 
The system operation is monitored from a central control room; there are no 
drivers, conductors or operators on-board. 
 
The evacuation system is based on an independent stationary diesel 
emergency drive that would pull a stranded train back to the station, 
eliminating the need for an emergency walkway. Trains like these can be also 
used for different purposes, such as moving trailers and barge loaders.

Cafe Car [Dining Car] A Cafe Car has a kitchen, usually in the centerer; one end of the car is 
equipped to serve meals or beverages, the other end being fitted for other 
uses (as coach, lounge, parlor, smoking room). [2] 
 
A car having a small kitchen compared with a dining car, a cafe with tables for 
eating, and a lounge. The cafe is similar to a dining car, but is designed to 
provide multipurpose use: the car is divided into three sections: one end 
having the cafe, where meals are served, the middle, where the kitchen is 
usually located, and the other end which may be used as a lounge, or as a 
regular dining car. 
 
Most Amtrak routes offer Café service, with a variety of meals, snacks and 
beverages for sale.

Cafe Century [20th Century Limited Dining 
Car converted to Club car)

The New York Central's 20th Century Limited featured a "night club" called 
"Cafe Century". The Cafe Century was used as a dining car during meal hours, 
and then later in the evening, it was converted to a club car with music. [1,2]

NYC

Cannon BallCannonball Passenger Train 
name; Mail Train Name]

It seems that the use of "Cannon Ball or Cannonball" was used by numerous 
railroads over the years as a name for their passenger trains. And, even, some 
mail trains used the Cannon Ball name. The choice of  the name was obvious-
an incredibly fast train would be an appropriate name for a train. Eventually, 
the Wabash Cannonball became a world famous song. [4] 
 
In all, it appears that the earliest informal use of the Cannonball name occurred 
around (or before) 1892 by the Wabash.  [2]  It was not until 1949, that the 
Wabash formally applied the name to its Detroit-St. Louis service, however. 
 
Other railroads that used the Cannon Ball name included: 
 
Texas & Pacific  (1880?-) Texarkana, AR-Ft. Worth, TX 
Texas & Pacific (1890-)    New Orleans, LA-Shreveport, LA 
Wabash-Texas & Pacific (1898-1918) Chicago, IL-El Paso, TX 
Boston & Maine (1938-1952) Boston, MA - Rockport, ME 
Long Island Railroad (1928-1941; 1947-1971 (possibly earlier and later) New 
York, NY - Montauk, Long Island 
PRR-RFP-ACL-N&W (1947-1964) New York, NY-Norfolk, VA 

WAB

Car Attendent A person whose duties combine those of the porter and steward on modern 
passenger trains.

Car Barn [Interurban, Street Railway, 
Streetcar, Subway, Elevated Railway; 
Shops]

Car barbs were built to protect expensive passenger or private cars from the 
weather when they were not in use, and also to provide a facility where cars 
could be cleaned and repaired under cover. The car barn was particularly 
prevalent in the northern states where snow and cold weather would be found. 
Some railroads constructed them, others did not, perhaps for reasons of 
economy of operation. The term car barn is generally used to describe a place 
where streetcars, or interurban cars are stored and/or repaired. They are 
typically found with large city streetcar systems, and the larger interurbans. In 
large cities, such as Chicago, it would be common to find dozens of car barns 
scattered throughout the city at strategic locations. 
 
Generally, they were built only at terminal or junction points, where passenger 
cars were side-tracked when not in use. In order to clean 
car exteriors, car sheds generally were designed to provide for good light, a 
convenient water supply, and ample space between the tracks as well as 
between the side of the building and the nearest track. [1]

Car Diagram [See also Pullman, 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

Pullman Car Diagram card- The Pullman Company developed a printed car for 
each type of car in its fleet-at one point the Pullman company had over 100 
types of cars in its fleet (for example, a 10 section, 1 Drawing Room car would 
have a different Diagram Card than a 14 section Tourist Sleeper). The Diagram 
card was used by Pullman reservation agents, and by the conductor, and 
porter of each car. The Diagram card allowed the Pullman company and its 
employees to keep track of the names of the passengers assigned to a 
particular space: for example "Upper 10" of a 10 section car would be a berth 
occupied by one person, whose name would appear on the Diagram card in 
the appropriate space. The Diagram cards were filled out in advance of train 
departure by the Pullman sales agents, who then gave the cards to the 
conductor in advance of departure. Any last minute sales or cancellations 
could therefore be noted on the card. It was an efficient system-all in the days 
before computers.

PULL

Car-Go-Rail and Auto-With-You Service 
[Auto Transporter, Auto Train]

Car-Go-Rail, introduced by CN in 1963, was a service that allowed a 
passenger's auto to travel between the same two cities as the passenger, but 
on a slightly different schedule, aboard a freight train. Auto-With-You, 
introduced by CN in 1972 (timetable artistic rendering -below), was an 
extension of Car-Go-Rail. Auto-With-You allowed a passenger's auto to travel 
on the same train - the daily Super Continental, train Nos 3 and 4 between 
Toronto and Edmonton. Handling the auto transporter on the tail end of the 
Super facilitated switching en route. Advance reservations were required for 
passengers and autos. Unlike the Bachmann auto transporter, CN's shorter 57-
foot cars were actually used for both services (75-foot cars were only hauled 
on freight trains). Car-Go-Rail operated between Halifax, Moncton, Montreal, 
Toronto, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Edmonton and Vancouver. Avis Rent-a-Car 
operated an over-the-road pickup and delivery service, linking Calgary, Regina, 
Prince Albert, Brandon, Ottawa, Kingston, London and Quebec City with CN's 
Car-Go-Rail loading points.See Reference 1 for additional information and list 
of book references. (Ref 1) 
 
The service was continued by Via Rail, which ended the service in 1978, (Ref 
3) 

CN 1963

Cardinal's Train The Cardinal's train was a special train movement from New York to Chicago, 
and was used to transport the Pope's personal representative, Papal Legate 
Cardinal Bonzano, from New York to Chicago.

1926

Chair Car [Coach, Passenger Car, Parlor 
Car]

A Chair car is a coach with lower seating density than a standard coach, and 
having reclining seats. It differed from "Coach" accomodations by offering 
individual seats, rather than the more typical "shared seating arrangment" in 
which 2 persons shared a common seat. 
 
The Santa Fe's El Capitan all coach train had deluxe chair cars that were 
designed to provide a comfortable ride for  intermediate and long distance 
travel. The Santa Fe cars had a seating capacity of 52 compared with a 
standard coach that might seat 70 persons. The Chairs were fully adjustable, 
allowing the seat to recline, and had leg rests. When introduced, the El Capitan 
carried an extra fare of $5 over the base ticket price of $39 between Chicago 
and Los Angeles. 
 
In some cases, the differences between "Chair Car" and "Parlor Car" became 
blurred (see Ref 4 Feb 23, 2015 discussion)/ For example, the picture in Ref 3 
(about half way down) shows the interior of a Skytop Dome, with swiveling 
seats, providing one seat on each side of the aisle. I would classify this type of 
car as a "parlor car" not a chair car. Chair cars had 2 seats on either side of the 
aisle, or 2 on one side and 1 on the other side, whereas Parlor cars had one 
seat on each side of the aise. 
 
Another distinction between chair cars and parlor cars: the parlor chair 
swiveled, while the chair usually did not. Parlor car seats featured more 
comfortable upholstery than the coach or chair car. 
 
A number of the major railroads advertised the availability of Chair Cars, 
including the Burlington, Santa Fe, Southern Pacific,  
 
The introduction of chair car service pre-dates the El Capitan by many years. 
Some railroads, such as the Southern (circa 1900) advertised chair car service 
(Ref 4)

AT&SF

Chambrette [Single Bedroom 
accommodation]

Chambrette was a french term used in Eastern Canada. It translates to "small 
room", and is equivalent to a Single Bedroom accommodation in a sleeping 
car. Only the CN used this term.

CN

Change of trains [passenger train] It is common on a longer train to have to change trains in order to arrive at 
your destination. But some surprises can happen. My son and I took the 
"Golden Pass" train which runs from Montreux, Switzerland to Lucerne, 
Switzerland. It is a spectacular trip - the front car has a "glass bubble" when 8 
passengers can enjoy the beautiful scenery. The train uses a cog railway along 
part of the trip to ascend the mountains. We didn't realize, however, that this 
entailed a change of trains. Our train pulled into a station and everyone got off! 
We realized everyone was heading for another train on the other side of the 
platform, but we were confused as to why. But, we got our things together, and 
managed to get on the next train just before it left. I had planned the trip out 
and knew where we had to change trains (SNCF from Monte Carlo to 
Marseilles, France, Marseilles to Geneva, Switzerland and Geneva to 
Montreux, where the narrow gauge line begins. But the schedules just showed 
the Golden Pass as one train to Lucerne. Surprise!)

Chapel Cars [Passenger Car] A car designed for holding church services. 1890

Chateau Sleeping car The Château series is a fleet of 29 lightweight streamlined sleeping cars built 
by the Budd Company for the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1954. Each 
contained eight duplex roomettes, four sections, three bedrooms, and one 
drawing room. The cars were named for distinguished French Canadians. Via 
Rail acquired the fleet from the Canadian Pacific in 1978 and the cars remain 
in active service. 
 
Design 
 
The cars were constructed of stainless steel; except for a Tuscan red 
letterboard bearing the name "Canadian Pacific" they were unpainted. Each 
car was named for a distinguished French Canadian but did not carry 
numbers. As built each contained eight duplex roomettes, four sections, three 
bedrooms, and one drawing room for a maximum capacity of 25 passengers. 
The four open sections were located at the front of the car, followed by the 
three bedrooms and one drawing room, and then the eight duplex roomettes. 
Each of the rooms contained a private toilet. Under Via Rail the cars were 
rebuilt to include a communal shower at the cost of one section. 
 
Operation 
 
Budd delivered 29 Château cars for the Canadian Pacific in 1954 as part of a 
massive 173-car order which equipped the new transcontinental Canadian and 
re-equipped the Dominion. The Château Bienville arrived in Montreal on July 4, 
1954, both the first of the Château series and the first car of the Budd order. It 
and the Banff Park, the first Park series car, were sent on a cross-Canada 
publicity tour. Via Rail acquired the entire fleet from Canadian Pacific in 1978. 
As of 2015 all 29 remain on the roster and are assigned to the Montreal – 
Gaspé train and Winnipeg – Churchill train.

CP 1954

Circus Trains During the period from the mid to late 1800's, and continuing through today, 
the circus has traveled about the country, setting up their shows overnight, and 
then playing to the local crowds for a few days or weeks, and sometimes 
longer, before taking down their tents and traveling to the next location. With 
the growth of the railroad network, it became clear that moving the show, all 
the wagons, animals, equipment, performers and support staff could be done 
much more efficiently and at less cost than by other means.   The railroad 
equipment found on a circus train typically included:  1.Sleeping cars for the 
performers and support staff 2. Flat cars having a loading ramp at one end for 
loading of circus wagons and other rolling equipment 3. Specialized cars for 
the transportation of Animals 4.Baggage or Freight cars for transportation of 
tents, luggage, food, and supplies

Citrus Paint Scheme EMD E4 Diesel When the Seaboard Air Line introduced its new Florida Orange Blossom 
Special streamliners, it painted the diesel locomotives in an eye catching color 
scheme that came to be known as the "Citrus" paint scheme. 

SAL

City of Everywhere [Streamlined 
Passenger Train]

Beginning in 1955, passenger train revenues began to decline, and by the 
1960's, the loss of revenue, combined with escalating costs due to inflation in 
wages, led to increasing losses from the operation of passenger trains. As a 
result, the railroads began to combine their trains wherever possible.  
 
The Union Pacific combined its cross-country Streamliner trains into one train 
between Cheyenne and Green River, Wyoming. The City of St. Louis, and its 
replacement the City of Kansas City, and the City of Portland, both from 
Kansas City, were combined at Cheyenne with the City of San Francisco and 
City of Los Angeles, from Chicago. At Green River, the City of Portland was 
split off and operated as a separate train bound for the Portland, Oregon.[1] 
 
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy combined the Empire Builder and North 
Coast Limited into a single train between St. Paul and Chicago. 
 
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe combined its El Capitan and Chief into a 
single train as well. 
 
Other railroads followed the same path. 
 
Although the combined trains increased the slim profit margins to some 
degree, the actions never really solved the problem, resulting in the takeover 
by Amtrak in May of 1971 of all long distance passenger train operation.

UP 1960

Clark AutoTram [Railbus;  Clark 
Equipment Company, Battle Creek, MI, 
Aluminum Company of America/ALCOA]

The Clark AutoTram was a high capacity, aluminum body Rail Bus. The 
illustration [1] shows a 10 window car arranged as a 20 passenger parlor or 
lounge configuration. If equipped with conventional seats, it could have seated 
40 passengers. The Company claimed other models could seat up to 164 
passengers. The car end was shaped like a "Windsplltter". 
 
Manufactured by Clark Equipment Company, Battle Creek, MI, with the 
Aluminum Company of America supplying the aluminum body and structural 
elements.

1933

Clerestory Roof [Passenger Car, 
Monitor Roof, Railroad Roof]

A monitor (in architecture) is a raised structure running along the ridge of 
a double-pitched roof, with its own roof running parallel with the main 
roof. The long sides of monitors usually contain clerestory windows or 
louvers to light or ventilate the area under the roof. A monitor roof looks 
like the roof of a traditional sugar house (building for boiling down maple 
syrup) but the purpose of the sugar house roof is to vent steam. Also, 
some railroad passenger cars historically had monitor roofs. [3] 
 
Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars 
also employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible 
when viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and 
therefore became a distinguishing identifying characteristic.    
 
The Clerestory Roof raised the center portion of the roofline from one 
end of the car to the other, with the end of the raised structure having a 
graceful curved arch bringing the roofline down the end of the car. The 
raised portion contained clerestory windows that allowed sunlight and 
ventilation to enter the car.   
 
Raised roof cars  with square ends were called Deck Roofs, and were 
typically found in cars built prior to 1870.  This design was eliminated 
when the railroads modernized their fleets with lightweight streamlined 
cars, which included self-contained air conditioning capabilities.

1860

Clocker A term that came into use in the mid 20th Century, to describe the regular 
hourly departures of passenger trains from the Pennsylvania Railroad's Broad 
Street Station in Philadelphia to Pennsylvania Station in New York City.

PRR
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Closed Pouch Service [Railway Mail 
Service/Railway Post Office/RPO]

The traditional RPO service used a Railway Post Office car in which mail was 
sorted by Railway Mail Service Employees, and distributed to the appropriate 
city or town as the train passed. However, there were many other RPO routes 
that used the "closed pouch"; ie, the mail was not sorted, but was passed to a 
postal agent in a city or town in closed pouch. The receiving agent was then 
respoonsible for the propert sorting and distribution of then mail.

Club Car {Baggage Car, Smoking Car, 
Buffet Car, Bar Car, Lounge Car]

A Club car is a combination car: one end of the car is used as a baggage car, 
and is separated by a bulkhead from the remainder of the car, which is used as 
a smoking car or as a buffet or bar car.

Coach [Passenger Car, Day Coach] A coach is a car equipped for carrying passengers, but not having sleeping car 
arrangements. A Day Coach is car confirgured for transporting coach 
passengers short distances, but generally, not for overnight transportation. A 
Day Coach might not have toilet facilities, a large men's room* suitable for 
changing clothes or shaving, or a ladies room* suitable for changing clothes, or 
a drinking fountain-these features would be found in a coach designed for use 
with long distance travel.  
 
"Day" Coaches used for short distance travel would usually have more 
"spartan" configurations, with seats that are spaced closer together. The seats 
generally would not be designed for reclining. In addition, air conditioning 
would usually not be available. 
 
* The mens or ladies room on a long distance coach or a train used in 
overnight service is generally equipped with two or three lavatories, and seats 
for persons waiting to use the lavatories.

Coach-Generator Car [Head end power/
HEP, Gallery car, commuter]

When the Burlington Railroad began receiving its new Budd built Gallery 
Commuter Cars, it needed to find a power source to provide electrical power 
for the cars. Since its EMD E series diesels were not equipped with power 
generators, the railroad needed an auxiliary source of power. As a result, the 
railroad converted some of its 6100 series coaches into coach-generator cars. 
A picture of a resulting 7300 series car can be found in Ref [1].

CB&Q 1950

Coach-Long Distance [Chair car, Smoking 
compartment, Lounge; Toilet]

Long Distance coaches differed from Short distance coaches in several 
respects: overall seating capacity was more limited, allowing passengers 
greater freedom of movement. Typically there would be 50-60 seats on a long 
distance coach. Some coaches were fitted with a Smoking Compartment at 
one end (the Chicago & North Western is an example). In other cases, a large 
ladies toilet/wash basins, and chairs or a coach for sitting were provided. In 
some cases one car would be fitted with the Ladies lounge, and another car 
would be fitted with a mens lounge arranged in the same manner.  In other 
cars, the ladies toilet would be at one end of the car, and the mens toilet at the 
other end.

Coach-Short Distance Short Distance Coaches are designed for short trips compared with long 
distance coaches. The primary difference between a short and long distance 
coach is seating capacity and toilet amenities. Short distance coaches have 
higher seating density (Amtrak's Amfleet I cars have 84 seats vs 60 seats for 
long distance coaches) and less toilet space (the lounge area found in long 
distance coaches is eliminated). 

Coach-Sleeper In an effort to make train travel more affordable, Pullman introduced what it 
called the Coach-Sleeper in 1940. The car contained ten semi-private rooms, 
half seating/sleeping three people and half six people. This meant a single car 
could accommodate 45 people, far more than a standard section sleeper. (Ref 
1)

PULL 1940

Coast Daylight The Coast Daylight was a passenger train originally run by the Southern 
Pacific Railroad (SP) between the cities of Los Angeles and San Francisco, 
California, via SP's Coast Line. In the eyes of many the "most beautiful 
passenger train in the world," it featured a stunning red, orange, and black 
color scheme.  The streamlined Daylight began running in March, 1937, hauled 
by GS-2 steam locomotives. It was the first of the Daylight series that also 
included the San Joaquin Daylight, Shasta Daylight, Sacramento Daylight, and 
Sunbeam. The Coast Daylight continued to run behind steam until January 7, 
1955, long after most streamliners had been powered by diesel. On May 1, 
1971 Amtrak took over and rerouted their Coast Daylight to Oakland so it could 
continue north to Portland.  A second train known as the Noon Daylight ran on 
the same route between 1940 and 1949, with a suspension during World War 
II. The original Coast Daylight was informally known as the Morning Daylight 
during this time.  In 1949, the Noon Daylight was replaced by an overnight train 
known as the Starlight using the same equipment. In 1956, coaches from the 
Starlight were added to the all-Pullman Lark and the Starlight was discontinued 
in 1957. Amtrak later revived the train name for its Los Angeles to Seattle 
service known as the Coast Starlight.

SP

COLA Abbreviation used for City of Los Angeles Passenger Train UP

Colonist Car [coach/sleeper, Emmigrant 
Car]

Colonist Cars were built by the Canadian Pacific, the Intercolonial Railway, the 
Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian Northern Railway to provide very 
basic, low cost transportation for immigrants that were headed west. The first 
cars had slatted wood seats that could be folded down into a lower berth. The 
passenger was expected to provide his own bedding. An upper berth folded 
down from the overhead. The first cars were outfitted to transport 72 
passengers cheaply, but not comfortably across Canada. 

CP

Color Schemes-Painting of early 
Passenger train cars

Reference 1 provides a good description of the paint schemes used on early 
passenger train cars.

Combination Depot A passenger station combining facilities for passengers and a freight/baggage 
storage area.

Combine [Baggage, Express, RPO, 
Coach]

A Combine car combines two or more separate compartments; typically one is 
used for passengers, and the other for Baggage, or a Railway Post Office. The  
combine, had a distinct advantage. as it could be used to gather passengers 
on a branch line, which is then switched and connected to a mainline 
passenger train without the need for transferring passengers.  Although the 
Combine is usually thought of a car combining a baggage and a passenger 
compartment, the definition might include the following:  baggage-dormitory 
baggage-dormitory-boiler cafe-coach coach-baggage coach-baggage-mail 
coach-buffet-parlor lounge-dormitory   

Comboose [Coach-Caboose, Mixed Train, 
Drover Caboose]

A Camboose is a combination car consisting of one section used as a coach, 
and another section used as a caboose. The caboose section had a cupola, or 
a bay window. A Camboose was similar in function to a Drover's Caboose

Comet [Lightweight Streamlined 
Passenger Train]

The Comet was a diesel-electric streamliner built in 1935 for the New York, 
New Haven and Hartford Railroad by the Goodyear-Zeppelin Company. 
Smaller than the other streamliners, it was a three-car, double-ended train that 
could operate in both directions and thus did not need to be turned at 
destinations—ideal for the New Haven's cramped terminus at South Station in 
Boston. 
 
It was initially placed into service between Boston, Massachusetts and 
Providence, Rhode Island on a 44-minute schedule; later, intermediate stops 
were added at Back Bay, Boston and Pawtucket/Central Falls, RI on an 
advertised "44 miles in 44 minutes" schedule. It ran 5 daily round trips on 
weekdays, and was often used for weekend excursion trips. This service lasted 
until the beginning of World War II, when increased traffic volume overwhelmed 
the capacity of the Comet, after which it was placed on local commuter 
services around the Boston area. The trainset was withdrawn from service in 
1951 and scrapped. 
 
The interior was furnished with 48 seat in each power car, and 64 in the center 
car divided into two sections: a smoking section seating 28 and a non-smoking 
seating 36. Seating was of the 'walk-over' type, and all seats were coach-class; 
there being no provision for first- or parlor-class seating. 
 
The exterior was machined aluminum in a whorled pattern with color bands of 
bright blue enamel at window height, dark blue enamel at wheel level, and a 
gray enamel roof. The whole exterior was covered with a coat of clear varnish 
to prevent tarnishing. The front ends were sharply raked, with a pointed "chin" 
pilot.

NYNH&H 1935

Comet Suburban Commuter Car 
(Shoreliner, Passenger car, Arrow, Electric 
multiple unit, MU

The Comet railcar, known as the Shoreliner on Metro-North Railroad, is a class 
of locomotive-hauled railcars that was first designed in the late 1960s by 
Pullman-Standard as a modern commuter car for North American rail lines. 
Pullman Standard built the first 105 aluminum sided cars to this design in 
1970. The cars were purchased by the New Jersey Department of 
Transportation, which used them on the Erie-Lackawanna routes.  Meanwhile,  
the St. Louis Car Company built stainless steel cars or the New Jersey 
Department of Transportation in 1968 and 1969 for use as 100 series Arrow I 
elecctric multiple unit cars for service on the Penn Central's commuter routes 
around New York, Trenton and South Amboy, NJ. The Arrow I's were then 
converted to non powered trailer cars, pulled by conventional diesel 
locomotives in 1987 and 1988 and renamed them Comet IB's.  Later, the 
Comet moniker was adopted by New Jersey Transit for all of its non-powered 
single level commuter coaches. Additional series of cars bearing the Comet 
name, based on the original design have since been built by Bombardier 
Transportation and Alstom. The successful design was adopted by numerous 
commuter agencies.  Comet I  These cars were the first of the Comet series, 
built by Pullman Standard in 1970-73 for the Erie-Lackawanna Railroad's 
diesel-hauled commuter services. These were considered state of the art at the 
time, due to their all-aluminum body shell construction as well as their use of 
head-end power (HEP). Their automated entrance doors, designed for use 
with low platforms only, earned them the nickname "Sliders".  In 1987, the fleet 
was rebuilt by Bombardier at Barre, Vermont, with the cab cars and a number 
of trailer cars receiving high doors, for ADA access and future compatibility with 
high platforms. They were given NJ Transit logos adjacent to the entrance 
doors at this time. The cars that retained low doors were retired from service in 
2005. Many of the cars were sold to Utah Transit Authority for the FrontRunner 
service and to Metrolink in 2008 to help with an acute car shortage there. The 
Comet I cars have become popular with western commuter lines as the low 
door setup is compatible with the low-platform stations in use. Eight Comet Is 
are also now operating with SEPTA.  New Jersey Transit retired the last of the 
Comet Is in early 2009.  Amtrak California purchased 14 Comet I's from NJT in 
2012 for use on San Joaquin service due to car shortage.  Comet II  In 
1982-83, New Jersey Transit purchased these cars from Bombardier, which 
had acquired the rights to the design from Pullman upon their folding, along 
with a second order (Comet IIB) in 1988. These cars feature high doors with 
traps for use at both low-platform and high-platform stations. The cars are 
similar to the MBTA's BTC-1 and CTC-1 cars, built in 1978 by Pullman 
Standard.[1] These cars were intended for use on lines formerly operated by 
the Central Railroad of New Jersey, operators of the famed Blue Comet train to 
Atlantic City. This led to the New Jersey Transit series of single-level cars 
being known as Comets. These cars have since been overhauled by Alstom to 
make them aesthetically and technologically similar to the Comet IV series and 
are now compatible with later equipment. Shorliner I and II coaches, 
purchased by Metro-North and the Connecticut Department of Transportation 
for use on non-electrified territories east of the Hudson River, are based on this 
class. Metro-North also purchased Comet II coaches for use on the Port Jervis 
Line. These have since been transferred to the East-of-Hudson pool.  SEPTA 
Regional Rail, and Agence métropolitaine de transport also purchased cars 
based on this class.  Comet III  The Comet III cars, ordered by New Jersey 
Transit in 1990, feature center doors and long end-doors, permitting end doors 
to open and close with traps open. The Metro-North Shoreliner III fleet is a 
variation without long doors.  Comet IV  The Comet IV cars, ordered in 1996, 
are similar to the Comet III cars, except with no door by the engineer's cab. 
Metro-North's Shoreliner IV fleet are based on the same design.  Comet V  
These cars were ordered in 1999 by New Jersey Transit and Metro-North 
Railroad and delivered beginning in 2002. Unlike previous series which were 
built by Bombardier, the Comet Vs were built by Alstom. The major external 
differences are a stainless-steel exterior and larger windows.  "Comaro" 
coaches  NJT Comet IB Cab Car #5166 operating on the Atlantic City Line. 
Additionally, the "Comet" name has been applied to two distinct orders of 
coaches used on NJ Transit lines. As both orders had connections to the Arrow 
series of electric multiple unit (EMU) cars, they have become known as 
"Comaros", a portmanteau of "Comet" and "Arrow", and a play on the 
Chevrolet Camaro.  Comet IA  Ten Comet IA cars (two cabs and eight trailers) 
were built in 1978 by Budd Company for the MTA from surplus shells remaining 
from the "Arrow III" EMU for NJDOT. They saw use primarily on the Port Jervis 
Line. These cars were retired in 2004.  Comet IB  The Comet IB cars were 
rebuilt from 30 former Penn Central Arrow I EMU cars originally built by the St. 
Louis Car Company in 1968-69. These cars suffered from chronic mechanical 
problems and were quickly replaced by an order of Arrow II cars. The car 
bodies had many decades of service left on them. Between 1986-1988 the 
cars were shipped to Morrison-Knudsen and converted into cab control and 
trailer coaches for non-electrified lines.  Agence métropolitaine de transport in 
Quebec leased 14 Comet IB cars in 2008. As of July 2010, these have been 
returned and are in storage.  

NJT 1970

Commutation Ticket or Passenger 
[Commuter train]

A commutation ticket or multi-ride ticket allows a passenger to travel, at a 
discounted fare, for a certain number of trips, paid in advance. The most 
common form of commutation ticket is a 30 day ride ticke, giving a passenger 
round trip passage between the same points for one month.Commuter Car [Passenger Car, Suburban, 

Multiple-Unit/MU, Gallery Car, Push-Pull, 
Push Pull]

A Commuter car is generally a car designed for short distance travel (1 hour or 
less), usually terminating in a large metropolitan area. Commuter cars are 
usually specially adapted for this purpose such high density bi-level seating. 
Many commuter trains are electrically operated. 
 
Commuter cars are quite different in design from passenger cars used in long 
distance, or regional train service; these cars typically have toilets, drinking 
fountains, comfortable reclining seats, and other features.

Commuter Train [Suburban train; Long 
Distance passenger trains]

A Commuter Train is usually provides short-haul passenger transportation 
typically with routes less than 50 miles in metropolitan and 
suburban areas with morning and evening peak period operations. Commuter 
Trains are generally high density, in terms of passengers carried per train, and 
the frequency of train operation, compared with long distance passenger 
trains.

Compartment [Pullman, Passenger Car. 
Passenger Train]

Compartments and Double Bedrooms are private rooms for two passengers, 
with upper and lower berths, washbasins, and private toilets, placed on one 
side of the car, with the corridor running down the other side (thus allowing the 
accommodation to be slightly over two thirds the width of the car). Frequently, 
these accommodations have movable partitions allowing adjacent 
accommodations to be combined into a suite. 
 
The compartment accomodation also included a sofa, a lounge chair, with 
seating for four passengers. One full length bed folds down from the wall, and 
another full length bed of the upper berth type is available. 

PULL

Composite Car [Combine, Combination 
Baggage/Express/RPO & Passenger]

A Composite Car is the same as a Combine: a car combining two or more 
separate compartments; one used for passengers, and the other for Baggage, 
a Railway Post Office or Express. The composite car, or combine, had a 
distinct advantage: it could be used to gather passengers on a branch line, and 
then could be switched and connected to a mainline passenger train without 
the need for transferring passengers. 
 
A Composite Car used on a luxury train, such as the Santa Fe's California 
Limited, might have been a Combine with a lounge or parlor and smoking 
section (See Ref 3), probably equipped and manned for drink service and light 
snacks. It might also have been an observation car fitted with a lounge/bar, etc. 
 
The term Composite car was used to describe late 1800/early 1900 train  
consists. The cars were wood sheathed [3], which would be representative of 
the 1800's up to about 1910 when steel cars began to be used. Ref 4 shows a 
cutaway diagram of a heavy car with 6 wheel trucks, for the Sunset Limited. 
The car has a small Baggage compartment, several private rooms, and a 
lounge area with 4 wicker charis, and 2 overstuffed chairs.

Conditional Stop [Passenger Train] A Conditional Stop is a stop that is not a regular timetable stop. On some 
railroads, conditional stops were used to discharge, but not board passengers. 
This was done as a convenience for its passengers. For example, the Great 
Northern's Western Star stopped in Aurora, IL to discharge passengers, but 
commuter passengers bound for Chicago could not board this first class train. 
(In later years, this practice changed, as I recall).  Conditional stops would be 
made only if a passenger requested that the train stop at a given conditional 
stop station.  
 
In the late 1930's, at least, the New York Central's 20th Century made a few 
conditional stops. #25 picked up passengers at Harmon and #26 discharged 
them. Similarly in reverse, outside of Chicago at Englewood. (Ref 1)

Conductor's brake valve [Conductor's 
valve, passenger car

A conductor's Brake Valve is located at the end of each passenger car. 
Opening the valve causes the train brakes to be applied. The valve is normally 
used in case of an emergency: if the  engineer's brake valve should fail to 
operate, the engineer can signal the conductor to apply the brakes by opening 
the valve. (Ref 1). The conductor can also use the Conductor's Brake Valve in 
order to stop a run-away train. (Ref 2)

Confederation train {Passenger Train, 
Exhibit, Exposition, Celebration, Special 
train]

Canada celebrated the Centennial of its Confederation in 1867 by operating 
the Confederation Train. The Confederation train visited all of the major cities 
in Canada. The itinerary began in Victoria, BC and progressed eastward to 
Montreal, with side trips to Nova Scotia, New Bunswick, and Prince Edward 
Island.

CM 1967

Congo [Congressional Limited Passenger 
Train]

Congo is a railfan slang term for the Congressional Limited. PRR
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Constitution Liners [SPV 2000/SPV-2000  
Commuter train]

The unused cars were converted in 1994, being de-powered and converted to 
coaches for use on Shore Line East commuter service. Dubbed "Constitution 
Liners", they were the primary coaches for Shore Line East until replaced by 
Mafersa coaches in 2004.] In 2018, seven of the former ConnDOT cars were 
sold to the Foxville and Northern Railroad.[17]The Budd SPV-2000 is a self-
propelled diesel multiple unit railcar built by the Budd Company between 1978 
and 1981 for use on North American commuter railroads. The design was a 
successor to Budd's popular Rail Diesel Car (RDC) but based on the body of 
the Amfleet passenger car. It did not prove a success: Budd built 31 cars and 
they proved mechanically unreliable.

BUDDEW 1994

Control Car, Cab Car, Push-Pull, Non-
Powered Control Unit (NPCU), cab-
control-baggage cars, cabbages

A control car is a generic term for a non-powered railroad vehicle that 
can control operation of a train from the end opposite to the position of 
the locomotive. They can be used with diesel or electric motive power, 
allowing push-pull operation without the use of an additional locomotive. 
The control cab is equipped with all of  the controls needed by the 
engineer to operate a train-the very same controls that would be located 
in a diesel locomotive or an electric locomotive. Electrically operated 
multiple unit trains are typically operated without a locomotive, since 
each car draws its power from an overhead electric trolley, a pantograph, 
or a third rail pickup shoe; in either case, only some of the electric mu 
cars are equipped with control cabs-the remainder are "trailers" that are 
not equipped with a control cab. 
 
Cab Cars 
 
Cab cars are control cars similar to regular passenger car, but with a full 
driver's compartment built into one or both ends. They can be very 
similar to regular railcars, to the point of including a gangway between 
cars so that they could be used in the middle of a passenger train like a 
regular car if necessary. They appeared for the first time in the United 
States and France in the 1960s. 
 
Trains operating with a locomotive at one end and a control car at the 
other do not require the locomotive to run around to the opposite end of 
the train when reversing direction at a terminus. Control cars can carry 
passengers, baggage, mail or a combination thereof, and may contain an 
engine-generator set to provide head end power. 
 
In addition to the driver's cab, which has all the controls and gauges 
necessary for remotely operating the locomotive, control cars usually 
have a horn, whistle, bell, or plough (as appropriate), and all of the lights 
that would normally be on a locomotive. 
 
Some commuter rail agencies in the United States routinely use cab cars 
in place of regular passenger coaches on trains. However, with 
commuter agencies such as Metra, these cars make the train less 
aerodynamic. The Chicago and North Western Railway had 42 control 
cabs built by Pullman-Standard in 1960, which eliminated the need for its 
trains or locomotives to be turned around. 
 
Converted locomotives 
 
From the 1970s until 1999, the Long Island Rail Road used a number of 
older locomotives converted to "power packs". The original prime 
movers were replaced with 600 horsepower (450 kW) engines/generators 
solely for supplying Head End Power or HEP with the engineer's controls 
left intact. Locomotives converted included Alco FA-1s and FA-2s, EMD 
F7s and one F9. Ontario's GO Transit had a similar program for EMD 
FP7s. 
 
Amtrak developed their Non-powered Control Units (NPCUs) by removing 
the prime mover, main alternator, and traction motors from surplus F40 
locomotives. The control cab was left in place, as were equipment 
allowing horn, bell & headlight operation. A floor and roll-up side-doors 
were then installed to allow for baggage service leading to the nickname 
"cab-baggage cars" or "cabbages. The F40s rebuilt into NPCUs are 
identified by their former three-digit road number with the number 90 
added (i.e., former locomotive #250 is now NPCU #90250)." 
 

Cook One who prepares main entrees on passenger trains.

COSF Abbreviation used for City of San Francisco Passenger Train UP

Couchette [Coach/Sleeping Car] A Couchette is a European sleeping car similar to a Slumbercoach, having 
seats that convert to sleeping berths.

Cowboy Pullman [Caboose, Coach] A Cowboy Pullman was the popular name given to a Drovers Caboose. 
Drovers Cabooses were used to provide seating for the drovers, or cowboys 
who accompanied stock shipments to the slaughterhouses. In some cases, the 
Drovers car might have been a modified coach or Pullman, while in other 
cases; the Drovers caboose was built to a specific design to accommodate the 
needs of the drovers. A typical drovers caboose was recognizable by its 
elongated design having more windows per side than a standard caboose.  
Stock trains had extra stops scheduled in order to provide for feed and 
watering of the animals in transit. In some cases, the cattle would be taken off 
the train for watering and feeding, and would then be reloaded. All of these 
activities required a drover to handle the cattle. 

Curved Side Car-Cincinnati Car 
Company

The company became famous in 1921, for its Curved Side Car design. In 
1921 chief engineer Thomas Elliot designed the curved-side car, a 
lightweight model that used curved steel plates rather than conventional 
flat steel plates in body construction. The side plates and side sills, 
rather than the floor, bore the bulk of the weight load. Longitudinal floor 
supports were no longer needed, which made the cars lighter than 
conventional cars. Curved-side cars were also called Balanced 
Lightweight Cars. The company completed production of the first curved-
side cars for the Kentucky Traction and Terminal Company in February 
1922. The Cincinnati Car Corporation dropped the curved-side design 
after July 1929. 

CINC 1921

CZ - The California Zephyr The Burlington's California Zephyr was commonly called the "CZ" among 
railfans.

CB&Q

D.C. & H. Dining Car and Hotel 
Department [Sleeping Car]

D.C. & H. is an abbreviation used by the Union Pacific for its Dining Car and 
Hotel Department.

UP

Dawn to Dusk Run [Pioneer Zephyr 
Streamlined Passenger Train, Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy]

The term "Dawn to Dusk" run came from the first public trial of the 
Pioneer Zephyr on May 26, 1934, when the Zephyr set a speed record for 
travel between Denver, Colorado, and Chicago, Illinois, when it made a 
1,015-mile (1,633 km) non-stop "Dawn-to-Dusk" dash in 13 hours 5 
minutes at an average speed of 77 mph (124 km/h). For one section of the 
run it reached a speed of 112.5 mph (181 km/h), just short of the then US 
land speed record of 115 mph (185 km/h). The historic dash inspired two 
films and the train's nickname, "Silver Streak".  The train entered regular 
revenue service on November 11, 1934, between Kansas City, Missouri, 
Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska. It operated this and other routes until its 
retirement in 1960, when it was donated to Chicago's Museum of Science 
and Industry, where it remains on public display. The train is generally 
regarded as the first successful streamliner on American railroads.  The 
train was featured in a 1934 movie, the "Silver Streak".

CB&Q 1934

Daylight Speedliner [Budd RDC passenger 
train]

The Daylight Speedliner was an American named passenger train of the 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (B&O) in the 1950s and early 1960s. Equipped 
with three or four streamlined, self-propelled Budd Rail Diesel Cars (RDCs) 
coupled together, it initially operated between Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, via Baltimore, Maryland, and Washington, D. C., as 
Trains #21–22. 
 

B&O

Dayliner [Budd RDC, Canadian Pacific] Both the Canadian National Railway (CN) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) 
purchased RDCs. CP used the RDCs, which it called Dayliners, throughout its 
system. CP also made extensive use of them on commuter trains around 
Montreal and Toronto. Via Rail inherited many of these cars when it took over 
CN and CP passenger services in 1978. Via continues to use RDCs on the 
Sudbury–White River train in Ontario.

CP

Deadhead [Dead Head employee, Pass] A non-paying passenger; typically a railroad employee who is riding a train 
without charge, by way of his Pass, or when on official travel to another 
location to assume duties at that location.

Deck Roof Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars 
also employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible 
when viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and 
therefore became a distinguishing identifying characteristic.    
 
The Clerestory Roof raised the center portion of the roofline from one 
end of the car to the other, with the end of the raised structure having a 
graceful curved arch bringing the roofline down the end of the car. The 
raised portion contained clerestory windows that allowed sunlight and 
ventilation to enter the car.   
 
Raised roof cars with square ends were called Deck Roofs, and were 
typically found in cars built prior to 1870.  This design was eliminated 
when the railroads modernized their fleets with lightweight streamlined 
cars, which included self-contained air conditioning capabilities.

Diamond Herald [Illinois Central] Albert Medin was the editor of the "Illinois Central Magazine" published by the 
Illinois Central Railroad. He is also credited with the redesign of the famous IC 
Diamond Herald.  
 
Refs 2+3 illustrates a very early version of the Diamond, in an 1899 timetable. 
The origin of the Diamond design can be seen from this early design.

IC

Diaphragm [Vestibule; Passenger Cars, 
Baggage Cars, RPO; Full Width 
Diaphragm Streamlined passenger 
cars]

Diaphragms are bellows-like connections that enclose the space between 
cars. [5] Diaphragms or Vestibules (archaic term) were introduced in the 
late 1800s to protect passengers from the elements (wind, rain, snow) 
and from the locomotive's smoke (this was during the steam locomotive 
era) while walking from one car to another; this occurred about the same 
time that dining cars were introduced. In order to access the dining car, a 
passenger had to pass through one or several cars to reach the dining 
car. As other specialized cars, such as observation cars, lounge cars, 
smoking cars, club cars, were introduced, the need to pass through the 
train became even more important. There was also the safety issue, since 
the Vestibule protected the passenger from falling off the train.  
 
The original Vestibules were quite narrow, giving enough room for one 
passenger to travel comfortably between cars. Somewhat after the 
beginning of the 20th Century, the "Narrow Vestibules" were expanded to 
provide greater width of the walkway. In the late 1930's, many of the top 
streamlined trains featured full width diaphragms, which enhanced the 
streamlined appearance, making the train appear more like a solid train, 
rather than individual cars. The full width diaphragms proved difficult to 
maintain, and were gradually phased out in later years. 
 
Prior to the introduction of the Vestibule, passenger cars had open 
platforms at each end of the car, thus exposing the passenger to the 
elements and to the risk of falling off the train.  
 
Train speeds were increasing at this time as well. Thus, the speed of the 
wind increased as the train speed increased.

Dining Car A dining car (American English) or a restaurant carriage (British English), also 
a diner, is a railroad passenger car that serves meals in the manner of a full-
service, sit-down restaurant. 
 
It is distinct from other railroad food service cars that do not duplicate the full-
service restaurant experience, such as cars in which one purchases food from 
a walk-up counter to be consumed either within the car or elsewhere in the 
train. Grill cars, in which customers sit on stools at a counter and purchase and 
consume food cooked on a grill behind the counter are generally considered to 
be an "intermediate" type of dining car. 
 
Before dining cars in passenger trains were common in the United States, a 
rail passenger's option for meal service in transit was to patronize one of the 
roadhouses often located near the railroad's "water stops". Fare typically 
consisted of rancid meat, cold beans, and old coffee. Such poor conditions 
discouraged many from making the journey. 
 
Most railroads began offering meal service on trains even before the First 
Transcontinental Railroad. By the mid-1880s, dedicated dining cars were a 
normal part of long-distance trains from Chicago to points west, save those of 
the Santa Fe Railway, which relied on America's first interstate network of 
restaurants to feed passengers en route. The "Harvey Houses", located 
strategically along the line, served top-quality meals to railroad patrons during 
water stops and other planned layovers and were favored over in-transit 
facilities for all trains operating west of Kansas City. 
 
As competition among railroads intensified, dining car service was taken to 
new levels. When the Santa Fe unveiled its new Pleasure Dome lounge cars in 
1951, the railroad introduced the travelling public to the Turquoise Room, 
promoted as "The only private dining room in the world on rails." The room 
accommodated 12 guests, and could be reserved anytime for private dinner or 
cocktail parties, or other special functions. The room was often used by 
celebrities and dignitaries traveling on the Super Chief. 
 
Edwin Kachel was a steward for more than twenty-five years in the Dining-Car 
Department of the Great Northern Railway. He said that "on a dining car, three 
elements can be considered -- the equipment, the employee, then passenger." 
In other words, "the whole is constituted by two-thirds of human parts." As 
cross-country train travel became more commonplace, passengers began to 
expect high-quality food to be served at the meals on board. The level of meal 
service on trains in the 1920s and 1930s rivaled that of high-end restaurants 
and clubs. 
 
Food 
 
Elegance is one of the main words used to describe the concept of dining on a 
train. Use of fresh ingredients was encouraged whenever possible. Some of 
the dishes prepared by chefs were: Braised Duck Cumberland, Hungarian 
Beef Goulash with Potato Dumplings, Lobster Americaine, Mountain Trout Au 
Bleu, Curry of Lamb Madras, Scalloped Brussels Sprouts, Pecan and Orange 
Sticks and Pennepicure Pie to name a few items. 
 
The Christmas menu for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway in 1882 
listed the following items: Hunter's Soup, Salmon with Hollandaise Sauce, 
Boned Pheasant in Aspic Jelly, Chicken Salad, Salmis Prairie Chicken, Oyster 
Patties, Rice Croquette, Roast Beef, English Ribs of Beef, Turkey with 
Cranberry Sauce, Stuffed Suckling Pig with Applesauce, Antelope Steak with 
Currant Jelly, potatoes, green peas, tomatoes, sweet potatoes, Mince Pie, 
Plum Pudding, Cake, Ice Cream, Fruits and coffee. 
 
Dining car configuration 
 
In one of the most common dining car configurations, one end of the car 
contains a galley (with an aisle next to it, so passengers can pass through the 
car to the rest of the train) while the other end has table or booth seating on 
either side of a center aisle. 
Trains with high demand for dining car services sometimes feature "double-unit 
dining cars" consisting of two adjacent cars functioning to some extent as a 
single entity, generally with one car containing a galley plus table or booth 
seating and the other car containing table or booth seating only. 
 
In the dining cars of Amtrak's modern bilevel Superliner trains, booth seating 
on either side of a center aisle occupies almost the entire upper level, while the 
galley is below; food is sent to the upper level on a dumbwaiter. 
 
Dining cars enhance the familiar restaurant experience with the unique visual 
entertainment of the ever-changing view. While dining cars are less common 
today than in the past (having been supplemented, or in some cases replaced 
altogether by other types of food-service cars) they still play a significant role in 
passenger railroading, especially on medium- and long-distance trains. 
 
Today, a number of tourist-oriented railroads offer dinner excursions to 
capitalize on the public's fascination with the dining car experience. 
The U76/U70 tram line between the German cities of Düsseldorf and Krefeld 
offers a Bistrowagen (dining car in German), where passengers can order 
drinks and snacks. This practise comes from the early 20th Century, when 
interurban trams conveyed a dining car. Despite the introduction of modern 
tram units, 4 trams still have a Bistrowagen and operate every weekday. 

C&A 1868

Dining car Chimes [First call for Dinner; 
Last Call for Dinner]

Typical evening dining seating was offered at 5:00, 6:00 and 7:00.  Meals 
might be announced by a waiter using chimes, passing out menus or posting a 
sign for each cabin. [1] Traditionally, a last call for dinner was also announced 
with chimes.Dining Car Delmonico [George Pullman 

Company]
George Pullman changed the world of rail travel in 1857, when he introduced 
the luxurious "Pioneer" sleeping car. He marketed his Pullman sleeping cars to 
the rich and elite of the country. But his cars lacked a dining car. As a result, his 
passengers had to leave the train at periodic station stops, and run for the 
restaurant, which in most cases, were unclean, and provided poor service and 
even worse food. The passengers had to quickly gobble down their food and 
then race back to the train before it left the station.  
 
In 1868, he introduced the "Delmonico", a luxurious dining car named after the 
fabulous New York restaurant of the same name. The Delmonico was 
introduced on the Chicago & Alton. 

PULL 1868

Dining Car Service The Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore was the first railroad to begin 
offering dining car service in 1863.  

PW&B 1863

Dinky-Train [Gas Electric, Commuter 
Train, Passenger Train]

A gas-electric motorcar train, or any routine, short passenger run having few 
passengers, typically stopping at every station along the line. The Burlington 
Railroad operated several all stops commuter trains that became known as 
"Dinkies" to the traveling public. Although present day all stop commuter trains 
between Aurora and Chicago are called "dinkies", the Burlington operated 
short steam powered and Gas-Electric passenger trains between Aurora and 
Mendota, and Aurora and Streator via the Fox Valley line.

CB&Q

Director Car, Director's Train, Special 
trains

Director Car - a former passenger car or set of passenger cars converted for 
use on special train movements (Directors Special Meetings, Annual Meetings, 
and shipper specials were typical uses)

Dome Car [Vista Dome, Sceneramic 
Domes, Strata Domes, Super Dome, 
Scenic Dome, Super Dome, Pattern 
Domes]

A Dome car is two level passenger car having a raised observation area 
enclosed in glass, also known as a Vista Dome and by other names. The 
Burlington was the first railroad to recognize the need for a passenger 
car having a raised observation dome, allowing its passengers to view 
the magnificent scenery from the comfort of their coach seat. As a result,  
in 1945, the Burlington designed and built the first dome observation 
cars, called Pattern Domes, by adding a dome to several stainless steel 
coaches. These early dome cars were somewhat taller than the dome 
cars built by Budd in the following years, which limited the use of these 
cars on certain routes.   
 
The development of the dome car spurred the demand for passenger 
traffic, particularly among leisure or vacation oriented travel; the 
increased passenger demand led to increased streamliner car building 
by Budd, Pullman, ACF, and others. In addition, the travel restrictions of 
World War II had ended, and the American public was ready to travel. 
These events resulted in an unprecedented level of railroad car building-
so much so that Pullman, contracted the construction of their car orders 
to other car builders (ACF and Budd) in order to meet the delivery 
schedules imposed by the buyers. 
 
Dome cars were used on the following trains: 
 
General Motors/GM Train of Tommorrow, (GM Built an entire train to 
demonstrate the capabilities of the Dome car) 
 
Alaska Railroad (Current) 
Amtrak Domeliner (Current: western trains) 
Canadian Nationa Sceneramic Domes,  
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Chiefs,  
Auto-Train, 
Baltimore & Ohio Strata Domes,  
California Zephyr (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Denver & Rio Grande 
Western, Western Pacific),  
Canadian Pacific Scenic Domes, 
Chesapeake & Ohio Chessie,  
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Zephyrs,  
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Milwaukee Road Super Domes,  
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,  
Denver & Rio Grande Western Royal Gorge,  
Great Northern Empire Builder,  
Missouri Pacific Eagle,  
Norfolk & Western,  
Northern Pacific North Coast Limited,  
Southern Pacific Daylights,  
Train of Tommorrow (General Motors demonstration train) 
Trains to Dixie, Gulf Coast and Florida,  
Turbo Train,  
Union Pacific City of Los Angeles, City of San Francisco, City of Portland, 
Challenger,  
Via Rail (Canada; current) 
Wabash Railroad 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A dome car is a type of railway passenger car that has a glass dome on 
the top of the car where passengers can ride and see in all directions 
around the train. It also can include features of a coach, lounge car, 
dining car, sleeping car or observation. Beginning in 1945, dome cars 
were primarily used in the United States and Canada, though a small 
number were constructed in Europe for Trans Europ Express service, 
and similar panorama cars are in service on Alpine tourist railways like 
the Bernina Express. 
 
In North America, dome cars were manufactured by the Budd Company, 
Pullman Standard and American Car & Foundry. Southern Pacific 
Railroad built its own dome cars in its Sacramento, California, shops. In 
the 1990s Colorado Railcar began producing dome cars. Generally, seats 
in the dome were considered "non-revenue" like lounge car seats. When 
dome cars operate today in excursion trains, the dome seats often 
command a premium fare. 
 
History 
 
The earliest documented predecessor of the dome car was first 
developed in the 1880s; known at the time as the "birdcage car", it was 
used on an 1882 sightseeing tour on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad. In 1891, T. J. McBride received a patent for a car design called 
an "observation-sleeper"; illustrations of the design in Scientific 
American at the time showed a car with three observation domes. 
Canadian Pacific Railway used "tourist cars" with raised, glass-sided 
viewing cupolas on their trains through the Canadian Rocky Mountains 
in the 1920s. 
 
These dome car designs did not prove successful, and further 
refinements to the idea didn't come for a few decades.  
 
The first successful dome cars were conceived by Cyrus Osborn of 
General Motors Electro-Motive Division (EMD). In 1944, while traveling in 
an EMD-built Denver & Rio Grande Western locomotive through 
Glenwood Canyon in Colorado, he recognized the wonderful views the 
passengers could enjoy from a panoramic dome. His idea was to provide 
a full 360-degree view from above the train in newly built "Vista-Dome" 
cars. 
 
Mr. Osborn took the idea to the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad 
(CB&Q). The CB&Q took a stainless steel Budd-built coach and rebuilt it 
at their shops in Aurora, Illinois, with the Vista Dome imagined and 
sketched by Cyrus Osborn. The dome area featured seats that were 
positioned lengthwise in the cabin facing double-pane windows which 
were designed to improve insulation. This first Vista Dome was called 
Silver Dome. On July 23, 1945, the car was tested in the consist of the 
Twin Cities Zephyr. 
 
Vista Domes quickly found their way into many Burlington Zephyr 
consists, culminating in 1949 with the inauguration of the California 
Zephyr. 
 
Soon after Silver Dome entered service, railroad managers and 
passenger train executives met to discuss the merits of the dome car 
design. In the United States, domes could only be readily used on 
railroads west of the Mississippi, due to lower clearances in tunnels in 
the eastern USA. (In Canada, Canadian Pacific would run its domes from 
coast to coast.) The managers also noted that the passenger carrying 
space was regarded as non-revenue space because the managers 
believed that passengers would not want to spend their entire trip in the 
domes. These factors and the added costs of car construction in adding 
stairs, two levels of car floors and air conditioning increased the costs to 
railroads that chose to operate dome cars. 
 
Despite the costs involved, Pullman completed the first four production 
dome cars for GM's Train of Tomorrow in 1947. The four cars, dubbed 
Astra Liners, included a coach, diner, sleeper and lounge-observation., 
were similar to Silver Dome and were displayed to the press on 
numerous private charters and to the public at the Chicago Railroad 
Fairs in 1948 and 1949 before they were sold to Union Pacific Railroad for 
use between Portland, Oregon and Seattle, Washington.  
 
Other passenger car manufacturers soon built their own dome car 
models to compete with Pullman; Budd's first domes, completed in Fall 
1947, were the first to feature curved glass and full streamlining effects 
on the domes and entered service on the Burlington's Twin Zephyrs 
scenic route between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The Pere 
Marquette Railroad was the first to operate dome cars east of Chicago in 
1948, and in 1949 Baltimore and Ohio Railroad became the first railroad 
to operate dome cars on the east coast when it introduced Pullman-built 
"Strata-Dome" coaches as part of the new consists for the Baltimore-
Chicago Columbian. B&O also went so far as to add floodlights on the 
roofs of its dome cars to illuminate the scenery during nighttime travel. 
 
On September 14, 1950, a monument was established at Glenwood 
Canyon. Called "Monument to an Idea", this monument celebrated the 
Vista Dome at the place where it was first inspired. In the late 1980s, the 
monument was moved to the Colorado Railroad Museum in Golden, 
Colorado, to make way for expansion of Interstate 70. 
 
The first ten full-length domes were built by Pullman for the Milwaukee 
Road's Chicago-Seattle Olympian Hiawatha. The Milwaukee Road paid 
$320,000 each for their "Super Domes" and used them on that route until 
1961, after which four cars remained in service between Chicago and the 
Twin Cities; these last four were sold to Amtrak upon its formation in 
1971. Like most Pullman domes the Milwaukee domes were 15 ft 6 in 
(4,720 mm) tall rather than the Budd/ACF standard 15 ft 10 in (4,830 mm). 
The Santa Fe and Great Northern also bought full-length domes from 
Budd in 1954 and 1955. All but one of Santa Fe's cars were sold to Auto-
Train in 1971. 
 
As railroad passenger ridership declined in the late 1950s, some 
railroads retired dome cars due to the maintenance costs. Other railroads 
that had not purchased dome cars new bought them second hand. 
Illinois Central purchased several cars from Missouri Pacific and 
Canadian National bought several cars from Milwaukee Road, for 
example. Because of their enormous usage of sealed glass, the cooling 
of the cars required massive air conditioning capacity. Maintenance and 
repair of these cars was costly. Breakdown of the air conditioning system 
on the road, even in winter, could render a car unusable. 
 
Since the 1980s dome cars have become rare since Amtrak introduced 
Superliner bi-level passenger cars that are 16 feet tall over the length of 
the car (but at a stretch the Superliner lounge car could be considered a 
dome car). Dome cars are very popular on tourist railways and private 
charter rail services. Some railroad museums have preserved several 
dome cars. These cars are very popular with visitors who often 
remember the spectacular rides they had in these cars. 
 
While the dome car is a mostly North American feature, a few also 
operated in the scenic areas of Europe. The German Federal Railway had 
five low-profile dome cars built in the early-to-mid 1960s for its 
"Rheingold" and "Rheinpfeil" trains. After being retired from regular 
service, these cars operated in excursion and charter service throughout 
Europe. 
 
Current usage 
 
Via Rail Canada operates the largest fleet (28) of true dome cars in the 
classic sense in that they offer a 360° view of scenery. All were built by 
Budd for the Canadian Pacific Railway in the 1950s, and transferred to 
Via service in the 1970s, where they continue in service as of 2017. 
The Ontario Northland Railway operates dome cars on the Polar Bear 
Express from Cochrane to Moosonee. 
 
The Canadian National Railway operates a former Great Northern dome 
coach in its business car fleet. 
 
The Orford Express dinner/excursion train, which operates out of 
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, includes a former Northern Pacific dome 
sleeper. 
 
Panama 
 
The Panama Canal Railway operates a 1950s-vintage dome car originally 
built by Southern Pacific on its route between Panama City and Colón 
alongside the Panama Canal. 
 
United States 
 
Manufacturing companies such as Colorado Railcar have built modern 
dome cars with updated versions of original dome design, used by 
American Orient Express, Holland America, Princess Tours, Alaska 
Railroad, Royal Caribbean, Via Rail Canada and Rocky Mountaineer 
Railtours. Several of the private railroad cars available for charter listed 
on the American Association of Private Railroad Car Owners' website 
have domes. 
 
Amtrak currently operates one dome car, #10031. It is a Budd full-length 
dome car, former Great Northern Railway #1391 "Ocean View". Painted in 
Phase III paint, it is used on special services such as the Oakland to 
Reno "Reno Fun Train", or the Seattle to Leavenworth "Snow Train". 
Amtrak has also operated the car in fall foliage service on the New York-
Montreal "Adirondack" and on several of its Chicago-based regional 
trains. In the summertime, dome car #10031 is used on the single level 
Pacific Surfliner trainset. Another dome car Amtrak used (no longer in 
service) was on the Capitol Limited, possibly removed when the train 
switched to Superliner I & II cars. 
 
In addition, the following railroads and tourist railways operate one or 
more domes: 
 
- A Silver Dome is on display at the Mad River and NKP Railroad Museum 
in Bellevue, Ohio. 
 
- The Grand Canyon Railway operates dome coaches between Williams, 
Arizona and the south rim of the Grand Canyon. These are former Great 
Northern, Northern Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande Western cars. It also 
has a former Great Northern full-length dome lounge from the former 
American Orient Express fleet. 
 
- The Western Pacific Railroad Museum at Portola, California, rosters 
several Budd-built Vista-Dome cars from the original California Zephyr 
train. These are being restored as part of the museum's Zephyr Project, a 
program to re-create the CZ experience. 
 
- The Napa Valley Wine Train operates a 1952-vintage Pullman-Standard 
Super Dome lounge originally built for the Milwaukee Road, which it uses 
as one of its dining areas on its daily service. 
 
- The Alaska Railroad operates older, traditional dome cars on several 
trains, in addition to the newer custom-built Ultra Dome cars found on its 
Denali Star train between Anchorage and Fairbanks. 
- The Union Pacific Railroad operates several traditional dome cars as 
part of its business and excursion car fleet. These cars include dome 
coaches, dome dining cars and dome lounges, and all were once part of 
the railroad's famed "City" fleet of passenger trains. These cars often 
appear in special trains pulled by the railroad's two historic preserved 
steam locomotives, 4-8-4 "Northern" #844 and 4-6-6-4 "Challenger" 
#3985. 
 
- The Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF) has two dome lounge 
cars, a former Santa Fe car "Bay View" and a former Great Northern car, 
"Glacier View" in its business car fleet. Bay View often appears on the 
employee appreciation excursions which operate on each BNSF 
operating division every few years while Glacier View is used as a lounge 
on business and officers' specials. Glacier View was rebuilt with a large 
observation window on the rear much like the lounge car "William 
Barstow Strong". 
 
- The Royal Gorge Route Railroad and the Rio Grande Scenic Railroad 
operate former Santa Fe, Great Northern and Milwaukee Road full-length 
domes in excursion service on their respective routes in central and 
southern Colorado. A unique feature of the Rio Grande Scenic service is 
the chance to ride in a modern dome car behind a vintage steam 
locomotive. 
 
- The Mount Hood Railroad operates a former Santa Fe full-length dome 
lounge on its excursion trains out of Hood River, Ore. 
 
- The Kansas City Southern Railway operates two former Union Pacific 
domes, a coach and a dining car, in its business car fleet. 
 
- The Branson Scenic Railroad in Missouri owns several former CB&Q 
domes and operates a dome car on all excursions. 
 
- The Conway Scenic Railroad in New Hampshire operates a former Great 
Northern Railway dome coach on the Crawford Notch train. 
 
- The Cafe Lafayette Dinner Train in New Hampshire includes a former 
Missouri Pacific dome coach. 
 
- The Delaware & Ulster Railroad operates a former Missouri Pacific 
dome coach on its "Rip Van Winkle Flyer" dinner train in New York's 
Catskill Mountains. 
 
- The Reading, Blue Mountain and Northern Railroad operates a former 
Milwaukee Road dome lounge in its business car fleet. 
 
- The Arkansas & Missouri Railroad operates a former Western Pacific 
Budd dome coach in excursion service. This car was originally built for 
the California Zephyr and later used on the original Auto Train, as part of 
the Pacific Starlight Dinner Train on BC Rail, and for the Ontario 
Northland Railway. 
 
- The Saratoga & North Creek Railway operates several ex-Santa Fe Budd 
dome lounges in passenger service between Saratoga Springs and North 
Creek, N.Y. 
 
- The Santa Cruz & Monterey Bay Railroad operated a former Santa Fe 
Budd dome lounge on its 2012 "Train To Christmas Town" excursions 
between Watsonville and Santa Cruz, Calif., and ran a former Union 
Pacific dome diner on its 2013 trips. The dome diner, as well as a former 
Milwaukee Road dome lounge and a former Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 
dome lounge, are part of the former Spirit of Washington Dinner Train 
consist that are expected to enter dinner train service on the SC&MB. 
 
- Iowa Pacific Holdings is the parent company for the Saratoga & North 
Creek and the Santa Cruz & Monterey Bay, as well as the Mount Hood 
Railroad and the Rio Grande Scenic Railroad, two other dome operators 
listed here. 
 
- Iowa Pacific also operates Pullman Rail Journeys on the Amtrak City of 
New Orleans route between Chicago and New Orleans. This consist 
includes a former Santa Fe Budd dome lounge configured for dining 
service, and the company also has a former Northern Pacific dome-
sleeper available for this service. 
 
- Pan Am Railways operates a former Wabash dome coach on its 
business car train. 
 
- The Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum operates a Missouri Pacific 
Railroad Planetarium Dome coach on its Calera & Shelby Railroad. The 
coach was built as MP 892 in 1948, renumbered to MP 592 in 1968. After 
being purchased by the Illinois Central, it was renumbered 2202. The 
museum purchased the car for steam excursion service in 1972 keeping 
the 2202 but replacing Illinois Central on the letter boards with Heart of 
Dixie. In 2015, the Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum restored the car's 
exterior to its original MP 892 colors and numbering. 
 
- Norfolk Southern Railway operates a full dome as part of its executive 
office car train (OCS). Former ATSF, the dome was last owned by Conrail 
for its own OCS train and was acquired by NS during the Conrail 
acquisition. 
 
- The Indiana DOT funded Hoosier State is operated by Amtrak with on 
board service and equipment provided by Iowa Pacific which includes a 
Budd ex-Santa Fe dome lounge. The dome is slated to be used for 
business class reserved seating service with food service. 
 
Current use of dome lounges 
 
Most of them survive as of 2013. Some are in excursion train or dinner 
train service, while others are on display in museums. A few remain in 
business car service. Most of the original Canadian Pacific cars remain in 
service on the transcontinental Canadian train operated by Via Rail 
Canada. 
 
A new generation of dome lounges currently operate in cruise train 
service in Alaska and Canada. These do not necessarily use the 
traditional dome design, but are more similar to the bi-level design first 
seen in commuter-style "gallery" cars on U.S. railroads in the 1950s and 
on the "Hi-Level" cars built by the Budd Company in 1956 for the 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe El Capitan train. 
 
Most of these cars were constructed by Colorado Railcar Company of 
Fort Lupton, Colorado. Some early versions were built by Tillamook 
Railcar of Tillamook, Oregon, which operated out of an old U.S. Navy 
airship hangar at the Tillamook Airport. The owner of Tillamook Railcar 
later went on to form Colorado Railcar. These early versions were 
reconstructed from retired commuter "gallery" cars. More recent ones 
were built new, and several of these are longer and taller than the classic 
passenger car design. 
 
Configurations 
 
A portion of the car, usually in the center of the car but offset towards 
one end, is split between two levels. The offset results in floorplans 
having a "long end" and a "short end" on the main level. Stairs then go 
up to the dome and down to the lower level, with the lower level below 
the dome usually offering restrooms or a small lounge area, while the 
upper portion is usually coach or lounge seating within a "bubble" of 
glass on the car's roof. Passengers in the upper portion of the dome are 
able to see in all directions from a vantage point above the train's 
roofline. 
 
In the United States, the Union Pacific Railroad operated dome dining 
cars. These cars had a kitchen in the short end, with a pantry in half the 
space under the dome. The other half of the space under the dome was a 
private dining room for small groups. Between the pantry and kitchen 
there was a dumbwaiter to transfer items between the kitchen and the 
dining area in the dome portion of the car. The "long end" was the main 
dining area. 
 
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad operated mid-train dome-
dormitory-buffet-lounge cars on its California Zephyr, Kansas City 
Zephyr and American Royal Zephyr, and dome-dormitory-coffee shop 
cars on its Denver Zephyr. The dormitory space was used by on-board 
train crew such as the dining car staff. 
 
Several railroads operated dome sleeping cars. Those of the Northern 
Pacific Railway had four bedrooms in the "long end", four roomettes in 
the "short end" and four duplex single rooms under the dome. 
 
The Wabash Railroad and Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad 
operated dome parlor cars for first class day service. Wabash's Blue Bird 
included a Budd dome-parlor-observation as part of its original consist, 
and later added a Pullman-Standard dome-parlor car. The CB&Q operated 
dome-parlor-observation cars on the Twin Zephyrs, the Kansas City 
Zephyr and the Denver Zephyr. 
 
Several railroads operated dome observation cars, usually at the rear of 
the train. These cars have a dome on top of the car with a rounded-end or 
flat-end rear "observation" section (on the main floor) where passengers 
can sit and look out at the receding scenery. These cars often have 
additional sleeping compartments under the dome and/or in the "short 
end" as well as a bar and/or additional lounge spaces. 
 
The original California Zephyr, operated in part by the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy Railroad (CB&Q), referred to its car of this type as 
a Vista-Dome sleeper-lounge-observation, which had one drawing room 
and three double bedrooms as well as a dome and observation area. The 
Canadian Pacific Railway outfitted the 1955 Canadian with "Park"-series 
dome-sleeper-observations, most of which remain in service with Via Rail 
Canada. 
 
Variations on dome cars 
 
While the partial dome cars were the most common, a number of 
variations on the dome car (typically called "observation" cars) were 
developed. In particular the full length dome car, the dome lounge car, as 
well as the "transition" car stand out. In the case of the former, the 
observation dome extended the full length of the car, with a lower level 
which contained a lounge or bar beneath it. This type of car was used 
extensively by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Paul and Pacific Railroad (Milwaukee Road) railroads. Transition cars 
were similar to full length dome cars, save in one regard. These cars 
were intended to serve as a transition between regular rolling stock, and 
double deck stock. To facilitate this, one vestibule of the car was lower, 
while the other was at the height of the upper vestibule of the double 
deck stock. Amtrak utilized these transition cars for a time, primarily in 
situations where cars inherited from other railroads made up the bulk of 
Amtrak's rolling stock. The transition cars were utilized primarily in the 
early days of Amtrak, and began to be phased out of service as Amtrak 
began to purchase, or produce, its own double deck cars. The majority of 
transition cars were scrapped, though a few were kept in service and 
rebuilt into more "traditional" high vestibule double deck cars. 
 
Dome lounge 
 
A dome lounge is a type of domed railroad passenger car that includes 
lounge, cafe, dining or other space on the upper level or both levels of 
the car. Examples include both short (approximately half the length of the 
car, with the dome located just forward or just rearward of the car's 
center) and full (taking almost the entire length of the car). Some 
examples include sleeping compartments or coach seating. 
 
Classic dome lounges (built during the streamliner era in the U.S. and 
Canada) include: "Super Dome" full-length cars were built by Pullman-
Standard in 1952 for the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific, also 
known as the Milwaukee Road, and operated in the railroad's Hiawatha 
passenger train fleet. Ten cars were initially constructed, with one of 
these destroyed in a derailment while on a test run and later rebuilt using 
new parts and parts salvaged from the original destroyed car. 
 
"Big Dome" full-length cars built by the Budd Company in 1954 for the 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for the railroad's passenger train fleet. 
Fourteen of these were built in two groups, one group of which included 
crew dormitory space on the lower level. 
 
"Great Dome" full-length cars built by the Budd Company in 1956 for the 
Great Northern Railway for its Empire Builder train. Six of these were 
built; one of them was actually owned by the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy, over which the train operated between Chicago and the Twin 
Cities. At least one, Great Northern car number 1391, Ocean View, 
survived to be transferred to Amtrak ownership. 
 
"Pleasure Dome" short dome cars built by Pullman-Standard in 1950 for 
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for its Super Chief train. The six cars 
had both lounge and dining facilities, including the unique "Turquoise 
Room", a small dining area identified by the turquoise Native American 
medallion displayed on one of the room's walls. 
 
"Vista Dome" short dome cars built by the Budd Company for the 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for its Zephyr passenger trains. Examples 
included two dome-parlor-observations built in 1947 for the Twin 
Zephyrs; six dome-buffet-lounges and six dome-sleeper-observations 
built in 1949 for the California Zephyr; two dome-coach-buffet-lounges 
and two dome-parlor-observations built in 1953 for the Kansas City 
Zephyr; and two dome-buffet-lounges and two dome-parlor-observations 
built in 1956 for the Denver Zephyr. The California Zephyr cars included 
those built for the Denver & Rio Grande Western and the Western Pacific, 
which were partners with the CB&Q on the train's route between Chicago 
and the San Francisco Bay area. 
 
"Vista Dome" short dome cars built for the Wabash Railroad. The Budd 
Company built a dome-parlor-observation in 1950 for the railroad's Blue 
Bird; Pullman-Standard built a dome-parlor for the same train in 1952. 
 
"Astra Dome" short dome cars were built by American Car & Foundry in 
1955 for the Union Pacific Railroad and operated on the City of Los 
Angeles, City of Portland and other UP passenger trains. The railroad 
purchased 15 dome-lounge-observations. 
 
"Skyline" dome-coach-buffet-lounges and "Park" dome-sleeper-
observations built by the Budd Company in 1955 for the Canadian Pacific 
Railway. The CPR purchased 18 of each car type for its Canadian and 
Dominion passenger trains. 
 
"Stairway to the Stars" cars constructed by the Southern Pacific Railroad 
for its Daylight passenger trains. The railroad built seven cars in its own 
shops, using components from retired cars and dome components 
supplied by the Budd Company. These cars were more accurately three-
quarters length domes, since the dome level was more than half the 
length of the car but did not extend the full length. 
 
Documentary 
 
Dome rail travel was highlighted in the PBS-aired program Dome Car 
Magic. Produced by award-winning Richard Luckin, it is narrated by actor 
Michael Gross and chronicles the history of the railroad sightseeing cars, 
from Burlington's 1945 "Silver Dome" to the full-length models operating 
today in Alaska and Canada. 

CB&Q 1945

Dormitory Car [Dormitory-Baggage, 
Coach-Dormitory, Coach-Dormitory-
Baggage]

A sleeping car that is set aside in full, or partially for the use of the dining car 
and train operating crew. The dormitory car is typically placed at the front of the 
train, just behind the baggage car, and may have a part of the car set aside for 
use by passengers, either for dining, as a coach, parlor chairs, or other 
purposes. The Dormitory car included toilet faciliities. Many dormitory cars 
were built for that purpose, but even more were former passenger sleeping 
cars that became Dormitory cars after their primary use in passenger sleeping 
car service ended.

Double Bedroom Sleeping Car [Pullman, 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

The Bedroom was a sleeping car compartment designed for two persons. The 
design included an in room toilet, and wash basin and 1 full length bed and 
one upper berth type bed that dropped down from the ceiling.  Two folding 
lounge chairs are available for daytime use. 

PULL 1930
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Drawing Room Sleeping Car [Pullman, 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

The Drawing Room accomodated up to four people (day time seating)and two 
persons at night. It is generally considered the most luxurious "Standard"* 
sleepjng car accomodation available. The room had three fulll length beds, and 
an upper berth that folded down from the ceiling. The Drawing Room also 
included two movable lounge chairs, a private toilet, and wash basin. 
 
* A few other car types such as the Master Room and the Stateroom, provided 
even more luxurious accomodations. These types of accomodations were 
quite limited, however, leaving the Drawing Room as the standard option for 
high luxury travel.

PULL

Drovers Caboose Drovers Cabooses were used to provide seating for the drovers, or cowboys 
who accompanied stock shipments to the slaughterhouses. In some cases, the 
Drovers car might be a modified coach or Pullman; in other cases, the Drovers 
caboose was built to a specific design to accommodate the needs of the 
drovers. A typical drovers caboose was recognizable by its elongated design 
having more windows per side than a standard caboose.  Stock trains had 
extra stops scheduled in order to provide for feed and watering of the animals 
in transit. In some cases, the cattle would be taken off the train for watering 
and feeding, and would then be reloaded. All of these activities required a 
drover to handle the cattle. 

Drumhead-Tailsign-Passenger Train 
Observation car

The term drumhead refers to a type of illuminated sign bearing the train's 
stylish logo, that was mounted at the rear of passenger trains. The first 
drumheads were large and round, much like a bass drum - hence their name. 
The drumhead was designed to serve primary as an advertising logo for the 
train. Many of the major passenger trains of the heavyweight and streamlined 
era employed drumheads to advertise their train's "elite" status.* 
 
During the first half of the 20th Century, passenger trains were heavily 
promoted by the railroads; the drumhead was part of the marketing strategy. 
Drumheads generated powerful advertising. Celebrity pictures were often 
posed near the signs. Every use of such pictures promoted that particular train 
as a celebrity favorite, which was essentially an endorsement of its service. 
The first drumhead was displayed on the Northern Pacific's North Coast 
Limited in the early 1900s.    
 
Railroad drumheads were removable so that they could be mounted on 
different passenger cars (usually on the rear of observation cars), as needed 
for specific trains.  Among railroad memorabilia, drumheads are very rare 
items. Although hundreds of drumheads were manufactured, as few as a half 
dozen copies were made of some designs. Additionally, as trains were 
removed from service, the drumheads were scrapped along with unwanted 
passenger cars.    
 
The Bauer Drumhead Collection at the National Railroad Museum in Green 
Bay, WI has the largest gathering of such artifacts (40) know to exist. Frederick 
Bauer presented the collection to the National Railroad Museum in 1999 to be 
preserved and displayed for future generations.  
 
* The following passenger trains of the New York Central used drumheads: 
(Ref 1) 
 
- 20th Century Limited (heavyweight + Streamlined trains) 
- Commodore Vanderbilt 
- Detroiter 
- Empire State Express 
- Pacemaker 
- Southwestern Limited 
- Timberliner 
- Twilight Limited 
-  
 

Duplex Room Sleeping Car [Pullman, 
Passenger Car. Streamlined Passenger 
Train]]

The Duplex Room design was introduced in 1932. The design featured a room 
similar to a roomette, located on two levels. The Lower room was at regular 
floor height and had a large window, while the upper had a small window. [1]

PULL 1932

Duplex Roomette Sleeping Car [Pullman, 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]]

The Duplex Roomette design was developed by Pullman-Standard, and was 
introduced to the railroads just prior to World War II. It provided a compact 
sleeping car compartment designed for one person. The design included a 
toilet, and washbasin in the compartment.    
 
Each compartment had its own toilet, sink, and chilled drinking water faucet, 
and a door for privacy along with heavy zippered curtain that could be closed 
some privacy with more air flow. The upper berth folded down from the rear 
wall occupying almost every inch of the room's space when lowered. The lower 
berth slid out from under the floor of the upper. The floor of the upper 
compartment was about two feet higher than the car floor, necessitating a step 
up for the traveler to gain entry to his or her room.    
 
The term duplex came from an innovative staggered room arrangement on two 
levels within the car. A car having duplex roomettes is easily identified from the 
exterior: the staggered upper and lower windows viewed from the outside are 
employed with duplex roomette compartments within the car.  

PULL

Dutch Door [Passenger Car] A Dutch door is a particular design that allows the upper half of the door to be 
opened inward, allowing a trainman or conductor to give signals by leaning out 
of the upper door. The Dutch door gets its name from a type of door commonly 
found in Dutch homes.DZ - the Denver Zephyr [Passenger train] The Burlington's Denver Zephyr was commonly referred to in the railfan 
community as the "DZ".

CB&Q

Early Passenger Car "Stagecoach" 
design  [Ohio Coach, Maryland Coach]

Early railroad passenger cars, as exemplified by the Baltimore & Ohio, 
were designed using a stagecoach body mounted on railroad wheels.  
This was because the car builders understood how to design and build 
stagecoaches, they did not know how to design and build a railroad 
passenger car as we know it today. 

B&O 1830

El Capitan Hi-Level Passenger Cars 
[Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe] 

The El Capitan was Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway passenger 
train that was instantly recognizable because of its Hi-Level (Bi-Level) 
cars introduced in 1956.  It was the only coach, or chair car (non-Pullman 
sleeper) train to operate the Santa Fe main line from Chicago, Illinois to 
Los Angeles, California on the same fast schedule as the road's premier 
Pullman Super Chief.  This all-coach streamlined train (Nos. 21 & 22) 
began in February 1938. Like the Pennsylvania Railroad's Trail Blazer, it 
offered "low-cost passage with high-speed convenience." Originally 
conceived as the Economy Chief, the name El Capitan was chosen to 
honor the Spanish conquistadors and their influence on Southwestern 
culture, though it didn't hurt that the name seemed to outrank the Union 
Pacific's Challenger train, with which it was to compete. Unique in 
charging an extra-fare despite being a coach train, it pioneered such 
features as "RideMaster" seats optimized for sleeping.  El Capitan was 
the first Santa Fe train to use the "Big Dome"-Lounge cars, though these 
were soon given to the Chief in favor of new double-decker "Hi-Level" 
chair cars (coaches) developed by Budd and the railroad in 1955. These 
experimental cars had a quieter ride, increased seating capacities, and 
better views. Amtrak's Superliner equipment used on many of Amtrak's 
long distance routes were based on the Santa Fe Hi-Level design. The 
Superliners were designed to operate with older Hi-Level cars.  The initial 
equipment roster (two separate "pocket streamliner" consists) was a 
baggage-dormitory, two chair cars, a lunch counter/dining car, and a 
chair observation car.  Between 1954 and 1956 the El Capitan's consist 
included the "Big Dome"-Lounge that replaced the mid-train club-lounge 
car. On July 15, 1956 the new, "Hi-Level" streamliner consist debuted. 
Santa Fe purchased enough "Hi-Level" equipment for six nine-car 
consists. Six of the railroad's older baggage-dormitory cars had a 
cosmetic fairing applied to the rear roofline to create the distinctive 
"transition" cars and maintain a streamlined appearance on El Capitan. 
The real transition cars were the 68-seat step down chair cars, which had 
a regular-height diaphragm at one end and a high-level at the other. The 
dining cars rode on six-wheel trucks due to their massive weight (all 
other cars rode on four-wheel trucks). The "Big Domes" were transferred 
to the Chief pool.  

AT&SF 1938

Electric lighting used in passenger cars Although the first use of electric lighting was developed and used in 
railway cars in the 1887, it  did not see widespread usage until tafter 
1910: mechanical failures associated with the undercar generators were 
an early problem. In addition, the Pintsch (gas) lighting system had 
become well accepted in the industry in the late 1800's. In the end, the 
convenience and safety of all electric lighted cars became the major 
factor leading to their sucess.

1887

Electric multiple unit [EMU railcars 
commuter]

An electric multiple unit or EMU is a multiple unit train consisting of self-
propelled carriages, using electricity as the motive power. An EMU 
requires no separate locomotive, as electric traction motors are 
incorporated within one or a number of the carriages. Most EMUs are 
used for passenger trains, but some have been built or converted for 
specialized non-passenger roles, such as carrying mail or luggage, or in 
departmental use, for example as de-icing trains. An EMU is usually 
formed of two or more semi-permanently coupled carriages, but 
electrically powered single-unit railcars are also generally classed as 
EMUs. 
 
EMUs are popular on commuter and suburban rail networks around the 
world due to their fast acceleration and pollution-free operation.[1] Being 
quieter than DMUs and locomotive-drawn trains, EMUs can operate later 
at night and more frequently without disturbing residents living near the 
railway lines. In addition, tunnel design for EMU trains is simpler as 
provisions do not need to be made for diesel exhaust fumes, although 
retrofitting existing tunnels to accommodate the extra equipment needed 
to transmit the power to the train can be expensive and difficult if the 
tunnel has limited clearance. 
 
History 
 
The first EMUs in were used on the elevated Liverpool Overhead Railway 
in 1893. The southern terminal of the railway was underground, giving 
the LOR the distinction of also being the first to use EMUs underground. 
Each carriage had an electric traction motor and was specifically 
designed and constructed to be light in weight while running on elevated 
steel sections. The first EMUs were two carriage trains later graduating to 
three carriages, with the front and rear carriages powered. Liverpool 
Museum retains an example of the Liverpool Overhead Railway EMU 
carriage. An early proponent of EMUs was the American engineer Frank 
J. Sprague, who supplied them to the South Side Elevated Railroad in 
Chicago in 1897. 
 
Types 
 
The cars that form a complete EMU set can usually be separated by 
function into four types: power car, motor car, driving car, and trailer car. 
Each car can have more than one function, such as a motor-driving car 
or power-driving car. 
 
* A power car carries the necessary equipment to draw power from the 
electrified infrastructure, such as pickup shoes for third rail systems and 
pantographs for over head systems, and transformers. 
 
* Motor cars carry the traction motors to move the train, and are often 
combined with the power car to avoid high-voltage inter-car connections. 
 
* Driving cars are similar to a cab car, containing a driver's cab for 
controlling the train. An EMU will usually have two driving cars at its 
outer ends. 
 
* Trailer cars are any cars that carry little or no traction or power related 
equipment, and are similar to passenger cars in a locomotive-hauled 
train. On third rail systems the outer vehicles usually carry the pick up 
shoes, with the motor vehicles receiving the current via intra-unit 
connections. 
 
Examples 
 
Some of the more famous electric multiple units in the world are high-
speed trains: the Shinkansen in Japan and ICE 3 in Germany. The retired 
New York-Washington Metroliner service, first operated by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad and later by Amtrak, also featured high-speed 
electric multiple-unit cars.

LORC 1893

Electric multiple unit [EMU railcars 
commuter]

An electric multiple unit or EMU is a multiple unit train consisting of self-
propelled carriages, using electricity as the motive power. An EMU requires no 
separate locomotive, as electric traction motors are incorporated within one or 
a number of the carriages. Most EMUs are used for passenger trains, but 
some have been built or converted for specialised non-passenger roles, such 
as carrying mail or luggage, or in departmental use, for example as de-icing 
trains. An EMU is usually formed of two or more semi-permanently coupled 
carriages, but electrically powered single-unit railcars are also generally 
classed as EMUs. 
 
EMUs are popular on commuter and suburban rail networks around the world 
due to their fast acceleration and pollution-free operation.[1] Being quieter than 
DMUs and locomotive-drawn trains, EMUs can operate later at night and more 
frequently without disturbing residents living near the railway lines. In addition, 
tunnel design for EMU trains is simpler as provisions do not need to be made 
for diesel exhaust fumes, although retrofitting existing tunnels to accommodate 
the extra equipment needed to transmit the power to the train can be 
expensive and difficult if the tunnel has limited clearance. 
 
History 
 
The first EMUs in were used on the elevated Liverpool Overhead Railway in 
1893. The southern terminal of the railway was underground, giving the LOR 
the distinction of also being the first to use EMUs underground. Each carriage 
had an electric traction motor and was specifically designed and constructed to 
be light in weight while running on elevated steel sections. The first EMUs were 
two carriage trains later graduating to three carriages, with the front and rear 
carriages powered. Liverpool Museum retains an example of the Liverpool 
Overhead Railway EMU carriage. An early proponent of EMUs was the 
American engineer Frank J. Sprague, who supplied them to the South Side 
Elevated Railroad in Chicago in 1897. 
 
Types 
 
The cars that form a complete EMU set can usually be separated by function 
into four types: power car, motor car, driving car, and trailer car. Each car can 
have more than one function, such as a motor-driving car or power-driving car. 
 
* A power car carries the necessary equipment to draw power from the 
electrified infrastructure, such as pickup shoes for third rail systems and 
pantographs for over head systems, and transformers. 
 
* Motor cars carry the traction motors to move the train, and are often 
combined with the power car to avoid high-voltage inter-car connections. 
 
* Driving cars are similar to a cab car, containing a driver's cab for controlling 
the train. An EMU will usually have two driving cars at its outer ends. 
 
* Trailer cars are any cars that carry little or no traction or power related 
equipment, and are similar to passenger cars in a locomotive-hauled train. On 
third rail systems the outer vehicles usually carry the pick up shoes, with the 
motor vehicles receiving the current via intra-unit connections. 
 
Examples 
 
Some of the more famous electric multiple units in the world are high-speed 
trains: the Shinkansen in Japan and ICE 3 in Germany. The retired New York-
Washington Metroliner service, first operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad and 
later by Amtrak, also featured high-speed electric multiple-unit cars.

SSER 1893

Electroliner [Interurban Rapid Transit 
North Shore line]

The Electroliners are a pair of streamlined interurban trainsets built by 
the St. Louis Car Company in 1941. Initially numbered 801–802 and 803–
804, they were operated by the Chicago North Shore and Milwaukee 
Railroad from 1941 to 1963, followed by the Philadelphia Suburban 
Transportation Company (later SEPTA) from 1964 to 1978. Since their 
retirement, both trainsets have been preserved in railway museums.

CNS&M

Emergency Cord; Emergency Brake 
[Passenger Car/Passenger Train]

The emergency cord provided a way for a passenger or the conductor to notify 
the engineer to make an emergency brake application. Older passenger cars 
were equipped with a cord that ran the length of the carl pulling the cord 
notified the engineer. Newer cars had a botton or lever located at the end of 
the car to be used for that purpose.

Emmigrant Car [coach/sleeper, 
Immigrant Car, Colonist car]

Emmigrant cars were built by a variety of U.S. Railroads to provide basic, 
low cost  transportation for U.S. citizens and immigrants. During the 19th 
Century, these cars were both an important source of passenger revenue, 
and later, freight revenues, as the immigrants settled, established homes 
and farms, and produced merchandise that was shipped by rail.  
 
The Union Pacific provided an example. In 1879, approximately 50% of its 
passenger cars were either Emmigrant or Second Class cars. [2] 
 
Colonist Cars were built by the Canadian Pacific, the Intercolonial 
Railway, the Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian Northern Railway to 
provide very basic, low cost transportation for immigrants that were 
headed west. The first cars had slatted wood seats that could be folded 
down into a lower berth. The passenger was expected to provide his own 
bedding. An upper berth folded down from the overhead. The first cars 
were outfitted to transport 72 passengers cheaply, but not comfortably 
across Canada. 

UP

Empire Connection The Empire Connection is a rail connection between New York City's Grand 
Central Terminal and Penn Station. Prior to the building of this connection, 
passengers connecting between the two stations had to take a taxi or other 
form of transportation to between the two stations.

ATK 1991

Empire Corridor The Empire Corridor is a term used to refer to the approximately 460 mi (740 
km) corridor between Niagara Falls and New York City, including the cities of 
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Schenectady and Albany. The Empire 
Service and Maple Leaf serve the entire length of this corridor, and the Maple 
Leaf continues to Toronto. The Metro-North Railroad Hudson Line provides 
commuter rail service from Poughkeepsie, New York to Grand Central Station.  
The corridor is also one of ten Federally-designated high-speed rail corridors in 
the United States.  If the proposed high-speed service were built on the 
corridor, trains traveling between Buffalo and New York City would travel at 
speeds of up to 125 mph (201 km/h).

ATK

Enclosed Section [Section, Sleeping Car, 
Private; Passenger Car. Passenger Train; 
Pullman Plan 2412K]

The Enclosed Section modified the standard open section by adding a folding 
door and wall to separate the sections, along with a small lavatory. In essence, 
it was an open section modified for more private use. 
 
Union Pacific City of Denver 1940 consist: 8 Enclosed Section 3-Double 
Bedroom 
Union Pacific Second Streamliner M-10001 Overland Trail, with 8 enclosed 
sections, 1 compartment and 1 double bedroom (Plan 4034) 
Pullman Plan 2412K 12 Section - 4 Enclosed Section 
 
See also Plan 2412H Private Section

PULL

ETT - Employee Timetable [Passenger 
Train, Freight Train; track, 
Locomotives, Signals, Operating Rules, 
Stations, Yards, Roundhouses, Shops, 
Bridges, Tunnels, Grades, Ferry boat]

ETT is a commonly used abbreviation for "Employee Time Table", which 
is designed for used of railroad employees only in the operation of 
passenger and freight trains. PTT is the opposite of ETT. It is the 
abbreviation for Public Timetable designed for use by the public 
passenger train travelers. 
 
The Employee Timetable differs from the Public timetable used by 
passenger train travelers, containing the following additional information 
 
 - Authorization needed to operate (DTC Direct Track Control, Track 
warrant, train order, etc) 
 - Bridges and Tunnel locations 
 - Centralized Traffic Control/CTC 
 - Class of trains: First Class (Passenger and priority Freight), Second 
Class, Third Class 
 - Clearances (width and height) 
 - Crossings (Junctions) and Interlocking tower locations, and name of 
railroad crossing at tower 
 - DIvisions and Division Superintendent locations 
 - Doctors and Dentists: names and locations 
 - Ferry locations (Car Ferry, or Passenger Ferry) 
 - Grades (Maximum) or Track profiles showing Ruling Grades 
 - Laws and Regulations (State or Local) 
 - Locomotive Tonnage rating at a given location 
 - Maintenance of way location 
 - Maps of the railroad and its DIvisions and subdivisions 
 - Maximum authorized speed 
 - Mileage and Mile Posts at Stations 
 - Operating rules to be followed 
 - Pusher Locomotive locations 
 - Railroad officials and locations 
 - Roundhouse and Shop locations 
 - Rule Book 
 - Siding locations and capacity - # of cars 
 - Signal Meaning/interpretation 
 - Signals and signage (Signs used to designate Yard Limit, speed 
restrictions, begin/end of block,, whistle, spring switch) 
 - Speed Limits for Freight and Passenger Trains 
 - Station locations, Station numbers (Passenger Stations, Freight 
Stations, and train order Stations) 
 - Telegraph codes for Stations 
 - Telephone or radio location; operation of radio procedures 
 - Train register locations 
 - Wye Track location 
 - Yards, and Yard limits 
 

Europass [European railroad passenger 
train fare]

The Europass is a ticket that allows a person to travel across multiple countries 
with thousands of destinations for a fixed price.  It is flexible in that the itinerary 
can be planned in advance, or "on the spot" each day. Other countries, notably 
Switzerland, offer their own pass, good only with Switzerland. There are some 
restrictions: some trains may require advance reservations, some require an 
additional payment, or a seat reservation. But, in general, its a great way to 
travel at a fixed price.

Executive Office Car {EOS, OCS, 
Business Car]

An Executive Office Car is a Business Car that has been modified for use in 
special trains used to host customer executives.

Exhibition  Car [Exhibit Car, Special Train, 
Exhibition Train]

Exhibition (Exhibit) Car - used by the railroad's Public Relations department for 
special events. 

Express Box Car [Passenger Train; 
Baggage car, LCL, World war II]

Express Box cars were usually standard box cars that were modified with 
steam heat lines (to connect to passenger cars depending on steam heat) and 
high speed or roller bearing trucks. Many were painted Pullman green to match 
the balance of the passenger cars. These cars might have been used to carry 
baggage, or LCL freight, or possibly even mail bags. Many were placed in 
service during World War II, because of the car shortage, and peak travel 
demands.

Express Train [Passenger Train, Limited] An Express Train is a Passenger Train having a limited number of stops. It 
usually operates at higher speed than an ordinary passenger train.

ExpressTrak [Express Trak Mechanical 
Refrigerator car, Express Refrigerator car, 
Express Trak]

ExpressTrak was a group of Mechanical Refrigerator cars built by Ebenezer 
Railcar and initially leased to Express Trak in 2000. Express Trak subsequently 
became bankrupt, and the cars continued to be operated by Amtrak. See 
Reference 1.  
 
ExpressTrak was organized to purchase and operate a fleet of 350 mechanical 
refrigerator cars to be operated on Amtrak passenger trains on a 12 year 
contract.. The first cars were delivered in March 28, 2001, following the 
delivery of two prototype models in July 2000. The latter were used by Sunkist 
Growers and Rapid Modal system. ExpressTrak began operation in 1998, 
operating RoadRailer refrigerator trailers. The company became bankrupt in 
2003, when Amtrak discontinued the service.

ATK 2000
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Extra Fare passenger train Extra fare passenger trains were exclusive, super deluxe trains that offered the 
"best there is" in service. These trains were legendary for their service and 
clientel. The Santa Fe's Super Chief, for example, was noted for the many 
Hollywood stars that traveled on the train. During the days of open platform 
observation cars, it was not unusual to see a Hollywood starlet waving to the 
crowd from the observation platform as the train left the station. Many of these 
trains carried valets, maids, barbers and secretaries to provide on board 
services to the pampered customers.

Fast Mail [Railway Post Office/Railway 
Mail Service/RPO)

The term "Fast Mail" was used to describe a train dedicated primarily for the 
transportatation of mail and express train at high speed, and usually with 
limited stops. Some of these trains may have carried a coach at the end of the 
train, but the primary purpose was high speed transportation of mail. Most of 
the major railroads had one or more daily trains that provided fast mail service.

1832

Feature Car [Passenger Train, Passenger 
Car]

A Feature car is generally a specialized, luxurious, or unique one of a kind cars 
provided by a railroad to draw attention to a particular passenger train. The 
term seems to have been applied primarily to streamlined passenger trains; 
but in reality, it applied to all types of passenger equipment. Many were dome 
cars. For example, the Baltimore & Ohio was the last railroad to introduce 
dome cars on its trains. The B&O cars were unique in that they featured 
floodlights that lighted up the surrounding landscape at night.  Entertainment 
cars were another type of feature car: these cars had a piano and a bar. Some 
railroads operated twin unit dining cars. This increased the number of patrons 
that could be seated at one time. A number of the western railroads offered 
open side or open top observation cars to facilitate viewing the mountains and 
canyons. These cars preceded the dome cars by almost 50 years, are were 
well advanced for their time. The "boat tail" observation car would have been 
another feature car. It allowed a limited number of passengers to gather in the 
observation lounge at the rear of the train. The Alaska Railroad, Princess 
Cruises, and Rocky Mountaineer trains offer observation platforms where 
customers can gather to view the scenery and get some fresh air. The Rocky 
Mountaineer trains from Denver to Utah offer single level coaches with window 
that extend from seat level to the ceiling to facilitate scenic viewing for its 
passengers.

Federal Aid Highway Act [Interstate 
Highway Act][Passenger Train, Freight 
Train, New York Central, Pennsylvania 
Railroad, Penn Central, New Haven, 
Amtrak. Conrail, Piggy Back, Trailer 
Train, TOFC , Trailer on Flat Car, 
Intermodal, COFC, Container on Flat 
Car]

The passage of the Interstate Highway Act led to many changes in the rail 
industry. 
 
The rail industry changed dramatically following the bankruptcies of the 
Eastern railroads. Amtrak was formed to take over the nation's remaining 
passenger service, and eventually, Conrail was formed to take over the 
eastern railroad's freight business.  
 
About the same time the first Piggy Back operations began. Trailer Train 
was formed by a consortium of the large railroads to provide flat cars for 
Piggy Back use. Piggy Back soon became known as TOFC or Trailer on 
Flat Car (Piggy Back was generally limited to one trailer per flat, while 
TOFC used a flat car specially designed for TOFC service. Even later, 
COFC or Container on Flat Car became Intermodal services where 
containers were shifted between trucks and railroads to provide a single 
end to end service for the customer. Today, Containers represent a 
significant volume for most large railroads, ranging from 20-50% of all 
traffic movements.

1956

Fish Car, Fish tank, Fish Racks Live fish were transported in special passenger, express or baggage cars fitted 
with large tanks of water flanked by ice blocks. The cars were used to transport 
live fish used for restocking lakes, and as products for sale to wholesale fish 
markets. 
 
Background 
 
With the establishment of Tacoma as the western terminus of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad in 1887, and the inception of transcontinental passenger train 
service from Tacoma to Chicago, the  New England Fish Company (NEFCO) 
planned to transport fish in specially designed "fish cars" hauled by Northern 
Pacific passenger trains, which provided high speed service compared with 
freight trains.  
 
The Northern Pacific Railroad, however, refused to permit fish refrigerator cars 
to be attached to its passenger trains. As a result, NEFCO decided to base 
their West Coast operations in Vancouver, British Columbia, where the 
Canadian Pacific Railway permitted the practice.  
 
NEFCO in the early twentieth century also began to handle fresh and frozen 
salmon. The volume of fish caught on the West Coast necessitated shore 
plants. In 1904, the Canadian Pacific Railroad leased to NEFCO a dock and 
building especially built for the Company’s use. In 1907, after deciding to seek 
a supply of halibut in Alaska, particularly for freezing, the Company built a cold 
storage plant in Ketchikan. [7] 
 
The Northern Pacific eventually relented, and began operating regular fish car 
service in 1894. [8]

NP 1873

Fishbelly Sidesill A distinctive type of sidesill design used on many early Santa Fe Passenger 
cars. The sidesill provided strength to the car body, and was tapered at the 
ends, becoming wider at the middle of the car.   Although the term Fishbelly 
sidesills is usually associated with the Santa Fe's early steel passenger cars, 
the Greenville Steel Car Co. built a series of 70-Ton Fish-belly Side Sill 
Covered Hopper Cars in 1947. American Car & Foundry as well as several 
other major American freight car builders of the period constructed similar cars. 

AT&SF

Flag Stop [Accommodation train, Station] A Flag Stop is usually a smaller station that would not be a regular stop on the 
timetable. The station agent would "flag" the train to stop by placing a flag at 
the end of the platform, Passengers can depart the train at a flag stop station 
by notifying the conductor in advance.Flag Stop [Whistle stop; Timetable, 

Passenger Train]
The placement of a white flag at a station designated as a "flag stop" instructed 
the engineer to stop his passenger train, in order to allow a passenger at the 
station to board the train. Flag stops were typically designated for small, rural 
towns, with infrequent or passenger traffic.   A flag stop or whistle stop 
describes a station at which trains stop only on an as-needed basis, that is, 
only if there are passengers to be picked up or dropped off. At request stops 
for which there are no passengers to be dropped off, trains need only slow in 
the vicinity of the platform — or, in some cases, pass it at speed — instead of 
coming to a complete stop at an empty platform. In this way, lightly used 
stations can remain open and be served efficiently, rather than be closed.  In 
the modern world, the use of flag stops almost entirely ended in Amtrak 
service, except for in Alaska, where Alaska Railroad passengers may flag 
trains nearly any place along the route.  
 
On a personal note-my mother grew up in Earlville, IL, a small town 70 miles 
southwest of Chicago. Earlville was located on the Burlington's Denver-
Chicago mainline, and almost no long distance trains stopped here. It was, 
however, a flag stop for most passenger trains. My mother suffered an 
appendicitis attack and needed to have surgery in Aurora, IL where the nearest 
hospital was located. My grandfather arranged to have the next train stop and 
pick up him and my mother. The journey to Aurora proably took about 30-40 
minutes (no intermediate stops). Upon reaching Aurora, my grandfather took 
my mother by streetcar from the Burlington's Aurora depot to Copley Hospital. 
Such was life in the 1920's! ps-she lived to be 92!

Fleet of Modernism [Blue Ribbon Fleet, 
passenger train, passenger car, 
streamlined train]

In 1938, as the depression was ending, the Pennsylvania Railroad 
decided to replace its premiere trains with an even higher standard of 
luxury. Industrial designer Raymond Loewy was hired to create a 
streamlined appearance for the locomotives and trains.  In an effort to 
improve the appearance and market share of its long haul  passenger 
traffic, the Pennsylvania introduced the Fleet of Modernism in 1938, to 
replace the Blue Ribbon fleet marketing strategy.   On June 15, 1938, four 
trains were introduced: the Broadway Limited (New York-Chicago),  the 
General (New York-Chicago), the Spirit of St. Louis (New York-St. Louis), 
and the Liberty Limited (Washington-Chicago). In 1939, the Golden 
Triangle (Pittsburgh-Chicago), and the Pittsburgher (New York-
Pittsburgh) were added to the Fleet of Modernism.   

PRR 1938

FLIRT [Fast Light Innovative Regional 
Train, Commuter, Electric multiple unit 
(EMU)]

Stadler FLIRT (Fast Light Innovative Regional Train) is an electric 
multiple unit (EMU) produced by Stadler Rail AG. The articulated trainset 
comes in units of two to six cars with two to six motorized axles. The 
maximum speed is 200 km/h (120 mph). Standard floor height is 57 cm 
(22.4 in), but 78 cm (30.7 in) high floors are also available for platform 
heights of 76 cm (29.9 in). 
 
The FLIRT train was originally developed for the Swiss Federal Railways 
and was first delivered in 2004. The trains quickly became a success and 
were ordered by operators in Algeria, Belarus, the Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Germany, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Norway, Poland, Serbia, 
Sweden and Switzerland. In August 2013, the order book stands at 910 
sold units. 
 

STADLER 2004

Florida Fun Train Allen Harper, chairman and chief executive officer of Hollywood-based First 
American Railways, had a dream.  The idea was to create an eight-car train 
designed to move tourists from beach destinations to Central  Florida's theme 
parks at $45 to $59 a trip. The train cars would be loaded with diversions 
including video games, live entertainment, tiki bars and restaurants. An 
estimated $25 million would be needed to create this dream so various 
investors were recruited to provide enough cash to get the ball rolling.  The six-
car, 228-seat train would ferry passengers daily between the 200 mile stretch 
(via CSX tracks) between South Florida and Orlando-area theme parks.  The 
sleek design would use blazes of vibrant blue, pink, teal green, purple, orange, 
red and yellow to portray a fun and stylist rail experience.  The crew of 24 
would dress in shorts and T-shirts with "Fun-Train" written in vivid colors.  They 
would be specially trained to be relentlessly helpful and cheerful for the entire 
five-hour journey.  The Fun Train was launched on October 15, 1997 and 
carried about 120 passengers, half of whom paid $69.95 for a one-way ticket 
and half travel industry professionals and company guests.   After a ribbon-
cutting and champagne bottle-smashing ceremony, the train took off, swaying 
along at an average speed of 50 mph and stopping occasionally to allow other 
trains to pass.  Those onboard enjoyed the thick glass panels that form the top 
half of the seating cars which allowed panoramic views of the Florida scenery.   
A magician went from table to table, doing card tricks.  A smiling clown 
entertained children by painting their hands, giving out multi-colored balloons 
and telling jokes.  A 40 ton air conditioning system pumped out cold blasts, 
helping passengers forget about the sweltering heat outside.  Waiters brought 
food and drinks while passengers played cards, wandered the aisles or 
checked out the other cars.  The Tiki Railbar was full of action with couples 
dancing to the fast paced music spun by a live disc jockey.  Wide-eyed kids 
tested their skills on the latest virtual reality games while others played on 
computers.  Troubles began to appear from the start.  The company was 
initially undercapitalized.  The Fun Train could not get approval to end its ride 
in downtown Orlando thus causing riers to take a bus to the theme parks.  A 
delay in the delivery of rail cars from Rader Railcar II, Inc. forced tour operators 
to cancel bookings for the attraction.  As a result, ridership fell below 
projections by 80 percent.  In the first half of 1998, the Fun Train reported a net 
loss of $9.9 million.   Stock prices plummeted to 12 cents a share. Desperate 
for cash, First American Railways sold its only moneymaking asset, the 
Durango and Silverton railway in Colorado. It then lost three CEOs in two 
weeks.  To further add insult to injury, Miami-based Carnival Corp. sued First 
American Railways over using the word "Fun" in its name.  The government 
sued the faltering company in an effort to recover the cost of snuffing out a 
forest fire that wiped out 270 acres of the San Juan National Forest which was 
blamed on airborne embers from the steam-driven Durango and Silverton train.  
Ray Monteleone, former president of First American Railways Inc., brought suit 
for $1.5 million, claiming the company lied to him, forced him to resign (via a 
sexual harrassment charge) and breached its agreements.      The Fallout   
Rader Railcar closed and auctioned off its Denver plant in November, 1997 
due in part to First American Railways defaulting on its car payments.  It later 
regrouped as Colorado Railcar Manufacturing LLC and relocated to Fort 
Lupton, Colorado.  On September 17, 1998, after gushing red ink for two 
years, the Florida Fun-Train shut down and left hundreds of customers 
scrambling for refunds.  A First American spokesperson said, "We have been 
unable to finance our previously announced continuing monthly operating cash 
flow deficit."   In the end, the Florida Fun-Train was the little engine that 
couldn't.  First American Railways' mission statement, "To be the recognized 
leader in providing innovative, quality entertainment-based passenger rail 
service, offering our customers, communities, employees and shareholders an 
experience which exceeds their expectations" failed to hold true.  Above from 
http://www.alaskarails.org/fp/passenger/fft/history/history.html

1997

Flying Hamburger [Fliegender Hamburger; 
DRG Class SVT 877 Hamburg Flyer High 
Speed Passenger Train]

The DRG Class SVT 877 Hamburg Flyer – sometimes also Flying Hamburger 
or in German Fliegender Hamburger – was Germany's first fast diesel train, 
and is credited with establishing the fastest regular railway connection in the 
world in its time. Correctly named the Baureihe SVT 877 (later DB Baureihe VT 
04 000 a/b), the diesel-electric powered train was used to carry passengers on 
the Berlin–Hamburg line (roughly 286 km or 178 mi). It entered service in 
1933.

DRB 1933

Form 1 Timetable [System Timetable] Form 1 timetables, also known as System Timetables, were the largest and 
most complex of all timetables. They included all branchline and mainline 
trains, with the possible exception of commuter trains which were published in 
a separate timetable.Form 2 Timetable [Condensed] A Form 2 Timetable is a condensed timetable, having fewer entries than a 
Form 1 System Timetable.

Frecciarossa 1000 (ETR 1000) [High 
Speed Rail Passenger Train Italy]

The Frecciarossa 1000, also known as the ETR 1000[6] (Trenitalia 
classification) is a high-speed train operated by Italian state railway 
operator Trenitalia. It was co-developed as a joint venture between Italian 
rail manufacturer AnsaldoBreda (now Hitachi Rail Italy) and multinational 
conglomerate Bombardier Transportation. Both design and production 
work were divided between the two partner companies. 
 
Design work began on the train in 2008, during which considerable 
design work was performed by Bertone. It was heavily based on existing 
products, including Bombardier's Zefiro and AnsaldoBreda's V250 trains. 
The design was modified in order to conform with the requirements of a 
Trenitalia tender. In 2010, the ETR 1000 was selected and a total of 50 
trainsets were ordered to meet Trenitalia's needs. Upon the public 
unveiling of the first example of the type, it was hailed as being the 
fastest train to reach series production in Europe at that time.

BT

Funeral Train [U.S. Presidents] A funeral train carries a coffin or coffins (caskets) to a place of interment. 
Funeral trains today are often reserved for leaders, national heroes, or 
government officials, as part of a state funeral, but in the past were sometimes 
the chief means of transporting coffins and mourners to graveyards. Many 
modern era funeral trains are hauled by operationally restored steam 
locomotives, due to the more romantic image of the steam train against more 
modern diesel or electric locomotives, however non-steam powered funeral 
trains have grown in popularity in recent years, with notable examples being 
the 1968 funeral of Robert F. Kennedy, hauled by two Pennsylvania Railroad 
GG1 electrics, or the funeral train of George H.W. Bush in 2018, with the Union 
Pacific Railroad sponsoring the event, and his train was led by Union Pacific 
4141, an EMD SD70ACe diesel locomotive that had been previously painted in 
a "George Bush 41" scheme in the style of Air Force One, and dedicated to 
Bush with him and Barbara touring the locomotive unit at its unveiling 
ceremony in 2005. 
 
Notable U.S. Presidential Funeral trains 
 
George H.W. Bush - the Union Pacific provided a specially painted SD70ACe, 
#4141 (Bush was the 41st President of the US). An elaborate ceremony was 
held at the George H.W. Bush Presidential Library at Texas A&M University. 
 
Dwight D. Eisenhower - his funeral train ran from Washington, D.C. to his 
hometown in Abilene, KS 
 
Franklin D. Roosevelt - the nation mourned the passing of its beloved leader 
from Warm Springs, GA to Washington, DC 
 
Ulysses S. Grant - his train used a narrow gauge railroad for part of its journey 
 
Abraham Lincoln - his funeral train ran from Washington to Springfield, IL 
 
William Henry Harrison - the first U.S. President to be honored with a funeral 
train. 
 
 

Gallery Car [Commuter Car, Bi-Level 
Car, Double-Decker, Cab Car, Control 
Cab Car, HiLiner]

A high capacity bi-level passenger car used in suburban passenger 
operations. Gallery cars were widely used in the Chicago area. The first 
Gallery cars were introduced on the Burlington in 1950. These were 
followed by orders from the Chicago & North Western, the Milwaukee, 
and the Rock Island Railroads. The Illinois Central never used this 
particular design until 1971, when it took delivery of its HiLiners. which 
used a different design. Bilevel passenger rail cars used by Metra 
commuter rail in Chicago are known as "gallery cars" (see below) as 
there is an open space between the two sides of the upper deck, allowing 
ticket collectors to check tickets on both levels from the bottom level. 
Chicago does not have the loading gauge problems that affect passenger 
rail lines in most northeastern states; consequently all Metra commuter 
rail rolling stock are bilevel passenger rail cars. 
 
The bilevel car (North American English) or double-decker coach (British 
English) is a type of rail car that has two levels of passenger 
accommodation, as opposed to one, increasing passenger capacity (in 
example cases of up to 57% per car). In some countries such vehicles are 
commonly referred to as dostos, derived from the German 
Doppelstockwagen. 
 
The use of double-decker carriages, where feasible, can resolve capacity 
problems on a railway, avoiding other options which have an associated 
infrastructure cost such as longer trains (which require longer station 
platforms), more trains per hour (which the signalling or safety 
requirements may not allow) or adding extra tracks besides the existing 
line. 
 
Bilevel trains are claimed to be more energy efficient, and may have a 
lower operating cost per passenger. 
 
The height of the cars can limit their use, especially in countries with low 
loading gauges. In some countries such as the UK new lines are built to a 
higher than the existing structure gauge to allow the use of double-deck 
trains in future. The high passenger capacity can create flow and 
problems at train stations when much larger numbers of passengers try 
to board or disembark at the same time. 
 
History 
 
Double deck carriages date to at least as early as the second half of the 
19th century. In France several hundred voitures à impériale with seats 
on the roof were in use by the Chemins de fer de l'Ouest, Chemins de fer 
de l'Est and Chemins de fer du Nord by 1870, having been in use for over 
2 decades; the design was open at the sides with a light roof or awning 
covering the seats. In the 1860s M.J.B. Vidard introduced two storied 
carriages on the Chemins de fer de l'Est, with a full body, windows, and 
doors; the same design lowered the floor of the lower storey to keep the 
center of gravity low. Vidard's carriages had a total height of 13 feet 
8 inches (4.17 m) with the head height in the lower carriage only 5 feet 
5 inches (1.65 m); the carriages had a capacity of 80 persons (third class) 
in a 2 axle vehicle of 13 tons fully loaded. 
 

CB&Q 1950

Garland Ventilator Garland Ventilator - introduced in 1906 was a roof mounted ventilator that 
provided some of the benefits of "air conditioning"  prior to the introduction of 
what we know as true air conditioning/cooling in the 1930's.

1906

Gas-Electric Dracar [Interuban car] One of the very first self propelled "gas-electric" cars was introduced by the 
Drake Railway Automotrice Company in the United States in 1912, after its 
development and extensive testing abroad.  The forty-four passenger, 56 ft. car 
is furnished with a 90 hp gas-electric set and standard 500 volt railway motors, 
permitting a scheduled speed of about 25 mph and a maximum speed of 40 
mph. The 60 and 70 ft cars, seating 68 and 91 passengers, are equipped with 
150 hp gas electric engines and generators, permitting a scheduled speed of 
30 mph and a maximum of 50 mph.  The first American installation of the 
'"Dracar" was made in November, 1912, on the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf 
Railway on a 105-mile line between Joplin, Mo., and Denison, Tex. This line is 
paralleled on one side by the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway and on the 
other by the St. Louis & San Francisco Railway. The longest run is a single 
round trip of 210 miles a day. The five cars are of wooden construction, 56 ft. 
over all, and comprise a 30-ft. compartment for white passengers, a fourteen-
seat compartment for colored passengers, a baggage compartment, combined 
engine and control room at one end and control cab alone at the opposite end. 
The cars are operated double-ended to obtain the utmost flexibility in 
operation. To reverse his car the motorman leaves the gasoline engine running 
under reduced speed and merely carries the controller handle to the other cab 
just as on a trolley car. Where short stops are made the engine is throttled 
down only. The engine is started by cranking, just like an automobile.  The 
Muskogee, Oklahoma & Gulf (later the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf) used at 
least two of these gas electrics from 1912 to at least 1944 (see http://
condrenrails.com/FSVB/Midland%20Valley/Gas-Electrics.htm).

DRAKEA 1912

Gas-Electric Motor Car-Early History 
and Manufacturers

Gas-Electric or Gasoline-Electric Motor Car development occurred on a 
variety of railroads. [1] 

1905

George [Pullman Sleeping Car Porter, 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

During the era of sleeping car operation,, railway sleeping car porters in the 
United States were commonly referred to by the name "George" regardless of 
their actual name. The name "George" may have stemmed from the name of 
George Pullman of the Pullman Company, which at one time manufactured 
and operated a large proportion of all the sleeping cars in North America. 
Porters were almost exclusively black, and the practice presumably derived 
from the old custom of naming slaves after their masters, in this case porters 
being regarded as servants of George Pullman. 
 
Although the SPCSCPG was more interested in defending the dignity of its 
white members, than in achieving any measure of racial justice, it nevertheless 
had some effects for all porters. In 1926 the SPCSCPG persuaded the 
Pullman Company to install small racks in each car, displaying a card with the 
given name of the porter on duty. Of the 12,000 porters and waiters then 
working for Pullman, only 362 turned out to be named George. 
 
The Society for the Prevention of Calling Sleeping Car Porters 
"George" (SPCSCPG) was founded as a joke by lumber baron George W. 
Dulany in 1914. Membership was open to all those whose first or last name 
was George. Its first president was Admiral George Dewey, and George Ade 
was another early member. Dulany's secretary filled out and mailed more than 
45,000 membership cards to people named "George" throughout the world, 
before Dulany retired from public life.

PULL

Golden Spike Centennial Limited The Golden Spike Centennial Train was a special 14 car train that was 
operated to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the completion of the 
transcontinental railroad.

1969

Great Steel Fleet [Fleet of Modernism 
(Pennsylvania RR), Blue Ribbon Fleet, 
Streamlined passenger car, Streamlined 
Passenger train]

In a joint announcement, Pullman and the New York Central announce the 
order of new streamlined equipment that the New York Central called "Great 
Steel Fleet". At the same time Pullman and the Pennsylvania Railroad 
announced new streamline cars to be PRR's "Fleet of Modernism". 
 
The Great Steel Fleet was the name given to the New York Central Railroad's 
giant streamlined steel passenger car fleet.  After World War II, NYC placed 
huge orders for new lightweight passenger cars to refit and modernize their 
name train fleet, including such famous trains as the 20th Century Limited, 
Commodore Vanderbilt, New England States, James Whitcomb Riley, Mercury, 
Empire State Empress and many more.   
 
This is the story of the NYC fleet after the arrival of this new equipment 
beginning in 1948 and continued until 1967 just before the ill starred Penn 
Central merger.  Includes a full roster of the huge post war orders, histories of 
the major trains and much data about this greatest of all passenger train fleets.  
March 9, 1937 – In a joint announcement, Pullman and the New York Central 
announce the order of new streamlined equipment to be NYC's "Great Steel 
Fleet". At the same time Pullman and the Pennsylvania Railroad announced 
new streamline cars that the Pennsylvania called its "Fleet of Modernism”. [1] 

NYC 1937

Green Book-Hotels for colored people 
[Segregation African-American, Jim Crow 
laws Union Station, Depot, Passenger 
Train, Passenger Car, Dining Car, 
Partitioned, Divided, Civil Rights, the 
Negro Motorist Green Book, Hotel, travel]

Although pervasive racial discrimination and poverty limited black car 
ownership, the emerging African-American middle class bought automobiles as 
soon as they could, but faced a variety of dangers and inconveniences along 
the road, from refusal of food and lodging to arbitrary arrest. In response, 
Green wrote his guide to services and places relatively friendly to African-
Americans, eventually expanding its coverage from the New York area to much 
of North America, as well as founding a travel agency. 
 
Many Black Americans took to driving, in part to avoid segregation on public 
transportation. As the writer George Schuyler put it in 1930, "all Negroes who 
can do so purchase an automobile as soon as possible in order to be free of 
discomfort, discrimination, segregation and insult. 
 
Black Americans employed as athletes, entertainers, and salesmen also 
traveled frequently for work purposes. 
 
African-American travelers faced hardships such as white-owned businesses 
refusing to serve them or repair their vehicles, being refused accommodation 
or food by white-owned hotels, and threats of physical violence and forcible 
expulsion from whites-only "sundown towns". Green founded and published 
the Green Book to avoid such problems, compiling resources "to give the 
Negro traveler information that will keep him from running into difficulties, 
embarrassments and to make his trip more enjoyable." 
 
From a New York-focused first edition published in 1936, Green expanded the 
work to cover much of North America, including most of the United States and 
parts of Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Bermuda. The Green Book 
became "the bible of black travel during Jim Crow" enabling black travelers to 
find lodgings, businesses, and gas stations that would serve them along the 
road. It was little known outside the African-American community. Shortly after 
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which outlawed the types of racial 
discrimination that had made the Green Book necessary, publication ceased 
and it fell into obscurity. There has been a revived interest in it in the early 21st 
century in connection with studies of black travel during the Jim Crow era. 
 
Four issues (1940, 1947, 1954, and 1963) have been republished in facsimile 
(as of December 2017), and have sold well. 
 
Traveling while black: African-American travel experiences 
 
Before the legislative accomplishments of the Civil Rights Movement, black 
travelers in the United States faced major problems unknown to most 
whites. White supremacistshad long sought to restrict black mobility, and were 
uniformly hostile to black strangers. 
 
As a result, simple auto journeys for black people were fraught with difficulty 
and potential danger. They were subjected to racial profiling by police 
departments ("driving while black"), sometimes seen as "uppity" or "too 
prosperous" just for the act of driving, which many whites regarded as a white 
prerogative. They risked harassment or worse on and off the highway.[ A bitter 
commentary published in a 1947 issue of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People's magazine, The Crisis, highlighted the uphill 
struggle blacks faced in recreational travel: 
 
Would a Negro like to pursue a little happiness at a theater, a beach, pool, 
hotel, restaurant, on a train, plane, or ship, a golf course, summer or winter 
resort? Would he like to stop overnight at a tourist camp while he motors about 
his native land 'Seeing America First'? Well, just let him try! 
 
Such restrictions dated back to colonial times, and were found throughout the 
United States. After the end of legal slavery in the North and later in the South 
after the Civil War, most freedmen continued to live at little more than a 
subsistence level, but a minority of African -Americans gained a measure of 
prosperity. They could plan leisure travel for the first time. Well-to-do blacks 
arranged large group excursions for as many as 2,000 people at a time, for 
instance traveling by rail from New Orleans to resorts along the coast of 
the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
In the pre-Jim Crow era this necessarily meant mingling with whites in hotels, 
transportation and leisure facilities. They were aided in this by the Civil Rights 
Act of 1875, which had made it illegal to discriminate against African-
Americans inpublic accommodations and public transportation. 
 
They encountered a white backlash, particularly in the South, where by 1877 
white Democrats controlled every state government. The Act was declared 
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) in 
1883, resulting in states and cities passing numerous segregation laws. White 
governments in the South required even interstate railroads to enforce their 
segregation laws, despite national legislation requiring equal treatment of 
passengers. 
 
SCOTUS ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) that "separate but equal" 
accommodations were constitutional, but in practice, facilities for blacks were 
far from equal, generally being of lesser quality and underfunded. Blacks faced 
restrictions and exclusion throughout the United States: if not barred entirely 
from facilities, they could use them only at different times from whites or in 
(usually inferior) "colored sections". 
 
In 1917, black writer W. E. B. Du Bois observed that the impact of "ever-
recurring race discrimination" had made it so difficult to travel to any number of 
destinations, from popular resorts to major cities, that it was now "a puzzling 
query as to what to do with vacations". 
 
It was a problem that came to affect an increasing number of black people in 
the first decades of the 20th century. Tens of thousands of southern African-
Americans migrated from farms in the south to factories and domestic service 
in the north. No longer confined to living at a subsistence level, many gained 
disposable income and time to engage in leisure travel. 
 
The development of affordable mass-produced automobiles liberated black 
Americans from having to rely on the "Jim Crow cars" – smoky, battered and 
uncomfortable railroad carriages which were the separate but decidedly 
unequal alternatives to more salubrious whites-only carriages. 
 
One black magazine writer commented in 1933, in an automobile, "it's mighty 
good to be the skipper for a change, and pilot our craft whither and where we 
will. We feel like Vikings. What if our craft is blunt of nose and limited of power 
and our sea is macademized; it's good for the spirit to just give the old railroad 
Jim Crow the laugh." 
 
Middle-class blacks throughout the United States "were not at all sure how to 
behave or how whites would behave toward them", as Bart Landry puts it. 
In Cincinnati, the African-American newspaper editor Wendell Dabney wrote of 
the situation in the 1920s that "hotels, restaurants, eating and drinking places, 
almost universally are closed to all people in whom the least tincture of colored 
blood can be detected." 
 
Areas without significant black populations outside the South often refused to 
accommodate them: not one hotel or other accommodation was open to blacks 
in Salt Lake City in the 1920s. Black travelers were stranded if they had to stop 
there overnight. Only six percent of the more than 100 motels that lined U.S. 
Route 66 in Albuquerque, admitted black customers. Across the whole state 
of New Hampshire, only three motels in 1956 served African-Americans. 
 
George Schuyler reported in 1943, "Many colored families have motored all 
across the United States without being able to secure overnight 
accommodations at a single tourist camp or hotel." He suggested that black 
Americans would find it easier to travel abroad than in their own country. 
In Chicago in 1945, St. Clair Drake and Horace A. Cayton reported that "the 
city's hotel managers, by general agreement, do not sanction the use of hotel 
facilities by Negroes, particularly sleeping accommodations." One incident 
reported by Drake and Cayton illustrated the discriminatory treatment meted 
out even to blacks within racially mixed groups: 
 
Two colored schoolteachers and several white friends attended a luncheon at 
an exclusive coffee shop. The Negro women were allowed to sit down, but the 
waitress ignored them and served the white women. One of the colored 
women protested and was told that she could eat in the kitchen. 
 
Coping with discrimination on the road 
 
While automobiles made it much easier for black Americans to be 
independently mobile, the difficulties they faced in traveling were such that, as 
Lester B. Granger of the National Urban League puts it, "so far as travel is 
concerned, Negroes are America's last pioneers." Black travelers often had to 
carry buckets or portable toilets in the trunks of their cars because they were 
usually barred from bathrooms and rest areas in service stations and roadside 
stops. Travel essentials such as gasoline were difficult to purchase because of 
discrimination at gas stations. 
 
To avoid such problems on long trips, African-Americans often packed meals 
and carried containers of gasoline in their cars. Writing of the road trips that he 
made as a boy in the 1950s, Courtland Milloy of the Washington Postrecalled 
that his mother spent the evening before the trip frying chicken and boiling 
eggs so that his family would have something to eat along the way the next 
day. 
 
One black motorist observed in the early 1940s that while black travelers felt 
free in the mornings, by the early afternoon a "small cloud" had appeared. By 
the late afternoon, "it casts a shadow of apprehension on our hearts and sours 
us a little. 'Where,' it asks us, 'will you stay tonight?'". 
 
They often had to spend hours in the evening trying to find somewhere to stay, 
sometimes resorting to sleeping in haylofts or in their own cars if they could not 
find anywhere. One alternative, if it was available, was to arrange in advance 
to sleep at the homes of black friends in towns or cities along their route. 
However, this meant detours and an abandonment of the spontaneity that for 
many was a key attraction of motoring. 
 
The civil rights leader John Lewis has recalled how his family prepared for a 
trip in 1951: 
 
There would be no restaurant for us to stop at until we were well out of the 
South, so we took our restaurant right in the car with us.... Stopping for gas 
and to use the bathroom took careful planning. Uncle Otis had made this trip 
before, and he knew which places along the way offered "colored" bathrooms 
and which were better just to pass on by. Our map was marked and our route 
was planned that way, by the distances between service stations where it 
would be safe for us to stop. 
 
Finding accommodation was one of the greatest challenges faced by black 
travelers. Not only did many hotels, motels, and boarding houses refuse to 
serve black customers, but thousands of towns across the United States 
declared themselves "sundown towns," which all non-whites had to leave by 
sunset. 
 
Huge numbers of towns across the country were effectively off-limits to African-
Americans. By the end of the 1960s, there were an estimated 10,000 sundown 
towns across the United States – including large suburbs such as Glendale, 
California (population 60,000 at the time); Levittown, New York (80,000); 
and Warren, Michigan (180,000). Over half the incorporated communities in 
Illinois were sundown towns. The unofficial slogan of Anna, Illinois, which had 
violently expelled its African-American population in 1909, was 
"Ain't No Niggers Allowed". 
 
Even in towns which did not exclude overnight stays by blacks, 
accommodations were often very limited. African-Americans migrating to 
California to find work in the early 1940s often found themselves camping by 
the roadside overnight for lack of any hotel accommodation along the way. 
They were acutely aware of the discriminatory treatment that they received. 
Courtland Milloy's mother, who took him and his brother on road trips when 
they were children, recalled: 
 
... after riding all day, I'd say to myself, 'Wouldn't it be nice if we could spend 
the night in one of those hotels?' or, 'Wouldn't it be great if we could stop for a 
real meal and a cup of coffee?' We'd see the little white children jumping into 
motel swimming pools, and you all would be in the back seat of a hot car, 
sweating and fighting. 
 
African-American travelers faced real physical risks because of the widely 
differing rules of segregation that existed from place to place, and the 
possibility of extrajudicial violence against them. Activities that were accepted 
in one place could provoke violence a few miles down the road. Transgressing 
formal or unwritten racial codes, even inadvertently, could put travelers in 
considerable danger. 
 
Even driving etiquette was affected by racism; in the Mississippi Delta region, 
local custom prohibited blacks from overtaking whites, to prevent their raising 
dust from the unpaved roads to cover white-owned cars. A pattern emerged of 
whites purposefully damaging black-owned cars to put their owners "in their 
place". 
 
Stopping anywhere that was not known to be safe, even to allow children in a 
car to relieve themselves, presented a risk; Milloy noted that his parents would 
urge him and his brother to control their need to use a bathroom until they 
could find a safe place to stop, as "those backroads were simply too 
dangerous for parents to stop to let their little black children pee". Racist local 
laws, discriminatory social codes, segregated commercial facilities, racial 
profiling by police, and sundown towns made road journeys a minefield of 
constant uncertainty and risk. 
 
Road trip narratives by blacks reflected their unease and the dangers they 
faced, presenting a more complex outlook from those written by whites 
extolling the joys of the road. Milloy recalls the menacing environment that he 
encountered during his childhood, in which he learned of "so many black 
travelers ... just not making it to their destinations." 
 
Even foreign black dignitaries were not immune to the discrimination that 
African-American travelers routinely encountered. In one high-profile 
incident, Komla Agbeli Gbedemah, the finance minister of newly-
independent Ghana, was refused service at a Howard Johnson's restaurant 
at Dover, Delaware, while traveling to Washington, D.C., even after identifying 
himself by his state position to the restaurant staff. The snub caused an 
international incident, to which an embarrassed President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower responded by inviting Gbedemah to breakfast at the White House. 
 
Repeated and sometimes violent incidents of discrimination directed against 
black African diplomats, particularly on U.S. Route 40 between New York and 
Washington, D.C., led to the administration of President John F. 
Kennedy setting up a Special Protocol Service Section within the State 
Department to assist black diplomats traveling and living within the United 
States. The State Department considered issuing copies of The Negro Motorist 
Green Book to black diplomats, but eventually decided against steering them 
to black-friendly public accommodations as it wanted them "to have all of the 
privileges of whiteness." 
 
John A. Williams wrote in his 1965 book, This Is My Country Too, that he did 
not believe "white travelers have any idea of how much nerve and courage it 
requires for a Negro to drive coast to coast in America." He achieved it with 
"nerve, courage, and a great deal of luck," supplemented by "a rifle and 
shotgun, a road atlas, and Travelguide, a listing of places in America where 
Negroes can stay without being embarrassed, insulted, or worse." 
 
He noted that black drivers needed to be particularly cautious in the South, 
where they were advised to wear a chauffeur's cap or have one visible on the 
front seat and pretend they were delivering a car for a white person. Along the 
way, he had to endure a stream of "insults of clerks, bellboys, attendants, cops, 
and strangers in passing cars." There was a constant need to keep his mind on 
the danger he faced; as he was well aware, "[black] people have a way of 
disappearing on the road." 
 
Navigating Jim Crow: the role of the Green Book 
 
Segregation meant that facilities for African-American motorists were limited, 
but entrepreneurs of both races realized the lucrative opportunities in 
marketing goods and services to black patrons. The challenge for travelers 
was to find such oases in the middle of a desert of discrimination. To address 
this problem, African-American writers produced a number of guides to provide 
travel advice. 
These included directories of hotels, camps, road houses, and restaurants 
which would serve African-Americans. Jewish travelers, who had long 
experienced discrimination at many vacation spots, created guides for their 
own community, though they were at least able to visibly blend in more easily 
with the general population. African-Americans followed suit with publications 
such as Hackley and Harrison's Hotel and Apartment Guide for Colored 
Travelers, published in 1930 to cover "Board, Rooms, Garage 
Accommodations, etc. in 300 Cities in the United States and Canada". 
 
The Negro Motorist Green Book was one of the best known of the African-
American travel guides. It was conceived in 1932 and first published in 1936 
by Victor H. Green, a World War I veteran from New York City who worked as a 
mail carrier and later as a travel agent. He said his aim was "to give the Negro 
traveler information that will keep him from running into difficulties, 
embarrassments and to make his trip more enjoyable." According to an 
editorial written by Novera C. Dashiell in the 1956 edition of the Green Book, 
"the idea crystallized when not only [Green] but several friends and 
acquaintances complained of the difficulties encountered; oftentimes painful 
embarrassments suffered which ruined a vacation or business trip." 
 
Green asked his readers to provide information "on the Negro motoring 
conditions, scenic wonders in your travels, places visited of interest and short 
stories on one's motoring experience." He offered a reward of one dollar for 
each accepted account, which he increased to five dollars by 1941. He also 
obtained information from colleagues in the U.S. Postal Service, who would 
"ask around on their routes" to find suitable public accommodations. The 
Postal Service was and remains one of the largest employers of African-
Americans, and its employees were ideally situated to inform Green of which 
places were safe and hospitable to African-American travelers. 
 
The Green Book's motto, displayed on the front cover, urged black travelers to 
"Carry your Green Book with you – You may need it".[ The 1949 edition 
included a quote from Mark Twain: "Travel is fatal to prejudice", inverting 
Twain's original meaning; as Cotton Seiler puts it, "here it was the visited, 
rather than the visitors, who would find themselves enriched by the 
encounter."[34] Green commented in 1940 that the Green Book had given 
black Americans "something authentic to travel by and to make traveling better 
for the Negro." 
 
Its principal goal was to provide accurate information on black-friendly 
accommodations to answer the constant question that faced black drivers: 
"Where will you spend the night?" As well as essential information on lodgings, 
service stations and garages, it provided details of leisure facilities open to 
African Americans, including beauty salons, restaurants, nightclubs and 
country clubs. The listings focused on four main categories – hotels, motels, 
tourist homes (private residences, usually owned by African-Americans, which 
provided accommodation to travelers), and restaurants. They were arranged 
by state and subdivided by city, giving the name and address of each 
business. For an extra payment, businesses could have their listing displayed 
in bold type or have a star next to it to denote that they were "recommended". 
 
Many such establishments were run by and for African-Americans and in some 
cases were named after prominent figures in African-American history. In North 
Carolina, such black-owned businesses included the Carver, Lincoln, 
and Booker T. Washington hotels, the Friendly City beauty parlor, the Black 
Beauty Tea Room, the New Progressive tailor shop, the Big Buster tavern, and 
the Blue Duck Inn. Each edition also included feature articles on travel and 
destinations, and included a listing of black resorts such as Idlewild, 
Michigan; Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts; and Belmar, New Jersey. The state 
of New Mexico was particularly recommended as a place where most motels 
would welcome "guests on the basis of ‘cash rather than color.'" 
 
Influence 
 
The Green Book attracted sponsorship from a number of businesses, including 
the African-American newspapers Call and Post of Cleveland, and 
the Louisville Leader of Louisville. Standard Oil (later Esso) was also a 
sponsor, owing to the efforts of James "Billboard" Jackson, a pioneering 
African-American Esso sales representative. Esso's "race group", part of its 
marketing division, promoted the Green Book as enabling Esso's black 
customers to "go further with less anxiety". By contrast, Shell gas stations were 
known to refuse black customers. 
 
The 1949 edition included an Esso endorsement message that told readers: 
"As representatives of the Esso Standard Oil Co., we are pleased to 
recommend the Green Book for your travel convenience. Keep one on hand 
each year and when you are planning your trips, let Esso Touring Service 
supply you with maps and complete routings, and for real 'Happy Motoring' – 
use Esso Products and Esso Service wherever you find the Esso sign." 
Photographs of some African-American entrepreneurs who owned Esso gas 
stations appeared in the pages of the Green Book. 
 
Although Green usually refrained from editorializing in the Green Book, he let 
his readers' letters speak for the influence of his guide. William Smith 
of Hackensack, New Jersey, described it as a "credit to the Negro Race" in a 
letter published in the 1938 edition. He commented: 
 
It is a book badly needed among our Race since the advent of the motor age. 
Realizing the only way we knew where and how to reach our pleasure resorts 
was in a way of speaking, by word of mouth, until the publication of The Negro 
Motorist Green Book ... We earnestly believe that [it] will mean as much if not 
more to us as the A.A.A. means to the white race." 
 
Earl Hutchinson Sr., the father of journalist Earl Ofari Hutchinson, wrote of a 
1955 move from Chicago to California that "you literally didn't leave home 
without [theGreen Book]."[41] Ernest Green, one of the Little Rock Nine, used 
the Green Book to navigate the 1,000 miles (1,600 km) from Arkansas to 
Virginia in the 1950s and comments that "it was one of the survival tools of 
segregated life". 
 
According to the civil rights leader Julian Bond, recalling his parents' use of 
theGreen Book, "it was a guidebook that told you not where the best places 
were to eat, but where there was any place." Bond comments: 
 
You think about the things that most travelers take for granted, or most people 
today take for granted. If I go to New York City and want a hair cut, it's pretty 
easy for me to find a place where that can happen, but it wasn't easy then. 
White barbers would not cut black peoples' hair. White beauty parlors would 
not take black women as customers — hotels and so on, down the line. You 
needed the Green Book to tell you where you can go without having doors 
slammed in your face. 
 
While the Green Book was intended to make life easier for those living under 
Jim Crow, its publisher looked forward to a time when such guidebooks would 
no longer be necessary. As Green wrote, "there will be a day sometime in the 
near future when this guide will not have to be published. That is when we as a 
race will have equal opportunities and privileges in the United States. It will be 
a great day for us to suspend this publication for then we can go as we please, 
and without embarrassment." 
 
Los Angeles is now considering offering special protection to the sites that kept 
black travelers safe. Ken Bernstein, principal planner for the city's Office of 
Historic Resources notes, "At the very least, these sites can be incorporated 
into our city's online inventory system. They are part of the story of African 
Americans in Los Angeles, and the story of Los Angeles itself writ large." 
 
Publishing history 
 
The Green Book was published locally in New York, but its popularity was such 
that from 1937 it was distributed nationally with input from Charles McDowell, a 
collaborator on Negro Affairs for the U.S. Travel Bureau, a government agency. 
With new editions published annually from 1936 to 1940, the Green 
Book'spublication was suspended during World War II and resumed in 1946. 
 
Its scope expanded greatly during its years of publication; from covering only 
the New York City metropolitan area in the first edition, it eventually covered 
facilities in most of the United States and parts of Canada (primarily Montreal), 
Mexico and Bermuda. Coverage was good in the eastern United States and 
weak in Great Plains states such as North Dakota, where there were few black 
residents. It eventually sold around 15,000 copies per year, distributed by mail 
order, by black-owned businesses and Esso service stations, some of which—
unusual for the oil industry at the time—were franchised to African Americans. 
 
It originally sold for 25 cents, increasing to $1.25 by 1957. With the book's 
growing success, Green retired from the post office and hired a small 
publishing staff that operated from 200 West 135th Street in Harlem. He also 
established a vacation reservation service in 1947 to take advantage of the 
post-war boom in automobile travel. From 10 pages in its first edition, by 1949 
he had expanded the Green Book to more than 80 pages, including 
advertisements. 
 
The 1951 Green Book recommended that black-owned businesses raise their 
standards, as travelers were "no longer content to pay top prices for inferior 
accommodations and services". The quality of black-owned lodgings was 
coming under scrutiny, as many prosperous blacks found them to be second-
rate compared to the white-owned lodgings from which they were excluded. In 
1952, Green renamed the publication The Negro Travelers' Green Book, in 
recognition of its coverage of international destinations requiring travel by 
plane and ship. 
 
Although segregation was still in force, by state laws in the South and often by 
practice elsewhere, the wide circulation of the Green Book had attracted 
growing interest from white businesses that wanted to tap into the potential 
sales of the black market. The 1955 edition noted: 
 
A few years after its publication ... white business has also recognized its [The 
Green Book’s] value and it is now in use by the Esso Standard Oil Co., The 
American Automobile Assn. and its affiliate automobile clubs throughout the 
country, other automobile clubs, air lines, travel bureaus, travelers aid, libraries 
and thousands of subscribers. 
 
By the start of the 1960s, the Green Book's market was beginning to erode; 
African-American civil rights activism was having effects, even before the 
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit racial segregation in public 
facilities. An increasing number of middle-class African Americans were 
beginning to question whether guides such as the Green Bookwere 
accommodating Jim Crow by steering black travelers to segregated 
businesses rather than encouraging them to push for equal access. 
 
Black-owned motels in remote locations off state highways lost customers to a 
new generation of integrated interstate motels located near freeway exits. The 
1963 Green Book acknowledged that the activism of the civil rights movement 
had "widened the areas of public accommodations accessible to all," but it 
defended the continued listing of black-friendly businesses because "a family 
planning for a vacation hopes for one that is free of tensions and problems." 
 
The 1966 edition was the last to be published after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
made the guide effectively obsolete by outlawing racial discrimination in public 
accommodations. The last edition of the Green Book included significant 
changes that reflected the post-Civil Rights Act outlook. The title was changed 
to Traveler's Green Book: International Edition—no longer just for the Negro, or 
the motorist—as its publishers sought to widen its appeal. 
 
Although the content continued to proclaim its mission of highlighting leisure 
options for black travelers, the cover featured an affluent white blonde water-
skiing – a sign of how, as Michael Ra-Shon Hall puts it, "the Green Book 
‘whitened’ its surface and internationalized its scope, while still remaining true 
to its founding mission to ensure the security of African-American travelers 
both in the U.S. and abroad." 
 

Green New Deal proposal [High Speed 
Rail, Tier 4, zero carbon emission, 
Transcontinental Railroad]

The Green New Deal proposal being considered (December 2018) by 
Congress is a 20+ year program designed to eliminate carbon emissions, 
ending global warming, making the United States less dependent on oil and 
fossil fuels, by using renewable energy or geothermal energy. Factories would 
use recycled goods, reducing the dependence on mined materials. 
 
The proposal envisions significant increases in the use of electricity, which 
would be used to power a 17,000 mile “zero carbon” high speed rail network 
spanning the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean. [1.2] 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
January 26, 2019 The proposal appears to have been put forth by 
environmental lobbyists. It's been mentioned in Congress by a few 
representatives but there is no actual legislation being considered.  The map 
with the rail system labeled 2030 seems unrealistic. [3] 
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Hallidie, Andrew Smith [San Francisco 
Cable Car, Hallidie Grip]

Andrew Smith Hallidie (March 16, 1836–April 24, 1900) was the promoter of 
the Clay Street Hill Railroad in San Francisco, USA. This was the world's first 
practical cable car system, and Hallidie is often therefore regarded as the 
inventor of the cable car and father of the present day San Francisco cable car 
system, although both claims are open to dispute. He also introduced the 
manufacture of wire rope to California, and at an early age was a prolific 
builder of bridges in the Californian interior. 
 
Andrew Smith Hallidie was born Andrew Smith later adopting the name Hallidie 
in honor of his uncle, Sir Andrew Hallidie, who had been a royal physician to 
William IV and to Queen Victoria. His birthplace is variously quoted as London 
in the United Kingdom. His grandfather, Smith, a Scottish schoolmaster and 
soldier during the Napoleonic wars, had served at Waterloo. His father, Andrew 
Smith, had been born in Fleming, Dumfrieshire, Scotland, in 1798, and his 
mother, Julia Johnstone Smith, was from Lockerbie, Dumfrieshire. 
 
Andrew Smith's father, also called Andrew Smith, was an engineer and 
inventor with several patents to his name, most importantly those for the 
making of wire ropes, granted from 1835 to 1849. The younger Andrew Smith 
was initially apprenticed to a machine shop and drawing office. In 1852 both 
father and son set sail for California, where the father had an interest in some 
gold mines in Mariposa County. These proved disappointing, and the father 
returned to England in 1853. The son, however, remained in California, and 
became a gold miner whilst also working as a blacksmith, surveyor and builder 
of bridges. 
 
In 1856, whilst working on the construction of a flume at a mine at American 
Bar, Hallidie was consulted over the rapid rate of wear on the ropes used to 
lower cars of rock from the mine to the mill. These ropes were wearing out in 
75 days. Hallidie improvised machinery to make a replacement wire rope, 
which lasted two years, and in the process began wire rope manufacture in 
California. 
 
Wire rope and bridges 
 
Hallidie abandoned mining in 1857 and returned to San Francisco. Under the 
name of A. S. Hallidie & Co., he commenced the manufacture of wire rope in a 
building at Mason and Chestnut Streets, using the machinery from American 
Bar. 
 
Hallidie was also heavily involved in bridge building. During 1861-2, he 
constructed bridges across the Klamath River at Weitchpeck, at Nevada City, 
across the American River at Folsom, and across the Bear, Trinity, Stanislaus, 
and Tuolumne rivers. In 1863 he built a bridge across the Fraser River, 10 
miles upstream of Yale at Alexandra in British Columbia. 
 
Also in 1863, Hallidie married Martha Elizabeth Woods. They had no children. 
In 1864, he became a United States citizen. In 1865, he gave up bridge 
building in order to devote himself entirely to his wire rope manufacturing 
business, which was experiencing increased demand from the silver mines on 
the Comstock Lode. 
 
In 1867, Hallidie invented the Hallidie ropeway, a form of aerial tramway used 
for transporting ore and other material across mountainous districts, which he 
successfully installed a number of locations, and later patented. 
 
Cable cars 
 
Accounts differ as to exactly how involved Hallidie was in the inception of the 
Clay Street Hill Railway. One version has him taking over the promotion of the 
line when the original promoter, Benjamin Brooks, failed to raise the necessary 
capital. In another version, Hallidie was the instigator, inspired by a desire to 
reduce the suffering incurred by the horses that hauled streetcars up Jackson 
Street, from Kearny to Stockton Street. 
 
There is also doubt as to when exactly the first run of the cable car occurred. 
The franchise required a first run no later than August 1, 1873, however at 
least one source reports that the run took place a day late, on August 2, but 
that the city chose not to void the franchise. Some accounts say that the first 
gripman hired by Hallidie looked down the steep hill from Jones and refused to 
operate the car, so Hallidie took the grip himself and ran the car down the hill 
and up again without any problems. 
 
The engineer of the Clay Street line was William Eppelsheimer. However, 
given Hallidie's previous experience of cables and cable haulage systems, it 
seems unlikely that he did not contribute to the design of the system. 
 
The Clay Street line started regular service on September 1, 1873 and was a 
financial success. In addition, Hallidie's patents on the cable car design were 
stringently enforced on cable car promoters around the world, and made him a 
rich man. 
 
The "grip" that connected the moving cable with the cable car was a key part of 
Hallidie's invention, and became known as the "Hallidie Grip" 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For a time the cable railways promised to be the dominating factor in the field 
wherever the traffic was dense enough to recoup the enormous outlay on 
construction and the heavy cost of operation, leaving to the horse and the 
mule, or an occasional dummy steam locomotive, all the other lines where 
passenger traffic was light. 
 
The main ideas of the cable system were suggested at an early date by E. S. 
Gardiner, of Philadelphia, but the real beginning of this stage of street railway 
traction dated from the work in San Francisco of Andrew S. Hallidie and his 
coworkers, Asa E. Hovev, William Eppelsheimer, and Henry Root.  
 
The essential principles of the cable system involved a cable traveling in a 
slotted tube operated by distant driving machinery, and a cable grip, by means 
of which the car attached itself to the moving cable.  
 
More than one thousand patents relating to cable railways were issued in the 
United States up to 1890-91, when the superiority of electricity as a motive 
power had been demonstrated so thoroughly that no new cable system of any 
kind for any purpose has since been proposed, or is likely to be considered.  
 
An immense amount of ingenuity was displayed in the development and 
perfection of cable systems, and they served the public admirably in many 
ways, giving facilities never previously enjoyed and suggesting what might be 
done in the future to afford the dense population of modern cities greater 
freedom of movement. Moreover, the success of the cable was largely 
responsible for the welcome which capitalists and engineers gave to the first 
crude trials of electric traction. (Ref 3) 
 
 
 

CSHR 1873

Halt [Flag Stop, or small station; Streetcar 
bellcord]

The distinction between railway=halt and railway=station might differ from 
country to country. A halt is usually smaller than a station, or a location where 
passengers can embark or disembark, but without a station facility. The latter is 
typical of streetcars, which usually stop at locations without a formal boarding 
platform; they simply stop on request (by pulling a bell cord) at the nearest 
street corner. 
 
In North America, flag (or request) stops are typically mapped as halts. 
 
In German-speaking countries, stations without points ("switches") where only 
passenger trains stop are tagged as halt. For more information see the 
German page.

Handsomest Train in the World A train of great luxury, high style and magnificant appearance. Several 
railroads, at various times, advertised their trains as being the handsomest in 
the world, while others simply got that name from the general public 
impressions of these trains. Either way, they were the best in the world. Some 
of the trains that were so advertised include: 
 
- Lehigh Valley - The Black Diamond Express (1900 timetable advertisement)   
- Chicago & Alton - The Alton Limited (known as the Red Train) 
- Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe - "The Fast Vestibule Express (Train # 5 & 6, 
Chicago, Kansas City & Denver) 
- Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul - "The Pioneer Limited"

Hatcheck [Passenger Train, Conductor, 
Seat Check, Seat Occupied notifce]

The "Hatcheck" was a form of receipt given to the passenger after tickets had 
been taken. The Hatcheck was originally placed in the train rider's hat band, 
but eventually the practice changed, with the ticket being clipped to the 
luggage rack. The practice continues with Amtrak.Hauptbahnhof [Hbf, Railroad Union 

Station, Germany, Switzerland, Austria]
Hauptbahnhof, or HbF, is the term used to describe a railroad station in 
Germany, Switzerland and Austria. In large cities with several stations, the 
Hauptbahnhof is the largest station, where long distance or inter-city trains 
terminate. Head House [Headhousel, Station] A head house is an American railroad term describing the part of a train station 
which does not house the tracks and platforms. In the context of rail transport, 
it usually refers to the portion of a large passenger terminal which contains the 
ticket counters, waiting rooms, toilets and baggage facilities. It might also 
include the passenger concourses and walkways between the platforms and 
other facilities. The upper floors of many Headhouses were often used by 
railroad company headquarters office staff, or Divisional Staffs.

Head Station [Union Station, Terminal 
Station]

A Head Station is a large station, usually serving as the primary, or largest 
station on a railroad. The station is typically located at the terminus of the 
railroad, and thus is often called a Terminus or Terminal, Examples include 
Broad Street Station in Philadelphia (Pennsylvania RR, Chicago & North 
Western Terminal in Chicago (Chicago & North Western), Grand Central 
Terminal in New York City (New York Central). 
All railway lines that lead to a Head station or Terminal Station terminate at the 
station. This is the opposite of a through station, in which trains stop at the 
station to discharge and take on passengers, and then continue in the same 
direction beyond the station.

Headhouse [Stub terminal Passenger 
Station; Union Station]

Stub terminal stations usually have a large passenger station located at the 
end of the tracks. Buildings of this type are called the "Headhouse" because of 
their location at the head of the station tracks.

Heating/Heater [Passenger Car, Steam 
line, steam pipes, steam generator]

Passenger Cars are typically heated by one of the following methods: 
 
1. By a stove located in the end or middle of the car. This was the first method 
used by railroads to heat their passenger cars. Its use has been almost entirely 
eliminated in the developed countries. A few examples remain in museums, 
and in underdeveloped countries. In some countries today oil fired combustion 
heaters provide the same function. 
 
2. Steam Heat: Cars are heated by steam supplied by steam pipes (steam line) 
which pass between the locomotive and each car as part of the air brake 
connections. The steam is supplied either by a steam locomotive, or by a 
"steam generator car" (a separate car used for that purpose) or by a steam 
generator (boiler) located in a diesel or electric locomotive. 
 
3. Electric heat, where the electricity is provided either by a generator 
connected to the car wheels (usually with a battery) or by an electrical 
generator located in the diesel or electric locomotive]

Heavy Rail Heavy Rail: a commuter railroad operating over existing freight rail lines.  
Heavy rail denotes a track designed primarily for high-speed, heavy duty, high 
traffic conditions represented by mainline railroads. The term applies both to 
the weight of the track (lbs per yard), and the design characteristics of the 
track, and the trains that operate on them.  The opposite is Light Rail, which is 
designed for use by electric powered transit vehicles with low weight, and 
moderate speed requirements . Light Rail is used in metropolitan commuter 
operations. 
 
Background 
 
Street railways, and interurban railways were built with lightweight rail-for cost 
saving reasons; furthermore, the weight of street cars or interurban cars were 
a fraction of the weight of a large steam locomotive. Hence, street railways 
became known as "Light Railways", whereas rails used by Class I and II 
railroads were designed for heavy duty use: heavy locomotives, and high 
speed heavy freight and passenger cars that weighed many times more than a 
streetcar. Hence the name "Heavy Rail"

Heavyweight Sleeping Car - last runs 
[Pullman, Passenger Car. Passenger 
Train]

While the actual "last run" of heavyweight sleeping car in regularly scheduled 
service is difficult to determine, Ref 1 indicates that the New York Central was 
operating heavyweight sleeping cars on three different routes: 
 
Detroit to Mackinaw City 
New York to Plattsburg (via D&H) 
New York to Montreal (via D&H)

NYC

Hedley-Doyle Stepless Streetcar [Dragon 
car, Battleship, Sowbelly]

Hedley and Doyle were employees of the J.G. Brill company. They designed 
this center entrance streetcar, which was manufactured in limited quantities by 
Brill. The step to enter the car was only 10 inches off the ground, thus leading 
to the Stepless name for this design.

1913?

HEP - Head End Power [Steam Line, 
Steam Heat]

 HEP Head End Power - a passenger car equipped with HEP receives all of its 
power needed to operate car lighting, air conditioning, and car heating from the 
Head End of the train-either from a locomotive equipped with a special power 
generator designed for use with HEP cars, or from an Auxiliary Power car.  The 
first rains to use electric lighting were introduced in 1887, when steam-driven 
generators in specially equipped head end cars on the Florida Special and the 
Chicago Limited trains supplied electric lighting to all the cars of the train.  Oil-
gas lighting provided a higher intensity of light compared to electric lighting, 
however, and were more popularly used till September 1913, when an accident 
on the Midland Railway at Aisgill caused a large number of passenger deaths. 
This accident prompted railways to adopt electricity for lighting the trains.  By 
the 1930s to late 1940s, with the conversion to lightweight streamlined 
passenger cars, most of the railways gave up axle driven-dynamo (or 
alternator) based electricity generation for lighting the train and shifted to head-
end power - either producing electricity using generators in special generator 
cars or on the locomotives. By mid-1970s, most world railways only had 
locomotive produced head-end power.  Prior to the introduction of HEP, each 
passenger car was fitted with an axle driven electrical generator that was 
driven by the motion of the car's wheel-as the wheel turned, it operated the 
generator. Many of these older cars were equipped with storage batteries, that 
allowed the continued operation of the car lighting and air conditioning while 
the car was stopped at a station.  History-before Head End Power  Historically, 
passenger cars had been heated by steam heat passed from the steam 
locomotive, through steam lines to the passenger cars, while other electrical 
power needs for the passenger car were met by the use of axle driven 
generators and batteries. When the train was not in operation, batteries 
located under the passenger car floor provided power.   Faced with 
modernized passenger car designs, and increasing electrical power needs, it 
was clear that the electrical power demands for individual passenger cars 
could no longer be met by conventional axle generators and batteries; hence 
the move toward higher capacity head end power systems. During the 
transition from early diesel locomotives and steam locomotives that were not 
equipped with HEP operation, the railroads supplied an Auxiliary Power 
Generator car located immediately following the locomotive. The Auxiliary 
Power Generator car supplied the power needed to operate the cars that 
followed. As the railroads converted their cars to HEP, older cars using axle 
driven generators and batteries were sold off or scrapped.  

Heritage Dining Car [Passenger Train] The last of Amtrak's traditional Heritage Dining cars were sold in 2017. ATK 1971

HFR High Frequency Rail Service 
[Passenger Train, Commuter train; 
Electrification, Electric Locomotive]

HFR or HFR High Frequency Rail Service is a term used to describe 
Commuter train services in densly populated large cities, with fast and frequent 
train services using dedicated tracks. The objective is to allow for more 
frequent, faster and reliable service throughout every day that would make the 
train a more attractive option for travellers in this busy transportation corridor. 
[3]The HFR concept was introduced by VIA Rail in Canada to link Quebec City, 
Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto with a dedicated and electrified main line in 
2015. [1]

VIA 2015

High Speed Rail [HSR, Interurbans, 
Express Train, Zephyr, Limited, 
Metroliner, Acela Express, All Aboard 
Florida, Texas Central Partners, 
California High-Speed Rail Authority]

The United States has trailed in terms of high speed rail, compared with 
Japan, France, and Germany.  The United States has its own  definitions 
of high-speed rail. The definitions range from rail services with top 
speeds of 110 miles per hour (180 km/h) to 150 miles per hour (240 km/h) 
or higher by the United States Department of Transportation which is an 
entity in the executive branch, while the United States Code, which is the 
official codification of Federal statutes, defines them as the rail services 
with "reasonably expected to reach sustained speeds of more than 125 
miles per hour".   
 
Most recently, a legislative branch agency within the Library of Congress, 
the Congressional Research Service, used different terms to clarify the 
confusion by defining the rail services with top speeds less than 150 
miles per hour (240 km/h) to be higher-speed rail instead. The only 
current United States train service which meets all of the above 
definitions of high-speed rail is Amtrak's Acela Express.  Plans for high 
speed rail date back to the High Speed Ground Transportation Act of 
1965, in 2012, Amtrak proposed a $151 billion plan to build its first 
dedicated high speed rail line by 2040. Amtrak's proposal called for 
construction of a high-speed capable rail line that would allow for a 
speed of 220 mph and cut trips between New York City and Washington, 
D.C. to 94 minutes.   
 
A federal allocation of $8 billion for high-speed rail projects was part of 
the 2009 stimulus package and prompted U.S. federal and state planners 
to coordinate the expansion of high-speed services to ten other major 
rail corridors.  The country's first dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure 
is likely to be the California High-Speed Rail project between Anaheim 
and San Francisco via San Jose but will take until 2028 to complete, with 
its first stage completed in 2017. As of March, 2013 construction had yet 
to begin on the California system.  History of High Speed Rail  
Interurbans, Expresses, Limiteds, Streamliners & Zephyrs  (1900-1941)    
 
During the period from 1900-1941 the majority of inter-urban travel was 
conducted by rail in the United States. Rail transportation was not high-
speed by modern standards but inter-city travel often averaged speeds 
between 40 and 65 miles per hour (64 and 105 km/h). Most of the major 
railroads had faster than normal trains called "limiteds" and "express 
trains" on the r mainline routes (e.g. the Empire State Express) between 
major towns and cities. On May 26, 1934, the Zephyr made a record-
breaking "Dawn to Dusk" run from Denver, Colorado to Chicago. The 
train covered the distance in 13 hours, reaching a top speed of 112.5 mph 
(181.1 km/h) and running at an average speed of 77.6 mph (124.9 km/h).  
Many steam locomotives were streamlined during this time to attract 
passengers, and the first steam streamliner locomotive was the New York 
Central's Commodore Vanderbilt. Nonetheless, some of these steam 
locomotives became very fast—some were said to exceed 120 mph 
(193 km/h) on a regular basis. Examples include the New York Central's 
"Super Hudsons" as used on the Twentieth Century Limited; the 
Milwaukee Road's purpose-built Atlantics and Hudsons used in Hiawatha 
service; the Pennsylvania Railroad's duplex-drive 4-4-4-4 type T1 
locomotives, and two Union Pacific engines, a 4-6-2 and a 4-8-2, used on 
the "Forty Niner" and other trains.  Metroliner and Acela Express    
 
The High Speed Ground Transportation Act of 1965 was introduced 
immediately following the creation of Japan's first high-speed 
Shinkansen, or "bullet train" and was signed into law by President 
Lyndon B. Johnson as part of his Great Society infrastructure building 
initiatives.    

High Speed Rail in China [Passenger 
Train][HSR]

High-speed rail (HSR) in China refers to any railway in China with commercial 
train service at the speed of 200 km/h (124 mph) or higher as internationally 
recognized, with another definition of 250 km/h or higher designed speed lines 
of new built line locally. China has the world's longest HSR network with over 
19,000 km (12,000 mi) of track in service as of January 2016, which is more 
than the rest of the world's high-speed rail tracks combined, and a network 
length of 30,000 km (19,000 mi) is planned for 2020. 
 
Since high-speed rail service in China was introduced on April 18, 2007, daily 
ridership has grown from 237,000 in 2007 to 2.49 million in 2014, making the 
Chinese HSR network the most heavily used in the world. Cumulative ridership 
had reached 2.9 billion by October 2014. 
 
The nationwide HSR network, which extends to 28 of the country's 33 
provinces and regions, consists mainly of conventional track railways including 
upgraded mixed passenger and freight lines, newly built passenger designated 
lines (PDLs) and intercity lines. Notable lines include the world's longest line, 
the 2,298 km (1,428 mi) Beijing–Guangzhou High-Speed Railway and the 
Shanghai Maglev, the world's first high-speed commercial magnetic levitation 
(maglev) line.[10] Nearly all high-speed rail lines and rolling stock are owned 
and operated by the China Railway Corporation, the state enterprise formerly 
known as the Railway Ministry. 
 
Over the past decade, the country has undergone an HSR building boom with 
generous funding from the Chinese government's economic stimulus program. 
The pace of high-speed rail expansion slowed for a period in 2011 after the 
removal of Chinese Railways Minister Liu Zhijun for corruption and a fatal high-
speed railway accident near Wenzhou, but has since rebounded. Concerns 
about HSR safety, high ticket prices, low ridership, financial sustainability of 
high-speed rail projects and environmental impact have drawn greater scrutiny 
from the Chinese press. 
 
China's early high-speed trains were imported or built under technology 
transfer agreements with foreign train-makers including Alstom, Siemens, 
Bombardier and Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Chinese engineers then claim to 
have re-designed internal train components and built indigenous trains, 
although there have been accusations that they are based on unlicensed 
Shinkansen technology.[citation needed] The fastest trains can reach 
operational speeds of up to 380 km/h (240 mph),[12][13] although all trains 
have had their operating speed reduced to 300 km/h (186 mph) since the 
Wenzhou train collision, in 2011. 
 
History 
 
Precursor 
 
The earliest example of higher-speed commercial train service in China was 
the Asia Express, a luxury passenger train that operated in Japanese-
controlled Manchuria from 1934 to 1943. The steam-powered train, which ran 
on the Southern Manchuria Railway from Dalian to Xinjing (Changchun), had a 
top commercial speed of 110 km/h (68 mph) and test speed of 130 km/h (81 
mph). It was faster than the fastest trains in Japan at the time. After the 
founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, this train model was 
renamed the SL-7 and was used by the Chinese Minister of Railways. 
 
Early planning 
 
In the early 1990s, diesel locomotives in China could attain a maximum speed 
of 120 km/h (75 mph) on passenger trains. Here a N595 diesel locomotive is 
shown hauling passenger coaches on the Guangzhou–Sanshui Railway at 
Foshan in 2008. 
 
State planning for China's current high-speed railway network began in the 
early 1990s. In December 1990, the Ministry of Railways (MOR) submitted a 
proposal to build a high-speed railway between Beijing and Shanghai to the 
National People's Congress. At the time, the Beijing–Shanghai Railway was 
already at capacity, and the proposal was jointly studied by the Science & 
Technology Commission, State Planning Commission, State Economic & 
Trade Commission, and the MOR. In December 1994, the State Council 
commissioned a feasibility study for the line. 
 
Policy planners debated the necessity and economic viability of high-speed rail 
service. Supporters argued that high-speed rail would boost future economic 
growth. Opponents noted that high-speed rail in other countries were 
expensive and mostly unprofitable[citation needed]. Overcrowding on existing 
rail lines, they said, could be solved by expanding capacity through higher 
speed and frequency of service. In 1995, Premier Li Peng announced that 
preparatory work on the Beijing Shanghai HSR would begin in the 9th Five 
Year Plan (1996–2000), but construction was not scheduled until the first 
decade of the 21st century. 
 
The "Speed Up" campaigns 
 
Main article: Campaign to raise the speed of railway travel in China 
High-speed rail service on the Guangzhou–Shenzhen Railway 
 
From 1998 until 2007 the Guangshen Railway Company operated a "Xinshisu" 
Swedish SJ 2000 high-speed train on the Guangshen Railway as the 
Guangdong Through Train from Zhaoqing railway station in Guangdong 
Province to Hung Hom Station in Hong Kong. The Xinshisu trainset was 
shipped back to Sweden in 2012. 
 
In 2007, the Guangshen Railway became the first in the country to have four 
tracks, allowing faster passenger train traffic (on dedicated tracks third and 
fourth from the right) to be separated from slower freight traffic (on tracks 
second and fifth from the right). 
In 1993, commercial train service in China averaged only 48 km/h (30 mph) 
and was steadily losing market share to airline and highway travel on the 
country's expanding network of expressways. The MOR focused 
modernization efforts on increasing the service speed and capacity on existing 
lines through double-tracking, electrification, improvements in grade (through 
tunnels and bridges), reductions in turn curvature, and installation of 
continuous welded rail. Through five rounds of "Speed-Up" campaigns in April 
1997, October 1998, October 2000, November 2001, and April 2004, 
passenger service on 7,700 km (4,800 mi) of existing tracks was upgraded to 
reach sub-high speeds of 160 km/h (100 mph). 
 
A notable example is the Guangzhou-Shenzhen Railway, which in December 
1994 became the first line in China to offer sub-high-speed service of 160 km/h 
(99 mph) using domestically produced DF-class diesel locomotives. The line 
was electrified in 1998, and Swedish-made X 2000 trains increased service 
speed to 200 km/h (124 mph). After the completion of a third track in 2000 and 
a fourth in 2007, the line became the first in China to run high-speed 
passenger and freight service on separate tracks. 
 
The completion of the sixth round of the "Speed-Up" Campaign in April 2007 
brought HSR service to more existing lines: 423 km (263 mi) capable of 250 
km/h (155 mph) train service and 3,002 km (1,865 mi) capable of 200 km/h 
(124 mph).[19][N 1] In all, travel speed increased on 22,000 km (14,000 mi), or 
one-fifth, of the national rail network, and the average speed of passenger 
trains improved to 70 km/h (43 mph). The introduction of more non-stop 
service between large cities also helped to reduce travel time. The non-stop 
express train from Beijing to Fuzhou shortened travel time from 33.5 to less 
than 20 hours.[22] In addition to track and scheduling improvements, the MOR 
also deployed faster CRH series trains. During the Sixth Railway Speed Up 
Campaign, 52 CRH trainsets (CRH1, CRH2 and CRH5) entered into operation. 
The new trains reduced travel time between Beijing and Shanghai by two 
hours to just under 10 hours. 
 
Higher-speed express train service allowed more trains to share the tracks and 
improved rail transport capacity. But high-speed trains often have to share 
tracks with slower, heavy freight trains—in some cases with as little as 5 
minutes headway.[22] To attain higher speeds and transport capacity, planners 
began to consider passenger-dedicated HSR lines on a grand scale. 
 
The conventional rail v. maglev debate 
 
The development of the HSR network in China was initially delayed by a 
debate over the type of track technology to be used. In June 1998, at a State 
Council meeting with the Chinese Academies of Sciences and Engineering, 
Premier Zhu Rongji asked whether the high-speed railway between Beijing and 
Shanghai still being planned could use maglev technology.[23] At the time, 
planners were divided between using high-speed trains with wheels that run on 
conventional standard gauge tracks or magnetic levitation trains that run on 
special maglev tracks for a new national high-speed rail network. 
 
Maglev received a big boost in 2000 when the Shanghai Municipal 
Government agreed to purchase a turnkey TransRapid train system from 
Germany for the 30.5 km (19.0 mi) rail link connecting Shanghai Pudong 
International Airport and the city. In 2004, the Shanghai Maglev Train became 
the world's first commercially operated high-speed maglev. It remains the 
fastest commercial train in the world with peak speeds of 431 km/h (268 mph) 
and makes the 30.5 km (19.0 mi) trip in less than 7.5 minutes. 
 
High-speed trains in China before the CRH series 
 
The China Railways SS8 (Shaoshan 8) electric locomotive was produced from 
1996 to 2001 and provided sub-high-speed rail service. The train set a 
Chinese rail speed record of 240 km/h (150 mph) in 1998. 
 
The domestically produced China Railways DJJ1 (Blue Arrow) train, first 
deployed on the Guangzhou-Shenzhen Railway in 2001, could attain a top 
speed of 235.6 km/h (146.4 mph). The DJJ1 trains were transferred to lines in 
southwest China in 2008. 
 
The China Railways DJF2 (Xianfeng) train was produced in 2001 and set a 
speed record of 292.8 km/h (181.9 mph) on September 10, 2002. The train 
operated in commercially on conventional rail lines in southwest China from 
2007 to 2010. 
 
The domestically produced China Railways DJJ2 (China Star) high-speed train 
set speed record of 321 km/h (199 mph) on the Qinshen Passenger Railway, 
and was used in commercial service briefly from 2006 to 2007 before it was 
abandoned in favor of imported high-speed train technology. 
 
The Shanghai Maglev Train running on a special maglev track, departing the 
Shanghai Pudong International Airport. The maglev train can reach a top 
speed of 431 km/h (268 mph). 
 
Despite unmatched advantage in speed, the maglev has not gained 
widespread use in China's high-speed rail network due to high cost, German 
refusal to share technology and concerns about safety. The price tag of the 
Shanghai Maglev was believed to be $1.3 billion and was partially financed by 
the German government. The refusal of the Transrapid Consortium to share 
technology and source production in China made large-scale maglev 
production much more costly than high-speed train technology for conventional 
lines. Finally, residents living along the proposed maglev route have raised 
health concerns about noise and electromagnetic radiation emitted by the 
trains, despite an environmental assessment by the Shanghai Academy of 
Environmental Sciences saying the line was safe.[24] These concerns have 
prevented the construction of the proposed extension of the maglev to 
Hangzhou. Even the more modest plan to extend the maglev to Shanghai's 
other airport, Hongqiao, has stalled. Instead, a conventional subway line was 
built to connect the two airports, and a conventional high-speed rail line was 
built between Shanghai and Hangzhou. 
 
While maglev was drawing attention to Shanghai, conventional track HSR 
technology was being tested on the newly completed Qinhuangdao-Shenyang 
Passenger Railway. This 405 km (252 mi) standard gauge, dual-track, 
electrified line was built between 1999 and 2003. In June 2002, a domestically 
made DJF2 train set a record of 292.8 km/h (181.9 mph) on the track. The 
China Star (DJJ2) train followed the same September with a new record of 321 
km/h (199 mph). The line supports commercial train service at speeds of 200–
250 km/h (120–160 mph), and has become a segment of the rail corridor 
between Beijing and Northeast China. The Qinhuangdao-Shenyang Line 
showed the greater compatibility of HSR on conventional track with the rest of 
China's standard gauge rail network. 
 
In 2004, the State Council in its Mid-to-Long Term Railway Development Plan, 
adopted conventional track HSR technology over maglev for the Beijing–
Shanghai High Speed Railway and three other north-south high-speed rail 
lines. This decision ended the debate and cleared the way for rapid 
construction of standard gauge, passenger dedicated HSR lines in China.[25]
[26] 
 
Acquisition of foreign technology 
 
Despite setting speed records on test tracks, the DJJ2, DJF2 and other 
domestically produced high-speed trains were insufficiently reliable for 
commercial operation.[27] The State Council turned to advanced technology 
abroad but made clear in directives that China's HSR expansion cannot only 
benefit foreign economies.[27] China's expansion must also be used to 
develop its own high-speed train building capacity through technology 
transfers. The State Council, MOR and state-owned train builders, the China 
North Car (CNR) and China South Car (CSR) used China's large market and 
competition among foreign train-makers to induce[vague] technology transfers.
[clarification needed] 
 
In 2003, the MOR was believed to favor Japan's Shinkansen technology, 
especially the 700 series.[27] The Japanese government touted the 40-year 
track record of the Shinkansen and offered favorable financing. A Japanese 
report envisioned a winner-take all scenario in which the winning technology 
provider would supply China's trains for over 8,000 km (5,000 mi) of high-
speed rail.[28] However, Chinese citizens angry with Japan's World War II 
atrocities organized a web campaign to oppose the awarding of HSR contracts 
to Japanese companies. The protests gathered over a million signatures and 
politicized the issue.[29] The MOR delayed the decision, broadened the 
bidding and adopted a diversified approach to adopting foreign high-speed 
train technology. 
 
In June 2004, the MOR solicited bids to make 200 high-speed train sets that 
can run 200 km/h (124 mph).[27] Alstom of France, Siemens of Germany, 
Bombardier Transportation based in Germany and a Japanese consortium led 
by Kawasaki all submitted bids. With the exception of Siemens which refused 
to lower its demand of RMB(¥) 350 million per train set and €390 million for the 
technology transfer, the other three were all awarded portions of the contract.
[27] All had to adapt their HSR train-sets to China's own common standard and 
assemble units through local joint ventures (JV) or cooperate with Chinese 
manufacturers. Bombardier, through its joint venture with CSR's Sifang 
Locomotive and Rolling Stock Co (CSR Sifang), Bombardier Sifang (Qingdao) 
Transportation Ltd (BST). won an order for 40 eight-car train sets based on 
Bombardier's Regina design.[30] These trains, designated CRH1A, were 
delivered in 2006. Kawasaki won an order for 60 train sets based on its E2 
Series Shinkansen for ¥9.3 billion.[31] Of the 60 train sets, three were directly 
delivered from Nagoya, Japan, six were kits assembled at CSR Sifang 
Locomotive & Rolling Stock, and the remaining 51 were made in China using 
transferred technology with domestic and imported parts.[32] They are known 
as CRH2A. Alstom also won an order for 60 train sets based on the New 
Pendolino developed by Alstom-Ferroviaria in Italy. The order had a similar 
delivery structure with three shipped directly from Savigliano along with six kits 
assembled by CNR's Changchun Railway Vehicles, and the rest locally made 
with transferred technology and some imported parts.[33] Trains with Alstom 
technology carry the CRH5 designation. 
 
The following year, Siemens reshuffled its bidding team, lowered prices, joined 
the bidding for 350 km/h (217 mph) trains and won a 60-train set order.[27] It 
supplied the technology for the CRH3C, based on the ICE3 (class 403) design, 
to CNR's Tangshan Railway Vehicle Co. Ltd. The transferred technology 
includes assembly, body, bogie, traction current transforming, traction 
transformers, traction motors, traction control, brake systems, and train control 
networks. 
 
Technology transfer 
 
Achieving indigenous high-speed rail technology has been a major goal of 
Chinese state planners. Chinese train-makers, after receiving transferred 
foreign technology, have been able to achieve a considerable degree of self-
sufficiency in making the next generation of high-speed trains by developing 
indigenous capability to produce key parts and improving upon foreign 
designs. 
 
Second generation CRH train sets 
 
CRH380AL in Dec. 2011 
 
CRH380BL in Jan. 2012. 
 
CRH380CL in May 2011 
 
CRH380D in July 2015 
The CRH380AL train set, shown above at the Beijing South Railway Station, 
set a record speed of 486.1 km/h (302.0 mph) on Dec. 3, 2010. The record 
was broken by a CRH380BL train set on Jan. 9, 2011, which reached 487.3 
km/h (302.8 mph). 
Examples of technology transfer include Mitsubishi Electric’s MT205 traction 
motor and ATM9 transformer to CSR Zhuzhou Electric, Hitachi’s YJ92A traction 
motor and Alstom’s YJ87A Traction motor to CNR Yongji Electric, Siemens’ 
TSG series pantograph to Zhuzhou Gofront Electric. Most of the components 
of the CRH trains manufactured by Chinese companies were from local 
suppliers, with only a few parts imported.[citation needed] 
 
For foreign train-makers, technology transfer is an important part of gaining 
market access in China. Bombardier, the first foreign train-maker to form a joint 
venture in China, has been sharing technology for the manufacture of railway 
passenger cars and rolling stock since 1998. Zhang Jianwei, President and 
Chief Country Representative of Bombardier China, stated that in a 2009 
interview, “Whatever technology Bombardier has, whatever the China market 
needs, there is no need to ask. Bombardier transfers advanced and mature 
technology to China, which we do not treat as an experimental market.”[34] 
Unlike other series which have imported prototypes, all CRH1 trains have been 
assembled at Bombardier’s joint-venture with CSR, Bombardier Sifang in 
Qingdao. 
 
Kawasaki’s cooperation with CSR did not last as long. Within two years of 
cooperation with Kawasaki to produce 60 CRH2A sets, CSR began in 2008 to 
build CRH2B, CRH2C and CRH2E models at its Sifang plant independently 
without assistance from Kawasaki.[35] According to CSR president Zhang 
Chenghong, CSR "made the bold move of forming a systemic development 
platform for high-speed locomotives and further upgrading its design and 
manufacturing technology. Later, we began to independently develop high-
speed CRH trains with a maximum velocity of 300–350 kilometers per hour, 
which eventually rolled off the production line in December 2007."[36] Since 
then, CSR has ended its cooperation with Kawasaki.[37] Kawasaki challenged 
China's high-speed rail project for patent theft, but backed off the effort.[38] 
 
Between June and September 2005, the MOR launched bidding for high-
speed trains with a top speed of 350 km/h (217 mph), as most of the main 
high-speed rail lines were designed for top speeds of 350 km/h or higher. 
Along with CRH3C, produced by Siemens and CNR Tangshan, CSR Sifang bid 
60 sets of CRH2C. 
 
In 2007, travel time from Beijing to Shanghai was about 10 hours at a top 
speed of 200 km/h (124 mph) in the upgrade Beijing–Shanghai Railway. To 
increase transport capacity, the MOR ordered 70 16-car trainsets from CSR 
Sifang and BST, including 10 sets of CRH1B and 20 sets of CRH2B seating 
trains, 20 sets of CRH1E and 20 sets of CRH2E sleeper trains. 
 
Construction of the high-speed railway between Beijing and Shanghai, the 
world's first high-speed rail with a designed speed of 380 km/h (236 mph), 
began on April 18, 2008. In the same year, the Ministry of Science and the 
MOR agreed to a joint action plan for the indigenous innovation of high-speed 
trains in China. The MOR then launched the CRH1-350 (Bombardier and BST, 
designated as CRH380D/DL), CRH2-350 (CSR, designated as CRH380A/AL), 
and CRH3-350 (CNR and Siemens, designated as CRH380B/BL & 
CRH380CL), to develop a new generation of CRH trains with a top operation 
speed of 380 km/h. A total of 400 new generation trains were ordered. The 
CRH380A, the first indigenous high-speed train of the CRH series, entered 
service on the Shanghai-Hangzhou High-Speed Railway on October 26, 2010.
[39] 
 
On October 19, 2010, the MOR announced the beginning of research and 
development of "super-speed" railway technology, which would increase the 
maximum speed of trains to over 500 km/h (311 mph).[40] 
 
Early dedicated high-speed rail lines 
 
After committing to conventional-track high-speed rail in 2006, the state 
embarked on an ambitious campaign to build passenger-dedicated high-speed 
rail lines, which accounted for a large part of the government's growing budget 
for rail construction. Total investment in new rail lines grew from $14 billion in 
2004 to $22.7 and $26.2 billion in 2006 and 2007.[41] In response to the global 
economic recession, the government accelerated the pace of HSR expansion 
to stimulate economic growth. Total investments in new rail lines including HSR 
reached $49.4 billion in 2008 and $88 billion in 2009.[41] In all, the state 
planned to spend $300 billion to build a 25,000 km (16,000 mi) HSR network 
by 2020.[42][43] 
 
 
CRH3 trains on the Wuhan–Guangzhou High-Speed Railway in February 
2010. The line, which opened in December 2009, reduced travel time by rail 
between Wuhan and Guangzhou from 10.5 hours to just over three hours. 
 
The new Wuhan Railway Station under construction in 2009. 
As of 2007, the Qinhuangdao-Shenyang High-Speed Railway, which carried 
trains at top speed of 250 km/h (155 mph) along the Liaoxi Corridor in the 
Northeast, was the only passenger-dedicated HSR line (PDL) in China, but 
that would soon change as the country embarked on a high-speed railway 
construction boom. The MOR's “Mid-to-Long Term Railway Network Plan”, 
revised in 2008, called for the building of a national high-speed rail grid 
composed of 4 north-south corridors and 4 east-west corridors, which together 
with upgraded existing lines, would total 12,000 km (7,456 mi) in length. The 
earliest PDLs built were sections of the corridors that connected large cities in 
the same region. On April 19, 2008, Hefei–Nanjing PDL in the East opened 
with a top-speed of 250 km/h (155 mph). On August 1, 2008, the Beijing–
Tianjin Intercity Railway opened in time for the 2008 Summer Olympics. This 
line between northern China’s two largest cities, was the first in the country to 
accommodate commercial trains with top speed of 350 km/h (217 mph) and 
featured the CRH2C and CRH3C train sets. 
 
The Wuhan–Guangzhou High-Speed Railway (Wuguang PDL), which opened 
on December 26, 2009, was the country’s first cross-regional high-speed rail 
line. With a total length of 968 km (601 mi) and capacity to accommodate 
trains traveling at 350 km/h (217 mph), the Wuguang PDL set a world record 
for the fastest commercial train service with average trip speed of 312.5 km/h 
(194.2 mph). Train travel between central and southern China’s largest cities, 
Wuhan and Guangzhou, was reduced to just over three hours. On October 26, 
2010, China opened its 15th high-speed rail, the Shanghai–Hangzhou line, and 
unveiled the CRH380A trainset manufactured by CSR Sifang started regular 
service. The Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed Railway, the second major cross-
regional line, opened on June 2011 and was the first line designed with a top 
speed of 380 km/h (236 mph) in commercial service.[12][44] 
 
By January 2011, China had the world’s longest high-speed rail network with 
about 8,358 km (5,193 mi)[45] of routes capable for at least 200 km/h (124 
mph) running in service including 2,197 km (1,365 mi) of rail lines with top 
speeds of 350 km/h (217 mph).[46] The MOR reportedly committed investment 
of ¥709.1 billion (US$107.9 billion) in railway construction in 2010 and would 
invest ¥700 billion (US$106 billion) in 2011 on 70 railway projects, including 15 
high-speed rail projects. Some 4,715 kilometres (2,930 mi) of new high-speed 
railways would be opened, and by the end of 2011, China would have 13,073 
kilometres (8,123 mi) of railways capable of carrying trains at speeds of at 
least 200 km/h (124 mph).[47] 
 
Corruption and concerns 
 
In February 2011, Railway Minister Liu Zhijun, a key proponent of HSR 
expansion in China, was removed from office on charges of corruption. The 
Economist estimates Liu accepted ¥1 billion of bribes ($152 million) in 
connection with railway construction projects.[48] Investigators found evidence 
that another ¥187 million ($28.5 million) was misappropriated from the $33 
billion Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed Railway in 2010.[49] Another top official 
in the Railways Ministry, Zhang Shuguang, was also sacked for corruption.[48] 
Zhang was estimated to have misappropriated to his personal overseas 
accounts the equivalent of $2.8 billion.[50] 
 
 
Former Railway Minister Liu Zhijun hosting Nancy Pelosi and Edward Markey, 
members of the United States Congress, in Beijing in 2009. 
After the political shake-up, concerns about HSR safety, high ticket prices, 
financial sustainability and environmental impact received greater scrutiny in 
the Chinese press.[11][51] 
 
In April 2011, the new Minister of Railways Sheng Guangzu said that due to 
corruption, safety may have been compromised on some construction projects 
and completion dates may have to be pushed back.[48] Sheng announced that 
all trains in the high-speed rail network would operate at a maximum speed of 
300 km/h (186 mph) beginning on July 1, 2011.[11][52][53] This was in 
response to concerns over safety, low ridership due to high ticket prices,[54] 
and high energy usage.[51] On June 13, 2011, the MOR clarified in a press 
conference that the speed reduction was not due to safety concerns but to 
offer more affordable tickets for trains at 250 km/h (155 mph) and increase 
ridership. Higher-speed train travel uses greater energy and imposes more 
wear on expensive machinery. Railway officials lowered the top speed of trains 
on most lines that were running at 350 km/h (217 mph) to 300 km/h (186 mph). 
Trains on the Beijing-Tianjin high-speed line and a few other inter-city lines 
remained at 350 km/h.[55] In May 2011, China's Environmental Protection 
Ministry ordered the halting of construction and operation of two high-speed 
lines that failed to pass environmental impact tests.[56][57] In June, the MOR 
maintained that high-speed rail construction was not slowing down.[58] The 
CRH380A trainsets on the Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed Railway could reach 
a top operational speed of 380 km/h (240 mph) but were limited to 300 km/h.
[12][13] Under political and public pressure, the National Audit Office (NAO) 
carried out an extensive investigation into the building quality of all high-speed 
rail lines. As of March 2011, no major quality defects had been found in the 
system.[59] Foreign manufacturers involved in Shanghai-Beijing high-speed 
link reported that their contracts call for maximum operational speed of 300 
km/h (186 mph).[60] From July 20, 2011, the frequency of train service from 
Jinan to Beijing and Tianjin was reduced due to low occupancy, which renewed 
concerns about demand and profitability for high-speed services.[61] Service 
failures in the first month of operation drove passengers back to pre-existing 
slower rail service and air travel; airline ticket prices rebounded due to reduced 
competition. 
 
Wenzhou accident 
 
Main article: Wenzhou train collision 
 
On July 23, 2011, two high-speed trains collided on the Ningbo–Taizhou–
Wenzhou Railway in Lucheng District of Wenzhou, Zhejiang Province.[62][63]
[64] The accident occurred when one train traveling near Wenzhou was struck 
by lightning, lost power and stalled. Signals malfunctioned, causing another 
train to rear-end the stalled train.[63][65][66][67][68] Several carriages derailed.
[69] State-run Chinese media confirmed 40 deaths, and at least 192 people 
hospitalised, including 12 who were severely injured.[70][71][72] The Wenzhou 
train accident and the lack of accountability by railway officials caused a public 
uproar and heightened concerns about the safety and management of China's 
high-speed rail system.[73][74] Quality and safety concerns also affected plans 
to export cheaper high-speed train technology to other countries.[75] 
 
Following the deadly crash, the Chinese government suspended new railway 
project approvals and launched safety checks on existing equipment.[76][77] A 
commission was formed to investigate the accident with a directive to report its 
findings in September 2011.[78] On August 10, 2011, the Chinese government 
announced that it was suspending approvals of any new high-speed rail lines 
pending the outcome of the investigation.[79][80] The Minister of Railways 
announced further cuts in the speed of Chinese high-speed trains, with the 
speed of the second-tier 'D' trains reduced from 250 km/h (155 mph) to 200 
km/h (124 mph).[81] The speed of the remaining 350 km/h (217 mph) trains 
between Shanghai and Hangzhou was reduced to 300 km/h (186 mph) as of 
August 28, 2011.[82] To stimulate ridership, on August 16, 2011 ticket prices on 
high-speed trains were reduced by five percent.[83] From July to September, 
high-speed rail ridership in China fell by nearly 30 million to 151 million trips.
[84] 
 
Slowdown in financing and construction 
 
In the first half of 2011, the MOR as a whole made a profit of ¥4.29 billion and 
carried a total debt burden of ¥2.09 trillion, equal to about 5% of China’s GDP.
[85][86] Earnings from the more profitable freight lines helped to off-set losses 
by high-speed rail lines.[citation needed] As of years ending 2008, 2009 and 
2010, the MOR's debt-to-asset ratio was respectively, 46.81%, 53.06% and 
57.44%,[87] and reached 58.58% by mid-year 2011.[88] As of October 12, 
2011, the MOR had issued ¥160 billion of debt for the year.[86] But in the late 
summer, state banks began to cut back on lending to rail construction projects, 
which reduced funding for existing railway projects. An investigation of 23 
railway construction companies in August 2011 revealed that 70% of existing 
projects had been slowed or halted mainly due to shortage of funding.[88] 
Affected lines included Xiamen-Shenzhen, Nanning-Guangzhou, Guiyang-
Guangzhou, Shijazhuang-Wuhan, Tianjin-Baoding and Shanghai-Kunming 
high-speed rail lines.[84][85] By October, work had halted on the construction 
of 10,000 km (6,200 mi) of track.[84] New projects were put on hold and 
completion dates for existing projects, including the Tianjin-Baoding, Harbin-
Jiamusi, Zhengzhou-Xuzhou and Hainan Ring (West), were pushed back.[88] 
As of October 2011, the MOR was reportedly concentrating remaining 
resources on fewer high-speed rail lines and shifting emphasis to more 
economically viable coal transporting heavy rail.[86] 
 
To ease the credit shortage facing rail construction, the Ministry of Finance 
announced tax cuts to interest earned on rail construction financing bonds and 
the State Council ordered state banks to renew lending to rail projects.[84] In 
late October and November 2011, the MOR raised RMB 250 billion in fresh 
financing and construction resumed on several lines including the Tianjin-
Baoding, Xiamen-Shenzhen and Shanghai-Kunming.[89] 
 
Another project postponed or cancelled altogether was the proposed 
Chongqing-Xi'an High-Speed Railway, which was announced in September 
2012. This line has been eliminated and travel between the two cities can be 
achieved by the Lanzhou–Chongqing and Xi'an-Chengdu lines, which will 
cross at Guangyuan in north-eastern Sichuan.[90] 
 
Recovery 
 
The Guiyang–Guangzhou High-Speed Railway under construction in 
Yangshuo, Guangxi in August 2013. This line traverses 270 caves and 510 
valleys in the karst landscape of southwest China.[91] Bridges and tunnels 
consist of 83% of this line's total length of 857 km, including 92% in Guizhou 
Province.[91] Travel time by train between Guizhou and Guangzhou was 
reduced from 20 hours to 4 hours.[92] 
By early 2012, the Chinese government renewed investments in high-speed 
rail to rejuvenate the slowing economy.[93] Premier Wen Jiabao visited train 
manufacturers and gave a vote of confidence in the industry.[93] Over the 
course of the year, the MOR’s budget rose from $64.3 billion to $96.5 billion.
[93] Five new lines totaling 2,563 km (1,593 mi) in length entered operation 
between June 30 and December 31, including the Beijing-Wuhan section of 
the Beijing-Guangzhou line.[4] By the end of 2012, the total length of high-
speed rail tracks had reached 9,300 km (5,800 mi), and ridership had 
exceeded levels prior to the Wenzhou crash.[94][95] China's 1,580 high-speed 
trains were transporting 1.33 million passengers daily, about 25.7% of the 
overall passenger traffic.[4] The Beijing–Tianjin, Shanghai–Nanjing, Beijing–
Shanghai and Shanghai-Hangzhou lines reported breaking even financially[6]
[96][97][98] The Shanghai-Nanjing line even reported to be operationally 
profitable,[97] operating with a 380 million yuan net profit.[96][97] However the 
system as a whole is still losing money and concerns about corruption, safety 
and high ticket prices persist.[98] 
 
On December 28, 2013, the total length of high-speed rail tracks nationally 
topped 10,000 km (6,200 mi) with the opening of the Xiamen–Shenzhen, Xian–
Baoji, Chongqing-Lichuan high-speed railways as well as intercity lines in 
Hubei and Guangxi.[99] 
 
Second boom 
 
In 2014, high-speed rail expansion gained speed with the opening of the 
Taiyuan–Xi'an, Hangzhou–Changsha, Lanzhou-Ürümqi, Guiyang-Guangzhou, 
Nanning-Guangzhou trunk lines and intercity lines around Wuhan, Chengdu,
[100] Qingdao[101] and Zhengzhou.[102] High-speed passenger rail service 
expanded to 28 provinces and regions.[103] The number of high-speed train 
sets in operation grew from 1,277 pairs in June to 1,556.5 pairs in December.
[103][104] 
 
In response to a slowing economy, central planners approved a slew of new 
lines including Shangqiu-Hefei-Hangzhou,[105] Zhengzhou-Wanzhou,[106] 
Lianyungang-Zhenjiang,[107] Linyi-Qufu,[108] Harbin-Mudanjiang,[109] 
Yinchuan-Xi'an,[105] Datong-Zhangjiakou,[105] and intercity lines in 
Zhejiang[110] and Jiangxi.[105] 
 
The government actively promoted the export of high-speed rail technology to 
countries including Mexico, Thailand, the United Kingdom, India, Russia and 
Turkey. To better compete with foreign trainmakers, the central authorities 
arranged for the merger of the country's two main high-speed train-makers, 
CSR and CNR, into the China Railway Rolling Stock Group.[111] 
 
Current HSR expansion 
 
China's high-speed rail expansion is entirely managed, planned and financed 
by the government. 
 
The Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge in Nanjing (shown under construction 
in 2009) is a six-track railway bridge for the Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed 
Railway, the Shanghai-Wuhan-Chengdu Railway, and Nanjing Subway. 
 
Over 85% of track on the Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Railway is laid on viaducts. 
Chinese builders use elevated lines to keep high-speed rail tracks straight and 
level over uneven terrain, and to save on land acquisition costs. 
 
A prefabricated section of the elevated track being installed on the Harbin-
Dalian High Speed Railway in October 2010 
 
Policy justifications 
 
Critics both in China and abroad have questioned the necessity of having an 
expensive high-speed rail system in a largely developing country, where most 
workers cannot afford to pay a premium for faster travel.[42][43] The 
government has justified the expensive undertaking as promoting a number of 
policy objectives. HSR provides fast, reliable and comfortable means of 
transporting large numbers of travelers in a densely populated country over 
long distances,[112] which: 
 
Improves economic productivity and competitiveness over the long term by 
increasing the transport capacity of railways and linking labor markets.[43][113] 
Moving passengers to high-speed lines frees up older railways to carry more 
freight, which is more profitable for railways than passengers, whose fares are 
subsidized. 
 
Stimulates the economy in the short term as HSR construction creates jobs 
and drives up demand for construction, steel and cement industries during the 
economic downturn. Work on the Beijing–Shanghai PDL mobilized 110,000 
workers.[41][113][114] 
Facilitates cross-city economic integration and promotes the growth of second-
tier cities. The introduction of the high-speed railways is responsible for 59% of 
the increase in market potential for the secondary cities connected by bullet 
trains. (Market potential, a concept used by economic geographers, measures 
"a geographic area's access to markets for inputs and outputs.") A 10% 
increase in a secondary city's market potential is expected to be associated 
with a 4.5% increase in its average real estate price. 
 
Supports energy independence and environmental sustainability. Electric trains 
use less energy to transport people and goods on a per unit basis and can 
draw power from more diverse sources of energy including renewables than 
automobile and aircraft, which are more reliant on imported petroleum. 
 
Develop an indigenous high-speed rail equipment industry. The expansion into 
HSR is also developing China into a leading source of high-speed rail building 
technology.[41] Chinese train-makers have absorbed imported technologies 
quickly, localized production processes, and even begun to compete with 
foreign suppliers in the export market. Six years after receiving Kawasaki's 
license to produce Shinkansen E2, CSC Sifang can produce the CRH2A 
without Japanese input, and Kawasaki has ended cooperation with Sifang on 
high-speed rail.[116] 
HSR construction financing 
 
China's high-speed rail construction projects are highly capital intensive. About 
40-50% of financing is provided by the national government through lending by 
state owned banks and financial institutions, another 40% by the bonds issued 
by the Ministry of Railway (MOR) and the remaining 10-20% by provincial and 
local governments.[88][112] The MOR, through its financing arm, the China 
Rail Investment Corp, issued an estimated ¥1 trillion (US$150 billion in 2010 
dollars) in debt to finance HSR construction from 2006 to 2010,[117] including 
¥310 billion in the first 10 months of 2010.[118] CRIC has also raised some 
capital through equity offerings; in the spring of 2010, CRIC sold a 4.5 percent 
stake in the Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed Railway to the Bank of China for 
¥6.6 billion and a 4.537 percent stake to the public for ¥6 billion.[117] CRIC 
retained 56.2 percent ownership on that line. As of 2010, the CRIC-bonds are 
considered to be relatively safe investments because they are backed by 
assets (the railways) and implicitly by the government. 
 
Table:Construction cost of HSR lines in operation. 
 
High-speed rail line under construction in Hangzhou in 2010. 
 
Workers on the Shenzhen section of Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong High-
speed Railway in May 2011 
Large construction debt-loads require significant revenues from rider fares, 
subsidies, and/or other sources of income, such as advertising, to repay. 
Despite impressive ridership figures, virtually every completed line has 
incurred losses in its first years of operation. For example, the Beijing–Tianjin 
Intercity Railway in its two full years of operation, delivered over 41 million 
rides. The line cost ¥20.42 billion to build, and ¥1.8 billion per annum to 
operate, including ¥0.6 billion in interest payments on its ¥10 billion of loan 
obligations.[137] The terms of the loans range from 5–10 years at interest 
rates of 6.3 to 6.8 percent.[137] In its first year of operation from August 1, 
2008 to July 31, 2009, the line carried 18.7 million riders and generated ¥1.1 
billion in revenues, which resulted in a loss of ¥0.7 billion. In the second year, 
ridership rose to 22.3 million and revenues improved to ¥1.4 billion, which 
narrowed losses somewhat to below ¥0.5 billion.[137] To break even, the line 
must deliver 30 million rides annually.[137] To be able to repay principal, 
ridership would need to exceed 40 million.[137] In September 2010, daily 
ridership averaged 69,000 or an annual rate of 25.2 million.[137] In 2013, 
ridership totaled 25.85 million.[138] The line has a capacity of delivering 100 
million rides annually[139] and initial estimated repayment period of 16 years.
[137] 
 
The Shijiazhuang-Taiyuan PDL lost ¥0.8 billion in its first year and is set to lose 
¥0.9 billion in 2010.[117] The Southeast HSR corridor lost ¥0.377 billion in its 
first year beginning August 2009.[117] The Zhengzhou-Xian PDL since opening 
in February 2010 was expected to generate revenues of ¥0.6 billion in its first 
full year but must make interest payments of ¥1.1 billion. In the first three 
quarters of 2012, the line lost Y1.87 billion.[140] The losses must be covered 
by the operator, which is usually subsidized by local governments.[139] In 
December 2014, the Henan provincial government imposed a rule requiring 
municipal authorities pay 70% of the deficit incurred by Henan's intercity lines 
with the provincial authorities paying the remainder 30%.[141] 
 
The MOR faces a debt-repayment peak in 2014.[117] Some economists 
recommend further subsidies to lower fares and boost ridership and ultimately 
revenues.[139] Others warn that the financing side of the existing construction 
and operation model is unsustainable.[139] If the rail-backed loans cannot be 
fully repaid, they may be refinanced or the banks may seize ownership of the 
railways.[117] To prevent that eventuality, the MOR is trying to improve 
management of its rapidly growing HSR holdings.[117] 
 
Overall, ridership is growing as the high-speed rail network continues to 
expand. High-speed rail is also becoming relatively more affordable as fares 
have remained stable while worker wages have grown sharply over the same 
period.[142] 
 
Cost comparisons 
 
Currently, China's high-speed rail service costs significantly less than similar 
systems in developed countries, but is considerably more expensive than 
conventional rail service. For the 419 km (260 mi) trip from Beijing to Jinan, 
HSR costs CNY185 (US$30) and takes 1 hour 32 minutes, while a 
conventional train costs CNY73 (US$12) and takes about 6 hours.[143] By 
comparison, the Acela train from Washington DC to New York City (one of the 
most expensive trains in regular service worldwide) covering a slightly shorter 
distance of 230 mi (370 km) costs US$152–180 (Y930) and takes 2 hour 50 
minutes.[144] In comparison, high speed trains in France or Germany cost 
slightly over ten cents per kilometer and the various Shinkansen services 
hover above twenty cents per kilometer. [145] 
 
Impact on airlines 
 
The spread of high-speed rail has forced domestic airlines in China to slash 
airfare and cancel regional flights.[146] The impact of high-speed rail on air 
travel is most acute for intercity trips under 500 km (310 mi).[146] By the spring 
of 2011, commercial airline service had been completely halted on previously 
popular routes such as Wuhan-Nanjing, Wuhan-Nanchang, Xi’an-Zhengzhou 
and Chengdu-Chongqing.[146] Flights on routes over 1,500 km (930 mi) are 
generally unaffected.[146] As of October 2013, high-speed rail was carrying 
twice as many passengers each month as the country’s airlines.[142] 
 
Track network 
 
Railway network map with conventional lines upgraded or built to 
accommodate CRH shown in orange (160–250 km/h (99–155 mph)), 
secondary high-speed lines in green (200–299 km/h (124–186 mph)), and blue 
(above 300 km/h (190 mph)). 
China's high-speed rail system project is ambitious.[114][147] In 2008, the 
MOR planned to build 25,000 km (16,000 mi) of high-speed railways with trains 
reaching normal speeds of 350 km/h.[114][148] China invested $50 billion on 
its high-speed rail system in 2009 and the total construction cost of the high-
speed rail system is $300 billion.[114] The main operator of regular high-speed 
train services is China Railway High-Speed (CRH). 
 
 
Map showing projected high-speed rail network in China by 2020 and the 
travel time by rail from Beijing to each of the provincial capitals. 
China's conventional high-speed railway network is made up of four 
components: 
 
upgraded pre-existing rail lines that can accommodate high-speed trains, 
a national grid of mostly passenger dedicated HSR lines (PDLs), 
 
other newly built conventional rail lines, mostly in western China, that can carry 
high-speed passenger and freight trains, and 
certain regional "intercity" HSR lines. 
 
Most of the rail lines now under construction belong to one of the three latter 
categories. 
 
Upgraded railways 
 
Main article: Campaign to raise the speed of railway travel in China 
 
Following the sixth round of the "railway speed up campaign" on April 18, 
2007, some 6,003 km (3,730 mi) of track could carry trains at speeds of up to 
200 km/h (124 mph). Of these, 848 km (527 mi) could attain 250 km/h (155 
mph). These include the Qinhuangdao-Shenyang (Qinshen) Passenger 
Railway, and sections of the Qingdao-Jinan (Jiaoji), Shanghai-Kunming 
(Hukun) between Hangzhou and Zhuzhou, Guangzhou-Shenzhen 
(Guangshen), Beijing–Shanghai (Jinghu), Beijing-Harbin (Jingha), Beijing-
Guangzhou (Jingguang), Longhai between Zhengzhou to Xuzhou, Railways. 
Upgrade work continues on other lines including the Wuhan-Danyang 
(Handan), Hunan-Guizhou (Xianggui), and Nanjing-Nantong (Ningqi) Railways. 
 
Some 295 stations have been built or renovated to allow high-speed trains. 
 
National high-speed rail grid (4+4) 
 
The centerpiece of the MOR's expansion into high-speed rail is a new national 
high-speed rail grid that is overlaid onto the existing railway network. According 
to the MOR's "Mid-to-Long Term Railway Network Plan" (revised in 2008), this 
grid is composed of eight high-speed rail corridors, four running north-south 
and four going east-west, and has a total of 12,000 km. Most of the new lines 
follow the routes of existing trunk lines and are designated for passenger travel 
only. They are known as passenger-designated lines (PDL). Several sections 
of the national grid, especially along the southeast coastal corridor, were built 
to link cities that had no previous rail connections. Those sections will carry a 
mix of passenger and freight. High-speed trains on PDLs can generally reach 
300–350 km/h (190–220 mph). On mixed-use HSR lines, passenger train 
service can attain peak speeds of 200–250 km/h (120–160 mph). This 
ambitious national grid project was planned to be built by 2020, but the 
government's stimulus has expedited time-tables considerably for many of the 
lines. 
 
Technology 
 
Rolling stock 
 
China Railway High-speed runs different electric multiple unit (trainsets), the 
designs of which all are imported from other nations and given the 
designations CRH-1 through CRH-5. CRH trainsets are intended to provide 
fast and convenient travel between cities. Some of the trainsets are 
manufactured locally through technology transfer, a key requirement for China. 
The signalling, track and support structures, control software and station 
design are developed domestically with foreign elements as well, so the 
system as a whole could be called Chinese. China currently holds many new 
patents related to the internal components of these train sets since they have 
re-designed major components so the trains can run at a much higher speed 
than the original foreign train design. 
 
CRH1, produced by Bombardier's joint venture Sifang Power (Qingdao) 
Transportation (BST); CRH1A & CRH1B, nicknamed "Metro" or "Bread", 
derived from Bombardier Regina; CRH1E, nicknamed "Lizard", is Bombardier's 
ZEFIRO 250 design. 
CRH1A: sets consist of 8 cars; maximum operating speed of 250 km/h. 
CRH1B: a modified 16-car version; maximum operating speed of 250 km/h. 
CRH1E: is a 16-car high-speed sleeper version; maximum operating speed of 
250 km/h. 
CRH2, nicknamed "Hairtail", derived from E2 Series 1000 Shinkansen. 
CRH2A: In 2006, China unveiled (CRH2), a modified version of the Japanese 
Shinkansen E2-1000 series. An order for 60 8-car sets had been placed in 
2004, with the first few built in Japan, the rest produced by Sifang Locomotive 
and Rolling Stock in China.[308] 
CRH2B: a modified 16-car version of CRH2; maximum operating speed of 250 
km/h. 
CRH2C (Stage one): a modified version of CRH2, with a maximum operating 
speed up to 300 km/h achieved by replacing two intermediate trailer cars with 
motored cars. 
CRH2C (Stage two): a modified version of CRH2C (Stage one version), with a 
maximum operating speed up to 350 km/h by replacing motors with more 
powerful ones. 
CRH2E: a modified 16-car version of CRH2 with sleeping cars. 
CRH3C: nicknamed "Rabbit"; derived from Siemens ICE3 (class 403); 8-car 
sets; maximum operating speed of 350 km/h. 
CRH5A: nicknamed "Donkey"; derived from Alstom Pendolino ETR600; 8-car 
sets; maximum operating speed of 250 km/h[309] 
CRH6: Designed by CSR Puzhen and CSR Sifang, to be manufactured by 
CSR Jiangmen, it is designed to have two versions, one with a top operating 
speed of 220 km/h, and the other with a top operating speed of 160 km/h, to be 
used at 200 km/h or 250 km/h Inter-city High Speed Rail lines, planned to enter 
service in late 2012.[clarification needed] 
CRH380A: Maximum operating speed of 380 km/h; Developed by CSR and 
manufactured by CSR SIfang; entered service in 2010. 
CRH380A: 8-car version. 
CRH380AL: 16-car version. 
CRH380B: upgraded version of CRH3; maximum operating speed of 380 km/
h, manufactured by Tangshan Railway Vehicle & Changchun Railway Vehicles; 
entered service in 2011. 
CRH380B: 8-car version. 
CRH380BL: 16-car version. 
CRH380CL: designed and manufactured by Changchun Railway Vehicles; 
maximum operating speed of 380 km/h; scheduled to enter service in 2012. 
CRH380D: also named Zefiro 380; maximum operating speed of 380 km/h; 
manufactured by Bombardier Sifang (Qingdao) Transportation Ltd. (BST); 
planned to enter service in 2012. 
CRH380D: 8-car version. 
CRH380DL: 16-car version (order has since been converted to D sets and 
additional Zefiro 250 and 250NG sets.) 
CRH1A, B,E, CRH2A, B,E, and CRH5A are designed for a maximum operating 
speed (MOR) of 200 km/h and can reach up to 250 km/h. CRH3C and CRH2C 
designs have an MOR of 300 km/h, and can reach up to 350 km/h, with a top 
testing speed more than 380 km/h.  
 
However, issues such as cost of maintenance, comfort, and safety make the 
maximum design speed of more than 380 km/h impractical and remain limiting 
factors. 
 
Technology export 
 
Chinese train-makers and rail builders have signed agreements to build HSRs 
in Turkey, Venezuela and Argentina[332] and are bidding on HSR projects in 
the United States, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Brazil (São Paulo to Rio de Janeiro) 
and Myanmar, and other countries.[42] They are competing directly with the 
established European and Japanese manufacturers, and sometimes 
partnering with them. In Saudi Arabia's Haramain High Speed Rail Project, 
Alstom partnered with China Railway Construction Corp. to win the contract to 
build phase I of the Mecca to Medina HSR line, and Siemens has joined CSR 
to bid on phase II.[333] China is also competing with Japan, Germany, South 
Korea, Spain, France and Italy to bid for California's high-speed rail line 
project, which would connect San Francisco and Los Angeles.[334] In 
November 2009, the MOR signed preliminary agreements with the state's high-
speed rail authority and General Electric (GE) under which China would 
license technology, provide financing and furnish up to 20 percent of the parts 
with the remaining sourced from American suppliers, and final assembly of the 
rolling stock in the United States.[335] 
 
In January 2014, the China Railway Construction Corporation completed a 30-
km section of the Ankara-Istanbul high-speed railway between Eskis¸ehir and 
I˙nönü in western Turkey.[336] 
 
In mid 2015, China has signed up to design a high-speed railway between the 
Russian cities of Moscow and Kazan, one of the first concrete examples of the 
new business with China that Russian officials have been pursuing with 
renewed vigor since falling out with the West. A unit of Russia’s state-owned 
JSC Russian Railways signed a contract Thursday with the design unit of 
China’s state-controlled China Railway Group to come up with the plans for a 
770 kilometer high-speed rail between the two Russian cities. The Chinese firm 
will work alongside two Russian companies for on the designs for a total cost 
of 20.8 billion rubles ($383 million) over the next two years, according to 
Russian Railways. 
 
Once the designs are developed, a separate tender will be held for the actual 
construction of the rail link, which Russian Railways expects to cost 1.06 trillion 
rubles ($19.5 billion).[337] 
 
Maglev high-speed rail 
 
Shanghai Maglev Train 
 
China has the world's only maglev high-speed train line in operation: The 
Shanghai Maglev Train, a turnkey Transrapid maglev demonstration line 30.5 
km long. The trains have a top operational speed of 430 km/h and can reach a 
top non-commercial speed of 501 km/h. It has shuttled passengers between 
Shanghai's Longyang Road Metro Station and Shanghai Pudong International 
Airport since March, 2004. Service was briefly interrupted by an electrical fire 
in 2006. Shanghai authorities have been trying without success to extend the 
30.5 km maglev line. An intercity link with Hangzhou was approved by the 
central government in 2006, but construction has been postponed.[338] Work 
on a shorter extension to Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport is also 
stalled. 
 
Fastest trains in China 
 
The Shanghai Maglev train, with a top speed of 431 km/h (268 mph), is the 
fastest train in China. The maglev train has remained confined to its original 30 
km (19 mi) track as state planners chose high-speed trains that run on 
conventional tracks for the national HSR network. 
Main article: Fastest trains in China 
 
The "fastest" train commercial service can be defined alternatively by a train's 
top speed or average trip speed. 
 
The fastest train service measured by peak operational speed is the Shanghai 
Maglev Train which can reach 431 km/h (268 mph). Due to the limited length of 
the Shanghai Maglev track (30 km)(18.6 mi), the maglev train's average trip 
speed is only 245.5 km/h (152.5 mph). 
The fastest train service measured by average trip speed from 2009 until 2011 
was on the Wuhan-Guangzhou High-Speed Railway, where from December 
2009 until July 1, 2011, the CRH3/CRH2 coupled-train sets averaged 312.5 
km/h (194.2 mph) on the 922 km (573 mi) route from Wuhan to Guangzhou 
North. However, on July 1, 2011 in order to save energy and reduce operating 
costs, the maximum speed of Chinese high-speed trains was reduced to 300 
km/h, and the average speed of the fastest trains on the Wuhan-Guangzhou 
High-Speed Railway was reduced to 272.68 km/h (169 mph). 
 
The top speed attained by a non-maglev train in China is 487.3 km/h (302.8 
mph) by a CRH380BL train on the Beijing–Shanghai High-Speed Railway 
during a testing run on January 10, 2011. 
 
Longest service distance 
 
The G/1276/7-G1278/5 Harbin-Wuhan train (2446 km, 14 1/2 hours), which 
began service on December 10, 2014, became the longest high-speed rail 
service in the world.[340] It overtook the G1202 Harbin-Shanghai train (2421 
km, 12 hours), which had set the previous record on December 28, 2012.[340] 
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The first French high-speed rail line opened in 1981, between Paris's and 
Lyon's suburbs. It was at that time the only high-speed rail line in Europe. As of 
December 2014, the French high-speed rail network comprises 2,037 km of 
Lignes à grande vitesse (LGV), and 670 km are under construction. 
 
Service history 
 
In 1976, the government agreed to fund the first line. The LGV opened to the 
public between Paris and Lyon on 27 September 1981. 
 
Other LGVs are: 
 
LGV Atlantique (LN2) to Tours/Le Mans (construction begun 1985, in operation 
1989); 
LGV Nord-Europe (LN3) to Calais and the Belgian border (construction begun 
1989, in operation 1993); 
LGV Rhône-Alpes (LN4), extending the LGV Sud-Est to Valence (construction 
begun 1990, in operation 1992); 
LGV Méditerranée (LN5) to Marseille (construction begun 1996, in operation 
2001); 
LGV Est (LN6) from Paris to Strasbourg (first phase inaugurated on 15 March 
2007 and in operation summer 2007); 
LGV Perpignan-Figueras (in operation December 2010); 
LGV Rhin-Rhône (LN7) (first phase opened 2011). 
High-speed lines based on LGV technology connecting with the French 
network have been built in Belgium, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 
 
Tracks 
 
Further information: TGV track construction 
 
The newest high-speed lines allow speeds of 320 km/h (199 mph) in normal 
operation: originally LGVs were defined as lines permitting speeds greater than 
200 km/h (124 mph), revised to 250 km/h (155 mph). Like most high-speed 
trains in Europe, TGVs also run on conventional tracks (French: lignes 
classiques), at the normal maximum speed for those lines, up to 220 km/h (137 
mph). This allows them to reach secondary destinations or city centres without 
building new tracks all the way, reducing costs compared to the magnetic 
levitation train solutions in Japan and China, for example, or complete high-
speed networks with a different gauge from the surrounding conventional 
networks, in Spain and Japan, for example. 
 
Track design 
 
Main article: High-speed railway line 
 
TGV track construction has a few key differences from normal railway lines. 
The radii of curves are larger so that trains can traverse them at higher speeds 
without increasing the centripetal acceleration felt by passengers. The radii of 
LGV curves have historically been greater than 4 km (2.5 mi): new lines have 
minimum radii of 7 km (4.3 mi) to allow for future increases in speed. 
 
LGVs can incorporate steeper gradients than normal. This facilitates planning 
and reduces their cost of construction. The high power/weight and adhesive 
weight/total weight ratios of TGVs allow them to climb much steeper grades 
than conventional trains. The considerable momentum at high speeds also 
helps to climb these slopes very fast without greatly increasing energy 
consumption. The Paris-Sud-Est LGV has grades of up to 3.5% (on the 
German NBS high-speed line between Cologne and Frankfurt they reach 4%). 
On a high-speed line it is possible to have greater superelevation (cant), since 
all trains are travelling at the same (high) speed and a train stopping on a 
curve is a very rare event. Curve radii in high-speed lines have to be large, but 
increasing the superelevation allows for tighter curves while supporting the 
same train speed. Allowance for tighter curves can reduce construction costs 
by reducing the number and/or length of tunnels or viaducts and the volume of 
earthworks. 
 
Track alignment is more precise than on normal railway lines, and ballast is in 
a deeper-than-normal profile, resulting in increased load-bearing capacity and 
track stability. LGV track is anchored by more sleepers/ ties per kilometre than 
normal, and all are made of concrete, either mono- or bi-bloc, the latter 
consisting of two separate blocks of concrete joined by a steel bar. Heavy rail 
(UIC 60) is used and the rails are more upright, with an inclination of 1 in 40 as 
opposed to 1 in 20 on normal lines. Use of continuously welded rails in place of 
shorter, jointed rails yields a comfortable ride at high speed, without the 
"clickety-clack" vibrations induced by rail joints. 
 
The points/switches are different from those on the lignes classiques. Every 
LGV set of points incorporates a swingnose crossing (coeur à pointe mobile or 
'moveable point frog'), which eliminates the gap in rail support that causes 
shock and vibration as wheels of a train pass over the 'frog' of conventional 
points. Eliminating these gaps makes the passage of a TGV over LGV 
switches imperceptible to passengers, reduces stresses on wheels and track, 
and permits much higher speeds, 160 km/h (99 mph). At junctions, such as the 
junction on the TGV Atlantique where the line to Le Mans diverges from the 
line to Tours, special points designed for higher speeds are installed which 
permit a diverging speed of 220 km/h (137 mph). 
 
The diameter of tunnels is greater than normally required by the size of the 
trains, especially at entrances. This limits the effects of air pressure changes 
and noise pollution such as tunnel boom, which can be problematic at TGV 
speeds. 
 
Traffic limitations 
 
LGVs are reserved primarily for TGVs. One reason for this is that line capacity 
is sharply reduced when trains of differing speeds are mixed, as the interval 
between two trains then needs to be large enough that the faster one cannot 
take over the slower one between two passing loops. Passing freight and 
passenger trains also constitute a safety risk, as cargo on freight cars could be 
destabilised by the air turbulence caused by the TGV. 
 
The permitted axle load on LGV lines is 17 t, imposed to prevent heavy rolling 
stock from prematurely damaging the very accurate track alignment ('surface') 
required for high-speed operation. Conventional trains hauled by locomotives 
are generally not allowed, since the axle load of a typical European electric 
locomotive exceeds 20 t. The only freight trains that are generally permitted 
except are mail trains run by the French postal service, using specially adapted 
TGV rolling stock. TGV power cars, the lightweight streamlined locomotives at 
both ends of TGV trainsets, are within the 17 t limit, but special design efforts 
were needed (a 'hunt for kilograms,' chasse aux kilos) to keep the mass of the 
double-deck TGV Duplex trains within the 17 t limit when they were introduced 
in the 1990s . 
 
The steep gradients common on LGVs would limit the weight of slow freight 
trains. Slower trains would also mean that the maximum track cant (banking on 
curves) would be limited, so for the same maximum speed a mixed-traffic LGV 
would need to be built with curves of even larger radius. Such track would be 
much more expensive to build and maintain. 
 
Some stretches of less-used LGV are routinely mixed-traffic, such as the Tours 
branch of the LGV Atlantique and the planned Nîmes/Montpellier branch of the 
LGV Mediterranée. The British High Speed 1 from the Channel Tunnel to 
London has been built with passing loops to support freight use, but this facility 
is used infrequently. 
 
Maintenance on LGVs is carried out at night, when no TGVs are running. 
 
Outside France, LGV-type lines often carry non-TGV intercity traffic, often as a 
requirement of the initial funding commitments.[citation needed] The Belgian 
LGV from Brussels to Liège carries 200 km/h (124 mph) loco-hauled trains, 
with both the Dutch HSL-Zuid and British High Speed 1 planned to carry 225 
km/h (140 mph) domestic intercity services and 300 km/h (186 mph) 
international services. The Channel Tunnel is not an LGV, but it uses LGV-type 
TVM signaling for mixed freight, shuttle and Eurostar traffic at between 100 
and 160 km/h (60 and 100 mph). The standard pathway for allocation 
purposes is the time taken by a Eurotunnel shuttle train (maximum speed 140 
km/h (87 mph)) to traverse the tunnel. A single Eurostar running at 160 km/h 
(99 mph) occupies 2.67 standard paths; a second Eurostar running 3 minutes 
behind the first "costs" only a single additional path, so Eurostar services are 
often flighted 3 minutes apart between London and Lille. A freight train running 
at 120 km/h (75 mph) occupies 1.33 paths, at 100 km/h (62 mph) 3 paths. This 
illustrates the problem of mixed traffic at different speeds. 
 
LGVs are all electrified at 25 kV 50 Hz AC. Catenary wires are kept at a 
greater mechanical tension than normal lines because the pantograph causes 
oscillations in the wire, and the wave must travel faster than the train to avoid 
producing standing waves that would cause the wires to break. This was a 
problem when rail speed record attempts were made in 1990; tension had to 
be increased further still to accommodate train speeds of over 500 km/h (310 
mph). On LGVs only the rear pantograph is raised, avoiding amplification of 
the oscillations created by a front pantograph. The front power car is supplied 
by a cable along the roof of the train. Eurostar trains are long enough that 
oscillations are damped sufficiently between the front and rear power cars 
(British designers were wary of running a high-power line through passenger 
carriages, thus the centrally located power cars in the ill-fated Advanced 
Passenger Train), so the two power cars could be connected without a high 
voltage cable through passenger vehicles. The same applies when two TGVs 
run in multiple. On lignes classiques, slower maximum speeds prevent 
oscillation problems, and on DC lines both pantographs must be raised to draw 
sufficient current. 
 
Separation 
 
LGVs are fenced to prevent trespassing by animals and people. Level 
crossings are not permitted and overbridges have sensors to detect objects 
that fall onto the track. 
 
All LGV junctions are grade-separated, the tracks crossing each other using 
flyovers or tunnels, eliminating crossings on the level. 
 
Signaling 
 
Signaling block marker 
 
Main article: Transmission Voie-Machine 
 
Because TGVs on LGVs travel too fast for their drivers to see and react to 
traditional lineside signals, an automated system called TVM, "Transmission 
Voie-Machine" (track-to-train transmission) is used for signaling. Information is 
transmitted to trains by electrical pulses sent through the rails, providing 
speed, target speed, and stop/go indications directly to the driver via 
dashboard-mounted instruments. This high degree of automation does not 
eliminate driver control, though there are safeguards that can safely stop the 
train in the event of driver error. 
 
An LGV is divided into signal blocks of about 1500 m (≈1 mile) with the 
boundaries marked by blue boards with a yellow triangle. Dashboard 
instruments show the maximum permitted speed for the current block and a 
target speed based on the profile of the line ahead. The speeds are based on 
factors such as the proximity of trains ahead (with steadily decreasing speeds 
permitted in blocks closer to the rear of the next train), junction placement, 
speed restrictions, the top speed of the train and distance from the end of the 
LGV. As trains cannot usually stop within one signal block, which can range in 
length from a few hundred metres to a few kilometres, drivers are alerted to 
slow gradually several blocks before a required stop. 
 
Two versions, TVM-430 and TVM-300, are in use. TVM-430 was first installed 
on the LGV Nord to the Channel Tunnel and Belgium, and supplies trains with 
more information than TVM-300. Among other benefits, TVM-430 allows a 
train's onboard computer to generate a continuous speed control curve in the 
event of an emergency brake activation, effectively forcing the driver to reduce 
speed safely without releasing the brake by displaying the Flashing Signal 
Aspects on the speedometer. When the flashing signal is displayed, the driver 
must apply the brake and target speed will be more constrained at the next 
block section. 
 
The signaling system is normally permissive: the driver of a train is permitted to 
proceed into an occupied block section without first obtaining authorization. 
Speed is limited to 30 km/h (19 mph), and if it exceeds 35 km/h (22 mph) the 
emergency brake is applied. If the board marking the entrance to the block 
section is accompanied by a sign marked Nf, non-franchisable (non-passable) 
the block section is not permissive, and the driver must obtain authorization 
from the PAR, "Poste d'Aiguillage et de Régulation" (Signaling and Control 
Centre), before entering. Once a route is set or the PAR has provided 
authorization, a white lamp above the board is lit to inform the driver. The driver 
acknowledges the authorization by a button on the control panel. This disables 
the emergency braking, which would otherwise occur when passing over the 
ground loop adjacent to the Nf board. 
 
When trains enter or leave LGVs they pass over a ground loop that 
automatically switches the driver's dashboard indicators to the appropriate 
signaling system. For example, a train leaving an LGV for a "ligne classique" 
has its TVM system deactivated and its traditional KVB "Contrôle de Vitesse 
par Balises" (beacon speed control) system enabled. 
 
The most recent LGV, LGV Est, is equipped with European Train Control 
System Level 2[2] signaling together with TVM-430.[3] It is equipped with 
GSM-R radio communications, one component of the European Rail Traffic 
Management System: the communications-based ETCS Level 2 signaling 
system is the other component, which makes use of the radio network. Trains 
can operate using either signaling system. Domestic TGVs use TVM-430, 
while TGV POS trainsets that operate into Germany use ETCS Level 2. ETCS 
Level 2 and TVM-430 use the same block sections, but use different means 
(radio links for ETCS, and track-to-train transmission for TVM-430) to transmit 
signal information to trains. Since ERTMS is mandated for eventual adoption 
throughout the European Union,[4] similar installations including ETCS 
signaling are expected on future LGVs. 
 
Stations 
 
One of the main advantages of TGV over technologies such as magnetic 
levitation is that TGVs can use existing infrastructure. This makes connecting 
city centre stations such as Paris-Gare de Lyon and Lyon-Perrache by TGV a 
simple and inexpensive proposition, using existing intra-city tracks and stations 
built for conventional trains. 
 
LGV route designers have tended to build new intermediate stations in 
suburban areas or in the open countryside several kilometers away from cities. 
This allows TGVs to stop without incurring too great a time penalty, since more 
time is spent on high-speed track; in addition, many cities' stations are stub-
ends, while LGVs frequently bypass cities. In some cases, stations have been 
built halfway between two communities, such as the station serving Montceau-
les-Mines and Le Creusot, and Haute Picardie station between Amiens and 
Saint-Quentin. The press and local authorities criticised Haute Picardie as 
being too far from either town to be convenient, and too far from connecting 
railway lines to be useful for travellers. The station was nicknamed la gare des 
betteraves ('beet station') as it was surrounded by sugar beet fields during 
construction. That said, the station is now used by a reasonable amount of 
people, especially impressive as it has no service to Paris (so not to extract 
passengers from Amiens station).[5] This nickname is now applied to similar 
stations away from town and city centres, whether in the vicinity of beet fields 
or not. 
 
New railway stations have been built for TGVs, some of which are major 
architectural achievements. Avignon TGV station, opened in 2001, has been 
praised as one of the most remarkable stations on the network, with a 
spectacular 340 m (1,115 ft)-long glazed roof that has been compared to that 
of a cathedral.[6][7][8] 
 
Operators 
 
SNCF 
 
SNCF is the main high-speed train operator in France, with its main brand 
TGV, as well as iDTGV and Ouigo. It uses a variety of TGV type trains, from 
the original TGV Sud-Est, introduced in 1981, to the TGV 2N2 "Euroduplex", in 
2011. 
 
Lyria 
 
Lyria, a joint-company between SNCF and the Swiss Federal Railways, 
operates on the LGV Sud-Est since 1993, the LGV Rhin-Rhône since 2011, 
the LGV Nord, the LGV Rhône-Alpes and the LGV Méditerranée since 2012. It 
did operate on the LGV Est between 2007 and 2011. TGV Sud-Est, TGV POS 
and TGV 2N2 are used by Lyria on these lines. 
 
Eurostar 
 
Eurostar operates on the LGV Nord since 1994, and on the LGV 
Interconnexion Est since 1996, with services from Paris-Nord, Marne-la-Vallée, 
Lille-Europe, Calais-Fréthun and Brussels (Belgium) to the UK. Seasonal 
services to the French Alps and to the south of France use the LGV Sud-Est, 
the LGV Rhône-Alpes and the LGV Méditerranée. The British Rail Class 373 
trainsets operate all services. 
 
Thalys 
 
Thalys operates on the LGV Nord since 1996, with services from Paris-Nord 
and Lille-Europe to Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. Seasonal services 
to the French Alps and to the south of France run through the LGV 
Interconnexion Est, LGV Sud-Est, the LGV Rhône-Alpes and the LGV 
Méditerranée. Two kinds of trainsets are used, the PBA, introduced in 1996, 
and the PBKA, in 1997. 
 
Alleo 
 
Alleo (fr), a joint-company between SNCF and the Deutsche Bahn, operates 
on the LGV Est since 2007, and on the LGV Rhin-Rhône, the LGV Rhône-
Alpes and the LGV Méditerranée since 2012. The alliance uses TGV 2N2 from 
SNCF, and ICE 3MF from the Deutsche Bahn, which is the only train on the 
French high-speed network not built by Alstom. 
 
Elipso 
 
Elipsos, a joint-company between SNCF and RENFE, operates on the LGV 
Sud-Est, the LGV Rhône-Alpes, the LGV Méditerranée and the LGV 
Perpignan–Figueres since 2013. Three kinds of trainsets are used, TGV Dasye 
and TGV 2N2 from the SNCF, and AVE Class 100 from the RENFE. 
 
Network 
 
Overview of French TGV lines 
 
In October 2014 there were approximately 2,037 km of Lignes à Grande 
Vitesse (LGV), with four additional line sections under construction. The 
current lines and those under construction can be grouped into four routes 
radiating from Paris and one that does not connect to Paris: 
 
South-west: LGV Atlantique to Tours and Le Mans. 
 
North: LGV Nord to Brussels, connecting to High Speed 1 to London and HSL 
1 to Brussels. 
 
East: LGV Est to Strasbourg. 
 
South-east: LGV Sud-Est, LGV Rhône-Alpes and LGV Méditerranée to 
Marseille, plus LGV Rhin-Rhône and LGV Perpignan-Figueres. 
LGV Interconnexion Est connects LGV Sud-Est to LGV Nord around Paris. 
 
East: LGV Rhin-Rhône connects Strasbourg and Lyon, still mostly on classical 
tracks. 
 
Existing lines 
 
LGV Sud-Est (Paris Gare de Lyon to Lyon-Perrache), the first LGV (opened 
1981) 
LGV Atlantique (Paris Gare Montparnasse to Tours and Le Mans) (opened 
1990) 
LGV Rhône-Alpes (Lyon to Valence) (opened 1992) 
LGV Nord (Paris Gare du Nord to Calais) (opened 1993) 
LGV Interconnexion Est (LGV Sud-Est to LGV Nord Europe, east of Paris) 
(opened 1994) 
LGV Méditerranée (An extension of LGV Rhône-Alpes: Valence to Marseille 
Saint Charles) with a branch to Nîmes (opened 2001) 
LGV Est (Paris Gare de l'Est-Strasbourg) (first phase opened 10 June 2007) 
LGV Perpignan-Figueres (Spain to France) (construction finished 17 February 
2009, TGV service from 19 December 2010) 
LGV Rhin-Rhône[12] (Lyon–Dijon–Mulhouse), first phase opened 11 
December 2011. 
 
Lines under construction 
 
LGV Est second phase; due to open on 3 July 2016. 
LGV Sud Europe Atlantique (Tours–Bordeaux), extending the southern branch 
of the LGV Atlantique (also called LGV Sud-Ouest); due to open in 2017. 
LGV Bretagne-Pays de la Loire (Le Mans–Rennes), extending the western 
branch of the LGV Atlantique; due to open on 15 May 2017. 
Nîmes-Montpellier bypass[fr] extending the south-western stub of the LGV 
Méditerranée by 60 km towards the Spanish border; due to open in December 
2017. 
 
Planned lines 
 
Lyon–Turin (Lyon–Chambéry–Turin), connecting to the Italian TAV network. 
LGV Rhin-Rhône (Lyon–Dijon–Mulhouse), second phase of the eastern branch 
construction initially planned to start in 2014, but funding unclear 
LGV Bordeaux–Toulouse 
Bordeaux–Spanish border[fr] 
Montpellier–Perpignan[fr] 
Extension to Narbonne of the LGV Bordeaux–Toulouse 
Western and southern branches of the LGV Rhin-Rhone. 
LGV Poitiers-Limoges 
LGV Picardie (Paris–Amiens–Calais), cutting off the corner of the LGV Nord-
Europe via Lille. 
LGV Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (Marseille–Nice), would reduce Paris–Nice 
travel times from 5h25 to 3h50. 
LGV Paris-Cherbourg would run from Paris to Rouen, Le Havre, Caen and 
Cherbourg. The line would have a stop in La Défense where it would meet with 
a proposed link to LGV Nord and a proposed Eurostar service to terminate in 
La Défense. 
LGV Paris Orléans Clermont-Ferrand Lyon (POCL) (fr) On 30 July 2010, the 
government of then President Sarkozy announced that it expected to start 
work on a second LGV between Paris and Lyon between 2020 and 2030. The 
train would run via Orléans and Clermont-Ferrand, at a length of 410 km, and 
is expected to cost €12bn. The route will be known as LGV POCL (Paris, 
Orléans, Clermont-Ferrand and Lyon). Four potential routes are being studied 
as of 2011, with consultations continuing into 2012. Work would not start 
before 2025. 
 

SNCF

Highliner [Illinois Central Electric lines, 
RTA/Regional Transportation Authority, 
METRA,  Electric Multiple Unit (EMU)]

The Highliner is a bilevel Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) railcar. A typical 
Highliner was able to seat 156 passengers, and operate faster than it's 
predecessor heavyweight fleet.  
 
The original series of railcars were built in 1971 by the St. Louis Car 
Company for commuter service on the Illinois Central Railroad, in south 
Chicago, Illinois.   
 
In 1926, the Illinois Central's commuter rail lines were electrified, and 
began operating as the "IC Electric". For almost 40 years, the IC Electric 
continued to operate the original fleet of heavyweight cars, until the 
railroad decided that a more modern railcar was needed to resume 
commuter operations.  
 
The original Highliner fleet had a cost of approximately $40 Million. The 
railcars operated on electric catenary, and were more efficient than their 
heavyweight predecessors. A typical Highliner was able to seat 156 
passengers, and run faster than the heavyweight fleet.   
 
In 1976, the newly formed Regional Transportation Authority began to 
fund the IC Electric commuter service.  
 
In 1983, the RTA created Metra, Chicago's commuter rail service, and in 
1987, Metra purchased the IC Electric line, forming the Metra Electric 
Line. A second generation Nippon Sharyo Highliner on Metra Electric at 
Bryn Mawr.   
 
The original Highliners were rebuilt from 1978 to 1979 by the Bombardier 
company. Starting in 2005, the original fleet began to be phased out. They 
were replaced by new Highliners built by Nippon Sharyo of Japan, the 
same company that is currently in charge of production of Metra's fleet of 
gallery cars. The Nippon Sharyo Highliners are similar in appearance to 
the cab cars on the dieselized Metra lines.   
 
Currently, the South Shore Line electric railroad of Illinois and Indiana is 
purchasing new Highliners to supplement its fleet of EMUs.

IC 1971

Horizon Car [Amfleet, Comet II, 
passenger car]

Amtrak's Horizon Fleet are rail cars based upon the Comet II commuter 
coach design. The coaches were built by Bombardier Transportation in 
Barre, Vermont in 1989.   One of the main differences between the 
Horizon and Comet car types is that the Horizon cars have outboard 
bearing railroad trucks, while the Comet cars have inboard bearing 
trucks. In contrast to the various Comet configurations, all Horizon cars 
have manual side doors at each end of the car and automatic end doors.  
Horizon cars are similar in use and furnishing to Amtrak's Amfleet cars. 
The cars' interior layout varies somewhat from the Amfleet cars, because 
the Horizon has a rectangular side shape, while the Amfleet has rounded 
side shape. Both coach and food service car configurations exist.  
Amtrak's Horizon passenger cars primarily are used on trains in Amtrak's 
Chicago division, serving the Midwest of the United States.

ATK 1989

Hotel Car [Sleeping Car, Pullman, Palace 
Carr, Passenger Car, Passenger Train, 
Wagon-Lit, Dining Car, Cafe-Sleeping Car]

A Hotel Car was an elegant sleeping car equipped with a kitchen and dining 
facilities, equivalent to a Cafe-Sleeper. The term was used shortly after the 
introduction of sleeping car service. The cars themselves were highly ornate on 
the outside and on the inside. See Ref 2  
 
The first "hotel cars" were introduced in 1867. These were sleeping cars 
equipped with kitchen-dining facilities. No longer would trains have to stop at 
stations long enough to allow the passengers to get off to buy food. The next 
year, Pullman built the DELMONICA which was devoted entirely to restaurant 
purposes. (Ref 4)

1867

Hyperloop [High Speed Passenger 
Train/High Speed Rail][Maglev Magnetic 
Levitation]

Hyperloop One is a high-speed transportation system developed by Elon 
Musk, incorporating reduced-pressure tubes in which pressurized 
“transporter” capsules ride on an air cushion driven by linear induction 
motors and air compressors. The sleek transporter pod slides almost 
frictionless through a vacuum-sealed tube using magnetic levitation. (Ref 
3) 
 
The Hyperloop system uses magnets that cause the capsule to hover 
over a thin sliver of air in a closed, near vacuum tube. Traditional 
transportation systems are limited by air resistance and by friction-both 
of which are substantially reduced in the Hyperloop technology (Ref 2). 
 
The company plans to build a route connecting Los Angeles with the San 
Francisco Bay Area, paralleling the Interstate 5 corridor for most of its 
length. The transporter would have an expected travel time of 35 
minutes, traveling at speeds of 600 to 760 miles per hour. 
 
The first successful test of the Hyperloop test vehicle was made on May 
11, 2016 by Hyperloop One, Inc. at a test site in North Las Vegas, NV. The 
company expects to have a fully operational Hyperloop system by 2020. 
 
Preliminary cost estimates for the LA–SF route are estimated at—US$6 
billion for a passenger-only version, and US$7.5 billion for a somewhat 
larger-diameter version transporting passengers and vehicles —although 
transportation analysts doubted that the system could be constructed on 
that budget. (Land acquisition costs are a major concern). 
 
Hyperloop technology has been explicitly open-sourced by Musk and 
SpaceX, and others have been encouraged to take the ideas and further 
develop them. To that end, several companies have been formed, and 
dozens of interdisciplinary student-led teams are working to advance the 
technology. 
 
Designs for test tracks and capsules are currently being developed, with 
construction of a full-scale prototype 5-mile (8 km) track scheduled to 
start in 2016. In addition, a subscale pod design competition on a very 
short, 1 mile (1.6 km), test track is under way, with test runs expected 
later in 2016. 
 
Limitations and Problems (Ref 3) 
 
1. In order to "work their magic", the vacuum tubes must be vacuum tight 
and straight. There are questions whether the system can retain its 
vacuum over a long distance, consisting of many short tubes that have 
been welded together. This is particularly important in California, which 
is subject to many small and some large earthquakes. 
 
2. The technology is not adaptable for short runs (branch lines) or for 
runs with many stops. It is a system designed for end to end operation 
(ie, between the termini) 
 
3. There are many questions whether the U.S. consumer would be willing 
to pay the high prices needed for the Hypeloop. At present (2016), the US 
has only one successful High Speed Rail line: Amtrak's Acela Express, 
which operates between Washington, DC, New York, and Boston. Outside 
the US, there are many successful High Speed Rail lines: The Eurostar 
between London and Paris, many TGV trains in France, the AVE trains in 
Spain, the Shinkansen bullet trains in Japan and in China. Most of these 
have been supported by massive government spending.  

2020

IC3 [Flexliner, DMU Diesel Multiple Unit, 
Passenger Train, Passenger Car]

The IC3 (or class MF) is a Danish-built high-comfort medium/long distance 
diesel multiple-unit train.[1] The sets were built by ABB Scandia (later 
purchased by Adtranz, which itself was subsequently acquired by Bombardier 
Transportation) in Randers. This train model has been operating in Denmark 
and Sweden since 1989. The name indicates simply that it is a three-carriage 
InterCity trainset.

1989

Immigrant Trains ["Emigrant Line", 
Settler, Colonist car, Tourist car]

The term “Emigrant Line” is a holdover from stagecoach and steamboat 
operations where an operator might offer different “lines” priced and 
timed for different budgets, which really meant separate vehicles.  
  
The Pennsylvania Railroad's (PRR) “Emigrant Line” left Philadelphia late 
at night.  Fares were extremely low and accommodations were crude.  
Passenger cars were loaded on Dock Street and hauled up the City RR 
tracks to West Philadelphia.  This arrangement continued when the PRR 
took over the operation.  Francis Funk was the first PRR Emigrant Agent 
in Philadelphia.  Later in the 1870s, emigrants boarded directly at the 
steamship piers at the foot of Washington Avenue in Philadelphia. 
 
The PRR did not go after the emigrant business on a large scale in the 
late 19th century the way some lines did.  The figures seemed to 
fluctuate.  Robert Louis Stevenson travelled on a PRR emigrant train 
from New York I think in the 1880s, and left a description of it in one of 
his published writings.  Some authors have published the part about the 
ferry crossing at New York as if he were travelling by regular train and are 
shocked by how the passengers were herded like cattle until the paying 
customers were taken care of.

PRR

Immigrant Trains [Emigrant Train, Land 
Grant, Transcontinental Railroad, Settler, 
Colonist car, Tourist car]

Immigrant trains brought settlers, mainly Europeans (Irish, German, and 
Scandinavians, to the western states (west of the Missouri River).  In 
September of 1872, the Burlington & Missouri Railroad brought an immigrant 
train with 720 passengers, 600 from Iowa and points east. This is indicative of 
the influx of immigrants Nebraska was starting to receive because the 
railroads. 
 
The trains were a solution to the problem of settling the newly opened western 
states. The Federal Government had given "free land" (Land Grants) to the 
railroads to help finance the construction of their lines. The land grants were 
then sold relatively inexpensively to settlers who developed the land as farms, 
or cities. Most of the settlers who bought farm land and raised large families. 
The farmers raised livestock and grain, which was then shipped by railroad to 
other parts of the country. At the time, the western states had few, if any roads 
at the time-the railroad was the only way to transport people or merchandise. 
When the farmers were paid to their livestock and grain, they purchased 
buying equipment and home supplies to be shipped in by rail. Thus, the 
economic future of the western railroads were tied to the immigrants, and the 
profits that resulted from increased passenger travel and freight traffic. As each 
new city was founded along the railroad line, and the population grew, more 
profits were generated. 
 
In order to sell as much of this land as possible, the railroads had to attract 
immigrants. So they covered Europe with advertising promoting the American 
Dream of religious freedom, and cheap fertile land. So why did so many 
immigrants choose the U.S. and not countries closer to their homes? Well, 
there was genuine opportunity and freedom. But mostly it was good 
advertising. At one point, the Burlington Railroad had over 850 agents roaming 
Europe selling the virtues of life in the United States. 
 
Cost-conscious, long distance travelers utilized the immigrant trains because 
low fares. It was also was easier and safer than travelling overland in wagon 
trains. 
 
The western railroads, principally, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy (and its 
Burlington & Missouri River subsidiaries in Iowa and Nebraska), the Chicago, 
Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Great Northern, 
the Kansas Pacific, the Northern Pacific, and the Union Pacific, actively 
advertised special immigrant trains, using low cost promotional fares to 
stimulate the flow of traffic. Many of the same companies had land 
departments that platted the new cities along the route of the railroad, and then 
sold the land to the settlers. In later years (1890's, early 1900's) many of these 
railroads sponsored special "agricultural" trains that toured the western states, 
demonstrating good agricultural practices.  
 
The Immigrant Trains operated principally from the 1870's until the 1920's.  
 
Immigration and Population Growth 
 
Using Nebraska as an example: The population of Nebraska exploded 
following the opening of the Transcontinental Railroad: in 1860, the population 
was just 28,800, which grew to 122,000 in 1870, 452,000 in 1880 and over 
1,000,000 by 1890. Thus, over 50% of Nebraska’s current population arrived 
during the 20 year period following the opening of the Transcontinental 
Railroad. Not all of the population growth came from immigrants. But it is 
certain that immigrants played an important part in the settlement and 
subsequent economic growth of Nebraska. 
 
Background 
 
The completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1869 made it possible to 
travel economically across the entire continent. But if you were not a gold 
miner, who wanted to travel west of the Missouri River at Council Bluffs?  In 
reality, there was no reason to travel by rail across Kansas, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada-there was very little civilization and therefore no 
work. Council Bluffs did not become an important city until 1869, when the 
Rock Island Railroad completed construction of its line across Iowa. The bridge 
across the Missouri River was not opened until three years later. 
 
Immigrant train travel was often "basic accomodations" (Ref 3) 
 
In 1879, a young Scottish author-to-be, Robert Louis Stevenson, arrived in 
New York. He was headed to California to meet up with a young lady he had 
fallen in love with in France, Fanny Osbourne. He decided to travel across 
America as an immigrant. He kept a journal of his experiences which included 
his story of riding the “Immigrant Train” as a third class passenger. This later 
became a book entitled “Across The Plains” (the middle volume of his trilogy 
on his American travels). 
 
Stevenson discovered that the equality he found so prevalent in America did 
not extend down to these third-class passengers. American attitudes toward 
immigrants ranged from hostile to patronizing. Stevenson described the native 
citizen’s view of immigrant’s as being “wild and strange denizens of another 
world.” 
 
“It was about two in the afternoon on Friday that I found myself in front of the 
Emigrant House, with more than a hundred others, to be sorted and boxed for 
the journey. A white-haired official, with a stick under one arm, and a list in the 
other hand, stood apart in front of us, and called name after name in the tone 
of a command. At each name you would see a family gather up its brats and 
bundles and run for the hindmost of the three cars that stood awaiting us, and I 
soon concluded that this was to get set apart for the women and children. The 
second or central car, it turned out, was devoted to men travelling alone, and 
the third to the Chinese. 
 
. . . an American railroad-car, that long, narrow wooden box, like a flat-roofed 
Noah’s ark, with a stove and a convenience, one at either end, a passage 
down the middle, and transverse benches upon either hand. Those (cars) 
destined for emigrants on the Union Pacific are only remarkable for their 
extreme plainness, nothing but wood entering in any part into their constitution, 
and for the usual inefficacy of the lamps, which often went out and shed but a 
dying glimmer even when they burned.” (R.L. Stevenson) 
 
In cold weather, riders huddled around the stove in an attempt to stay warm. 
They sat uncomfortably in hot weather because windows often had to stay shut 
to keep out the dust. 
 
 “The benches are too short for anything but a young child. Where there is 
scarce elbow-room for two to sit, there will not be space enough for one to lie. 
The (railroad) company’s servants have conceived a plan for the better 
accommodation of travelers. They prevail on every two to chum together. To 
each of the chums they sell a board and three square cushions stuffed with 
straw, and covered with thin cotton. The benches can be made to face each 
other in pairs, for the backs are reversible. On the approach of night the boards 
are laid from bench to bench, making a couch wide enough for two, and long 
enough for a man of middle height; and the chums lie downside by side upon 
the cushions. When the train is full, of course this plan is impossible.” (R.L. 
Stevenson)  
 
While food was available when the train would stop, there could be very long 
stretches between the stops. Many families ran short on food. To add to the 
immigrants’ fears, when the train pulled out of a station, the conductors 
frequently did not yell “all aboard,” so these third-class passengers had to pay 
close attention to their train, or be left behind. 
 
Stevenson said, when near to his California destination, “Few people have 
praised God more happily than I did.” His journal stands today as an 
exceptional study of the complexity of class, race, and gender. 
 
Later on, for wealthier families with possessions, there were box cars for farm 
equipment, furniture, etc. Cows and horses were carried in a stock car (one 
adult could ride for free if they took care of the animals). By the late 1880’s 
some of the railroads had improved immigrant train service, adding sleeping 
cars and direct express service with fewer stops. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
“Spaces of Immigration: American Railroad Companies, The Built Environment 
and the Immigrant Experience” by Catherine Clare Boland Erkkla Dissertation 
Graduate School New Brunswick Rutgers, The State University of New York, 
2013, 356 pp [7] 
 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/
1cb9/6833f4a385dab5f57f0ecbecb2c310077cc1.pdf 
 
This Dissertation is an important contribution documenting the American 
Immigrant Experience. It begins with descriptions and conditions at the three 
major ports of arrival for immigrants in the late 1800s: Baltimore, New York 
City, and San Francisco (Tiburon’s Angel Island).  
 
Descriptions of Baltimore’s Locust Point, and the relationship with Camden 
Station and the President Street Station, New York’s “Castle Garden” (in the 
Battery) follows, along with the later Ellis Island and finally, there are 
descriptions of Angel Island, in San Francisco Bay opposite Tiburon, CA.  
 
Immigration operations at Angel Island began in around 1892, 8 years after the 
San Francisco & North Pacific Railroad, a narrow gauge line, began operations 
into Tiburon including a ferry boat service to San Francisco. The SF&NP 
eventually was converted to standard gauge, and became part of the 
Northwestern Pacific Railroad. Tiburon was an important terminus for the NWP 
for many years. 
 
A brief description of the Central Railroad of New Jersey’s and Erie Railroad 
terminals in Jersey City follows. 
 
The differences in accommodation and treatment of immigrants is made in 
stark terms: comparing the eastern railroads with the midwestern and western 
railroads. In general, the eastern railroads seem to have provided “minimal” 
immigrant facilities, almost as though they were being forced to provide a 
money losing service. The midwestern and western roads were a different 
story. They had free lands to sell, as a result of the federal government’s land 
grants, and needed immigrants to settle the vast open spaces and buy the 
land.  
 
As a result of the geographic and motivational differences, the roads extending 
from west and north of Chicago aggressively promoted their lands and 
competed for the immigrants by providing clean, and attractive facilities. North 
Western Terminal in Chicago is provided as an example. Other examples 
including the Kansas City Union Station, and the Oregon-Washington Station 
in Spokane are given. 
 
A description of the Mennonite settlements in Kansas is provided, along with 
the importance that this group of people had in exploiting the agricultural 
potential of the Midwest. 
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Infill Station (In-Fill Station) [Passenger 
Train, Commuter Train; Rapid Transit: 
Elevated Lines, Light Rail]

An infill station (sometimes in-fill station) is a train station built on an existing 
passenger rail, rapid transit, or light rail line to address demand in a location 
between existing stations built years ago. Such stations take advantage of 
existing train service and encourage new riders by providing a more 
convenient new location. Many older transit systems have widely spaced 
stations and can benefit from infill stations. In some cases, new infill station are 
built at sites where a station had once existed many years ago, for example 
the Cermak–McCormick Place station on the Chicago 'L''s Green Line. 
 
Infill stations are typically associated with Commuter train and rapid transit 
operations.

Instruction Car (Air Brake Instruction, 
Rules Car/Rules Examiner, Locomotive 
Engineer training, Motion Picture Car, 
Safety Instruction Car

Instruction Cars are used for training of locomotive engineers and other 
railroad crews, with particular emphasis on safe operation of air brakes, 
Locomotive simulators, Motion Picture cars (which filmed specific areas of the 
railroad for use in locomotive engineer training, and Rules Examiner Cars.InterCity Passenger Train [British Rail, 

High Speed Rail, Tilting Train, Advanced 
Passenger Train (APT)

InterCity (or, in the earliest days, the hyphenated Inter-City) was introduced by 
British Rail in 1966 as a brand-name for its long-haul express passenger 
services (see British Rail brand names for a full history). 
 
In 1986 the British Railways Board divided its operations into a number of 
sectors (sectorisation). The sector responsible for long-distance express trains 
assumed the brand-name InterCity, although many routes that were previously 
operated as InterCity services were assigned to other sectors (e.g. London to 
King's Lynn services were transferred to the commuter sector Network 
SouthEast). 
 
The Inter-City train 
 
British Rail first used the term Inter-City in 1950 as the name of a train running 
between London Paddington and Wolverhampton Low Level. This was part of 
an overall policy of introducing new train names in the post World War II 
period. 
 
The name was applied to the business express which ran from London in the 
morning and returned in the afternoon, and became part of the railway lore of 
the West Midlands. West Midlands residents always believed that it was the 
success of this one train that led to the adoption of the name as a British Rail 
brand in 1966. This belief was supported by the timeline: in 1966 The Inter-City 
was heading towards its ultimate demise in 1967, when the mainline London-
West Midlands service was consolidated into the newly electrified route via 
Rugby.

BR 1966

InterCity125 [InterCity 125, Inter City 
125, High Speed Rail, Passenger Train]

The InterCity 125 (originally Inter-City 125,[1] or High Speed Train) is a 
diesel-powered passenger train built by British Rail Engineering Limited 
between 1975 and 1982. Each set is made up of two Class 43 power cars, 
one at each end and a rake of Mark 3 carriages. The name is derived from 
its top operational speed of 125 mph (201 km/h). Initially the sets were 
classified as Classes 253 and 254. 
 
As of December 2019, InterCity 125s remained in service with Abellio 
ScotRail, CrossCountry, East Midlands Railway, Great Western Railway 
and Network Rail.

BR 1975

Interline passenger [Passenger Train; 
Through Train]

An Interline Passenger uses a through tick, permitting travel over a joint route, 
composed of the railroad lines of two or more carriers. An example is the 
California Zephyr, which operated between Chicago and Oakland, CA. Three 
railroads operated the train as a "through train"-only one ticket was needed: 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy (Chicago-Denver), Denver & Rio Grande 
Western (Denver-Salt Lake City) and the Western Pacific (Salt Lake City to 
Oakland).

interRegio [Regional Passenger Train; 
InterCity/Inter-City train]

The InterRegio is a train service seen in some European countries. These are 
trains that run "from region to region". 
 
InterRegio (IR) trains were slower than the fast IC (InerCity) trains, and usually 
called at more stations along a route. Their journey was usually not as long as 
IC trains, but still traveled further than the local (L) trains. 
 
Most IR trains had hourly frequencies, some having only services every two 
hours (although this is mostly true only for weekend services).

Jacobs Bogie [Lightweight Streamlined 
Passenger Train, Zephyr, Talgo, Eurostar, 
TGV, ntermodal freight trains, container 
well cars]

The Jacobs bogie (named after Wilhelm Jakobs [1858-1942]) is a type of rail 
truck commonly used under articulated railcars and tramway vehicles. Instead 
of being placed underneath, the end of each railcar ,the Jacobs bogie is placed 
between two carbody sections, thus allowing each cars on either side of the 
bogie to spread its weight on one half of the Jacobs bogie.  Jacobs bogies 
were used on the TGV and Eurostar trains, the Spanish Talgo series since 
1955, the Talent series of multiple units, the LINT41, the Class 423 S-Bahn 
vehicles, the Canadian CN Turbo-Trains, several FLIRT trains, and the koda 
ForCity tram. In Australia, Jacobs bogies were first used on the B class 
Melbourne tram in 1987 on two tram-converted former suburban railways.   
 
Advantages   
 
The Jacobs Bogie reduced the overall train weight and cost significantly, since 
only half as many car trucks were needed. This was a major design 
consideration with the early streamliners, which did not have the engine power 
that would be needed to haul a conventional train with individual trucks under 
the end of each car. The cost of the train was reduced as well, since less steel 
was needed in the manufacture of the train.   
 
Disadvantages:   
 
Since railcars using the Jacobs bogie are semi-permanently coupled, the train 
can only be separated in the shops.  In the United States, Jacob Bogies were 
used with success on early streamlined passenger trainsets, such as the 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad's Pioneer Zephyr and Union Pacific 
Railroad's M-10000.  
 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit rail trains originally used a center bogie in a two unit 
car but are being modified to add a lower center section for handicapped level 
entry making a 3 unit car with two Jacobs bogies.  The Jacob Bogie design is 
also used on Intermodal freight trains, which use container well cars in groups 
of three to five cars, with standard North American trucks between the well 
cars sets.

CB&Q 1934

Jarrett & Palmer Special "Lightning 
Express" [Transcontinental Railroad]
[Pennsylvania, the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & 
Chicago, the Chicago & North Western, 
the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific 
Railroads]

The Jarrett & Palmer "Lightning Express" was a special, chartered train that 
travelled coast to coast over the Transcontinental Railroad in 1876. The trip 
was arranged, in part, to promote Jarrett & Palmer's extraordinarily successful 
run of Shakespeare’s Henry V, starring Lawrence Barrett, at the Booth Theater.  
Barrett was a very popular actor and Jarrett & Palmer had promoted the play 
heavily.  When the run at the Booth closed, the play was scheduled to open 
with the same cast in San Francisco.  Jarrett sensed an opportunity for the 
kind of excitement and publicity that fills theater seats and cash boxes.  With a 
tight schedule to get his famous production to San Francisco, Jarrett convinced 
the railroads to provide the facilities for this special journey.  Jarrett made large 
of the fact that the play was going to close mere hours before cast, sets and 
costumes raced west to open in San Francisco only a few days later.  This 
assured that every single New York performance was sold out right up to 
closing night. 
 
The Central Pacific, the Union Pacific and the Chicago & North Western had a 
strong interest in cooperating to promote he Transcontinental Railroad route 
between Omaha and San Francisco: this route had just been opened in 1869-
just 7 years before.  
 
Henry Jarrett was one of the principals of Jarrett & Palmer, the firm that 
managed the Booth Theater in New York City and produced theatrical 
performances all over the world.  Using his charm and money, he convinced 
the Pennsylvania, the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago, the Chicago & North 
Western, the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific Railroads to charter a train 
that would take he and his travelers on a transcontinental journey, from New 
York to San Francisco. He also convinced the railroads to give his train the 
extraordinary treatment it needed to make the trip newsworthy. 

Jeep [US Army Troop Car converted to 
Express car Passenger Train use]

After the end of World War II, the US Army sold most of its Troop cars 
(Kitchen cars and Sleeping cars) to the railroads, who converted them to 
Express Car use in Passenger Trains. They were frequently called "Jeep" 
cars by the railroads, The Jeep was a famous military vehicle that could 
be disassembled and reassembled in several minutes, thus making it 
easily transportable aboard ship, or aboard trains. 

AC&F

Jim Crow Laws [Passenger Car, 
Railroad Station/Depot, Segregation, 
African-American, Jim Crow Car, Civil 
Rights]

The Jim Crow laws were racial segregation laws enacted between 1876 
and 1965 in the United States at the state and local level. They mandated 
de jure racial segregation in all public facilities in Southern states of the 
former Confederacy, with, starting in 1891, a "separate but equal" status 
for African Americans [13, pp 56]. Ii 1892, the Kentucky Legislature 
passed the "Separate Coach Law" which required that railroad passenger 
cars be segregated. This led to the development of partitioned coaches, 
(and probably other car types), with separate seating for whites and 
colored, separated by a partition. The seating arrangements for the 
colored were usually less plentiful, and of a lower class. (i.e., few seats, 
and inferior toilet facilities: see https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=e7Vfv-1EX9M and http://
fultonkysafricanamericanrailroaders.weebly.com/fulton.html) 
 
The same was true in the southern passenger stations: drinking 
fountains and toilets were marked "white only", while in some cases 
(Macon, GA is an example: see https://www.flickr.com/photos/
bamaboy1941/7473619456/ (the smaller, colored entrance is at the 
extreme left in this photo)), separate, smaller entrances to the station 
were provided at the side of the station, while whites were able to enter 
the main entrance of the station. Waiting rooms were segregated as well. 
 
The separation in practice led to conditions for African Americans that 
were inferior to those provided for white Americans, systematizing a 
number of economic, educational and social disadvantages. De jure 
segregation mainly applied to the Southern United States, while Northern 
segregation was generally de facto — patterns of segregation in housing 
enforced by covenants, bank lending practices and job discrimination, 
including discriminatory union practices for decades. 
 
Some examples of Jim Crow laws were the segregation of public 
schools, public places and public transportation, and the segregation of 
restrooms, restaurants and drinking fountains for whites and blacks. The 
U.S. military was also segregated, as were federal workplaces, initiated in 
1913 under President Woodrow Wilson, the first Southern president since 
1856. His administration practiced overt racial discrimination in hiring, 
requiring candidates to submit photos. 
 
The Jim Crow Laws followed the 1800–1866 Black Codes, which had 
previously restricted the civil rights and civil liberties of African 
Americans with no pretense of equality. 
 
In 1868, the Louisiana Legislature passed a civil rights bill. which was 
vetoed by the Governor. " The civil rights bill, which was designed to 
prevent railroad and steamship companies from discriminating against 
persons of color, was vetoed by Governor Warmoth in September, 1868. 
His reasons were that the constitution of the state already provided for 
the political equality of the two races, that such a law was unnecessary, 
that it tended to aggravate the white people—to form a barrier between 
the two races, and that it made criminal an act which should be remedied 
by a suit for damages." 
 
State-sponsored school segregation was declared unconstitutional by 
the Supreme Court of the United States in 1954 in Brown v. Board of 
Education. Generally, the remaining Jim Crow laws were overruled by the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

1877

Keystone Corridor The Keystone Corridor is a Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) designated 
high speed corridor with a 349-mile (562 km) railroad line between 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania with a top speed of 
110 miles per hour (180 km/h) . As of November 1, 2006, the track from 
Lancaster to Parkesburg was upgraded to 110 mile per hour operation, with 
the section between Paoli and Philadelphia going through a similar upgrade 
(mainly to allow for 75 to 90 miles per hour (121 to 140 km/h) operation) as 
part of a USD $145 million project.

ATK

Keystone Passenger Train [Tubular Train, 
Streamlined Passenger Train, Bi-Level 
Car]

The Keystone was a set of eight uniquely designed lightweight streamlined 
cars built by the Budd Company in 1956 for the Pennsylvania Railroad. The set 
comprised seven coaches seating a total of 574 passengers and a single head 
end power (HEP) generator car. The train was normally used in New York, New 
York, to Washington, D.C., service, making two round trips per day. The design 
was not a success and the cars were retired in 1968. 
 
The coaches were of a unique, split-level design, with the center portion of 
each car having a floor level two feet below that of standard coaches. This 
lowered the cars' center of gravity, allowing the train to safely take curves at 
higher speeds. The coaches were also built to a stressed-skin "Tubular" 
design, with the shell of the car providing all of the cars structural strength, 
without the normal heavy steel underframe. This resulted in cars weighing only 
60% of what standard cars would weigh. 
 
The split-level design, with short stairways between levels, proved unpopular 
with passengers, causing bottlenecks during loading and unloading. 
 
The Pennsylvania introduced the cars in 1956, with the set making two daily 
round-trips between New York City and Washington, D.C.. These services 
were named Morning Keystone, Midday Keystone, Evening Keystone, and 
Midnight Keystone. In addition to the tubular coaches all four trains operated 
with conventional equipment such as dining cars and parlor cars. The Midnight 
Keystone, which departed New York at 11:10 PM, carried sleeping cars. 
 
The trainset was retired from service in 1968 and stored in Altoona, 
Pennsylvania. Amtrak took possession of the equipment but sold it to the 
South East Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA) in May 1976 for 
$80,000.[ 

PRR 1956

Kite Loop Track [Scenic Passenger Train 
raoute)

Passengers on this train were treated to beautiful scenery along the southern 
rim of the San Gabriel Mountains passing through Pasadena, San Dimas, 
Claremont, Cucamonga, Rialto and San Bernardino. At this point "The Loop" 
began its eastern circle. The train left the Santa Fe yards on Third Street, 
crossed Third between "J" and "I" streets, traveling in a southeasterly direction 
through the south end of San Bernardino, across old Highway 99 (Redlands 
Blvd.) near Alabama, and then into Redlands. Next was Mentone, East 
Highlands, Highland, Patton, West Highland (Del Rosa), Shandin Hills, and 
then from San Bernardino to Colton, Highgrove, Riverside, Corona, Richfield, 
Placentia, Fullerton, La Mirada, Whittier and Los Angeles. [1]

AT&SF

Leighton, James T. [Improvements to 
Pullman's Hinged Upper Berth]

James T. Leighton and his brother, Dominicus, founded the New Haven Car 
Company prior to 1868. They received four patents for improvements to 
sleeping cars, seeking a way of developing a sleeping car that would not 
infringe on the Pullman Company' patents. The partners built several cars, but 
were never successful in obtaining large scale committments needed to make 
the business a success.

NHCC

Letterboard [Passenger Car, Head end 
car, Sleeping car]

The Letterboard is a strip of metal or wood running the entire length of the car. 
It is located immediately above the windows. See Ref 2 for Head end cars. 
 
The Railroad name, Railroad owner (Pullman, New York Central Lines, 
Southern Pacific Lines) or train name was typically printed in bold letters on the 
Letterboard.

Lightweight Streamline Passenger Cars & 
Trains [Zephyr, Edward G. Budd Mfg Co, 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, General 
Motors, Charles Kettering, Harold 
Hamilton, 

The Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company was the first company to 
manufacture a lightwieght, stainless steel passenger train, which was 
purchased by the Burlington Railroad, becoming the first of its Zephyr fleet. 
 
In addition to being built of long lasting stainless steel, the Zephyr was light 
weight. An entire 3 car train weighed only 97 tons, slightly more than a 
standard "heavyweight" Pullman car built in the 1920's. The light weight meant 
that less fuel was consumed, and smaller engines could be used (the first 
Zephyr's had a 600 HP engine). All of these factors reduced the cost of 
operating a passenger train dramatically, in the middle of the great Depression 
that began in 1929. The Burlington recovered its costs in the first 20 months of 
operations. Passengers flocked to the new lightweight trains in droves, 
increasing revenues. "Over the next seven years (until car building was 
suspended because of World War II), 143 trains were put in service on twenty-
nine railroads."*  
 
"What quickened the public pulse about the streamliner was its speed. The 
Zephyr’s race to Chicago was a preamble to the “greatest speed-up of rail 
service the world had yet seen,” in the words of industry journalist Donald 
Steffee.10 In 1928 there were only two passenger trains, running a total of 135 
miles a day, scheduled at 60 mph or more between stops. Both ran over the 
Reading’s South Jersey lines between Philadelphia and Atlantic Ocean resorts. 
By 1936 there were 644 station-to-station runs scheduled at 60 mph. The 
trains covered a distance of 40,000 miles. By 1939 the over-60 mileage had 
jumped to 56,300 miles, and the 10 fastest passenger trains in the world were 
U.S. streamliners."* 
 
* http://www.indianahistory.org/our-services/books-publications/railroad-
symposia-essays-1/The%20Rise%20and%20Fall.pdf

CB&Q 1934

Limited Passenger Train The use of "Limited"Passenger train names were governed by the following: 
(1) The train must have a distinctive trade name; (2) must operate an an  
overall speed of 40 miles per hour or more for distances of over 200 miles; (3) 
must be operated for distances over 300 miles with scheduled stops at 
intervals averaging not less than 50 miles each. [1] 
 
Limited trains were marketed as high speed trains, with limited stops; in some 
cases, the trains ran non stop between their origin and destinations.  
 
The first widely known "Limited" train was the Pennsylvania Limited, introduced 
in 1881, by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The inclusion of "Limited" in the train 
name began in 1893, when the Pennsylvania and the New York Central 
Railroads began offering special high speed trains with limited stops to serve 
the World's Columbian Exposition that was being held in Chicago that year. 
Other railroad followed in quick succession thereatfer, and by the end of 
passenger service in the 1960's, over 100 named passenger trains, bearing 
the "Limited" designation had been introduced. 
 
The New York Central's "20th Century Limited" and the Pennsylvania 
Railroad's "Broadway Limited" were two of the most well known "Limited 
Trains" of the era.

PRR 1881

Line # [Pullman Sleeping car, Passenger 
Car. Passenger Train, Conductor]

Pullman Line #  The Pullman Company assigned a "Line#" for all of its sleeping 
cars. The Line # was used for accounting and employee assignment purposes 
by the Pullman Company.The Line # corresponded to a car type, and group of  
cars of that type operating  between two points. Thus, a group of cars 
beginning their journey in Philadelphia, and ending their trip in Ellsworth, ME 
would be assigned a unique Pullman Line #. Different Line # would be used to 
differentiate between different types of cars going between the same termini. 
For example, on the Bar Harbor Express, the Pullman Company designated 
Line 2514 between Philadelphia & Ellsworth, ME for cars having Plan number 
3585, and Line # 6369 for Plan number 3523.  The Line # enabled the Pullman 
Company to identify the revenues generated and expenses incurred by a 
particular route and car type. The Line # also enabled employees to be 
assigned in a more efficient manner. Line #'s did not appear on the 
passenger's ticket, however. 
 
Pullman Conductors were given a "Line Number" ticket to fill out. These tickets 
were preprinted for a given car type. For example a 6 Double Bedroom-Buffet-
Lounge Car would have a ticket showing the Car #, Line #, From/To (City, 
State), filled in by the Conductor, along with preprinted spaces for "Double 
Bedroom A, Double Bedroom B", etc. The conductor or ticket agent filled in the 
passenger's name in the space provided. 

PULL

Linotype Car [Newspaper Typesetting, 
Printing Passenger Car]

During the late 1800's and early 1900's, some railroads equipped a baggage 
car, or other passenger car with a linotype type setting machine, and a printing 
press, allowing newspapers to be typeset and printed from start to finish. This 
was probably an economically attractive solution for small towns that did not 
have the circulation size that could justify the expense of the equipment, yet 
there was a need for newspapers.  
 
These cars were similar to other specialized cars, such as chapel cars, and 
fish cars.

List of Officers, Agencies, Stations ..
(Form 70) [Station List, Roundhouses, 
Shops, Division Headquarters 
locations, Telegraph Calls, Station 
Agents, Junctions, Stockyards, Ice 
Houses, Mail cranes, Water tanks, 
Coaling stations/Coaling Tower, Engine 
House, Locomotive Classifications, 
Passenger Car Equipment, Freight 
Cars, Motor Car/Railbus/Rail bus/Gas-
Electric descriptions, Company 
Surgeons/Hospitals, Map]

The List of Officers, Agencies, Stations is a comprehensive document 
listing railroad officials, agents and railroad facilities. The information 
may include: 
 
system map 
departments 
officers 
divisions and mileage 
symbols 
telegraph calls 
station agents 
station ownership 
junctions & connections 
stock yards ( # of pens, car capacity, water supply) 
track scales 
ice storage houses 
mail cranes between stations 
loading cranes 
water tanks between stations 
coaling stations (with loader type) 
fuel oil stations 
engine houses (with # of stalls and turntable specs) 
locomotive repair facilities 
freight car repair facilities 
passenger car repair facilities 
locomotive classifications 
passenger car equipment 
freight car equipment 
service equipment 
tare weights 
motor car descriptions 
clearance tables 
local attorneys 
company surgeons 
licensed watch inspectors 
alphabetical list of stations (with water supply information and 
populations) 
 

Loading # [Pullman Sleeping Car; 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

Pullman Loading # - a unique number assigned beginning at the rear of the 
train and incremented for each additional car. The Loading # was displayed in 
a small window (usually the restroom) that was clearly visible to the passenger 
waiting to  board the proper car. The railroad's train number would be 
displayed first, followed by the Loading #. Thus, the second Pullman car from 
the rear of train #17 would have a Loading # of 172. The Loading number 
would be displayed on the passenger's ticket.

PULL

Local Passenger, Local Service, Local 
Train [Passenger Train, Commuter train, 
All stop train]

A Local Passenger is one who uses a passenger train for only a few hours to 
complete his journey. A Local Service railroad is a carrier principally engaged in 
the transportation of local passengers, such as a commuter railroad. A Local 
Train is a passenger train that makes frequent station stops, or all stops to 
receive and discharge passengers. [1]

Locomotor (steam driven self propelled 
passenger car, Motor Car)

Developed by International Harvestor, and appears to have been incorporated 
by the former (or as a joint ownership with Ryan) as the Railway Locomotor 
Company and sold to Ryan Car Company in 1931. The Milwaukee Railroad 
was the first railroad to order these unusual cars (#5941 and 5942). The 450 
hp car, designed by International Harvestor,  utilized a steam generator 
consisting of an oil burner and boiler packed in about 12 feet of space at the 
front end of the car. The roof mounted condenser was highly efficient, allowing 
the car to be operated for an entire day on only two or three gallons of water. 
The car wheels were connected to the 8 cylinder steam engine by a series of 
universal joints and bevel gears.  
 
The locomotor's advantages included very low cost of operation compared with 
a conventional steam locomotive, and low fuel cost. The Tribune article cited 
above does not say how many crew would be required to operate the car, but 
presumably, the car could be operated with two persons: the engineer, and a 
conductor. This would have reprepresented a significant savings compared to 
"full crew" laws that required a passenger train to be operated with four or 
more persons: an engineer, a fireman, a conductor, a brakeman. 
 
The MIlwaukee grew tired of the reliability problems associated with the steam 
generator and retired its Locomotors in 1941.

RYC 1927

Long Distance Passenger car [coach 
seating capacity, Passenger Train]

Passenger Cars used in Long Distance Passenger train service were often 
equipped with either conventional toilets, one for the women, one for the men; 
alternately, many cars had a "Men's Smoking Room, consisting of a toilet, 
several chairs, and several lavatories for shaving, teeth brushing, etc; the 
women's facility had a smaller smoking room, several lavatories, and a toilet. 
These facilities took 32 feet away from the coache's seating capacity, leaving 
40 ft for coach seats. The seating capacity of a standard coach was 40 seats in 
the passenger section, 5 in the men's smoking room, and 4 in the women's 
smoking room. (See ref 1, car P2719) As a result, train seating capacity was 
significantly reduced in these these cars.  
 
Alternate designs provided for smaller smoking rooms with 2 seats, but added 
luggage racks at one end of the car. (See ref 1, car 2741) 
 
Higher density seating arrangements and smaller toilet/lounge facilities  
increased the seating capacity to 64 to 82 seats (See ref 1, car P2802, 2809, 
and 2908) These cars typically were used for passengers traveling shorter 
distances.

Lot number (Pullman) A lot# was used by the Pullman Company to identify the production lot or 
contract used to produce a group of cars for a specific railroad, or several 
railroads if produced at the same time.

PULL
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Lounge Car [also Buffet-Lounge, Club Car, 
Parlor Lounge, Restaurant Lounge, 
Observation Lounge, Dome Lounge]

The Lounge Car allows passenger freedom of movement, and provides a 
variety of comfortable chairs and sofas in which he may lounge and enjoy the 
scenery. 
 
In most instances Buffet service is available in a portion of the car. 
 
Writing facilities, with convenient desk-lamp lighting, add to its attractiveness. 
Smoking stands and magazine tables are additional 
conveniences. The Lounge Car is ideal for complete relaxation, and creates an 
inviting atmosphere of sociability in travel. Chairs and sofas are those you 
would expect to find in good homes and clubs. Tables and lighting fixtures 
likewise are in decorative mode. Deep soft carpeting covers the floor in 
pleasing colorful harmony with the decorative scheme. Comfort reaches an 
appreciable new level in this Pullman accommodation. 
====================================== 
From Wikipedia 
 
A lounge car (sometimes referred to as a buffet lounge, buffet car or club car) 
is a type of passenger car on a train, where riders can purchase food and 
drinks. The car may feature large windows and comfortable seating to create a 
relaxing diversion from standard coach or dining options. In earlier times (and 
especially on the "name" trains), a lounge car was more likely to have a small 
kitchen, or grill and a limited menu. Food was prepared to order and often 
cooked, though items such as club sandwiches would have usually been part 
of the offerings. The cars were often operated by the Pullman Company, and in 
other cases by the railroad directly as part of the dining car department (on the 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway the Fred Harvey Company manned 
the food concession). 
 
Lounge cars operated by Pullman were exclusively for the use of sleeping car 
passengers, while those operated by the railroad were available to coach as 
well as first-class travelers. Buffet lounge cars were often found in trains which 
did not offer full dining car service. On other trains they supplemented the diner 
and offered sandwiches, burgers and short orders at times when the diner was 
not serving; e.g. mid-afternoon and late night. To qualify as a buffet lounge the 
car had to offer both food and drink service. Buffet lounges should not be 
confused with snack or grill cars which did not offer a full range of libations. 
 
In Britain, luxury lounge cars are known as "Pullman" cars, after the American 
Pullman Company. 

PULL

Lounge Coach [Olympian Hiawatha 
Passenger train]

The Milwaukee called its long distance coaches "Lounge coaches". In reality, 
the cars were a standard long distance coach with a men's and women's 
lounge at each end of the car. The lounges were equipped for smoking, and 
had a toilet and wash bowls. 

CMStP&P

Lower Berth (Upper Berth; Section 
Sleeping Car; See also Pullman, 
Passenger Car; Passenger Train)

The section arrangement consisted of two coach seats during the day. At night, 
the seats were converted to a bed (the lower berth for one person) and the 
upper berth, which folded out from the ceiling. Privacy was provided by 
curtains which could be zipped shut at night. The lower berth was more 
convenient to use than an upper berth, and offered a window view, which was 
not available with an upper bert. For these reasons the lower berth was priced 
at a preminum to upper berth tickets. 

PULL

LRC Train LRC is an acronym for Light, Rapid, Comfortable. It has become a brand for 
lightweight high-speed diesel powered tilt trains used both in Canada and the 
U.S. for short and medium haul passenger service. Although the trains have 
been tested at up to 130 mph, in operation, the trains are limited to track 
conditions and signaling limitations, that prevent the operation of the trains at 
their rated speeds.  The LRC family included locomotives and passenger cars 
that were operated as a complete train, although the locomotives and the cars 
could be operated separately.   The trains were initially developed by the 
Montreal Locomotive Works and Alcan with the assistance of the Government 
of Canada and the Canadian National Railway, and then were commercialized 
in the 1980s after Bombardier acquired Montreal Locomotive Works.

BT 1980

Lunch-O-Mat [Automat/Vending Machine The Lunch-o-Mat" was a 1946 Budd chair car that had been converted in 1953 
to serve sandwiches, soft drinks, snacks, ect. A forerunner of the Automat of 
the SP, it was beset with problems from the beginning. The cars excessive 
weight, due to the Onan generator for powering the vending machines, caused 
it to settle on the springs and despite attempts to remedy, the car remained a 
rough rider. The car later lost the vending machines and Onan generator and 
was converted to a straight chair car. No word on what happend to the 
generator and vending machines.

AT&SF 19853

M-10000 [Union Pacific articulated 
Streamliner, Lightweight Streamlined 
Passenger Train, Streamlined 
Passenger Train; see also M-10001; 
Little Zip, Martin P. Blomberg, William 
Bushnell Stout, Averell Harriman, 
Winton engine]

The M-10000 was this country's first streamlined passenger train, which 
began operation in 1934. This train, along with the Burlington's Zephyr, 
which was dedicated on May 26, 1934, introduced a new era of 
lightweight, streamlined passenger train service. The two trains were 
immensely successful with the traveling public. The two trains were a 
vital factor in restoring interest in railroad travel-at the bottom of the 
Great Depression.  
 
Averell Harriman, the president of the Union Pacific, is credited with 
getting Pullman-Standard to design and manufacture the three car 
trainset that became the M-10000. (Ref 2_ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Union Pacific Railroad's M-10000, delivered to the railroad on 
February 12, 1934, at a cost of $230,997, was the first internal combustion 
engine, lightweight streamlined express passenger train built in the 
United States. The M-10000 featured a turret cab, an inward-slanting 
Duralumin body with a nose formed of parabolic arches, and large nose 
air intakes on each side of the centerline. The prime mover was a 600 hp 
(450 kW) Winton 191-A V12 distillate engine. This engine design was 
unrelated to the later 201 or 201A Winton diesels.  
 
There were three cars: a driving, power and baggage car at the front; and 
two passenger cars. The 204 ft (62 m) long, 85-short-ton (77 t) train was 
fully articulated, with trucks shared between cars. The front truck carried 
one General Electric traction motor per axle, and was the only one 
powered. The train was painted in Armour Yellow with Leaf Brown roof 
and undersides. Later, the area around the front air intake was also 
painted yellow. Dividing lines of red separated the colors. 
 
The sleeping car "Overland Trail" was constructed for M-10000 and 
included in the consist during its February - May 1934 publicity tour, but 
it was never used in regular service with that train; instead, because of 
M-10000's assignment as a day train the sleeper was mated with the next 
Streamliner, M-10001. 
 
Development 
 
The M-10000 car design built upon the efforts of William Bushnell Stout, a 
pioneer of all-metal construction for airplanes who adapted metal 
fuselage design to the Railplane (not to be confused with the Bennie 
Railplane), a lightweight self-propelled railcar built by Pullman-Standard 
in 1932. The tapered car cross-section, lightweight tubular aluminum 
space frame construction, and Duralumin skin of the Railplane were 
carried over into the M-10000 design. 
 
Pullman engineer Martin P. Blomberg helped style the exterior of the 
M-10000 and the M-10001. 
 
The US Patent and Trademark Office assigned U.S. Patent D100,000, U.S. 
Patent D100,001, and U.S. Patent D100,002 for the design. The locomotive 
and railcar bodies, and interior fittings, were built by Pullman-Standard. 
The Electro-Motive Company (EMC) developed the electric propulsion 
system driven by the Winton engine. As was their practice as a system 
engineering firm at the time, they contracted manufacture of the 
components of their systems to primary equipment manufacturers. 
General Motors' Cleveland subsidiary, the Winton Engine Company, 
provided the prime mover. The air brake compressor, main generator, 
traction motors and control equipment were manufactured by the 
General Electric Company. Skepticism that development efforts for Diesel 
motors underway in the early 1930s would provide timely release of an 
engine adequate for high speed rail service led to use of a spark-ignition 
distillate engine. Trucks were strongly influenced by German passenger 
bogie design, as investigated by Union Pacific chief engineer A.H. 
Fetters. 
 
Service life 
 
The M-10000 entered daily revenue service between Kansas City, MO and 
Salina, KS as The Streamliner on January 31, 1935. It was subsequently 
named City of Salina as Union Pacific adopted the "City of..." convention 
for its new streamliners, but was also nicknamed the "Tin Worm" or 
"Little Zip". In 1941, after 995,000 miles of service, the train's limited fixed 
capacity and the dated technology of its distillate engine had rendered it 
obsolete and it was retired. Since it was built of Duralumin (aircraft 
aluminium), the M-10000 was scrapped in early 1942 to contribute its 
materials to the war effort. 
 
Historical significance 
 
While M-10000 faced early obsolescence leading to its short service life, 
its exhibition tour starting in February 1934 followed by its presentation 
at the 1934 Century of Progress Exposition captured the imagination of 
Depression-era America as to what the future of rail travel could be. 
During its 13,000-mile (21,000 km) exhibition tour across the US, it visited 
Washington DC for inspection by Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Everywhere 
it went, the train then named "The Streamliner" attracted crowds and 
press attention, hosting over one million visitors. 
In contemporary memory M-10000 has long since been eclipsed by the 
Pioneer Zephyr, but the M-10000 was the first streamliner on the rails and 
the first streamliner media sensation. Diesel-powered trainsets built for 
Union Pacific in 1935 and 1936 were evolved from the M-10000 design. 
The paint scheme devised for the M-10000 became the trademark color 
scheme for Union Pacific streamliners, incrementally modified to Union 
Pacific's current scheme with Harbor Mist Gray.

UP 1934

M-497 experimental Jet powered Rail Car 
[New York Central, High Speed Rail; 
"World's Fastest Self Propelled Train"

The M-497 (nicknamed Black Beetle by the press) was an experimental jet-
powered railcar test bed of the New York Central Railroad, developed and 
tested in 1966 in the United States. Two second-hand General Electric J47-19 
jet engines, originally used as boosters for the Convair B-36 Peacemaker 
intercontinental bomber, were mounted atop an existing Budd Rail Diesel Car, 
an RDC-3 of coach and baggage-mail configuration which had received a 
streamlined front cowling. The construct was then successfully sent on test 
runs over the existing tracks between Butler, Indiana, and Stryker, Ohio. The 
line had been chosen for its arrow-straight layout and good condition, but 
otherwise unmodified track. On July 23, 1966, the car reached a speed of 
183.68 mph (295.60 km/h), an American rail speed record that still stands 
today. 
 
Even with this spectacular performance, and even though it had been built 
relatively cheaply, using existing parts, the project was not considered viable 
commercially. The railroad gathered valuable test data regarding the stresses 
of high-speed rail travel on conventional equipment and tracks then existing in 
America. The data was largely ignored, as the NYC was headed for merger 
with its arch rival Pennsylvania Railroad. The Pennsy was already heavily 
involved in the Metroliner project, funded by the United States Department of 
Transportation. 
 
M-497 continued to serve for Penn Central after the jet engines were removed 
until retirement by Conrail in 1977  Engines were re-used as X29493, an 
experimental snow blower. Like most similar jet engine blowers, it was effective 
at clearing snow and ice but also tended to dislodge the ballast.

NYC 1966

M&E Train [Mail & Express, RPO, Railway 
Express]

During World War II, a total of 268 Pennsylvania Railroad trains per day used 
the Hudson Tube tunnels. Of the 268 trains, 183 were long distance, going 
beyond or coming from Trenton, 74 were commuters, and 11 were mail & 
express not carrying passengers. [1]

1869

Maglev Developments 2016 High Speed 
Train [Passenger Train, High-Speed Rail, 
High Speed Rail, Magnetic Levitation]

Northeast Maglev, a development company, announced it plans to explore the 
construction of a 40-mile Maglev line linking Washington, DC with Baltimore. 
Travel time would be about 15 minutes compared with Amtrak Acela schedules 
of 31 to 40 minutes over the same route. Regular commuter trains take 
somewhat less than an hour between the two cities. The train would make one 
stop at Baltimore Washington International Airport. “Fares are expected to be 
somewhat higher on average than Amtrak’s high speed Acela service”, said 
Northeast Maglev, although it expects pricing to be “responsive to demand”. 
The lowest round trip Acela fare between these points is $64. Wayne Rogers, 
who is CEO of Northeast Maglev, is also the head of a separate company, 
Baltimore Washington Rapid Rail that would develop the line. Northeast 
Maglev is also considering eventually building a Maglev line between 
Washington and New York, with travel times of under an hour. The company 
estimates the Baltimore-Washington line would cost somewhat more than $10 
Billion, most of which would be paid by the Japanese government. 
 
While this sounds exciting, I see several limitations: 
 
1. Does the $10 Billion cost include land acquisition? I assume the stated costs 
include station and related street and highway signage, and realignments at 
the two terminals, but does not include land acquisition costs. 
 
2. Will consumers consider this a more attractive option than the current Acela 
service, when considering travel times to and from the terminal points (30 
minutes at both Baltimore & Washington?) and the “departure time buffer” (to 
arrive at the station 30 minutes before departure?). When one considers that 
there is up to 1.5 hours of dead time against a travel time savings of 15 
minutes, it hardly seems worth the investment. 
 
On longer runs, from Washington-Baltimore-Philadelphia-New York-Boston, the 
proposal may have greater benefit. 

2026

Maglev High Speed Train [Passenger 
Train, High-Speed Rail, High Speed 
Rail, Magnetic Levitation]

Maglev (derived from magnetic levitation) is a method of propulsion that 
uses magnetic levitation to propel vehicles with magnets rather than with 
wheels, axles and bearings. With maglev, a vehicle is levitated a short 
distance away from a guide way using magnets to create both lift and 
thrust. High-speed maglev trains promise dramatic improvements for 
human travel if widespread adoption occurs. 

Mail - U.S. Post Office authorizes Postage 
to mail children! [Ticket, Parcel Post, 
Stamps]

Beginning in 1913, it was possible to send a child weighing 50 lbs or less on 
the train, paying for transportation at Parcel Post rates, which were 
substantially less than train fare. 
 
Sending packages via the U.S. Parcel Post Service began on January 1, 1913. 
Regulations stated that packages could not weigh more than 50 pounds but 
did not necessarily preclude the sending of children. On February 19, 1914, 
the parents of four-year-old May Pierstorff mailed her from Grangeville, Idaho 
to her grandparents in Lewiston, Idaho. Mailing May apparently was cheaper 
than buying her a train ticket. The little girl wore her 53-cents worth of postal 
stamps on her jacket as she traveled in the train's mail compartment. 
 
After hearing of examples such as May, the Postmaster General issued a 
regulation against sending children by mail. 

Mail Bag Catcher (Main Crane) [L.F. 
Ward, patentee, Railway Mail Service, 
Railway Post Office, RPO]

Most RPO cars had a hook that could be used to snatch a leather or 
canvas pouch of outgoing mail hanging on a track-side mail crane at 
smaller towns where the train did not stop. The first US patent for such a 
device (U.S. Patent 61,584) was awarded to L.F. Ward of Elyria, Ohio, on 
January 29, 1867.  
 
With the train often operating at 70 mph or more, a postal clerk would 
have a pouch of mail ready to be dispatched as the train passed the 
station. In a co-ordinated movement, the catcher arm was swung out to 
catch the hanging mail pouch while the clerk stood in the open doorway. 
As the inbound pouch slammed into the catcher arm, the clerk kicked the 
outbound mail pouch out of the car, making certain to kick it far enough 
that it was not sucked back under the train. An employee of the local post 
office would retrieve the pouch and deliver it to the post office.

1867

Mail Car [RPO/Railway Post Office Car, 
Mail Storage Car]

A Mail car is a general term that is used most frequently to describe an 
RPO or Railway Post Office Car, in which mail is received, sorted, and 
bagged for stations along the railroad line, while the train is moving. A 
Mail Storage Car is used for the transportation of mail that is not sorted 
in transit.

C&NW 1864

Mail Jack (Mail Crane) [RPO/Railway 
Post Office/Mail Service]

A Mail "Jack" or Mail Crane is a device located at trackside, usually near 
a station or depot, that is designed to alllow an RPO/Railway Post Office 
car on  train moving at high speed to pick up outgoing mail sack without 
stopping. Virtually all small towns that did not have regular passenger 
train service were served in this manner. Larger towns and cities that 
were served as regular passenger train daily stops were able to manually 
load outgoing mail sacks in the RPO/Railway Post Office Car that was 
carried on passenger trains.   The Mail "Jack" had two collapsible arms 
which, when a mail sack was suspended between them, could be caught 
by a large "V" shapped hook attached to the side of RPO car. The hook is 
plainly seen in any picture of an RPO car. 

Make Up of Trains [Consist Book, 
Passenger Train, Make-Up of Trains]

Most major railroads published a document called the "Make-Up of Trains" for 
its employees.  The document listed the Train #, the type or class of car used, 
and the cities between which each type of car operated. The document also 
lists the sequence in which the cars are placed in the train. [1]Master Room [Sleeping car; Pullman, 

Passenger Car. Passenger Train]
The Master Room had a large, fixed lower double bed sleeping two, along with 
an enclosed full shower, along with private toilet facilities.The beds could be 
folded into the walls during the daytime, thus maximizing space. The Master 
room was often located next to a double bedroom, with the two rooms 
separated by a folding partion, thus making it possible to combine the two 
spaces into one very large bedroom. [3] 
 
It was the rarest, and most luxurious of Pullman sleeping car accomodations.

PULL

Matched Equipment; Matched Set 
[Streamlined Passenger Car, Passenger 
Train]

Usually, a streamlined passenger train having all cars of the same style or 
design (ie, all fluted side cars or all smooth side) and all having the same paint 
scheme. Examples: 
 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy California Zephyr, and other Zephyr trains 
Great Northern Empire Builder 
New York Central 20th Century Limited 
Norfolk & Western Powhatan Arrow 
Northern Pacific North Coast Limited 
Pennsylvania Broadway and Congressional 
Southern Pacific Daylight trains 
Union Pacific City of streamliners 
 
The examples cited above of matched set of streamlined cars presented a 
continuous single image of many cars appearing to be a single car.

Material Handling Cars (MHC) [Express 
car; Mail car]

Amtrak purchased a group of Material Handling Cars in 1986 in order to ship 
express parcels via Amtrak. The custom built cars were designed to be 
operated at speeds of up to 110 miles per hour. In use, however, the cars were 
primarily used for handling of bulk mail. See Ref 1. The cars were removed 
from service in 2003 when Amtrak cancelled its contract with ExpressTrak 
(jointly owned with Amtrak), which operated a fleet of 350 Express Box Cars 
and 112 Refrigerated Boxcars.

ATK 1986

Medical Car [Physical Examination Car] A car used by the railroad to conduct physical examinations of workers, or in 
some cases, to provide on site medical car for injured workers at remote job 
sites.

Messenger [Railway Mail Service, Railway 
Post Office Car/RPO]

A messenger was an employee of the post office. His duties were to 
accompany the transfer of mail from the post office to the railway RPO car or to 
the mail crane located at the side of the railroad track. The mail bag is placed 
on the mail crane, and the RPO car "catches" the mailbag without any 
reduction in train speed. Mailbags that are thrown off a moving train at a 
station are then picked up by the messenger, and are carried to the post office.

MetroCard [New York City Subway, PATH 
trains, Payment card, Commuter train, 
token, fare collection]

The MetroCard is the payment method for the New York City Subway; New 
York City Transit buses, including routes operated by Academy Bus under 
contract to the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), MTA Bus, and 
Nassau Inter-County Express systems (NICE); PATH; the Roosevelt Island 
Tramway; AirTrain JFK; and Westchester County's Bee-Line Bus System. It is 
a thin, plastic card on which the customer electronically loads fares. 
 
The card was introduced in 1992 to enhance the technology of the transit 
system and eliminate the burden of carrying and collecting tokens. The MTA 
discontinued the use of tokens in the subway on May 3, 2003, and on buses 
on December 31, 2003. 
 
The MetroCard is managed by a division of the MTA known as Revenue 
Control, MetroCard Sales, which is part of the Office of the Executive Vice 
President. The MetroCard Vending Machines are manufactured by Cubic 
Transportation Systems, Inc. 
 
The current swipe MetroCard is expected to be phased out by 2022, being 
replaced by a contactless payment system where riders pay for their fare by 
waving or tapping credit or debit bank cards, smartphones, or MTA-issued 
contactless smart cards.

MTA 1992

Metroliner [Amfleet, Horizon Car, Comet 
II, passenger car, electric multiple unit 
("EMU"), Passenger Train ]

The Budd Metroliner car was a married pair electric multiple unit ("EMU") 
train designed for first-class, high-speed service on the Pennsylvania 
Railroad's route between New York City and Washington, DC.  Built 
between 1968 and 1969, they operated in eponymous service on the Penn 
Central beginning in early 1969 (after the Pennsylvania's merger with the 
New York Central) and continuing under Amtrak after the latter's 1971 
creation. These cars would be an important factor into the creation of the 
Amfleet cars, also manufactured by Budd. Being two-car sets, they were 
typically arranged in four to eight-car configurations. 

ATK 1969

Mixed Train [Drovers Caboose, Freight 
Train, Passenger Train, Rider Coach, 
Deadheading, Combine]

A Mixed train is a freight train that operates with at least one car capable of 
seating passengers. The remainder of the train would consist of freight cars of 
any type. The passenger car could be a traditional coach, usually not fit for first 
class trains, or it may be a caboose fitted with seats for carrying passengers. 
The passenger cars on mixed trains would not necessarily have a toilet, and 
typically, no dining facilities were offered. Combines, or Combination Cars, 
provided space for freight, express, and baggage, with the remainder of the car 
being used for seating passengers. The Combine car had a partition 
separating the freight/baggage storage area from the coach section. 
 
A "Rider Coach" was a coach used by railroad crew members deadheading (ie, 
not on duty) to another location and by ticketed p[assengers. 

Mixed Train speed on narrow gauge lines 
[Passenger train, pickup, setout/set out 
cars, Dispatching, CTC, Dark Territory, 
Unsignaled]

Passenger travel by Mixed train was notoriously slow, since the train typically 
stopped at every city along the route to pickup and set out cars. In addition, 
most of these trains travelled on single track lines, which meant long waits in 
sidings before an opposing train could pass. Most mixed trains would probably 
have been dispatched by an operator in "dark territory" (unsignaled territory), 
not by CTC or by computer.  This would have resulted in additional wait times 
at stations "waiting for orders". 
 
In the example given in Ref 1, the Orange Belt Railroad scheduled its Trains 
Nos. 9 and 10 to cover the 152 miles in 12 hours and 40 minutes or  an 
average of roughly 12 miles per hour. The times shown are probably 
representative of many mixed train operations of many railroads. 
 

OB

Monitor Roof [Clerestory Roof, Passenger 
Car, Railroad Roof]

A monitor (in architecture) is a raised structure running along the ridge of a 
double-pitched roof, with its own roof running parallel with the main roof. The 
long sides of monitors usually contain clerestory windows or louvers to light or 
ventilate the area under the roof. A monitor roof looks like the roof of a 
traditional sugar house (building for boiling down maple syrup) but the purpose 
of the sugar house roof is to vent steam. Also, some railroad passenger cars 
historically had monitor roofs. [3] 
 
Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars also 
employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible when 
viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and therefore became 
a distinguishing identifying characteristic.    
 
The Clerestory Roof raised the center portion of the roofline from one end of 
the car to the other, with the end of the raised structure having a graceful 
curved arch bringing the roofline down the end of the car. The raised portion 
contained clerestory windows that allowed sunlight and ventilation to enter the 
car.   
 
Raised roof cars  with square ends were called Deck Roofs, and were typically 
found in cars built prior to 1870.  This design was eliminated when the 
railroads modernized their fleets with lightweight streamlined cars, which 
included self-contained air conditioning capabilities. 

1860
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Motor Car Manufacturers  [Gas-Electric 
Car, Railcar, Doodlebug, Galloping Goose]

The following companies were engaged in building these fascinating self 
propelled motor cars: 
 
The largest of the manufacturers were: 
 
- EMD 
- Brill 
- GE 
 
Other smaller companies included: 
 
- ACF (MotoRailer and other designs) 
- Berge & Loftus (1949 -1952),  
- Bethlehem Steel Co. 
- Clark Autocar 
- Edwards 
- Fairbanks-Morse Railmobile.  
- Four Wheel Drive 
- Mack 
- McKeen Motor Car 
- Meister 
- Pullman (built the bodies for other mfg) 
- Railway Locomotor Co. 
-        Rushmore Co. (1920-22) 
- Rio Grande Southern Railroad (Company shops) 
- Strang Gas-Electric Car Co. 
- Zeitler (1931).  
 
Reference: See Keilty's great book: Interurbans Without Wires - The Rail 
MotorCar in the United States 

Motor Car Streamlined Trains 1935-50  
[Gas-Electric Car, Railcar]

Some Early Motor Cars or Gas-Electric railcars were built as streamlined motor 
cars, and pulled several streamlined cars in a trainset. These early streamlined 
trains included the: 
 
Boston & Maine/Maine Central                        Flying Yankee (looked the same 
as the Burlington Zephyr) 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy                          Zephyr (with a 600 HP engine) 
Chicago & Eastern Illinois                                #342 "Mt. Vernon" [2] 
Gulf, Mobile & Northern/Gulf, Mobile & Ohio   Rebel 
Illinois Central                                                  Green Diamond 
Missouri Pacific                                                Delta Eagle 
New York, New Haven & Hartford                    Comet 
Southern Railway                                             Goldenrod 
Southern Railway                                             Vulcan 
Union Pacific                                                    M-10000 
 
The builders included: 
 
American Car & Foundry (AC&F) 
Budd Company 
Electro-Motive Division (EMD) 
St. Louis Car Company 
 
 
 

Motorailer [Diesel Locomotive Hydraulic 
Transmission][Illinois Central, Missouri 
Pacific, New York, Susquehanna & 
Western, Streamlined Motor Car, Gas-
Electric]

The Motorailer was a self propelled streamlined Motor Car similar in concept to 
a Gas-Electric Motor car, except that the Motorailer had a Diesel engine for 
propulsion anda Hydraulic Transmission] 
 
Illinois Central - 1940 ACF Motorailer 2 unit set - IC Nos. 140-141 - "LAND O' 
CORN" 
Illinois Central - 1940 ACF Motorailer IC No. 130 - "ILLINI" 
Illinois Central - 1940 ACF Motorailer IC No. 131 - "MISS LOU" 
 
Missouri Pacific - 1942 ACF Motorailer- "EAGLET" 
 
Susquehanna  - 1940 ACF Motorailer 1003 - Single Unit (Purchased from IC 
1947 & 1948 - ex IC MISS LOU & ILLINI- As 
                                            delivered from ACF with 1003 headlight in original, 
lower position and operator's controls for bi-directional  
                                            operation) 
 
Susquehanna  - 1940 ACF Motorailer 2 unit set - No. 1003 & 1004 (Purchased 
from IC 1947 & 1948 - ex IC MISS LOU & ILLINI - As 
                                            delivered from ACF with 1003 headlight in original, 
lower position and operator's controls for bi-directional   
                                            operation) 
 
Susquehanna - 1940 ACF Motorailer  No. 1005 - Single Unit (ex-IC LAND O' 
CORN- As delivered from ACF with 1005 with operator's  
                                           controls for bi-directional operation ) 
 
Susquehanna - 1940 ACF Motorailer - No. 1001 
Susquehanna - 1940 ACF Motorailer - No. 1002 
Susquehanna - 1940 ACF Motorailer 2 unit set - No. 1005 & 1006 (ex-IC LAND 
O' CORN - As delivered from ACF with 1005 with 
                                          operator's controls for bi-directional operation) 
 

IC 1940

MotoRailer [Self propelled Motor Car 
similar to RDC][Missouri Pacific]

American Car & Foundry built a single bi-directional Motor car called the 
MotoRailer for use on the Missouri Pacific's 47 mile Lincoln to Union, Nebraska 
branch in 1942. The Missouri Pacific called its MotoRailer an Eaglette or Little 
Eagle. 
 
ACF built similar cars for the Illinois Central, the New York, Susquehanna & 
Western, the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, Gulf, Mobile & Ohio, Chicago & Eastern 
Illinois, Nortfolk Southern, the Salt Lake, Garfield & Western, the California 
Western and the Missouri & Arkansas.

ACF 1942

Movie: 42nd Street [Special Passenger 
Trains]

As part of a publicity campaign for the film 42nd Street (1933), Warner Bros. 
studios, with the assistance of the General Electric Company, assembled a 7-
car train they called "The 42nd. Street Special". With numerous Warner Bros. 
contract stars as passengers, the train made a tour across the USA. It was 
scheduled to make stops in more than 100 cities, ending in Washington, DC for 
the March 1933 inauguration of 'Franklin Delano Roosevelt' . This short film 
records the send-off for this trip in Los Angeles. Using a microphone set up on 
the rear platform of the last car, several people addressed the crowd attending 
the event. Those making remarks include performers, studio executives, and 
the mayor of Los Angeles. Written by David Glagovsky 
<dglagovsky@prodigy.net>

AT&SF

MP 54 Electric Multiple Unit Car The Pennsylvania Railroad's MP54 was a class of electric multiple unit railcars. 
The class was initially constructed as an unpowered, locomotive hauled coach 
for suburban operations, but were designed to be rebuilt into self-propelled 
units as electrification plans were realized. The first of these self-propelled cars 
were placed in service with the PRR subsidiary Long Island Rail Road with DC 
propulsion in 1908 and soon spread to the Philadelphia-based network of low 
frequency AC electrified suburban lines in 1915. Eventually the cars came to 
be used throughout the railroad's electrified network from Washington, DC to 
New York City and Harrisburg, PA.  
 
The ubiquitous cars became a commuting tradition during their long years of 
service in several major cities and were known as "red cars" or "red rattlers". 
The cars ran in service with the PRR until the Penn Central merger in 1968 at 
which point they were already being marked for replacement by new 
technology railcars such as the Budd M1 and Pioneer III. After the bankruptcy 
of the Penn Central the remaining MP54s found themselves being operated by 
Conrail under contract with local commuter rail authorities. The last MP54 cars 
were retired in 1980-81 while engaged in Philadelphia suburban service with 
SEPTA.

PRR 1908

Multilevel Multiple Unit Commuter Car 
[MU]

The Bombardier MultiLevel Coach is a bi-level passenger rail car 
manufactured by Bombardier for use on commuter rail lines. The first units 
were delivered in 2006 and deliveries (in various orders) continued to 2014. 
Most were unpowered; ie, being designed to be pulled by a locomotive. 
However. in December 2018, NJ Transit ordered 113 new electric multiple unit 
coaches, designated MultiLevel III; the order included 58 units with AC electric 
propulsion systems and 55 unpowered cars. The contract included options for 
up to 636 more cars for NJ Transit, as well as options for 250 cars for SEPTA 
Regional Rail. The cars are to replace the existing Arrow III EMUs. 
 
 
 

BTCK 2006

National Railroad Passenger Corporation The Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 was an Act of Congress that 
established Amtrak as a corporation wholly owned by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation.  Amtrak is also known as the National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation, and was charged with the responsibility of managing the basic 
national rail network and operate passenger trains under contracts with the 
railroads.  Amtrak was founded to take over the rail passenger service that 
remained operating in the United States on May 1, 1971. Prior to the Amtrak 
takeover, the number of passenger trains operated by railroads had declined 
dramatically. The reasons for the declines were many; but in particular the 
rising cost of operations during the 1960's and declining ridership were the 
primary factors that caused the loss of passenger train service.   Amtrak was 
founded, and funded by an act of Congress. In 1970, Congress passed the 
Rail Passenger Service Act, which had been sought by the National Railroad 
Passenger Corporation. The act contained a number of key provisions. 
Perhaps the most significant was a provision that relieved any railroad 
participating in Amtrak of any further legal obligation to operate intercity 
passenger service after May 1, 1971. Railroads that elected not to participate 
in Amtrak were required to continue operating their passenger service until 
1976, and to absorb the resulting profits or losses. The latter included the 
Southern Railway, and the Denver & Rio Grande Western. The railroads that 
elected to participate in Amtrak were required to purchase stock in the National 
Railroad Passenger Corporation, using either stock, or payment in kind by 
contributing the value of their passenger cars and other equipment that 
became part of the NRPC. Most railroads elected the latter option.  Amtrak was 
funded by $40 Million in direct Federal aid, and another $100 Million in 
Federally insured loans, along with the contributions made by the railroads, 
either in cash or by donating rolling stock when it began operation. During the 
first 10 years of operation, the amount of Federal aid that was needed to 
operate Amtrak escalated dramatically, reaching over $1 Billion in 1981. During 
the 1980's, Congress began to reduce support, forcing Amtrak to cut back on 
its services. Despite the cutbacks, Amtrak's financial condition weakened to the 
point that by 1995, it was close to becoming bankrupt. Congress stepped in 
and funded the Acela high-speed train service, provided that Amtrak would 
become self-sufficient. Following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, 
there was a growing public awareness of the continued need for reliable rail 
passenger service, particularly on heavily traveled routes on the east coast, 
and between other large cities. Congress provided additional funding and 
Amtrak eliminated the traditional dining car service on most runs; the latter 
reduced the operating deficits significantly. 

ATK 1970

News Butcher [Peanut Boy] A local peddler who sells newspapers, magazines, sandwiches, fruit, etc on the 
train. Sometimes the news butcher was allowed to ride a train from one station 
to another in order to allow sufficient time to sell his wares. In other cases, with 
longer station stops, the news butcher was required to leave the train when the 
train departed the station. 
 
The news butcher provided a valuable service since dining cars did not come 
into general use until many years after the first passenger trains were 
operated. In addition, communication services and even postal services were 
limited, particularly for the smaller towns. But almost all railroad stations had a 
telegraph, which was expensive for its time. So the ability to purchase a 
newspaper or magazine was considered an important service.  
 
Foreign trains still see this type of service, particularly for trains operating in 
remote areas with few station stops.

VNRH

Nightstar  (Transcontinental Railroad) The Nightstar was a proposed overnight sleeper service from various parts of 
Britain to continental Europe, via the Channel Tunnel. To run alongside the 
Eurostar and north of London day time Regional Eurostar services, the 
Nightstar was the last part in a round the clock passenger train utilisation of the 
Channel Tunnel.  After rejection of various British ideas for the service that was 
to become the Eurostar train, which eventually was created from the existing 
French TGV scaled for a British loading gauge, the Nightstar emerged as an 
individual locomotive-hauled passenger train.  The 139 carriage stock order 
began construction in 1992 and continued slowly until the whole project was 
put on hold in 1997, then formally abandoned in 1999. The reasons for the 
delay in the start of operations and then the final cancelling of construction are 
similar to those given for the non-start of Regional Eurostar service: primarily 
due to rising costs and competition from low cost airlines such as Ryanair and 
EasyJet.  The cars were eventually purchased by Alstom Canada for resale to 
Via Rail.in December 2000. On 15 December 2000 Via Rail issued a press 
release confirming that it had placed an order with Alstom for the supply of the 
139 Nightstar cars. Due to the lack of other interested purchasers, Via Rail 
acquired them for $130 million total, a considerable discount from the fair 
market value of $400-500 million. According to the press release Via Rail 
planned to use them to expand service in the Corridor routes (notably on 
services between Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, and Quebec), on sleeper routes 
from Montreal to Halifax (Ocean) and Gaspé (Montreal - Gaspé train), and to 
free up existing stock for use on The Canadian (Toronto-Vancouver) 
transcontinental route.  The cars were shipped to Bombardier Transportation's 
Thunder Bay facility, where the conversion work was carried out.[9] 

1992

North Platte Canteen [World War II 
Troop Train, Passenger Train, Depot]

Before World War II, North Platte was a geographically isolated town of 
12,000 Soldiers, sailors, and aviators on their way to fight the war rode 
troop trains across the nation, bound for Europe via the East Coast or 
the Pacific via the West Cast. The Union Pacific Railroad trains that 
transported the soldiers always made a 10 minute stop in North Platte to 
take on water. 
 
The townspeople made this 10 minutes count. Starting in December 
1941, they met every train up to 23 a day, beginning at 5 AM and ending 
after midnight. Those volunteers greeted between 3,000 and 5,000 
soldiers a day. They presented them with sandwiches and gifts, play 
music for them, danced with them, and baked birthday cakes for them.  
Evert day of the year, every day of the war, they were at the depot. They 
never missed a train, never missed a soldier. The fed six million soldiers 
by the end of the war. Not 1 cent of government money was ask for or 
spent, save for a $5.00 bill sent by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
 
The soldiers never forgot the kindness of the townspeople of North 
Platte, NE. [1]

UP 1941

Northeast Corridor [NEC, Amtrak, 
Commuter Rail, High Speed Rail, 
Electrified Rail, Multiple Unit, EMU, MU]

The Northeast Corridor (commonly abbreviated NEC) is the busiest passenger 
rail line in the United States by ridership and service frequency. The route is 
fully electrified and serves a densely urbanized string of cities from 
Washington, D.C. to Boston, including Baltimore, Wilmington, Philadelphia, 
Trenton, Newark, New York, New Haven, and Providence. It also has branches 
connecting Philadelphia with Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (known as the 
Keystone Corridor); New Haven with Springfield, Massachusetts (known as the 
New Haven-Springfield Line); New York City with Niagara Falls, New York 
(known as the Empire Corridor), and several other commuter destinations. The 
busiest passenger rail station in the United States is Pennsylvania Station in 
New York, the central hub of the Northeast Corridor.

ATK

Observation Car An observation car/carriage/coach (in US English, often abbreviated to simply 
observation or obs) is a type of railroad passenger car, generally operated in a 
passenger train as the last carriage, with windows on the rear of the car for 
passengers' viewing pleasure. The cars were nearly universally removed from 
service on American railroads beginning in the 1950s as a cost-cutting 
measure in order to eliminate the need to "turn" the trains when operating out 
of stub-end terminals. 
 
See also "Solarium Car", "Blunt End Observation", "Business Car", "Private 
Car", "Drumhead", "Skytop Lounge", "Beaver Tail Observation", "Industrial 
Designers: Brooks Stevens, Otto Kuhler, and others",  
 
Configuration 
 
The main spotting feature of observation cars is at the "B" end (tail) of the car; 
the walls of lightweight and streamlined cars usually round together to form a 
tapered U shape, smoothly or with a door, and larger panoramic windows were 
installed all around the end of the car. On older heavyweight cars, the rear end 
of the car consisted of an enlarged, canopied porch-like open vestibule 
platform area, with the door and enlarged windows set back into the car, giving 
wind-wing shelter from the draft. Whether old or new there was frequently a 
large open lounge in the B end where passengers could enjoy the view as they 
watched the track recede into the distance, and usually (but not always) 
equipped as a club car with a bar or buffet where soft drinks, cocktails and 
snacks could be purchased. 
 
The observation car differs from non-revenue Business Cars or private varnish, 
which may have featured (starting with the A end;) the normally locked center 
communicating door to a corridor along one side leading to the salon with 
doors to a pantry and small galley which was often convertible to dormitory for 
the chef and porter/steward at night with cutting board covering a sink, a 
combination oven/stove/hot-water-tank/steam-heating-boiler and diminished 
side door for loading supplies, then a private restroom/bathing-room, one or 
two deluxe private rooms for a personal secretary perhaps and the line's vice 
president, a locked china/silver/liquor cabinet along the final dividing wall 
facing a large open multipurpose salon. The salon was often fitted with fold 
down overhead bunks above a retractable dining/conference table over sub-
deck storage, a conductor's desk with secured storage for train log, wine log, 
and merchant's account books along with relevant gauges such as air pressure 
and speedometer at the track inspection viewing window recessed behind the 
expanded observation platform, which was fenced with opulent railing 
supporting an (optional) illuminated drumhead at the B end. Fresh drinking 
water, grey water, kerosene/fuel and other tanks crowded beneath the floor sill 
competed for space with heating/cooling, axle powered mechanical equipment, 
shore power batteries and equipment/tool storage bins to support a self-
sustaining/self-reliant car whether on the road or on a siding while making 
track orders. This variety of features is easy to spot with a variety of window 
placement and sizes, while Observation Car windows tend to be more uniform 
in size and placement. 
 
Industrial design 
 
While the cars manufactured by companies such as Pullman-Standard 
conformed to somewhat standard designs, some railroads created their own 
distinctive designs for observation ends. For example, the Milwaukee Road’s 
passenger trains were often rounded out with either a “Skytop Lounge” or a 
finned “Beavertail observation” the latter due to noted industrial designer Otto 
Kuhler. The Milwaukee's observations were easily recognizable as the 
observation end of the cars were not only rounded, but also slanted toward the 
front of the car, often with windows extending up from the normal window 
height to the roofline. The Milwaukee's observations, including the Skytops, 
lacked a drumhead, whose place was taken by a large oscillating rear light; 
instead, each tapered side carried the generic Milwaukee script name 
"Hiawatha" embossed on stainless steel trim flanking this light. The 
Milwaukee's Skytops—four parlor cars built in the railroad's own shops and six 
sleepers built by Pullman-Standard—were designed by noted industrial 
designer Brooks Stevens. Six railroads bought dome-observation cars from 
Budd — the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, the Denver and Rio 
Grande Western Railroad, and the Western Pacific Railroad for use on their 
joint California Zephyr, and the Canadian Pacific Railway for The Canadian 
and The Dominion. The WP touted this combination car type as “the best of 
both worlds” in passenger amenities. The Wabash used the cars on their 
"Bluebird", Chicago to St. Louis, and the Chesapeake and Ohio for the 
"Chessie" which never went into service. The C&O cars were sold to the 
Denver & Rio Grande and ran on the "Royal Gorge". 
 
North American railroads observation cars often featured a variety of upcharge 
revenue seating, reserved sitting/drawing rooms or sleeper accomodations of 
various types in the forward section, reclining coach seats, plush parlor chairs, 
side tables, buffet and lounge facilities including a bar, and the occasional crew 
dormitory. A lighted drumhead adornment, usually indicating the name of the 
train or the name/logo of the railroad would invariably (except on the 
Milwaukee Road, see below) be hung from the tail end of the observation car. 
Some early trains offered two observation cars: a traditional enclosed type for 
its compartment or "first class" passengers and an open type resembling a flat 
car for its tourist class riders. 
 
History 
 
When passenger trains were still the preferred mode of intercity transportation 
in America, observations often were used by those campaigning for public 
office, especially for the Presidency of the United States such as United States 
Railcar No. 1, the Ferdinand Magellan. On a whistle stop train tour the 
candidate’s train would pull into town and stop with the observation end at the 
station, then the candidate would appear on the observation platform to deliver 
his "stump speech". The observation platform made a perfect temporary stage 
for just such an event. Like political candidates, famous personalities such as 
members of a royal family or film stars would use the open observation car end 
as a stage from which they would greet well-wishers and fans during public 
tours. 
 
Modern use 
 
The observation car on scheduled passenger trains fell victim to increased 
operational costs. An outstanding exception is Via Rail's Canadian, which still 
operates on every triweekly trip between Toronto and Vancouver with the same 
dome observation-lounge cars in use on the train since 1955. 
 
On several long distance Amtrak routes outside the Northeast Corridor there 
are Superliners, which combine extra window exposure on an upper 
observation level with a lounge area and dormitory facilities on lower levels of 
the trains. 
 
Several privately owned railroad tour companies, such as the "Rocky 
Mountaineer" operate observation cars. Alaskan cruise companies (Princess 
Cruises and Holland America) and the Alaska railroad (Gold Star Service) 
provide open observation cars. 
 
 

Observation Car-Open Air [Vista Dome 
car]

40-70 years before the introduction of enclosed Dome Car by the Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy Railroad, other railroads had introduced what amounted to 
"Open Air Observation cars. These cars were usually converted from older 
coaches by removing the windows to allow for a wider viewing area. Many of 
these cars were not equipped with a roof, while others were. In  any case, the 
cars were not the most comfortable to ride in, as the passenger was exposed 
to wind, rain, and occasionally snow. 
 
In late 1869 (or early 1870) the Central Pacific converted an old San Francisco 
& Oakland RR coach into CP open coach #81, named Tahoe.  The car was 
attached to the rear of the passenger train at Colfax and run over the 
mountains to Truckee or Reno, allowing passengers to fully appreciate the 
glories and scenes of the Sierra crossing, including a brief stop at Cape Horn. 
[1] 
 
n 1905, the Denver & Rio Grande introduced new observation cars for summer 
service on daylight runs on three routes through the Colorado Rockies.  There 
were three cars built. [2] These cars were very basic: high density seating, and 
no roof! The car sides extended just to the top of the seats. 
 
In later years, the Southern Pacific, Great Northern, Milwaukee Road, and 
Canadian Pacific operated such cars on the scenic parts of their routes. [3] 
 
Note in the photos in Ref ]4} that both of these cars have an enclosed middle 
section, and 2 open sections, one at either end, thus allowing passengers a 
degree of shelter if it was raining or snowing.

Office Car [Business Car] An Office Car is another name for a Business Car. Office Cars were designed 
more for official use, and less for entertaining of guests. Thus a Business car 
would having sleeping space for up to a dozen customers and railroad officials, 
while an Office car would be configured with sleeping facilities for the railroad 
officer, his male secretary, and a steward. The Office car would probably have 
a separate "office" for the male secretary, and it would be equipped with a type 
writer, and probably business file storage.  
 
Thus, the difference between the two similar car types depends on the 
intended usage.

Official Railroad Station List [Open and 
Prepaid Station List]

Open and Prepaid Station List (OPSL) and now known as Official Railroad 
Station List is an official listing of every interchange location between every 
railroad in North America. Years ago, most of these stations would have 
offered passenger train services and freight train service. 
 
See Ref [1] for additional information.

Official Railway Guide (ORG) 
[Appleton's Railway and Steam 
Navigation Guide, Traveler's Official 
Railway Guide, Timetable]

The Official Railway Guide (Official Guide of the Railways); the rail 
traveler's guide to passenger travel: train names and numbers, 
schedules, stations served, and maps of railway lines.  
 
History of railway guides 
 
D. Appleton & Co., a large New York publishing house, was the first to 
begin wide distribution of "Appleton's Railway and Steam Navigation 
Guide". The Appleton guide apparently was filled with inaccuracies, 
which led Edward Vernon, a former General Ticket Agent for the St. 
Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad, to begin publishing in 1862 a more 
accurate guide intended for use by both ticket agents and the traveling 
public. As a ticket seller, he immediately gained the support of other 
ticket sellers around the country, who realized the importance of having 
accurate, and timely information concerning train schedules.  
 
The new guide, the "Travelers' Official Railway Guide of the United States 
and Canada," began publication June, 1868, with Vernon as both Editor 
and joint proprietor with H.H. Wheeler, former General Ticket Agent of the 
Northern Missouri Railroad.  
 
An earlier Official guide, known as the "Dinsmore Guide" (officially the 
"American Railway Guide"), began publication in 1851. 
 
Preceding from Ref 1. 
 
The last edition was published in August 2020, after which it was 
combined with the publication: "Pocket List of Railway Officials". 
[3] 
 
 

1868

Oil-Electric (Oil Electric) Motor Car 
[Gas-Electric, Gas Electric; Diesel-
Battery Hybrid]

Oil-Electric Motor Car for the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway 
(1917): Kerosene is converted into a fixed gas and fed to a 150-HP  
marine type engine that uses a mixture of one part fuel to six parts air. A 
250 vold DC generator is turned at a constant speed of 1,000 revolutions 
a minute and delivers unused energy to a storage battery. The latter is 
able to supply 400 hp for a 5 minute period or of 93 hp for an hour, and 
automatically assists the generator when the car is accelerated or heavy 
grades are encountered. The battery also supplies energy for the lights 
and starter  and in addition is  an auxiliary source of power in the event 
of engine trouble. For a limited, it will drive the car at a speed of about 30 
miles an hour. [1]

NC&StL 1917

Omaha Orange [Maintenance of Way, 
Company Service]

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad used "Omaha Orange" as the paint 
on its Maintenance of Way Equipment.

CB&Q 1939

Omaha Orange [Passenger Car Color] The Great Northern Railroad used "Omaha Orange" as the paint on its 
streamliners, introduced in 1939. (Ref 1)

GN 1939

Omnibus Passenger Transfer Service 
[Passenger Station, Steamship, Ferry 
boat]

Omnibus Companies were established to transfer passengers and baggage 
between the various railroad depots, steamships and Ferry boat. The 
businesses removed the passenger's need to handle baggage at the train and 
find transportation; it  was a seamless service, coordinated with the schedules 
of the various trains, depots, and steamships/ferry boat: the passenger met the 
Omnibus representative at his railroad car, presented the baggage, and was 
then transported to the next train station. 
 
The Omnibus was a great service in large cities with multiple train stations. But 
as time went on, the number of trains in operation decreased, and stations 
were consolidated. New York, and Chicago were noted for their long running 
Omnibus operations. But most other cities had long since discontinued the 
practice, often because all of the rail traffic was centered around a single 
station.

On time [Timetable, Passenger Train, 
Train Operation, Engineer]

On time usually refers to a passenger train that departs at the time scheduled 
in the timetable, and arrives at the destination at the scheduled time, per the 
timetable.

Open and Prepaid Station List [OPSL  
Open and Prepaid Station List (OPSL) and 
now known as Official Railroad Station List 
is an official listing of every interchange 
location between every railroad in North 
America. Passenger train, freight rai]

Open and Prepaid Station List (OPSL) and now known as Official Railroad 
Station List is an official listing of every interchange location between every 
railroad in North America. Years ago, most of these stations would have 
offered passenger train services and freight train service. 
 
See Ref [1] for additional information.

Open and Prepay Stations - OPSL [Official 
Railroad Station List; Prepay Station. 
Freight Car, Freight train]

The Official List of Open and Prepay Stations , or OPSL, listed every freight 
station by railroad. It is now called the Official Railroad Station List and is 
maintained by RAILINC. The document is used to establish prices for railroad 
services. 
 
An Open Station is a manned station, in which freight charges are billed and 
then paid by the customer.  A Prepay station,is a non-agency station, in which 
freight charges must be prepaid. Prepay stations were generally located in 
small cities where the station might not be staffed, or the staff would not be 
authorized to accept payment for shipments.  
 
The J.W. Barriger III National Railroad Library at the University of Missouri - St 
Louis has a collection of these.  The Northwestern University Transportation 
Library may as well.   
 
Every station  has a number for the computer database, called the FSAC 
(Freight Station Accounting Number). Originally each railroad assigned their 
own set of numbers to identify their stations, but with the development of a 
centralized database by RAILINC, a new numbering system was developed to 
encompass all railroads.

Open Platform Observation Car [Vestibule, 
Observation Car, Sun Room, Solarium, 
Boat Tail Observation, Beaver Tail, Blunt 
End Observation, Vista Dome 
Observation, Sky Top Observation]

Although the first passenger cars in the United States resembled 
stagecoaches, car builders soon changed their designs to incorporate a longer 
carbody having open platforms at either end of the car. The open platform car 
gained this name since the platform was open to the weather. The open 
platform provided a place where passengers could step from one passenger 
car to another, using a connecting platform. Passengers would enter and leave 
a car through a door at the end of the car which led to a narrow platform. Steps 
on either side of the platform were used for getting on or off the train.    
 
Open platform cars were dangerous and exposed passengers to the weather 
while crossing between cars. In most cases, the it was not possible to cross 
between cars while the train was moving. Early trains did not have dining cars, 
and sleeping cars did not come into general use until around 1870. As a result, 
there was little need for passengers to travel between cars.  Later cars had 
enclosed platforms called vestibules which protected passengers from rain, 
snow and wind, but also to allowed passengers to move more easily between 
cars.  Open platform cars continued in use into the 20th Century on many 
railroads, and could be frequently found in use on smaller railroads, and 
secondary or branch lines. Larger railroads, such as the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy, continued to use their older open platform long distance cars for 
suburban commuter service into the 1950's.  
 
The Open Platform Observation car was the classic implementation of this 
design concept in the late 1800's and early 1900's. In the mid 1930's, with the 
introduction of streamlined cars, the railroads began to modify the traditional 
open platform heavyweight cars by closing in the open platform, creating a 
"Sun Room" or "Solarium". At the same time, many streamlined trains were 
introduced having completely closed observation cars that were referred to as 
"Boat Tail Observation, Blunt End Observation, Beaver Tail, and Sky Top 
Observation" cars. 

1888
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Open Section [Pullman Sleeping Car; 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train]

From the 19th to the mid-20th century, the most common and more economical 
type of sleeping car accommodation on North American trains was the "open 
section". Open-section accommodations consist of pairs of seats, one seat 
facing forward and the other backward, situated on either side of a center aisle. 
The seat pairs can be converted into the combination of an upper and a lower 
"berth", each berth consisting of a bed screened from the aisle by a curtain

PULL

Orient Express Train The Orient Express was the name of a long-distance passenger luxury train 
service originally operated by the Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits. 
It ran from 1883 to 2009 and is not to be confused with the Venice-Simplon 
Orient Express train service, which continues to run. The route ran from 
London to Paris, Munich, Vienna, Budapest, Bucarest, and Istanbul. An 
alternate route ran from Paris to Milan via the Simplon Tunnel, and then 
Venice, Belgrade, Sofia, and Istanbul. Passengers were ferried across the 
English Channel, and across the Danube River to Ruse, Bulgaria.  The route 
and rolling stock of the Orient Express changed many times. Several routes in 
the past concurrently used the Orient Express name, or slight variants thereof. 
Although the original Orient Express was simply a normal international railway 
service, the name has become synonymous with intrigue and luxury travel. The 
two city names most prominently associated with the Orient Express are Paris 
and Istanbul, the original endpoints of the timetabled service.  In 1977, the 
Orient Express stopped serving Istanbul. Its immediate successor, a through 
overnight service from Paris to Vienna, ran for the last time from Paris on 
Friday, June 8, 2007. After this, the route, still called the "Orient Express", was 
shortened to start from Strasbourg instead,[5] occasioned by the inauguration 
of the LGV Est which affords much shorter travel times from Paris to 
Strasbourg. The new curtailed service left Strasbourg at 22.20 daily, shortly 
after the arrival of a TGV from Paris, and was attached at Karlsruhe to the 
overnight sleeper service from Amsterdam to Vienna.  On 14 December 2009, 
the Orient Express ceased to operate and the route disappeared from 
European railway timetables, reportedly a "victim of high-speed trains and cut-
rate airlines". The Venice-Simplon Orient Express train, a private venture by 
Orient-Express Hotels using original carriages from the 1920s and 30s, 
continues to run from London to Venice and to other destinations in Europe, 
including the original route from Paris to Istanbul.  All Intellectual Property 
rights of Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits (CIWL) are now managed 
by Wagons-Lits Diffusion in Paris. This concerns all use of logos, brands, 
archives phototheque, plans and old posters for any commercial use or non-
commercial use [see www.inpi.fr and wwww.wagons-lits-diffusion.com].

1883

Orphan Train [Tourist Car, Second 
Class Sleeping Car, Immigrant Car, 
Emigrant Cars or Colonist Cars in 
Canada]

The Orphan Train Movement was a social experiment that transported 
children from crowded coastal cities of the United States, such as New 
York City and Boston, to willing foster homes across the country.   
Charles Loring Brace is considered a father of the modern foster care 
movement and was most renowned for starting the Orphan Train 
movement of the mid-19th century, and for founding The Children's Aid 
Society. Brace did away with the centuries-old custom of indenture so 
that the "placed" children were allowed to leave a home if they were 
uncomfortable with the placement. Brace’s vision of migrating children to 
live with the western Christian farming families was widely supported by 
wealthy New York families. Between 1853 and 1929, more than 250,000 
children rode the “Orphan Train” to new lives in the largest migration or 
resettlement of children in American history. The Orphan Train movement 
ended in 1929, 75 years after it had begun.  
 
The National Orphan Train Complex in Concordia, Kansas maintains an 
archive of riders' stories and also houses a research facility.   Two charity 
institutions, The Children's Aid Society (established by Charles Loring 
Brace) and later, The New York Foundling Hospital, determined to help 
these children. The two institutions developed a program that placed 
homeless city children into homes throughout the country. The children 
were transported to their new homes on trains which were eventually 
labeled “orphan trains.” This period of mass relocation of children in the 
United States is widely recognized as the beginning of documented 
foster care in America.   
 
History   
 
Brace believed that institutional care stunted and destroyed children. In 
his view, only work, education and a strong family life could help them 
develop into self-reliant citizens. Brace knew that American pioneers 
could use help settling the American West, so he arranged to send the 
orphaned children to pioneer families. "In every American community, 
especially in a Western one, there are many spare places at the table of 
life," Brace wrote. "They have enough for themselves and the stranger 
too." When the movement began, it was estimated that 30,000 orphaned 
or abandoned children were living on the streets of New York City. Many 
were sent west to find families and new homes, on trains that became 
known as "orphan trains". Sometimes there would be 30 to 40 young 
children riding with two or three adults. The children ranged from 6 to 18. 
Conditions on the early trains were poor, little better than cattle cars. In 
later years, conditions improved.  The children were encouraged to break 
completely with their past. The children would typically arrive in a town 
where local community leaders had assembled interested townspeople. 
The children would usually be put up on a "stage like" podium for 
viewing and inspection. The townspeople would inspect the children, 
perhaps feeling muscles and checking teeth, and after a brief interviews 
take the chosen ones home. Children might sing or dance to attract 
interest. Sadly, many siblings were separated during this process 
because the parents only wanted to take one child. Some children 
became indentured servants to their host families, while most were 
adopted, formally or informally, as family members.  Between 1853 and 
1929, more than 250,000 children rode the “Orphan Train” to new lives. 
The National Orphan Train Complex in Concordia, Kansas maintains an 
archive of riders' stories and also houses a research facility.  Two famous 
former orphan train riders are Governor John Green Brady of Alaska, and 
Governor Andrew Burke of North Dakota.

1853

Paint Scheme [Depot, Station, Color 
Scheme]

Railroads realized that their stations were a symbol of the railroad, and the 
railroad needed a way for the public to quickly identify (relate to) the stations 
that were scattered across a large area. The need to establish a "marketing 
image" led to the development of standardized paint schemes for wood depots 
(brick and stone depots did not need painting). 
 
Some of the color schemes used by different railroads were: 
 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe: Yellow and Grey/Green trim (similar to Southern 
Pacific) 
 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy: Initially Mineral Red, and later White with Green 
Trim The Burlington's standard brick stations utilized a dark red brick similar to 
the Mineral Red paint used on wood depots. 
 
Milwaukee Road: Gray Paint (surplus paint obtained from the US Navy at the 
end of World War II) 
 
Southern Pacific: Yellow with Brown Paint 
 
The Yellow Paint Scheme was a practical choice, considering most of these 
stations were located in hot, dry areas. 
3. 

Palace Car [Barney & Smith, Harlan & 
Hollingsworth, Woodruff, Wagner, 
Pullman Palace Car, Silver Palace Car]

Woodruff was the first company to introduce a Silver Palace car, in 1866, 
one year before the founding of the Pullman Palace Car Company. These 
cars carried the term luxury to a level never seen since. The cars featured 
silver plated lamps and fixtures, elegantly carved black walnut interiors, 
velvet curtains at the windows, and imported carpets, along with stained 
glass inserts in the clerestory windows. Woodruff's designs included 
silver plated columns that were used to support the roof and sleeping 
berths, thus deriving the name Silver Palace Car. Woodruff's company 
became known as the Woodruff Sleeping & Palace Car Company after 
that date.   
 
The term Palace Car quickly caught the attention and imagination of the 
traveling public. Pullman incorporated his sleeping car company in 1867 
under the name of the Pullman Palace Car Company. Following that date, 
the term Palace Car came to be associated with the luxurious sleeping 
car accommodations, and the high level of service that was provided by 
the Pullman Palace Car and Woodruff companies. Several other sleeping 
car companies adopted the Palace name as part of their corporate 
identity, in an effort to associate elegance, and high level of service 
accorded by Woodruff's Silver Palace Car, and Pullman Palace Car 
companies.  
 
The Holland Palace Car Company (mfg by Harlan & Hollingsworth), and 
the Wagner Palace Car Company were two companies that adopted this 
strategy.   Barney & Smith, Jackson & Sharp, and Harlan & Hollingsworth 
carried the Palace Car concept a step further, by branding their cars 
Silver Palace Cars, partly in an effort to suggest an even higher level of 
luxury than Pullman's Palace Cars (most of Woodruff's cars were built by 
Jackson & Sharp). Barney & Smith had been building cars for Pullman 
using the Pullman designs, while also building cars that it sold under its 
own Silver Palace brand. Pullman sued Barney & Smith in 1880, charging 
that Barney & Smith had incorporated Pullman's patents into Barney & 
Smith products. Pullman won its suit.   
 
The Palace Livestock Car was an advertising term applied to stock cars 
(sometimes called stable cars) in the late 1800's. Several companies 
adopted the Palace name as part of their corporate identify, in an effort to 
associate elegance, and kindness of treatment with their designs. 
Examples of the former included the Ames Palace Horse Car Company, 
the Arms Palace Horse Car Company, and the Keystone Palace Horse Car 
Company.    
 
Such cars provided a trough for the watering and feeding of cattle in 
transit, and moveable partitions, that allowed cattle to lie down without 
being trampled on. The cars also included overhead racks for the storage 
of hay and feed. Early car manufacturers of this type included the Burton 
Stock Car, the Mather Stock Car, and the Street Stable Car Company, 
even though the Palace name was not included. 

1855

Panorama Dome Car (Single Level Dome) 
[Observation Car, Florida Fun Train, 
Alaska Railroad, BC Rail, Vial Rail]

Design 
 
Each window on the Single-Level Dome is 6 feet (180 cm) by 7 feet 8 inches 
(234 cm); Colorado Railcar claimed they were the "world's largest glass domed 
windows." In a lounge configuration the cars can seat up to 76 at "four 
tops" (tables with 2 × 2 seating).  Via Rail's three cars can seat 71–74 in a 
standard coach configuration.  The interior color scheme for the Florida cars 
was "aquas, pinks and light green." The windows begin at "thigh level" and 
curve at the top, constituting "most of the ceiling." The Peninsula Clarion 
described the view as "panoramic". 
 
Operation 
 
The first five cars were built for the Florida Fun Train, a short-lived service 
between South Florida and Orlando, Florida. These included four coaches and 
a lounge car with an open platform. The Florida Fun Train folded in September 
1998. The Alaska Railroad acquired all five cars at bankruptcy in 1999. One of 
these cars was rebuilt as a business car, the Aurora. The Alaska Railroad 
purchased an additional three cars in 2006–2007, bringing their total to eight. 
 
BC Rail acquired three more of the domes (intended for Florida) in 2000. After 
BC Rail ceased passenger operations in 2002 they were acquired by Via Rail. 
Dubbed "Panorama Domes", they remain in service. As of 2018 two of the cars 
operate between Edmonton, Alberta, and Vancouver, British Columbia, on the 
flagship Canadian, while the third runs on the Jasper–Prince Rupert train 
between Jasper, Alberta, and Prince George, British Columbia. 
 

VIA 1997

Pantry Chef One who assists the cook, responsible mainly for side dishes, breads and 
desserts.

Paper Wheel [Passenger Car, Sleeping 
Car, Dining Car, Steam Locomotive, 
Richard N. Allen]

Paper Wheels were fabricated wheels made up of a cast iron hub bolted to an 
iron disk and a wrought iron or steel tire bolted to another disk, with the two 
disks bolted together through a sandwich of paper maché. The paper served to 
insulate the vibrations of the steel wheel against the rail from transmission to 
the hub and thence to the car body. (Ref 1) The wheels have a distinctive bolt 
pattern that is visible on the inside of the wheel set. Because of their quiet ride, 
Paper wheels were used on many of the passenger cars used on the country's 
top trains in the late 1800's. Paper wheels were used on Business cars for the 
same reason. (Ref 2)

1869

Park series (Park car) [streamlined dome-
sleeper-observation car]

The Park series or Park car is a fleet of lightweight streamlined dome-sleeper-
observation cars built by the Budd Company for the Canadian Pacific Railway 
in 1954. Sixteen of the cars were named for a Canadian national or provincial 
park, while one was named for a wildlife reserve, and one was named for what 
was at the time a private park owned by Canadian Pacific subsidiary Dominion 
Atlantic Railway, but is now one of the National Historic Sites of Canada. Via 
Rail acquired the fleet from Canadian Pacific in 1978 and the majority of the 
cars remain in active service. 
 
Design 
 
The cars were constructed of stainless steel; except for a Tuscan red 
letterboard bearing the name "Canadian Pacific" they were unpainted. Each 
car was named for a Canadian national or provincial park but did not carry 
numbers. The interiors were largely plastic, including the handrails up to the 
dome area. Inside at the front of the car were four private rooms: three double 
bedrooms and one drawing room. A single hallway led to the "Mural lounge."  
 
As built in 1954, each lounge had a specially-commissioned 4 by 20 ft (1.2 by 
6.1 m) mural depicting the car's namesake. Each car also included a 3 by 5 ft 
(0.91 by 1.52 m) map of the park. At the rear of the car was the observation 
lounge, with seating for thirteen. Stairs led up to the dome, with seating for 24. 
At the time of their construction in 1954 the listed capacity throughout the car 
was 54 persons. Via removed the murals in 1986.  During a rebuild in the 
1990s a panel of clocks was added to the observation lounge showing the 
different time zones in Canada. 
 
Names 
 
The names of the Park cars are: 
 
Algonquin Park, named for Algonquin Provincial Park 
Assiniboine Park, named for Assiniboine Provincial Park 
Banff Park, named for Banff National Park 
Evangeline Park, named for a former private park that is now the Grand-Pré 
National Historic Site 
Fundy Park, named for Fundy National Park 
Glacier Park, named for Glacier National Park 
Kokanee Park, named for Kokanee Glacier Provincial Park 
Kootenay Park, named for Kootenay National Park 
Laurentide Park, named for Laurentides Wildlife Reserve 
Prince Albert Park, named for Prince Albert National Park 
Revelstoke Park, named for Mount Revelstoke National Park 
Riding Mountain Park, named for Riding Mountain National Park 
Sibley Park, named for Sibley Provincial Park 
Strathcona Park, named for Strathcona Provincial Park 
Tremblant Park, named for Mont-Tremblant National Park 
Tweedsmuir Park, named for Tweedsmuir Provincial Park 
Waterton Park, named for Waterton Lakes National Park 
Yoho Park, named for Yoho National Park 
 
Operation 
 
Budd delivered 18 Park cars for the Canadian Pacific in 1954 as part of a 
massive 173-car order which equipped the new transcontinental Canadian and 
re-equipped the Dominion. The first car to enter service was the Banff Park. 
Fundy Park was wrecked in a collision on the Dominion at Gull Lake, 
Saskatchewan, in 1959.   Via Rail acquired the remaining 17 Park cars from 
Canadian Pacific in 1978. As of 2015 14 remain on the roster. They are always 
assigned to the Canadian and the Jasper – Prince Rupert train, and can also 
be found on the Ocean and the Winnipeg – Churchill train. 
 

CP 1954

Parlor Car [Coach; Passenger Car; 
Passenger Train]

A parlor car is a type of passenger coach that provides superior comforts and 
amenities when compared to a standard coach. The parlor seat is typically a 
large plush seat, compared with a coach seat, that can swivel from one side to 
another. The parlor car was introduced in the late 1800's, and is still 
considered to be the epitome of luxurious daytime travel. 
 
Parlor cars were featured cars on intermediate and long distance trains. These 
cars continued in use into the 1950s and 1960s. However, with the introduction 
of Amtrak in 1971, the use of parlor cars declined. Amtrak began the 
introduction of new car designs that featured leg rests and rotating seats 
previously identified with  Parlor Cars. Amtrak, however, no longer marketed 
the cars as Parlor Cars, except for a holdover from the Southern Pacific known 
as the "Pacific Parlor Car" used on the Los Angeles-Seattle run. This class of 
car has now been retired. 

Parlor Drawing Room Sleeping Car (See 
also Pullman, Passenger Car)

The Parlor Car Drawing Room is a Drawing Room that accomodates up to five 
persons, and is used for daytime travel. A sofa seats three persons, and two 
over stuffed chairs seat the remainder. 
 
The Drawing Room accomodated up to four people (day time seating)and two 
persons at night. It is generally considered the most luxurious "Standard"* 
sleepjng car accomodation available. The room had three fulll length beds, and 
an upper berth that folded down from the ceiling. The Drawing Room also 
included two movable lounge chairs, a private toilet, and wash basin. 
 
* A few other car types such as the Master Room and the Stateroom, provided 
even more luxurious accomodations. These types of accomodations were 
quite limited, however, leaving the Drawing Room as the standard option for 
high luxury travel.

PULL

Partitioned car, Divided Coach 
[Segregation of colored people on 
Railroads African-American, Jim Crow 
laws.  Union Station, Depot, Passenger 
Train, Passenger Car, Dining Car, Civil 
Rights Act]

Jim Crow laws existed mainly in the South and originated from the Black 
Codes that were enforced from 1865 to 1866 and from prewar segregation on 
railroad cars in northern cities. The laws sprouted up in the late 19th century 
after Reconstruction and lasted until the 1960s. They mandated de jure 
segregation in all public facilities, with a supposedly "separate but equal" 
status for Americans of African descent. In reality, this led to treatment that was 
usually inferior to those provided for Americans of European descent, 
systematizing a number of economic, educational and social disadvantages. 
 
Typical forms of segregation: 
 
- Railroad cars were partitioned, or one coach would be reserved for whites, 
another car for colored. The seats in the white section of partitioned cars were 
often larger, and more comfortable. The white toilet facilities were larger and 
had more comfort features. The colored toilets might be of a very basic nature 
(I have heard stories of "just a hole in the floor") 
 
- Railroad stations were built with separate entrances: a large, ornate central 
entrance for whites, and a smaller "plain" entrance for colored located some 
distance from the central entrance. 
 
- Dining cars: service might be limited to whites, or colored would be served 
after the whites had been served. In other cases (1947) the Dining Car was 
separated by a curtain, with whites on one end of the car, and African 
Americans in the other; more than likely, the white  section was closest to the 
kitchen, and would be served first. In some cases, coloreds were denied 
access to the dining car. 
 
- Streetcars: African Americans In Louisville, KY were required to ride on the 
outside platforms, exposed to wind, rain and snow, rather than on the covered 
inside of the streetcar. [16] 
 
- Restroom facilities were segregated for "whites" and "colored" 
 
- Drinking fountains: separate drinking fountains were provided, marked "white 
only" or "colored" 
 
- Employee Passes that were stamped "Colored". This practice continued at 
least until 1958 on the Pennsylvania Railroad. According to the Transport 
Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO representing some 25,000 maintenance 
employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad, "employees are entitled to these 
passes by law and company regulation, but they are often not issued to 
Negroes unless they agree to having them stamped with the word "colored"". 
(Ref 12.) 
 
Kentucky- 
 
1870: 3 African Americans file suit and win the right to ride inside Louisville 
streetcars instead of on the outside platforms. [16] 
1890: All railway companies were required to provide separate but equal 
accommodations for white and colored passengers.  
1892: RRs were to provide separate coaches for white and colored 
passengers. Signs stating the race for each car must be posted. [17] 
1894: Railroad stations must provide separate but equal waiting rooms for the 
white and colored passengers.  
1944: Railroad cars: Separate coaches for white and African American 
passengers were required. 
 
Tennessee:  
 
1881: Railroads [Statute] Railroad companies required to furnish separate cars 
for colored passengers who pay first-class rates.  
1881: law amended to state that railroads required to supply first-class 
passenger cars to all persons paying first-class rates.  
1891: Railroads [Statute] Railways to provide equal but separate 
accommodations for the white and colored races.  
1905: Streetcars [Statute] All street cars required to designate a portion of 
each car for white passengers and also for colored passengers. Required 
signs to be posted. Special cars could be run for one race exclusively. Penalty: 
Streetcar companies could be fined $25 for each offense. Passengers who 
refused to take the proper seat could be fined $25. 
 
Texas:  
 
1866: Railroads [Statute] All railroad companies shall attach one passenger car 
for the special accommodation of freedmen.  
1889: Railroads [Statute] Railroad companies required to maintain separate 
coaches for white and colored passengers, equal in comfort. Penalty: 
Passengers refusing to sit where assigned were guilty of a misdemeanor, and 
could be fined between $5 and $20.  
1891: Railroads [Statute] Separate coach laws strengthened. Separate 
coaches for white and Negro passengers to be equal in all points of comfort 
and convenience. Designed by signage posted in a conspicuous place in each 
compartment. Trains allowed to carry chair cars or sleeping cars for the 
exclusive use of either race. Law did not apply to streetcars. Penalty: 
Conductors who failed to enforce law faced misdemeanor charge punish able 
by a fine from $5 to $25. The railroad company could be fined from $100 to 
$1,000 for each trip. Passengers who refused to sit in designated areas faced 
fines from $5 to $25.  
1907: Streetcars [Statute] Required all streetcars to comply with the separate 
coach law passed in 1889. Penalty: Streetcar companies could be fined from 
$100 to $1,000 for failing to enact law. A passenger wrongfully riding in an 
improper coach was guilty of a misdemeanor, and faced fines from $5 to $25 
1909: Railroads [Statute] Depot buildings required to provide separate waiting 
areas for the use of white and Negro passengers. 
1914: Railroads [Statute] Negro porters shall not sleep in sleeping car berths 
nor use bedding intended for white passengers. 
 
Maryland:  
 
1904: "All railroad companies and corporations, and all persons running or 
operating cars or coaches by steam on any railroad line or track in the State of 
Maryland, for the transportation of passengers, are hereby required to provide 
separate cars or coaches for the travel and transportation of the white and 
colored passengers." 
 
Virginia:  
 
The conductors or managers on all such railroads shall have power, and are 
hereby required, to assign to each white or colored passenger his or her 
respective car, coach or compartment. If the passenger fails to disclose his 
race, the conductor and managers, acting in good faith, shall be the sole 
judges of his race."  
 
Virginia Racial Integrity Act of 1924 
 
1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of Virginia, That the State registrar of 
vital statistics may, as soon as practicable after the taking effect of this act, 
prepare a form whereon the racial composition of any individual, as Caucasian, 
Negro, Mongolian, American Indian, Asiatic Indian, Malay, or any mixture 
thereof, or any other non-Caucasic strains, and if there be any mixture, then, 
the racial composition of the parents and other ancestors, in so far as 
ascertainable, so as to show in what generation such mixture occurred, may 
be certified by such individual, which form shall be known as a registration 
certificate. 

Passenger Car A Passenger car is a railroad car designed to carry people. It is the opposite of 
a freight car, which is designed to carry merchandise, coal, ores, or lumber.

Passenger Car and Box Car (Retired) 
[Used for Station]

Retired railroad passenger cars, box cars were often put to use as a 
passenger station or freight station. In some cases, these were temporary 
installations until a permanent building could be erected. In other cases, the 
cars were intended for long time use. In most cases, retired equipment would 
be used at remote locations, or small towns where there would be no 
justification for constructing a permanent building.

Passenger Car Design-Slumbercoach The Slumbercoach was designed by the Budd Company as a high capacity 
sleeping car, offering lower sleeping car charges, than a conventional sleeping 
car. The Slumbercoach rooms were compact: the beds were only six feet long.   
The cars were an attempt to stem the loss of market share in long distance 
passenger car travel that was being experienced in the 1950's. The design 
provided for 24 single rooms and 8 double rooms. The first order was placed 
by the Burlington Railroad and entered service on the Denver Zephyr on 
October 28, 1956. Following the initial orders, the Baltimore & Ohio, the 
Missouri Pacific, the New York Central and the Northern Pacific placed 
additional orders for these cars.  Although being attractive on a price basis, the 
cars did not prove to be successful in the long run, partly because of the 
continuing decline in rail passenger travel, and because of the limited space 
available in the Slumbercoach room.  

CB&Q 1938

Passenger Car Design-Superliner The Superliner is a bi-level passenger car designed for use on Amtrak 
trains. The Santa Fe Railroad introduced the first bi-level sleeping cars in 
the 1950's for use on the El Capitan long distance passenger train. The 
bi-level design was adapted from the Vista Dome cars introduced by the 
Burlington Railroad on the California Zephyr in 1947. Passenger traffic 
increased when they realized they were able to enjoy the scenery from a 
spacious window located on the second level of a moving train.

ATK

Passenger Car Design-Viewliner The Viewliner is a single level sleeping car designed for use on Amtrak 
trains. The car was introduced into service in the mid 1990's.

ATK

Passenger Mile [Passenger train] A Passenger Mile is computed as one passenger who travels one mile in a 
railroad car. It is a measure of profitability, particularly when computed per 
train: more passenger miles per train is more profitable.

Passenger Partnership-UP-C&NW-MILW See UP-C&NW-MILW Passenger Partnership UP 1955

Passenger Partnership-UP-C&NW-MILW See UP-C&NW-MILW Passenger Partnership C&NW 1955

Passenger Sleeping Car-Private RR 
ownership [Passenger Train, Pullman, 
Passenger Car]

The Milwaukee Railroad was one of the few railroads in the country that 
designed, built, owned and operated its own sleeping cars.

CMStP&P

Passenger Sleeping Car-Pullman (first 
use)

The first sleeping car for a US railroad was placed in service by the 
Pullman Company in 1859.

PULL 1859

Passenger Svc-B&O East of Baltimore The B&O ended all passenger service east of Baltimore on April 27, 1958. B&O 1958

Passenger Svc-Streamlined The UP was the first railroad to introduce a lightweight, streamlined 
passenger train not powered by a steam locomotive. The first City of 
Portland was this train.

UP 1935

Passenger Svc-Streamlined The UP was the first railroad to introduce a lightweight, streamlined passenger 
train not powered by a steam locomotive. The first City of Portland was this 
train.

UP 1935
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Passenger Svc-Streamlined Trains The Burlington Railroad operated the largest fleet of named streamliners 
in the US. The Burlington competed against The MP's Eagles, Santa Fe's 
Chiefs, the Northwestern's 400's, and the Milwaukee's Hiawatha's.

Passenger Svc-Streamliner Evolution The Burlington's Zephyr was the country's first diesel powered 
streamlined train; the CB&Q Pioneer Zephyr was placed in service on 
November 11, 1934. Despite the severe Depression and 20% 
unemployment rates, the lightweight, low operating cost and comfort of 
the streamliner made the concept enormously successful. Other 
railroads quickly followed the success of the Zephyr, and between 1935 
and 1941, more than 60 new streamlined trains were placed in service 
across the country. World War II halted production of most passenger 
cars, but following the end of the war, the railroads ordered thousand's of 
streamlined cars to replace their older conventional heavyweight cars.

1935

Passenger Svc-Transcontinental Service Robert R. Young, who was the Chairman of the Chesapeake & Ohio, and 
eventually the New York Central, once remarked: Hogs can cross this country 
without changing trains-but you can't. His comment was made following World 
War II, and led to the formation of through or joint passenger service in which 
two or more railroads would cooperate to operate a single train or a group of 
through cars on a single route across the entire country.

Passenger Train Evolution of trains, cars 
and service

See Reference List above.

Passenger Train Ridership Trends 1920's 
to 1960

Ridership trends on the Louisville & Nashville may be representative of an 
extreme trend. However, all railroads experienced the same cyles of 
increasning ridership, followed by low years. 
 
Here is the L&N Trends 
 
1920's - Best years 
1930's - Catastrophic Drop during the Great Depression; Ridership fell by 75% 
1941-1945 World War II peak reidership 
 
1944-12.0 million passengers/yr 
1949-  3.2 million passengers/yr 
1952-  2.3 million passengers/yr 
1958-  1.0 million passnegers/yr (Interstate Highway construction began in 
1955 

L&N

Passenger Train Travel (Early ...1850) 
[Early Railroad Travel]

Travel by Railroad up until the Civil War was often difficult, as there were few 
connecting routes. The U.S. railroad network grew from the east to west, so 
generally speaking in the 1850s: 
 
a. In the East passenger train travel was generally available; passengers 
typically travelled by horseback, horse and carriage, or by stagecoach from 
small towns to reach larger towns where rail service was available. 
 
b. In the Midwest, east of the Mississippi River, the rail network was just 
beginning to develop. Rail passengers had to travel long distances to reach a 
city where rail service was available. 
 
c. In the Midwest and West west of the Mississippi River, virtually no rail 
service was available. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The following account [1] describes a theoretical trip between Uxbridge, MA 
(18 miles south of Worcester, MA and 22 miles Northwest of Providence, RI) 
and Almond, NY (2 miles west of Hornellsville, NY, on the New York & Erie RR: 
 
There was only one rail line in New York State that served Almond and that 
was the Erie Railroad, known as the New York & Erie in the 1850s.  Its main 
line from New York City reached Almond in 1851 (or reached Hornell, then 
called Hornellsville).There probably was not a station at Almond back in the 
1850s.  
 
How would they have gotten to the New York & Erie from Uxbridge, 
Massachusetts? There were several ways that seemed possible: 
 
1. The first would have been the all-rail route and In the early 1850s the only 
all-rail route between the Boston area and the Erie Railroad in New York 
City.would have involved travel via Springfield Mass. The travelers from 
Uxbridge would have needed to get to Worcester (about twenty miles away) to 
board a Western Railroad of Massachusetts train bound for Springfield (and 
Albany NY). At Springfield they would have transferred to a Hartford & New 
Haven train and ridden to New Haven and on to New York City via the New 
York & New Haven Railroad. I believe the two companies -- Hartford & New 
Haven and New York & New Haven -- operated through service between 
Springfield and New York City by the early 1850s. Upon arrival in New York, 
they would have had to transfer across the Hudson River, and then probably 
by steamboat north on the Hudson River to Piermont, NY. 
 
2. The second way they could have reached New York City, would have 
employed the more popular way in the 1850s boarding a New York, 
Providence & Boston train in Boston. The train operated to Stonington 
Connecticut (fifteen miles east of New London), where a steamboat connection 
forwarded passengers to New York City. 
 
3. Travel from Uxbridge to Worcester, MA, then Western Railroad of 
Massachusetts to Greenbush (Albany), and then by steamboat to Pierimont, 
NY. After reaching Piermont, the traveler would transfer to the New York & Erie 
and travel north to Hornellsville and by stage to Almond, NY. Taking the 
steamboat from Albany to Piermont would have been a relaxing and beautiful 
trip.

Passenger Train travel 1840's vs today 
[Passenger car heating, air conditioning]

Early passenger train travel lacked the comforts that we are accusomted to. In 
the 1840's, during the winter, passenger cars lacked heating, and so "urchins 
along the railroad earned small change by selling hot bricks and hot stones to 
passengers for foot warming. Gradually, wood-burning or coal-burning stoves 
were introduced into passenger cars. These were usually installed at the ends 
of the car, but in some instances the stove was in the center of the car. Hot 
water heaters gradually replaced stoves during the 1860’s and 1870’s. Today, 
modern passenger cars are air-conditioned.] (Ref 1)

Passenger Train Travel-Decline The decline, and eventual demise of most of this country's rail passenger trains 
can be directly traced to this country's love for the automobile. After the end of 
World War II, a number of events occurred that led to increased ownership of 
automobiles, and increased spending on building modern highways, resulting 
in the decline and withdrawal of rail passenger trains by independently owned 
railroads.  1. Euphoria over the end of WWII-led to increased growth in the 
U.S. economy, and increased consumer spending  2. A sense of euphoria 
prevailed; the American public no longer had a fear of war, which led to 
increased optimism, increased consumer spending, which led to increased 
purchases of now affordable automobiles  3. Post War middle class automobile 
designs featured new curvy shapes, and innovative designs...something that 
had not been available in the mid 1930's... this was during the Great 
Depression, when the average person could not afford to purchase an 
automobile. During WWII, automobile production ceased because of the war 
effort. New designs, coupled with the desire to be free, and post Depression/
Post War consumerism led to a dramatic increase in the purchase of 
automobiles.  4. Increased spending and economic growth meant increased 
budgets for federal, state, and local governments. Significant monies were 
spent on upgrading highways and laying new highways...during the 1930's, 
there were few modern concrete highways-most were simple gravel 
roads...bumpy and curvy.  5. The final blow came when President Eisenhower 
signed the Interstate Highway Act in 1955, which led to enormous growth in 
public spending for this country's high-speed interstate highway system. 
Following the passage of this act, rail passenger traffic began to decline. The 
decade of the 1960's were a period in which many rail passenger train routes 
were discontinued, and virtually no new passenger equipment (with a few 
exceptions) was ordered from car manufacturers for new construction 
(Pullman-Standard built its last lightweight passenger cars in April 1956,).  In 
1947, in consequence of an antitrust verdict, a consortium of railroads bought 
the Pullman Company from Pullman Incorporated, and from then on railroads 
owned and operated Pullman-made sleeping cars themselves. Operations of 
the Pullman Company sleeper cars ceased and all leases were terminated on 
December 31, 1968. On January 1, 1969, the Pullman Company was 
dissolved and all assets were liquidated. And finally, on May 1, 1971, Amtrak, a 
government funded entity, took control of the remaining rail passenger train 
service. 

1955

Pattern Dome Car A two level passenger car having a raised observation area enclosed in glass. 
The Burlington was the first railroad to recognize the need for a passenger car 
having a raised observation dome, allowing its passengers to view the 
magnificent scenery from the comfort of their coach seat. Accordingly, in 1945, 
the Burlington designed and built the first dome observation cars, called 
Pattern Domes, by adding a dome to several stainless steel coaches. These 
early dome cars were somewhat taller than the dome cars built by Budd in the 
following years, which limited the use of these cars on certain routs.

CB&Q

Peanut Whistle Suburban trains, especially electrically powered trains, were often equipped 
with a small whistle that produced a shrill sound. These whistles became 
known as "Peanut" whistles because of their small size. 

Pendalino [Tilting Train, High Speed Rail 
Passenger train]

The idea of a tilting train became popular in the 1960s and 1970s when various 
rail operators, impressed by the high-speed rail services being introduced in 
France and Japan, wondered how they could similarly speed up travel without 
building a dedicated parallel rail network (as those two countries were doing). 
By tilting, the train could go around curves designed for slower trains at higher 
speeds without causing undue discomfort to passengers.

Pendulum Car [Lightweight 
Streamlined Passenger Coach; Tilting 
Train, High Speed Rail]

The design of the pendulum car was strongly influenced by the 1930s 
aviation engineering. Its chief designer, William E. Van Dorn, was an 
aeronautical engineer from California Institute of Technology. Two other 
engineers on the project, Eliot F. Stoner and Herbert J. Wieden, had 
worked for Northrop Aircraft. 
 
The primary innovation in the pendulum car was in the design of the 
truck. The body of the car rested on coiled springs, which were in turn 
attached to the truck. This placed the car body, and the passengers, 
above the center of gravity. As the car entered curves, it could "tilt" or 
swing. As the designers described in a paper presented at the annual 
conference of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1940: 
 
"Lateral freedom of the suspension system is also desirable in order that 
the wheels may be free to follow the track irregularities without 
transmitting these motions to the car body." 
 
The prototype, completed in 1937, differed in many respects from the 
production model. It was constructed from plywood instead of steel, 
used stressed skin construction, and lacked "most of the usual auxiliary 
equipment of passenger cars." This contributed to the comparatively low 
weight of 65,000 lb (29,000 kg). The two-unit articulated coach measured 
145 ft (44 m) long. 
 
The production model was a standard 85 ft (26 m) long and weighed 
109,000 lb (49,000 kg). The increased weight came from the stressed skin 
steel construction (instead of plywood), and the standard auxiliary 
equipment. Interior seating capacity ranged from 56–68. The distinctive 
oval or oblong windows were designed to reduce stress concentrations. 
 
History 
 
The pendulum car was the brainchild of William E. Van Dorn. Financial 
backing came from Cortlandt T. Hill, grandson of railway magnate James 
J. Hill. They, along with F. C. Lindvall, an electrical engineering professor 
at Caltech, formed the Pacific Railway Equipment Company in 1935 to 
explore Van Dorn's concept. PERC acquired a factory near Los Angeles 
Municipal Airport (now Los Angeles International Airport) and 
constructed a two-car articulated prototype. The prototype was unveiled 
on December 22, 1937, and began tests on the Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa Fe Railway (Santa Fe). 
 
The prototype spent several years running over the Santa Fe's lines in 
Southern California. The suspension system worked: the car rode far 
better than conventional designs. Life reported that it was "virtually 
vibrationless" at 50 mph (80 km/h), and "quite comfortable" at 97 mph 
(156 km/h). 
 
Three railroads ordered production versions of the pendulum car: the 
Santa Fe, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad (CB&Q), and the 
Great Northern Railway (GN). The Santa Fe's, No. 1100, was delivered in 
November 1941. It seated 56, with the additional space going to men's 
and women's bathrooms at opposite ends of the car. The CB&Q and GN 
cars arrived in early 1942. The CB&Q car, numbered 6000 and named 
Silver Pendulum, seated 60. GN numbered its car 999; it could seat 68. 
 
The introduction of the cars coincided with the entrance of the United 
States into World War II. As the cars arrived they entered service with 
their respective railroads. The Santa Fe employed No. 1100 on the El 
Capitan. The three cars came together for a special run on April 13, 1942, 
between Chicago and Galesburg, Illinois, on April 13, 1942. The cars 
operated together with a lightweight and a heavyweight coach, and 
attained a maximum speed of 108.5 mph (174.6 km/h). 
 
The railroads did not pursue the pendulum design after the war, for 
reasons which remain unclear. Most authors point to the expense of the 
design, with the interruption of the war as a complicating factor.  The 
Pacific Railway Equipment Company, rebranded as Preco, found success 
building fans for refrigerator cars. The cars remained in service until their 
natural retirement. The Santa Fe assigned No. 1100 to the San Diegan. By 
1958 CB&Q No. 6000, pulled by a motorcar, served on an unnamed 
connection for the Kansas City Zephyr.  Neither the prototype nor any of 
the production cars were preserved. 
 
 

PREC 1935

Pennsylvania 6-5000 [Hotel 
Pennsylvania, New York City]

The Pennsylvania Railroad built the Hotel Pennsylvania nine years after it 
opened Pennsylvania Station. The hotel is located directly across the 
street from Pennsylvania Station. The hotel became famous for its 
telephone number: "Pennsylvania 6-5000" This massive hotel had 2,200 
rooms - the largest in the world at the time. The hotel was managed by 
E.M. Statler, whose hotel company became part of the Hilton chain (the 
Statler-Hilton). (Ref 1+2) In later years, the hotel was sold, becoming the 
Statler Hilton. 
 

PRR 1919

Pennsylvania Station (New York City) The opening of Pennsylvania Station marked a significant achievement, 
speeding the transportation of passengers from New Jersey to New York 
City. Prior to the opening of the station, all Pennsylvania passenger 
trains terminated in Jersey City, NJ, where passengers boarded a ferry 
boat for the trip across the Hudson River.  
After Pennsylvania Station was opened, for the first time, trains could 
travel from the midwest and south directly to New York City, and then to 
Boston and points north.   
 
The opening of Pennsylvania Station required the construction of 
underwater railroad tunnel connecting Jersey City with New York City, 
along with the the construction of a similar tunnel under the East River. 
The Pennsylvania Railroad also constructed Sunnyside Yard in Queens, 
where the passenger train locomotives and cars could be stored. The 
Hell Gate Bridge was built to allow the New Haven Railroad access to 
Pennsylvania Station.  It was a massive undertaking. 

PRR 1910

Pie Car {Circus Train Dining Car] The Circus trains had their own lingo: "Pie Car" was the Circus employee's 
word for Dining Car. The name is believed to have originated at the beginning 
of the 20th Century, when inexpensive meat pies were an important item. [1]

RBBX

Pintsch Gas (lamps) Pintsch gas was a compressed gas derived from distilled naphtha for 
illumination purposes during the 19th and early 20th centuries. It was 
invented in 1851 by German inventor and manufacturer Julius Pintsch 
(1815-1884). Its primary use in the latter half of the 19th century was for 
illumination of railroad cars. Lamps using Pintsch gas burned brighter 
and longer than the existing oil lamps they replaced. These lamps could 
also withstand vibration and rough usage without extinguishing the light. 
These features made Pintsch gas a popular solution for illumination of 
railroad locomotive headlights and for the lighting of passenger cars, 
which could be operated for several months without servicing.  
Electricity and other artificial means of lighting eventually replaced 
Pintsch illumination. However, it was still used in lighthouses and 
beacons long after it was replaced elsewhere.  The first Pintsch Gas 
lamps used in railroad service began in 1883.

1883

Pioneer III [Amfleet, Metroliner, Horizon 
Car, Comet II, passenger car]

The Pioneer III railcar was a short/medium distance coach designed and built 
by the Budd Company in 1956 with an emphasis on weight savings. A single 
prototype was built, but declines in rail passenger traffic resulted in a lack of 
orders so Budd re-designed the concept as an electric multiple unit (m.u.). Six 
of the EMU coach design were purchased by the Pennsylvania Railroad with 
the intention of using them as a high-speed self-contained coach that could be 
used for long-distance commuter or short-distance intercity travel in the 
Northeast U.S. The 6 production Pioneer III units were the first all stainless 
steel bodied EMU railcar built in North America and at 90,000 pounds, the 
lightest.

PRR 1956

Pioneer-Pullman's first Sleeping Car 
[Passenger Car, Passenger Train]

George Pullman built his first sleeping car, the Pioneer, and operated the 
car over the Chicago & Alton Railroad in 1864. Although there were 
earlier efforts at building sleeping cars, within a few years Pullman's 
design led to virtual domination of the market for sleeping cars in the 
U.S. by his company.

C&A 1864

Plan [Pullman Plan#] The Pullman Company assigned a 4 digit plan number to represent a drawing 
or blueprint number assigned to a class of car configuration, identifying the 
physical layout of the car. A single letter suffix was used to identify a 
modification to the original plan, while still retaining the overall same 
characteristics of the original plan. A lot# was used to identify the production lot 
or contract used to produce a group of cars for a specific railroad, or several 
railroads if produced at the same time.

PULL

Planetarium Dome (Domeliner) Planetarium Dome coaches Missouri Pacific introduced its dome cars on the 
Colorado Eagle in June 1948 [2] and July 12, 1952 on Trains #1-2 (the Texas 
Eagle). [1]

MP 1948

Porter One employed to carry baggage for and assist patrons at rail terminals; a car 
attendant who waits on passengers and makes up berths.

PULL

Porter-Pullman A porter is   (a) a railroad employee assigned to assist passengers by carrying 
their baggage from a taxi stand to the train, and then carrying the baggage 
onto the train and placing it on or near the passenger's seat or sleeping 
accomodation; this service came to be known as the Red Cap service which 
was available at all major railroad stations across the country.   (b) A Pullman 
Porter is a railroad or sleeping car employee assigned to assist passengers in 
the sleeping cars, by setting up their beds for use in the evening, and showing 
the passenger how to operate the various controls and features in the sleeping 
car. Additionally, the porter was required to shine the passengers shoes, if 
requested (by placing the shoes outside the sleeping car compartment door 
(fine hotels usually offered the same shoe shining service). The porter also 
delivered coffee and tea in the morning, and attended to other food and 
beverage needs of the passengers in his car. In short, the porterwas on duty 
24 hours a day. Many of the Pullman attendants, regardless of their true name, 
were referred to as George by the travelers. This tradition, found its origins with 
the company's founder, George Pullman.   The Pullman company was the 
largest employer of African Americans in the United States at the time. While 
being a menial job in many respects, the porter's job offered better pay and 
security than most jobs open to African Americans at the time, in addition to a 
chance for travel, and was a well regarded job in the African-American 
community of the time. Porters were dependent on tips for much of their 
income; that, in turn, made them dependent on the whims of white passengers. 
Porters spent roughly ten percent of their time in unpaid preparatory and 
terminal set-up and clean-up duties, and had to pay for their food, lodging, and 
uniforms, which might consume half of their wages, and were charged 
whenever their passengers stole a towel or a water pitcher. Porters could ride 
at half fare on their days off - but not on Pullman coaches. Pullman porters 
were organized as a union in 1925, taking the name of  the Brotherhood of 
Sleeping Car Porters under A. Philip Randolph. This was the first time that this 
important labor group began to have the power of negotiations over pay and 
benefits with its employer.

Possum Belly [Truss Rod Passenger Car] A truss rod passenger car equipped with a storage box under the floor, within 
the truss rod structure. (Ref 1)

Post war passenger boom The development of the dome car in 1945 spurred the demand for 
passenger traffic, particularly among leisure or vacation oriented travel; 
the increased passenger demand led to increased streamliner car 
building by Budd, Pullman, ACF, and others. In addition, the travel 
restrictions of World War II had ended, and the American public was 
ready to travel. These events resulted in an unprecedented level of 
railroad car building-so much so that Pullman, contracted the 
construction of their car orders to other car builders (ACF and Budd) in 
order to meet the delivery schedules imposed by the buyers.

CB&Q 1945

Prepay Station [Freight Car, Freight train; 
flag stop passenger train]

A station, usually an unmanned, non-agency station, in which freight charges 
must be prepaid. It may also be a flag stop for a passenger train (noted with an 
"f" in the timetable). Prepay stations were generally located in small cities 
where the station might not be staffed, or the staff would not be authorized to 
accept payment for shipments.
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Private Car [Passenger Car, Business Car, 
Office Car, or Passenger Car owned by an 
individual or corporation]

Private Car: A private railroad car, private railway coach, private car or private 
varnish is a railroad passenger car which was either originally built or later 
converted for service as a business car or for private use by individuals.  

Private Room [Pullman Sleeping Car; 
Passenger Car. Passenger Train]

Private Room accommodations were typically used for privately owned cars, or 
for cars owned by tour companies. The Private room usually had a toilet, two 
or three beds (with or without upper and lower berths), a wardrobe and closet. 
There were no standard configurations. 

PULL

Private Section [Section, Private; Pullman 
Sleeping Car; Passenger Car, Passenger 
Train; Pullman Plan 2412H]

The Private Section was based on the design of an Enclosed Section, which 
modified the standard open section into by adding a folding door and wall to 
separate the sections, along with a small lavatory. In essence, it was an open 
section modified for more private use.

PULL

Private Varnish/PV [Private car, Business 
car, Passenger Car]

A privately owned passenger car, usually a former observation car or business 
car converted for personal use. The term dates from the "Gilded Age" when 
most wealthy individuals owned a private railroad car. The term "varnish" 
comes from the pre-1900's. when wooden passenger cars were painted, and 
than a coat of varnish was applied to protect the paint and wood from the 
affects of weather.

PTT - Public Timetable [Passenger Train] PTT is a commonly used abbreviation for "Public Time Table". It is the opposite 
of an "ETT" or Employee Timetable, which is designed for used of railroad 
employees only.

Pullman Car The term Pullman Car was synonymous with Sleeping Car, and for most 
people the term connoted 'traveling in style and comfort. Pullman 
entered the sleeping car business in 1867, and by 1900, it had become 
the world's largest manufacturer of sleeping cars. Pullman did more than 
manufacture its cars. Rather than selling the cars to the railroads for 
operation, Pullman leased its cars, saving the railroads significant capital 
expenditures. The lease rate was an all-inclusive rate that included the 
sleeping car attendant (porter, usually called George), other staff as 
needed all linens, and food, if  the car was equipped with dining facilities.    
 
Over the years, Pullman cars were manufactured in four basic body 
styles:   
 
(1) Heavyweight, Wood sided cars, often having Gothic Windows, with 
leaded glass (1867-1900)  
(2) Heavyweight, Steel sided cars (1900-1931)  
(3) Heavyweight, Steel sided Betterment Cars* (1930-  
(4) Streamlined, lightweight steel cars (1935-1956 
 
* See "Betterment" for definition

PULL 1867

Pullman Green paint color [Paint color 
scheme Passenger Cars and Head End 
Equipment, Model Railroad\

The ‘proper’ color of Pullman green paint has been the subject of uncountable 
threads on several groups, and there is no consensus. Part of the reason is 
that Pullman green changed over the years, even at Pullman. It started out 
with brown tinge, then moved to olive, then to darker green. After the 
passenger car business was broken up, railroads used their own version of 
Pullman green, hence the note that CB&Q Pullman green tended toward 
yellow. 
 
Pullman green model paints range from dark green to brownish green, with 
several shades in between. None are alike. I made color ships using Floquil, 
Poly Scale, Model Flex, Scalecoat I and Scalecoat II. Tru Color wasn’t 
available then. I took the attached photo of the color chips under 5000K lights, 
and you can see the difference. Scalecoat I is darkest and Poly Scale is the 
lightest. Floquil and Poly Scale aren’t made any longer, but can be found if that 
is your choice. 
 
The models in the photo are two scratchbuilt BA-19A Havelock economy 
baggage cars. The one on the left was built with styrene and painted with 
Floquil. The one on the right was built with wood and painted with poly Scale. I 
also attached an XM-33 express boxcar painted with Scalecoat II. 
 
Paint fade and weathering are other issues that change paint colors over time, 
so base color becomes less important if you wish to fade and weather your 
model. I think Floquil was a good representation of Burlington Pullman green. 
Poly Scale was too yellow, and Tru Color is too brown. Among available paints, 
use Scalecoat II if you paint with organic solvent based paints and Model Flex 
if you prefer acrylics. 
 
 

1900

Pullman Porter A Pullman Porter is a railroad or sleeping car employee assigned to 
assist passengers in the sleeping cars, by setting up their beds for use in 
the evening, and showing the passenger how to operate the various 
controls and features in the sleeping car. Additionally, the porter was 
required to shine the passengers shoes, if requested (by placing the 
shoes outside the sleeping car compartment door (fine hotels usually 
offered the same shoe shining service). The porter also delivered coffee 
and tea in the morning, and attended to other food and beverage needs 
of the passengers in his car. In short, the porterwas on duty 24 hours a 
day. Many of the Pullman attendants, regardless of their true name, were 
referred to as George by the travelers. This tradition, found its origins 
with the company's founder, George Pullman.   The Pullman company 
was the largest employer of African Americans in the United States at the 
time. While being a menial job in many respects, the porter's job offered 
better pay and security than most jobs open to African Americans at the 
time, in addition to a chance for travel, and was a well regarded job in the 
African-American community of the time. Porters were dependent on tips 
for much of their income; that, in turn, made them dependent on the 
whims of white passengers. Porters spent roughly ten percent of their 
time in unpaid preparatory and terminal set-up and clean-up duties, and 
had to pay for their food, lodging, and uniforms, which might consume 
half of their wages, and were charged whenever their passengers stole a 
towel or a water pitcher. Porters could ride at half fare on their days off - 
but not on Pullman coaches. Pullman porters were organized as a union 
in 1925, taking the name of  the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters 
under A. Philip Randolph. This was the first time that this important labor 
group began to have the power of negotiations over pay and benefits 
with its employer.

Pullman S Type Sleeper [6-4-6 
arrangement: 6 open sections, 4 Double 
Bedrooms, 6 Roomettes: Pullman and 
Pullman-Standard]

The first railroads to order Pullman's new "S Type" sleeper were the Louisville 
& Nashville, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and the Nashville, Chattanooga & 
St. Louis Railroads. The "S" designates most modern cars from Pullman-
Standard. 
 
The bedrooms are located in the center of the car to provide the most 
comfortable ride for the railroad's premium passengers. The cars became 
popular, enabling the railroad to offer 3 different price classes in a single car. 
This was particularly important in the South, where economy was important.

PULL 1953

Pullman sleeping car accommodations 
[Passenger Car, Passenger Train] 
 

Pullman cars were almost all sleeping cars - i.e., cars that had day seating 
which was converted to sleeping berths at night. A ticket on a Pullman 'sleeper' 
cost significantly more than a ticket in a 'coach' or 'chair car' -- a passenger 
had to pay both the railroad's basic coach fare, based on mileage, and the 
Pullman fare, which was accounted-for separately. The cheapest Pullman 
ticket was for an upper berth in an 'open section.' Each 'section' consisted of 
facing seats that converted into two berths. At night, the porter - one to a car - 
folded down ('made down') the berths and hung up heavy privacy curtains 
along each side of the center aisle of the car. More-expensive Pullman 
accommodations were private rooms with sink and toilet ('compartments') for 
one or two people, up to 'drawing rooms' for the wealthy. 
 
In the 1920s, the Pullman Co. boasted that it was the largest hotel operation in 
the U.S., accommodating up to 100,000 sleeping travelers each night. 

Push-Pull Commuter Trains Push-Pull 
Locomotive [Control Cab][Multiple Unit, 
MU]

A suburban locomotive or passenger car equipped with a control cab for 
the locomotive engineer. The control cab allows the train to be operated 
from either end of the train, and eliminates the need for an engineer to be 
physically present in the locomotive during the operation of the train. In 
operation, the control cab is located on the end of the train, while the 
locomotive is on the front of the train. When the train reaches the end of 
its run, the train does not have to be turned and the locomotive remains 
at what is now the end of the train. The engineer then walks to the front 
of the train, and operates the train from the control cab car on the return 
trip.  The use of control cab or cab control cars represented a major 
advance, allowing greater efficiency, and higher utilization of suburban 
commuter trains at a time when wages and costs were rising rapidly for 
the railroads.  Control Cab equipped trains were often called Push-Pull 
trains, because of the nature of their operation.

1953

Race Track The Burlington's mainline between Chicago and Minneapolis was used by the 
Morning and Afternoon Zephyrs. which completed their runs in 5.5 hours, at an 
average speed of 77 mph. It was no wonder that this stretch of track became 
known as the "Race Track". Although the Zephyrs are long gone, this line is 
still known by that name.

CB&Q

Rail Travel Credit Agency [Passenger 
Train fare Credit card]

The Chesapeake & Ohio, along with Perl Marquette, introduced its own brand 
of credit card in January of 1946. 15 months later, most of the other major 
railroads (presumably includes PRR) banded together, forming the Rail Travel 
Credit Agency, providing charge card service. On Jan. 27, 1946 Robert R. 
Young introduces the Chesapeake & Ohio credit card for tickets and 
reservations. (AR) [1] 
 
On Apr. 1, 1947 NYC and 40 other railroads begin honoring credit cards issued 
by the Rail Travel Credit Agency with offices in Union Station, Chicago; the 
system is separate from that adopted by Robert R. Young for the Chesapeake 
& Ohio Railway and Pere Marquette Railway. (NYT) [2] 
 
Rail Travel Credit Agency ran an introductory advertisement ib March 29, 1947. 
The advertisement listed 45 railroads that participated in the program, 
including the Pennsylvania Railroad. The New Haven and Southern Pacific 
Railroads did not participate, however. The card reportedly lasted into the 
mid-1970s Amtrak era. [3]

1946

Rail Zeppelin [Schienenzeppelin: 
Experimental High Speed Passenger 
Train]

The Schienenzeppelin or rail zeppelin was an experimental railcar which 
resembled a zeppelin airship in appearance. It was designed and developed 
by the German aircraft engineer Franz Kruckenberg in 1929. Propulsion was 
by means of a propeller located at the rear, it accelerated the railcar to 230.2 
km/h (143 mph) setting the land speed record for a petrol powered rail vehicle. 
Only a single example was ever built, which due to safety concerns remained 
out of service and was finally dismantled in 1939.

1929

RailPax [Amtrak Informal name] Amtrak was originally referred to informally as "RailPax (short for "Railroad 
Passenger"). The concept evolved with the creation of the National Railroad 
Passenger Corporation, the official name for Amtrak. The name "Amtrak" 
became well recognized brand in 1971.

ATK

Railroad Roof Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars also 
employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible when 
viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and therefore became 
a distinguishing identifying characteristic.   The Clerestory Roof raised the 
center portion of the roofline from one end of the car to the other, with the end 
of the raised structure having a graceful curved arch bringing the roofline down 
the end of the car. The raised portion contained clerestory windows that 
allowed sunlight and ventilation to enter the car.  Raised roof cars with square 
ends were called Deck Roofs, and were typically found in cars built prior to 
1870.  This design was eliminated when the railroads modernized their fleets 
with lightweight streamlined cars, which included self-contained air 
conditioning capabilities.

Railway Mail Service Congress designates certain railroads as official Postal Routes, 
beginning the era of what became the Railway Mail Service (RMS).

C&NW 1838

Railway Post Office Car (First) [RPO, 
Railway Mail Service]

Railway Post Office. A car specially designed for the receiving, delivery, 
and sorting of US mail enroute. The Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad was 
the first railroad that tested a railroad post office car in July of 1862, 
using a specially modified baggage car. In 1864, the C&NW operated the 
first railway mail service on its Chicago-Clinton, IA run, using a rebuilt 
baggage car. The use of the Railway mail service expanded rapidly after 
the end of the civil war, and by 1915, the system had reached its peak of 
operation, with 4,000 Railway Post Office cars being operated by 20,000 
railway postal clerks on 216,000 miles of track over 1,700 routes. Over 
time, the US Post Office evolved a cost reimbursement plan that for the 
railroads for providing this service based on the mileage run by a railway 
postal car, and the amount of mail storage space used.  The US 
Government ended its contract with the railroads for carrying mail in 
1968. See also US Post Office.

C&NW 1838

Railway Post Office Car/RPO; Railway 
Mail Service history

The development of the Railway Mail Service, a unit of the U.S. Postal 
Service, can be traced to the year 1831, when the first shipment of mail 
was carried on a train. The mail was merely carried in a bag on the train 
with other baggage on the South Carolina Rail Road. Other sources state 
that the first official contract to regularly carry mail on a train was made 
with the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in either 1834 or 1835. The United 
States Congress officially designated all railroads as official postal 
routes on July 7, 1838. Similar services were introduced on Canadian 
railroads in 1859.  The first official Railway Post Office car, dedicated to 
serving what became the Railway Mail Service, was introduced on July 
28, 1862 using converted baggage cars on the Hannibal and St. Joseph 
Railroad (which also delivered the first letter to the Pony Express). 
Purpose built RPO cars entered service on this line a few weeks after the 
service was initiated. Its purpose was to separate mail for connection 
with a westbound stage departing soon after the train's arrival at St. 
Joseph. This service lasted approximately one year. The first permanent 
Railway Post Office route was established on August 28, 1864 between 
Chicago, Illinois, and Clinton, Iowa. Mail was received from each post 
office and then sorted, as the train progressed along its route, as well as 
major post offices beyond the route's end-points.     
 
In 1869, the Railway Mail Service (RMS), a unit of the U.S. Postal Service, 
was officially inaugurated to handle mail aboard what became known as 
Railway Post Office cars, or RPO's. The Railway Mail Service, or its 
successor the Postal Transportation Service (PTS), carried the vast 
majority of letters and packages mailed in the United States from the 
mid-1860's until the mid-1950's. During the latter part of this period, the 
revenues generated by the carriage of mail and advertising materials 
became a significant source of profit to the railroads at a time when labor 
and other costs were increasing rapidly. These revenues made it possible 
for the railroads to continue the operation of many passenger trains long 
beyond the point at which their discontinuance should have occurred.  
History-  George B. Armstrong, manager of the Chicago Post Office, is 
generally credited with introducing the sorting of mail aboard trains. This 
service became the Railway Mail Service. Mail had been carried in locked 
pouches aboard trains prior to Armstrong's involvement with the system, 
but there had been no organized system of sorting mail en route, to have 
mail prepared for delivery when the mail pouches reached their 
destination city.  In response to Armstrong's request to experiment with 
the concept, the first railway post office (RPO) began operating on the 
Chicago and North Western Railway between Chicago and Clinton, Iowa, 
on August 28, 1864. The concept was successful, and was expanded to 
other railroads operating out of Chicago, including the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy, the Chicago and Rock Island, the Pennsylvania 
and the Erie.  By 1869 when the Railway Mail Service was officially 
inaugurated, the system had expanded to virtually all of the major 
railroads of the United States, and the country was divided into six 
operating divisions. A superintendent was over each division, all under 
the direction of George B. Armstrong, who had been summoned from 
Chicago to Washington, D.C. to become general superintendent of the 
postal railway service. Armstrong served only two years as general 
superintendent before resigning because of failing health. He died in 
Chicago on May 5, 1871, two days after his resignation.  Armstrong's 
successor in Chicago, George S. Bangs, was appointed as the second 
general superintendent of the postal railway service. Bangs encouraged 
the use of fast mail trains, which were made up entirely of mail cars, 
traveling on expedited schedules designed to accommodate the needs of 
the Post Office rather than the needs of the traveling public.  In 1890, 
5,800 postal railway clerks provided service over 154,800 miles (249,100 
km) of railroad. By 1907, over 14,000 clerks were providing service over 
203,000 miles (327,000 km) of railroad. When the post office began 
handling parcel post in 1913, the RMS established terminal Railway Post 
Office operations in major cities, in order to handle the large increase in 
mail volume. The Railway Mail Service reached its peak in the 1920s, and 
then began a gradual decline with the discontinuance of RPO service on 
branch lines and secondary routes. After 1942, Highway Post Office 
(HPO) service was utilized to continue en route sorting after 
discontinuance of some railway post office operations. As highway mail 
transportation became more prevalent, the Railway Mail Service was 
redesignated as the Postal Transportation Service.  Abandonment of 
routes accelerated in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and many of the 
remaining lines were discontinued in 1967. On June 30, 1974, the 
Cleveland and Cincinnati highway post office, the last HPO route, was 
discontinued. The last railway post office operated between New York 
and Washington, D.C. on June 30, 1977.

C&NW 1864

Rainbow Era Amtrak's early years are often called the Rainbow Era. During this period, 
Amtrak assembled its locomotives and passenger cars from a pool of 
equipment that had been acquired by Amtrak at the beginning of its service in 
1971.  This rolling stock, which still bore the pre-Amtrak multi-hued colors and 
logos of its original owners (prior to Amtrak). Amtrak began a program of 
repainting its equipment, and by 1975 the official Amtrak color scheme was 
painted on most older Amtrak equipment along with newly purchased 
locomotives and rolling stock began appearing.

ATK 1971

Rapido [Streamlined Passenger Train] Rapido was the brand name for the Canadian National's express passenger 
train service in the Quebec City–Windsor Corridor. Rapido service was 
introduced on October 31, 1965 and lasted until the end of Canadian National 
passenger train service with its transfer to Via Rail on October 29, 1978. 
Rapido service began on the Montreal-Toronto route. In 1966, service was 
extended to the Montreal-Quebec City route and later, to other city pairs, 
including Toronto-Windsor, Toronto-Sarnia, Toronto-Ottawa and Montreal-
Ottawa.

CN 1965

Receive Only [Station, Passenger Train] A Receive only passenger station is served only by local trains-not express, or 
limited passenger trains. For example, the Broadway Limited was for many 
years an exclusive train; it did not make any stops between Philadelphia and 
Pittsburgh; and between Pittsburgh and Chicago, it only made 3 stops. [1]Recreation Car [Theater car, Movies] The Jeffersonian was an all-coach passenger train operated by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad between New York City, Washington, D.C., and St. 
Louis. Inaugurated in 1941, the services equaled that of the Trail Blazer, and it 
was equipped with modernized coaches, twin diners, and observation cars. In 
1948, it was re-equipped with new lightweight cars and given a unique car, a 
recreation car, complete with a movie theater, game tables, and a playpen for 
kids. In 1956, the Jeffersonian was discontinued, and its cars went to other 
trains. Its coaches went to the Indianapolis Limited and Spirit of St. Louis 
(breaking that train's all-Pullman status). In addition, the General started 
carrying through cars to Washington, D.C. Its recreation car went to the Penn 
Texas.[1,2]

1948

Red Devil [Interurban, Cincinnati Car 
Company, Cincinnati & Lake Erie Railway]

The management of the 1929 newly formed interurban Cincinnati and Lake 
Erie Railroad wanted to replace its heavy and aging interurban coaches with 
new ones that would be lighter, lower, passenger comfortable, and power 
efficient. C&LE staff worked with the Cincinnati Car Company to design what 
came to be called "The Red Devils." They were lighter due to the use of 
aluminum and sat lower due to the use of smaller wheels and traction motors. 
These interurban cars were among the first to be constructed partially with 
aluminum. The frame was steel and the body panels aluminum. They had 
leather bucket seats, a luggage compartment, toilet, subdued lighting, and up 
to 44 seats depending upon format. This construction ultimately proved to have 
some weaknesses. The riveting of aluminum plates to a steel frame produced 
an electrolytic reaction that gave rise to corrosion in the side panels and the 
front and rear dashers. The C&LE eventually replaced some of the aluminum 
panels with steel. The cars featured Art deco styling and a distinctive bright red 
paint scheme. Half of the cars were delivered as parlor cars with first class 
living room style lighting and seating in the rear. 
 
Service 
 
The Red Devil's top design speed was 90 mph (145 km/h). but in scheduled 
operation with frequent stops, side of road track location, and rough track, it did 
not run this fast. Not only was it the fastest interurban car design of its time, it 
outpaced even the fastest conventional train in commercial traffic, the 80 mph 
(129 km/h) Cheltenham Spa Express and was almost as fast as the German 
160 km/h (99 mph) Fliegender Hamburger, which was inaugurated in 1933. 
 
The Red Devils ran Cincinnati to Dayton, then to Toledo, and finally to Detroit, 
a trip close to 270 miles in length. 
 
In 1930, a race was organized between a Red Devil and a plane. The publicity 
stunt's result was that the interurban car ran at 97 mph (156 km/h) – and won. 
 
Competition with the growing population of automobiles riding on a constantly 
expanding paved state highway system plus the devastating negative financial 
impact of the Depression led to a decline in C&LE passenger business starting 
in the early 1930s and continuing through the rest of the decade. The C&LE's 
freight business, which eventually was supporting the C&LE, collapsed when 
its last interchange partner, the Toledo to Cleveland Lake Shore Electric 
interurban, went out of business in 1938. The C&LE ceased operation in 1939 
and the innovative Red Devils were sold after abandonment: six to the Cedar 
Rapids and Iowa City Railway (CRANDIC) and thirteen to the Lehigh Valley 
Transit Company.

C&LE 1929

Red Goose [McKeen Motor Car, Gas-
Electric]

The Red Goose was a name given to a McKeen Motor Car used by the 
McCloud River Railroad.

MCCRR
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Redbird [IRT/Interborough Rapid Transit 
R33 ]

IRT/Interborough Rapid Transit R33 singles cars were painted red, giving rise 
to the nickname “Redbird”. 

IRT

Reduce to 90 [High Speed Rail/HSR] The Milwaukee Railroad was known for its high speed runs between Chicago 
and Milwaukee (Rondout and Milwaukee), Chicago & St. Paul (along the 
Mississippi River), and from Chicago to Omaha. The railroad placed speed 
limit signs "Reduce to 90" (miles per hour) for safety reasons along its right of 
way. The signs became legendary on the railroad. The Reduce to 90 sign at 
Rondout, IL is perhaps the most well known.

CMStP&P

Relay Depot A term used to describe a depot or station facility used as a crew change 
facility and occasionally for passenger use when changing trains. Relay 
stations were typically located at a large shop or yard facility, and thus provided 
a convenient place for train crews to change or leave their engines for local 
yard crews. Some Relay Stations, such as the one in East St. Louis, IL was 
located at the junction of several railroads, and was thus a passenger change 
location.

Relief Train [Passenger Train, Wreck] A Relief Train is e an extra passenger train dispatched to provide 
transportation for passengers stranded because of an equipment failure, 
wreck, flood, etc. 

Renaissance passenger cars (Nightstar 
train)

The Nightstar was a proposed overnight sleeper service from various parts of 
Britain to continental Europe, via the Channel Tunnel. To run alongside the 
Eurostar and north of London day time Regional Eurostar services, the 
Nightstar was the last part in a round the clock passenger train utilisation of the 
Channel Tunnel.  After rejection of various British ideas for the service that was 
to become the Eurostar train, which eventually was created from the existing 
French TGV scaled for a British loading gauge, the Nightstar emerged as an 
individual locomotive-hauled passenger train.   
 
The 139 carriage stock order began construction in 1992 and continued slowly 
until the whole project was put on hold in 1997, then formally abandoned in 
1999. The reasons for the delay in the start of operations and then the final 
cancelling of construction are similar to those given for the non-start of 
Regional Eurostar service: primarily due to rising costs and competition from 
low cost airlines such as Ryanair and EasyJet.   
 
The cars were eventually purchased by Alstom Canada for resale to Via Rail.in 
December 2000. On 15 December 2000 Via Rail issued a press release 
confirming that it had placed an order with Alstom for the supply of the 139 
Nightstar cars. Due to the lack of other interested purchasers, Via Rail 
acquired them for $130 million total, a considerable discount from the fair 
market value of $400-500 million. According to the press release Via Rail 
planned to use them to expand service in the Corridor routes (notably on 
services between Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, and Quebec), on sleeper routes 
from Montreal to Halifax (Ocean) and Gaspé (Montreal - Gaspé train), and to 
free up existing stock for use on The Canadian (Toronto-Vancouver) 
transcontinental route.  The cars were shipped to Bombardier Transportation's 
Thunder Bay facility, where the conversion work was carried out.

VIA 1992

Restaurant Car [Dining Car] The restaurant car was a Pullman operated carl The restaurant occupies a 
portion of a Lounge, Parlor or Sleeping Car and offers complete dining service, 
as well as soft and mixed drinks. This car is generally used on runs where the 
customary dining car is not operated. Attendants are continuously at the 
service of passengers who wish to dine.  
 
While it is possible to obtain a substantial dinner, the usual passenger is 
content with choice viands, notable more for their excellent individual 
preparation and reasonable cost than for their part in a large meal. 

PULL

Restaurant/Lunch Room [Dining Car, 
Hotel, employee hotel, YMCA Hotel]

Railroads were forced to build hotels and restaurants to house, and feed their 
customers and employees. In many cases, other companies, notably the Fred 
Harvey Company, and the Van Noy Company contracted to either build or 
operate facilities owned by the railroad. In many cases, the hotel was located 
in the upper floors of a multi-story station, while the restaurant or lunch room 
occupied the end of the station. I other cases, a separate building was 
constructed for this purpose. Some hotels and restaurants provided luxury 
accommodations demanded by their travelers: the Canadian Pacific and the 
Canadian National Railways built a number of these fancy hotels. Others were 
more spartan and were designed to serve inexpensive food quickly.  
 
The sparsely settled western areas of the country were particularly in need of 
dining and hotel facilities for the traveler: since no other facilities of that type 
were available, the railroad provided them.  
 
The railroad also faced the problem of housing its employees in remote areas. 
As a result, many railroads built "dormitory hotels" for their employees. Many 
YMCA hotels were built specifically for the purpose of housing and feeding 
railroad employees.

Rexall Special Train The Rexall Train of March to November 1936 toured the United States and 
Canada to promote Rexall drug store products and to provide the equivalent of 
a national convention for local Rexall druggists without the cost of travel. Free 
tickets for locals to see displays of Rexall products were available at local 
Rexall drug stores. The 29,000 mile tour visited 47 of the 48 contiguous states 
(omitting Nevada) and parts of Canada. 
 
A streamlined steam-powered 4-8-2 Mohawk locomotive (No. 2873) from the 
New York Central Railroad hauled the similarly streamlined blue-and-white 
train of twelve air-conditioned Pullman cars. Four of the cars contained 
displays, four contained convention facilities and one housed a dining car. The 
train was the million-dollar brainchild of Louis Liggett, who traveled in an 
observation car at its rear

1936

Rider Coach [Dormitory}[Passenger Car, 
Caboose, Cupola]

Rider coaches were typically "end of life" passenger cars used primarily 
reserved for the use of the train crew, or for railroad personnel being 
transferred from one location to another.  In some cases, however, the rider 
coach was used for revenue paying passengers. For example, mail & express 
trains might carry a single rider coach at the end of the train, which would be 
used for both train crew and revenue paying passengers.  Most of these cars 
were were lacking comforts that were traditionally provided for first class 
passenger cars.   
 
Windows might be missing, and restrooms, heating and air conditioning were 
either not available, or were of limited usefulness.  The cars were often former 
Combination Cars: Baggage-Express-Coach, or Baggage_Coach cars  that 
were converted for use as Rider Cars.   
 
In some cases a caboose (Waycar) or a baggage car with a rider compartment 
would be used. 
 
First class passenger trains had (and still have on Amtrak) a Dormitory Car for 
sleeping when off duty. These cars were often were configured as combination 
cars, such as a Baggage-Dormitory, or more simply an older revenue sleeper 
that was now used as a dormitory sleeper.

Roger Williams Train Although the Roger Williams name was originally associated as the name 
of a passenger train that was operated by the New Haven Railroad, the 
unusual appearance of the two control cab cars, located at either end of 
the train, soon resulted in the equipment being identified by its train 
name. And so, years after the demise of this passenger train, the name 
lives on, being associated with the trainset.   
 
The Roger Williams was a streamlined, six car, lightweight, DMU 
passenger train, built by the Budd Company in 1956 for the New York, 
New Haven and Hartford Railroad. The train was based on Budd's 
successful RDC DMU cars. The end two cars were equipped with 
streamlined locomotive style cabs and noses, resembling those on the 
Fairbanks-Morse P-12-42  Diesel locomotives. The four intermediate cars 
lacked operating controls and cabs.  For operation into Grand Central 
Terminal, the cars were each equipped with third-rail shoes, and small 
traction motors, allowing them to operate into the terminal under electric 
power, with their engines shut down.  After a short period of time in high 
speed service, the train was split up, and the cars were used in service 
with the New Haven's other RDC's. They worked for the New Haven, Penn 
Central, and Amtrak, until the last cars were retired in the 1980's.  The 2 
end cars, and one intermediate car, are preserved in operating condition, 
at the Danbury Railway Museum.  

NYNH&H 1956

Roomette Sleeping Car  [Pullman, 
Passenger Car, Streamlined Passenger 
Train] 
 

The roomette was a small sleeping car compartment designed for one person. 
The design included a toilet, and washbasin in the compartment, and occupied 
the same space as a Section. Bed lowers from wall to replace a wide sofa 
seat. The Roomette was introduced in 1936 as part of the streamlined train 
era. [4]

PULL 1936

Royal Train of 1939 The Royal Train operated in the spring of 1939 to transport the King and 
Queen of England across Canada.

1939

RPO Car Design [Railway Post Office car] The traditional RPO car was equipped with one postal mail hook that was used 
to catch a mail pouch mounted on a ground mounted mail crane while the train 
was moving.  
 
The exterior window placement of RPO Cars varied depending on the interior 
floor plan and usage of the car. In general, the number and placement of 
windows was determined by the length and placement of the letter sorting 
tables (with postal baggage racks) or letter cases (pigeon holes). See Ref 1.

RPO Clerk [Railway Post Office] A railroad postal clerk, usually assigned to an RPO (Railway Post Office) car 
with responsibility for sorting mail en route.

RPO Service begins operation [Railway 
Post Office/Railway Mail Service]

The first Railway Post Office service began on the C&NW between 
Chicago and Clinton, IA.

C&NW 1864

RPO Service end of operation The last railway post office operated between New York and Washington, D.C. 
on June 30, 1977.

1977

RPO-First car built The first RPO car was built by the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad in their 
Hannibal Car Shops.

RR Car, Head End Pssgr: Postal 
Service

The US Postal Service began its first railway mail service in 1875, when 
the New York Central inaugurated its Fast Mail, a specially decorated Mail 
train service, between New York and Chicago. By 1877, the Postal Service 
had expanded use of railway mail service to several other railroads, 
which provided postal sorting facilities and carried US mail on most 
passenger trains across the United States. The Railway Post Office 
contract ended in 1967. The loss of the mail contract revenue hastened 
the end of US passenger service.

1875

RR Car, Pssgr: Construction: Wood 
construction

The last passenger cars manufactured from wood were built in 1911, by the 
Ohio Falls Car Company, which was owned by AC&F at that time. Steel had 
replaced wood for  passenger car construction at this time, mainly for safety 
reasons.RR Car, Pssgr: Design: Clerestory Roof Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars also 
employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible when 
viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and therefore became 
a distinguishing identifying characteristic.   The Clerestory Roof raised the 
center portion of the roofline from one end of the car to the other, with the end 
of the raised structure having a graceful curved arch bringing the roofline down 
the end of the car. The raised portion contained clerestory windows that 
allowed sunlight and ventilation to enter the car.  Raised roof cars with square 
ends were called Deck Roofs, and were typically found in cars built prior to 
1870.  This design was eliminated when the railroads modernized their fleets 
with lightweight streamlined cars, which included self-contained air 
conditioning capabilities.

1860

RR Car, Pssgr: Design: Deck Roof Most Wood and Heavyweight steel passenger cars were designed with 
Clerestory Roofs, sometimes called the Railroad Roof. Early streetcars also 
employed the same design. This design feature was clearly visible when 
viewing the roofline of a car from the outside of the car, and therefore became 
a distinguishing identifying characteristic.   The Clerestory Roof raised the 
center portion of the roofline from one end of the car to the other, with the end 
of the raised structure having a graceful curved arch bringing the roofline down 
the end of the car. The raised portion contained clerestory windows that 
allowed sunlight and ventilation to enter the car.  Raised roof cars with square 
ends were called Deck Roofs, and were typically found in cars built prior to 
1870.  This design was eliminated when the railroads modernized their fleets 
with lightweight streamlined cars, which included self-contained air 
conditioning capabilities.

RR Car, Pssgr: Design: Vestibule A vestibuled train is a passenger train whose cars have enclosed 
vestibules at their ends, in contrast to the open platforms on early cars. 
Typically, a vestibule has doorways on either side to allow passenger 
entry and exit at stations, a door into the body of the car, and, at the car 
end, a doorway to allow access to the next car through a flexible 
gangway connection. The first vestibuled train was introduced on June 
15, 1887, on the inaugural run of the Pennsylvania Limited of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, forerunner of the famous Broadway Limited. The 
railway car vestibule as a concept had been tried in various primitive 
forms during the latter part of the 19th century, but the first viable form 
was invented by H. H. Sessions and his staff at the Pullman Car Works in 
Chicago. 
 
The development of the vestibule, an enclosed passageway between 
railroad passenger cars, began in the early 1850's, when the railroads 
began to realize that passengers would need to travel from one car to 
another while the train was moving. Prior to this point, all railroad 
passenger cars had been designed with open platforms at the end of 
each car. Although a passenger could easily walk from one car to another 
across the open platforms, during times of rain or winter weather, the 
experience could be uncomfortable and dangerous. Patents were issued 
in 1852 covering a canvas covering that was used to enclose the 
platforms; the invention proved to be ineffective, however. More than 30 
years transpired until George Pullman introduced the first widely 
successful vestibule consisting of a flexible diaphragm connected to a 
steel plate in 1887. This narrow vestibule (the vestibule covered the 
passageway only, not the entire width of the car) became immediately 
successful, and many Pullman trains having this feature were soon 
advertised as being ...Vestibule Limited.   Full width vestibules were 
introduced in 1893.

PRR 1887

RR Car, Pssgr: Dining The Chicago & Alton was the first railroad to offer a complete dining car 
service on its trains in July, 1884.  By the late 1960's, all railroads were 
experiencing increasing operating losses on the operation of passenger 
trains.

1884

RR Car, Pssgr: Dome Car: Sky Top 
Observation Car

The Milwaukee's Sky Top Observation Lounge Car was designed by 
Brooks Stevens for the 1948 Olympian Hiawatha. The streamlined cars 
were noted for their modernistic styling, and graceful solarium end 
lounge having 27 skylight windows. The cars were unique in every 
respect in the railroad industry, and despite their short life on the 
Hiawatha (1948-1961), many of the cars survived through modern times.

CMStP&P

RR Car, Pssgr: Sleeping Car: Touralux The Touralux car was a popular tourist class open section sleeping car 
used on the Olympian Hiawatha passenger train between Chicago and 
Seattle. The car itself was a modernized version of the open section 
sleeping car. The rail fare was priced between the coach and first class 
fares, while the sleeping car charges were less than one would pay in the 
Pullman sleeping cars. This service was designed to compete against the 
Great Northern and Northern Pacific, which offered newer and more 
luxurious trains between the same destinations.

CMStP&P
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RR Car, Pssgr: Streamlined: Zephyr The Zephyr was the first lightweight diesel powered streamlined train to 
be used in the United States. Its introduction in 1934 marked the 
beginning of a transition from slow, costly, older heavyweight passenger 
cars pulled by steam locomotives, to speedy, low cost lightweight, 
streamlined passenger trains. The first Zephyr was placed in regular 
service on November 11, 1934 on a 500 mile round trip route running 
from Lincoln, NE to Kansas City, MO. For a detailed description of the 
Zephyr, see reference below.

CB&Q 1934

RRollway [Deodat Clejan, Bi-Level Auto 
Rack/Bi Level Auto Rack, Auto-Train/Auto 
Train, Passenger Train Interstate Highway]

RRollway was a precursor to Auto-Train (1971). The concept was developed 
by Deodat Clejan, an inventor, who was director of transportation planning  for 
General American Transportation Corp in 1965.  RRollway would offer a fast, 
fully automatic auto-ferry service, running at five-minute intervals between the 
outskirts of major cities: automobiles would be driven onto a two-tiered auto 
rack and transported along with the driver and passengers, who ride in the 
train. GATX had considered building a RRollway somewhere outside the 
northeast corridor. It studied half a dozen routes where traffic is heavy enough 
to make the project feasible. 
 
The RRollway concept involved the custom design of a two level auto rack 
much like the design that Auto-Train employed 6 years later. The car was 
driven onto the auto-rack car, while the driver and passengers rode the train. 
The system was envisioned by GATX as a nationwide network connecting 
large cities, with fares being no higher than that of using a toll road. The 
system would have provided faster times to destination than by driving, by 
avoiding meal stops, and traffic congestion in big cities. 
 
Clejan's design used a "ultra wide gauge track and a 20-foot wide train which 
was side-loaded by passengers driving their cars past garage doors that 
opened up on the sides of the trains at station stops."  (Ref 3). The design was 
patented, but was not practical, and was abandoned.  
 
Even though the US Interstate Highway Act was signed in 1956, construction 
progress was slow. Ref 2 (US Interstate Highway Construction Timelapse 
video) clearly shows that by 1970, the Interstate Highway system consisted of 
many segments, but well short of offering long distance travel by Interstate. In 
particular, construction of I-95, which runs parallel to the Atlantic Ocean from 
Boston to Miami was largely incomplete. And, the interstates linking Chicago 
with California were not even 50% complete. Clearly, the time was ripe for 
RRollway (and eventually Auto-Train).  
 

GATX 1963

Running in Charge [Pullman Porter, 
conductor, Sleeping car, Brotherhood of 
Sleeping Car Porters]

Running in charge was a practice in which the Pullman Porter acted as, and 
performed the duties of the Pullman Company conductor. It was instituted for 
low volume sleeping car passenger train routes, usually when a single Pullman 
sleeping car (or perhaps two) was attached to passenger train. By replacing 
the higher paid Pullman conductor with a Sleeping car porter "acting in 
charge", the Pullman company saved considerable expense. Pullman porters 
that acted in this capacity were paid an additional $12 per month in 1920 
(which would be worth about $156 in 2018, while the Pullman Company 
avoided significant additional expenses. See ref 2

PULL

Sailing [Streamlined Passenger Train 
Advertisement]

The Union Pacific used the term Sailing in the mid 1930's as part of an 
advertising program to describe its newly introduced Streamliner departures. 
During the first few years following the introduction of Union Pacific's 
streamliners, the lightweight trains operated only two or three times per week, 
owing to limited availability of equipment. In addition, there was a certain level 
of mystique associated with the term sailing, which made for good advertising 
copy.  

UP

Saloon [Salon, Toilet, Dressing Room, long 
distance passenger car]

The term "Saloon" or "Salon" is an archaic name given to the "toilet facilities" 
on long distance trains. The toilet facilities on long distance trains were larger 
than normal, accommodating several lavatories, and toilets, along with a 
seating area for several persons. The larger facilities were quite busy during 
the early morning hours and evenings, and at times when a train was 
approaching a major terminal-as many people would be wanting to "look their 
best" before detraining. 
 
The term "Saloon" or "Salon" was not universally used, however. The New 
York Central was one road that used this term into the 1940's and 50's to 
describe its coach only Pacemaker Train, which initially was equipped with 
modernized heavyweight cars. (Ref 2). The Pullman Company used this term 
as well (Ref 3). The term is still used in Europe to describe certain styles of 
trains (Ref 4) Reference 5 provides a diagram for an early Pullman Palace 
sleeping car (modified for use as a Pay car) that clearly shows a differentiation 
between the toilet facilities and the Saloon (probably the lavatory, dressing 
area, and couch).

Sapsan (Peregrine Falcon) TGV type 
passenger Train Siemens High Speed 
Passenger Train; High Speed Rail]

Sapsan (Russian: "Peregrine Falcon", known as Velaro RUS EVS) is a 
Russian gauge high speed electric express train. The design is part of the 
Siemens Velaro family. The trains started regular service on the Moscow – 
Saint Petersburg Railway in December 2009 at a maximum speed of 250 km/h 
(155 mph) (a new build High-Speed Line would allow for speeds of up to 
350 km/h or 217 mph). Sapsan set records for the fastest train in Russia on 2 
May 2009, travelling at 281 km/h (175 mph) and on 7 May 2009, travelling at 
290 km/h (180 mph). 
 
Construction history 
 
On 18 May 2006, Siemens and Russian Railways signed a ˇ276 million order 
for 8 high speed trains with a 30-year service contract worth around ˇ300 
million. 
 
The trains were ordered to connect Moscow with Saint Petersburg and later 
Nizhny Novgorod at a speed of up to 250 km/h (155 mph). They are derived 
from the German ICE 3 train but with bodies widened by 330 mm (13 in) to 
3,265 mm (10 ft 8.5 in) to suit Russia's wide loading gauge. Four of the trains 
("EVS2") are equipped for both 3 kV DC and 25 kV 50 Hz AC operation. The 
total length of each ten-car train is 250 m (820 ft), carrying up to 600 
passengers. 
 
Development and construction was carried out by Siemens at Erlangen and 
Krefeld in Germany. In August 2009, it was announced that the fifth Sapsan 
had been delivered to Russia, of the eight that were planned. 
 
Four single-voltage ("EVS1", 3 kV DC powered) trains entered passenger 
service at the end of 2009 on the Moscow – St Petersburg route, with the dual-
system trains (EVS2) entering service on the Nizhny Novgorod route on 30 
July 2010. 
 
Sapsan set records for the fastest train in Russia on 2 May 2009, travelling at 
281 km/h (175 mph) and on 7 May 2009, travelling at 290 km/h (180 mph). 
 
On December 19, 2011, a ˇ600 million order for an additional 20 trainsets 
including 8 EVS2 sets was signed in order to facilitate an increased number of 
services on existing lines and the expansion of new service elsewhere in the 
system. The second-batch EVS1 sets will be same details as the first-batch 
EVS1 sets, but the second-batch EVS2 sets will have exterior steps to suit for 
low platforms, unlike the first-batch EVS2 sets. 
 
Operations 
 
Since entering service in December 2009, it has been Russian Railways' only 
profitable passenger service, with an occupancy rate of 84.5%. According to 
the timetable valid from 30 October 2011, the direct train from Moscow to St 
Petersburg without intermediate stops needs 3:40, the train from Moscow to 
Nizhniy Novgorod 3:55 hours. 
 
Introduction of Sapsan initially provoked cancelling of affordable daytime trains 
between Moscow and St.Petersburg. By the end of 2012, Moscow – St. 
Petersburg daytime trains other than Sapsan were running again. 
 
There were a series of stone throwing attacks against Sapsan trains. As 
possible reasons cancelling of commuter trains, disruption of local 
transportation in rural areas and accidents because of poor safety for 
pedestrians were mentioned. 
 
From Ref 2 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Considering that it's 404 miles on the broad-gauge line from St. Petersburg to 
Moscow, the Sapsan (Peregrine Falcon) trainsets built by Siemens have been 
doing very well: 3 hours and 40 minutes according to the schedule. Also, an 
internet source claims them to be the only profitable passenger trains on the 
entire system of about 90,000 miles. Another route, Moscow east to Nizhnyy 
Novgorod on the Volga, not quite as long, will also get the Sapsan treatment - 
and maybe already has. 
 
I wonder if the 5-foot gauge is especially favorable to TGV-style speeds. 
 
Preceding Ref 2

RZD 2008

School Train [Passenger Train] Railroads operated "School Trains" that were used in regular service to 
transport children from their homes to the city. School trains were typically 
operated where highway or road accesibility was limited. School trains were 
operated even in areas where automobiles were readily available: for example, 
in the early 1900's, virtually every student that attended Tamalpais Union High 
School in Mill Valley, CA commuted by electric trains operated by the 
Northwestern Pacific Railroad. [3]

Segregation of colored people on 
Railroads [African-American, Jim Crow 
laws.  Union Station, Depot, Passenger 
Train, Passenger Car, Dining Car, 
Partitioned, Divided, Civil Rights Act]

Jim Crow laws existed mainly in the South and originated from the Black 
Codes that were enforced from 1865 to 1866 and from prewar 
segregation on railroad cars in northern cities. The laws sprouted up in 
the late 19th century after Reconstruction and lasted until the 1960s. 
They mandated de jure segregation in all public facilities, with a 
supposedly "separate but equal" status for Americans of African 
descent. In reality, this led to treatment that was usually inferior to those 
provided for Americans of European descent, systematizing a number of 
economic, educational and social disadvantages. 
 
Typical forms of segregation: 
 
- Railroad cars were partitioned, or one coach would be reserved for 
whites, another car for colored. The seats in the white section of 
partitioned cars were often larger, and more comfortable. The white toilet 
facilities were larger and had more comfort features. The colored toilets 
might be of a very basic nature (I have heard stories of "just a hole in the 
floor") 
 
- Railroad stations were built with separate entrances: a large, ornate 
central entrance for whites, and a smaller "plain" entrance for colored 
located some distance from the central entrance. 
 
- Dining cars: service might be limited to whites, or colored would be 
served after the whites had been served. In some cases, coloreds were 
denied access to the dining car. 
 
- Streetcars: African Americans In Louisville, KY were required to ride on 
the outside platforms, exposed to wind, rain and snow, rather than on the 
covered inside of the streetcar. [16] 
 
- Restroom facilities were segregated for "whites" and "colored" 
 
- Drinking fountains: separate drinking fountains were provided, marked 
"white only" or "colored" 
 
- Employee Passes that were stamped "Colored". This practice continued 
at least until 1958 on the Pennsylvania Railroad. According to the 
Transport Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO representing some 25,000 
maintenance employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad, "employees are 
entitled to these passes by law and company regulation, but they are 
often not issued to. Negroes unless they agree to having them stamped 
with the word "colored"". (Ref 12.) 
 
- In another more subtle example, until outlawed in the 1960s, Illinois 
Central coach passengers like those on all other southern railroads, were 
racially segregated from Kentucky southward. At Central Station in 
Chicago the IC employed Passenger Service Reps ostensibly to assist 
boarding passengers. One of their duties was to direct passengers to 
various cars based on their destination. Blacks going to points in 
Kentucky and other southern states were directed to the head end 
coaches and whites to the rear coaches. Intrastate Illinois passengers 
could sit anywhere on the train. From Kentucky southward black 
passengers were not allowed in the observation lounge cars. Dining cars 
typically had two tables for black diners (across the aisle from each other 
and closest to the kitchen) which were partitioned off from the rest of the 
seating area. [22] 
 
Kentucky- 
 
1870: 3 African Americans file suit and win the right to ride inside 
Louisville streetcars instead of on the outside platforms. [16] 
1890: All railway companies were required to provide separate but equal 
accommodations for white and colored passengers.  
1892: RRs were to provide separate coaches for white and colored 
passengers. Signs stating the race for each car must be posted. [17] 
1894: Railroad stations must provide separate but equal waiting rooms 
for the white and colored passengers.  
1944: Railroad cars: Separate coaches for white and African American 
passengers were required. 
 
Tennessee:  
 
1881: Railroads [Statute] Railroad companies required to furnish 
separate cars for colored passengers who pay first-class rates.  
1881: law amended to state that railroads required to supply first-class 
passenger cars to all persons paying first-class rates.  
1891: Railroads [Statute] Railways to provide equal but separate 
accommodations for the white and colored races.  
1905: Streetcars [Statute] All street cars required to designate a portion 
of each car for white passengers and also for colored passengers. 
Required signs to be posted. Special cars could be run for one race 
exclusively. Penalty: Streetcar companies could be fined $25 for each 
offense. Passengers who refused to take the proper seat could be fined 
$25. 
 
Texas:  
 
1866: Railroads [Statute] All railroad companies shall attach one 
passenger car for the special accommodation of freedmen.  
1889: Railroads [Statute] Railroad companies required to maintain 
separate coaches for white and colored passengers, equal in comfort. 
Penalty: Passengers refusing to sit where assigned were guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and could be fined between $5 and $20.  
1891: Railroads [Statute] Separate coach laws strengthened. Separate 
coaches for white and Negro passengers to be equal in all points of 
comfort and convenience. Designed by signage posted in a conspicuous 
place in each compartment. Trains allowed to carry chair cars or sleeping 
cars for the exclusive use of either race. Law did not apply to streetcars. 
Penalty: Conductors who failed to enforce law faced misdemeanor 
charge punish able by a fine from $5 to $25. The railroad company could 
be fined from $100 to $1,000 for each trip. Passengers who refused to sit 
in designated areas faced fines from $5 to $25.  
1907: Streetcars [Statute] Required all streetcars to comply with the 
separate coach law passed in 1889. Penalty: Streetcar companies could 
be fined from $100 to $1,000 for failing to enact law. A passenger 
wrongfully riding in an improper coach was guilty of a misdemeanor, and 
faced fines from $5 to $25. 
1909: Railroads [Statute] Depot buildings required to provide separate 
waiting areas for the use of white and Negro passengers. 
1914: Railroads [Statute] Negro porters shall not sleep in sleeping car 
berths nor use bedding intended for white passengers. 
 
Maryland:  
 
1904: "All railroad companies and corporations, and all persons running 
or operating cars or coaches by steam on any railroad line or track in the 
State of Maryland, for the transportation of passengers, are hereby 
required to provide separate cars or coaches for the travel and 
transportation of the white and colored passengers." 
 
Virginia:  
 
The conductors or managers on all such railroads shall have power, and 
are hereby required, to assign to each white or colored passenger his or 
her respective car, coach or compartment. If the passenger fails to 
disclose his race, the conductor and managers, acting in good faith, shall 
be the sole judges of his race."  
 
Virginia Racial Integrity Act of 1924 
 
1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of Virginia, That the State 
registrar of vital statistics may, as soon as practicable after the taking 
effect of this act, prepare a form whereon the racial composition of any 
individual, as Caucasian, Negro, Mongolian, American Indian, Asiatic 
Indian, Malay, or any mixture thereof, or any other non-Caucasic strains, 
and if there be any mixture, then, the racial composition of the parents 
and other ancestors, in so far as ascertainable, so as to show in what 
generation such mixture occurred, may be certified by such individual, 
which form shall be known as a registration certificate. 

Separate But Equal [Passenger Train, 
Station, Depot, African-American, Colored, 
Segregation, Jim Crow Laws]

Many railroad stations built prior to around 1920 were designed with separate 
waiting rooms: one for the men, and one for women. The photo of the Kearney, 
NE referenced above clearly shows separate entrances for the two waiting 
rooms marked "Womens" and "Mens". The design is probably a carryover from 
the Victorian Era. Even the large Union Pacific Cheyenne depot was designed 
with separate waiting rooms for men and women. There is also a cultural issue 
involved. The Kearney depot design is a clear reflection of conservative 
midwestern values of the day. 
 
Separate but equal was a legal doctrine in United States constitutional law, 
according to which racial segregation did not necessarily violate the Fourteenth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution, which guaranteed "equal 
protection" under the law to all people. Under the doctrine, as long as the 
facilities provided to each race were equal, state and local governments could 
require that services, facilities, public accommodations, housing, medical care, 
education, employment, and transportation be segregated by "race", which 
was already the case throughout the states of the former Confederacy. The 
phrase was derived from a Louisiana law of 1890, although the law actually 
used the phrase "equal but separate". 
 
The doctrine was confirmed in the Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision 
of 1896, which allowed state-sponsored segregation. Though segregation laws 
existed before that case, the decision emboldened segregation states during 
the Jim Crow era, which had commenced in 1876 and supplanted the Black 
Codes, which restricted the civil rights and civil liberties of African Americans 
during the Reconstruction Era. 
 
In practice the separate facilities provided to African Americans were rarely 
equal; usually they were not even close to equal, or they did not exist at all. For 
example, in the 1930 census, black people were 42% of Florida's population. 
Yet according to the 1934–36 report of the Florida Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, the value of "white school property" in the state was $70,543,000, 
while the value of African-American school property was $4,900,000. The 
report says that "in a few south Florida counties and in most north Florida 
counties many Negro schools are housed in churches, shacks, and lodges, 
and have no toilets, water supply, desks, blackboards, etc. Counties use these 
schools as a means to get State funds and yet these counties invest little or 
nothing in them." At that time, high school education for African Americans was 
provided in only 28 of Florida's 67 counties. In 1939–40, the average salary of 
a white teacher in Florida was $1,148, whereas for a negro teacher it was 
$585. 
 
During the era of segregation, the myth was that the races were separated but 
were provided equal facilities. No one believed it. Almost without exception, 
black students were given inferior buildings and instructional materials. Black 
educators were generally paid less than were their white counterparts and had 
more students in their classrooms.... In 1938, Pompano white schools 
collectively had one teacher for every 25 students, while the Pompano Colored 
School had one teacher for every 54 students. At the Hammondville, AL  
School, the single teacher employed there had 67 students. 
 
"Separate but equal" facilities were found to be unconstitutional in a series of 
Supreme Court decisions under Chief Justice Earl Warren, starting with Brown 
v. Board of Education of 1954. However, the subsequent overturning of 
segregation laws and practices was a long process that lasted through much of 
the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, involving federal legislation (especially the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964), and many court cases.

1896

Shadow Lining Shadow Lining was a method of painting a conventional heavyweight 
Pullman car in a way that simulated a fluted side, stainless steel 
streamlined car. Shadow Lined cars often were included in the same 
consist as other fluted side, stainless steel streamlined cars thus 
providing the visual appearance, from a distance, of a completely 
streamlined train (except for the obvious difference in roof lines). 
 
Following the conclusion of World War II, the traveling demands of the 
public shifted to modern, streamlined cars. Stainless steel fluted side 
cars made by the Budd company were in particularly strong demand, but 
only a few railroads had purchased these cars, resulting in a limited 
supply of cars to meet this demand. As a result, the railroads developed 
a painting process called shadow lining that gave an older Heavyweight 
car, or a conventional steel sided lightweight streamlined car the 
appearance, from a distance, of being a fluted side car.  Shadow lining 
was accomplished by masking lines along the car and using a spray gun 
to feather the gray underneath the tape. When the tape was removed a 
sharp edge was left over the feathering creating a shadow line.

CB&Q

Shinkansen [Bullet train][High Speed Rail] The Shinkansen (new trunk line) is a network of high-speed railway lines in 
Japan operated by four Japan Railways Group companies. Starting with the 
Tÿkaidÿ Shinkansen (515.4 km) in 1964, the network has expanded to 
currently consist of 2,387.7 km (1,483.6 mi) of lines with maximum speeds of 
240–320 km/h (149–199 mph), 283.5 km (176.2 mi) of Mini-shinkansen lines 
with a maximum speed of 130 km/h (81 mph), and 10.3 km (6.4 mi) of spur 
lines with Shinkansen services. The network presently links most major cities 
on the islands of Honshu and Kyushu, with construction of a link to the 
northern island of Hokkaido underway. 

JNR 1954

Shore Line The Shore Line route betweem New Haven and Boston, formed by the Shore 
Line Railway, and the New York, Providence & Boston, became a major part of 
the New Haven system mainline in later years. All of the railroads that formed 
the Shore Line were eventually purchased by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford Railroad.  The Shore Line Railway was remnant of the first through 
railroad service established in 1859 between New York and Boston that was 
jointly operated by the New Haven (New York to New Haven, CT), the New 
Haven & New London (New Haven to New London, CT), the New London & 
Stonington (to Stonington, CT), and from Stonington to Boston over the New 
York, Providence and Boston Railroad. The first "through" trains began 
operating over what became known as the Shore Line route on December 12, 
1859, using car ferries to cross the Thames River at New London. At the time 
the Shore Line became operational, the New Haven was known as the New 
York & New Haven Railroad.  The New York, Providence & Boston purchased 
the east end of the line running from New Haven to Providence in 1864, and 
the remainder of the line between New Haven and New London was 
reorganized as the Shore Line Railway.

Shoreliner; Bomb, Bomber [Commuter 
Passenger Car, Comet]

Slang term used to describe a railroad commuter car manufactured by 
Bombardier and based on the Comet design developed by Pullman-Standard 
in 1965. When Pullman-Standard ceased operations in 1981, Bombardier 
became the manufacturer of the Comet design.  Bombardier sold these 
updated cars to Metro-North Commuter Railroad and the Connecticut 
Department of Transportation.

MNCR 1986

Shotweld [lightweight stainless steel 
streamlined passenger car/Passenger 
train, Burlington Zephyr, Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe]

Builders of railroad passenger cars realized that stainless steel, although 
more expensive than ordinary sheet steel, would be an ideal material for 
building passenger cars, which are exposed to the weather, and various 
corrosive materials that fly up from the roadbed as the train passes. The 
problem was that no one could figure out a way to weld the pieces of 
stainless steel together.   
 
On August 20, 1932, Earl J. Ragsdale, an engineer at the Budd Company, 
filed a patent application for a "Method and product of electric welding"; 
on January 16, 1934, the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) granted US patent 1,944,106 to the Budd Company.    
Shotwelding, as Ragsdale termed his method, involved automatic control 
of the timing of individual spot welds. In spot welding, the two pieces of 
metal that are to be joined are pressed together at the joint with an 
electrode on each side of the joint. A very high electric current is passed 
through the joint and fuses the two pieces of metal together. If a manual 
spot weld, which was difficult to time, were held too long, heat would 
spread from the weld at a middling temperature that would weaken the 
stainless steel unacceptably; Ragsdale's precisely-timed welds solved 
the problem.   
 
The Shotweld process was an innovative process used to weld a special 
type of aluminum called 18-8 used in the construction of lightweight, 
stainless steel streamlined passenger cars. The process was developed 
by the Budd Manufacturing Company and was first used in the 
production of the Burlington Railroad's Zephyr passenger trains; the 
technique was later applied to most of the stainless steel passenger cars 
manufactured by Budd. Although the use of stainless steel was more 
expensive than conventional steel, the cars manufactured using this 
process have outlived conventional cars by many decades.    
 
The Burlington, and the Santa Fe Railroads were the largest users of 
lightweight, stainless steel passenger cars in the country.

BUDDEW 1932

Shovel Nose Zephyr [Streamlined 
Passenger Train]

The Burlington Railroad's first generation streamlined passenger trains 
were powered by a unique diesel locomotive that came to be known as a 
"shovel nose" design. These locomotives remained the primary power of 
the Burlington's Zephyr passenger trains until Electro-Motive Division 
delivered the first of Burlington's E5 diesel models. The Shovel nose 
trains were used for many years until the 1950s and 1960s. One is on 
display at Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry. 

CB&Q 1934

Side Door Caboose [Express car, LCL 
Freight, Less-Than-Carload-Lot]

Side Door cabooses were typically built in the 19th and early 20th Century. The 
provided versatility for the railroad, being used for light freight and express on 
branch lines. Many of these cabooses were built without end platforms, which 
made boarding the leaving the car fairly risky. The cars were eventually 
banned because of the lack of end platforms, and because of the danger of 
boarding the car through the side door.  Some cars survived into the 1960s in 
the south and southwest. 
 
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway and its subsidiaries, 
the Cincinnati Northern, Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre Haute, and the Toledo 
& Ohio Central, used a unique 3 window raised cupola (called a turret) and 
having a side door.  Side door cabooses were used on Big Four branch lines 
for handling express shipments.  
 
The side door was added afte the cars were put in service, and appears to 
have resulted from rebuilding a 4-Window caboose, eliminating the third 
window and adding a side door.

CCC&StL

Siesta Coach [Slumbercoach, Tourist 
Sleeper, Budd]

The Slumbercoach is an 85-foot-long, 24 single room, eight double room 
streamlined sleeping car. Built in 1956 by the Budd Company for the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy Railroad for service on the Denver Zephyr. [1] The car 
was initially called the "Siesta Coach" by Budd, but the term "Slumbercoach" 
proved more durable with the public. The design proved successful, and a 
number of other railroad purchased the same design.The car is easily 
recognized by the staggered upper/and lower windows on half of the car. See 
ref [1]

BUDDEW 1956

Silk Road [Passenger train, Travel, Silk 
Car]

The Silk Road began long before the construction of railroads. It was a "road", 
or perhaps more like a camel path, that connected the silk factories in China 
with the buyers of the middle ages in Venice. Along the way from China to 
Venice, the road passed through  Iran, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, 
Georgia and Turkey. The road ran through some of the harshest, highest, and 
most dangerous places on Earth.  
 
As time progressed, the shipment of silk moved to steamships, and then to 
railroads.

Silk Train [Tea & Silk Train, Silk car; 
Express Train, Express Car]

After the end of the Civil War the U.S. economy grew robustly up until the 
Great Depression in 1929.. It was the time of the Gilded Age, and wealth 
abounded. As a result, there was a growing and significant demand for silk-
both for silk stockings, of which there was a very high demand, and for silk 
garmets. Manufactuers developed silk processing machinery to produce the 
stockings and other articles of clothing that were then much in demand. In 
1878, the Southern Pacific transported 1,300,000 lbs of silk and 18 million lbs 
of tea in special trains. [4] 
 
By the beginning of the twentieth century the US was the dominant place of 
manufacture of silk goods, The Japanese exported high quality raw silk. As a 
result raw silk became the most valuable export from Japan, by a large margin, 
playing a major role in financing the twentieth century industrialization of 
Japan, and later, its militarization. 
 
Companies in the U.S. purchased the vast majority of the Japanese exports, 
so that raw silk was by far the most valuable import into North America. Most of 
it was processed by the 800 or so firms in a 200 mile radius of New York City. 
 
In 1914 trans-Pacific operations comprised 14% of the United State°os foreign 
trade. It involved the steady trade of 50 ships, many of which operated on 
regular schedules. Thirty-three of these ships were owned by lines controlled 
by railroads.  
 
During the 1920's there were approximately 20 silk trains per month crossing 
North America from Vancouver, Seattle/Tacoma, Portland, and San Francisco 
°© and later, Los Angeles. Silk was by far the most valuable commodity that 
railways transported on a regular basis. The revenue from silk transportation 
was higher than for transporting other goods, and was even higher than for 
conveying passengers. As a result, many railways went to considerable 
lengths to obtain and retain this business. 
 
Adapted from: "Silk Trains of North America" by Alan Vanterpool, published by 
the Alberta Pioneer Railway Association http://
www.albertarailwaymuseum.com/uploads/6/2/6/6/6266307/stonadraft8.pdf 
 

CMStP&P

Silver Palace Car [Sleeping Car]
[Theodore T. Woodruff, Pullman, 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train] 
 

Woodruff was the first company to introduce a Silver Palace car, in 1866, 
one year before the founding of the Pullman Palace Car Company. These 
cars carried the term luxury to a level never seen since. The cars featured 
silver plated lamps and fixtures, elegantly carved black walnut interiors, 
velvet curtains at the windows, and imported carpets, along with stained 
glass inserts in the clerestory windows. Woodruff's designs included 
silver plated columns that were used to support the roof and sleeping 
berths, thus deriving the name Silver Palace Car. Woodruff's company 
became known as the Woodruff Sleeping & Palace Car Company after 
that date.   
 
The term Palace Car quickly caught the attention and imagination of the 
traveling public. Pullman incorporated his sleeping car company in 1867 
under the name of the Pullman Palace Car Company. Following that date, 
the term Palace Car came to be associated with the luxurious sleeping 
car accommodations, and the high level of service that was provided by 
the Pullman Palace Car and Woodruff companies. Several other sleeping 
car companies adopted the Palace name as part of their corporate 
identify, in an effort to associate elegance, and high level of service 
accorded by Woodruff's Silver Palace Car, and Pullman Palace Car 
companies with their own brands. The Holland, Palace Car Company 
(mfg by Harlan & Hollingsworth), and the Wagner Palace Car Company 
were two companies that adopted this strategy.    
 
Barney & Smith, Jackson & Sharp, and Harlan & Hollingsworth carried 
the Palace Car concept a step further, by branding their cars Silver 
Palace Cars, partly in an effort to suggest an even higher level of luxury 
than Pullman's Palace Cars. (most of Woodruff's cars were built by 
Jackson & Sharp). Barney & Smith had been building cars for Pullman 
using the Pullman designs, while also building cars that it sold under its 
own Silver Palace brand. Pullman sued Barney & Smith in 1880, charging 
that Barney  Smith had incorporated Pullman's patents in the Barney & 
Smith products. Pullman won its suit.

WOODTT 1856

Silverliner [Electric multiple unit/EMU 
railcars commuter]

Silverliners are Electric multiple unit railcars built by the Budd company and 
used in commuter rail service in the Philadelphia area since 1958 by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad and the Reading Railroad.. The Silverliner name came 
from the classes' shiny stainless steel body shell compared with the painted (or 
rusting) carbon steel railcars placed in service by the Pennsylvania and 
Reading Railroads between 1915 and 1936.   There are currently 5 
generations of Silverliner cars, identified by the roman numerals I through V 
placed after the name Silverliner. Applied to the first large production order in 
1963, the cars made such an impression that the name has since been applied 
to all subsequent MU classes purchased by SEPTA for the Regional Rail 
services. 

SEPTA

Single Room [Passenger Train, Sleeping 
Car]

The Single Room Pullman accomodation contained a full length bed, and no 
upper berth.

PULL

Skip Stop [Passenger Train, Commuter 
Train, Rapid Transit, Elevated/Subway]

Commuter railroads in major cities generally offered three types of services. I 
will use my experiences with the Burlington Railroad between Chicago and 
Aurora, IL. 
 
1. Non stop Through Service: ie, Chicago to Aurora. If you lived in or near 
Aurora, this was the fastest way to travel. 
 
2. All stop Service: ie, the train stops at every station. It can take twice as long, 
or more to complete the trip using this service. 
 
3. Skip Stop Service: ie, the train stops at a few major cities on its route. 
Sometimes the order of the stops would be changed, in order to provide 
greater options for the traveller. One otpion might be Aurora-Naperville-
Hinsdale-Chicago; another might be Aurora-Downers Grove-LaGrange-
Chicago. In this example, Naperville and Downers Grove are close together, 
and are major stops. The same for Hinsdale and LaGrange.

CB&Q

Skyline Dome Car [Dome-Buffet-Lounge] The cars were constructed of stainless steel; save for a Tuscan red letterboard 
bearing the name "Canadian Pacific" they were unpainted. The cars were 
dubbed "Skyline" and numbered 500–517 but did not carry individual names. 
In their original configuration the cars had three separate sections: the dome 
seating area, a second seating area on the lower level, and a lounge area. The 
dome area sat 24. On the lower level, there was a 26-seat passenger area. 
Behind that was a small kitchen and small buffet area. At the end of the car 
was the "Skyline Coffee Shop", a 17-seat buffet area with "curved settees, 
banquette seats and tables." 
 
In 1982 Via Rail eliminated the lower-level passenger section and small buffet 
area, replacing them with a dining room and snack bar, respectively. 
 
Operation 
 
Budd delivered 18 Skyline cars for the Canadian Pacific in 1954–55 as part of 
a massive 173-car order which equipped the new transcontinental Canadian 
and re-equipped the Dominion. The Delaware and Hudson Railway leased two 
cars from the Canadian Pacific in 1974 for use on Amtrak's new Adirondack. 
The D&H repainted the cars in blue and yellow. Via Rail acquired the entire 
fleet from Canadian Pacific in 1978. As of 2015 16 remain on the roster.

CP 1954

Skytop Parlor Lounge Observation [Brooks 
Stevens, Sky Top Lounge Observation]

The Skytop Lounges were a fleet of streamlined passenger cars built by the 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad ("the Milwaukee Road") and 
Pullman-Standard in 1948. The cars were designed by famed industrial 
designer Brooks Stevens. The fleet included both parlor-lounges and sleeping 
cars. The lounges entered service in 1948 on the Twin Cities Hiawatha, while 
the sleeping cars were used on the long-distance Olympian Hiawatha. In 1964 
the Milwaukee Road sold the sleeping cars to the Canadian National Railway, 
who operated them until 1977. The parlor cars continued in service with the 
Milwaukee Road until 1970, when they were retired.  In 1935, the Milwaukee 
Road introduced the original Hiawatha between Chicago and the Twin Cities to 
great acclaim. The new trains covered the 420 miles (680 km) in 7 hours. Their 
equipment included the popular "Tip-Top-Tavern" and the distinctive "Beaver 
Tail" lounge observation cars. From the beginning the Hiawathas were known 
for speed and stylish design. Such was the success of the train that the 
Milwaukee Road would introduce new equipment again in 1936, 1937, 1938, 
and 1942. 

CMStP&P 1948
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Sleeper [Sleeping Car, passenger car] A car equipped for overnight sleeping accommodations. In 1858 The New York 
Central began operating a sleeping car on overnight trains between Albany 
and Buffalo NY in 1858. 

NYCR 1858

Sleeping Car Rail Fares, Ticket Prices 
[Section, Roomette, Bedroom, Suite, 
Compartment, Drawing Room, Touralux]

Railroads customarily charged sleeping car fares as an "extra fare" or premium 
priced service compared to coach fares. For this reason, a customer 
purchased two tickets: one covering the basic transportation fare in coach, and 
a second ticket for the sleeping car accommodation.  
 
Fares for various types of sleeping car accommodations varied based on the 
size of the accommodation, and the features offered [1]: 
 
Upper Berth Section: Least Expensive sleeping car accommodation 
Lower Berth Touralux: Least Expensive Lower berth Section accommodation 
Lower Berth Section: formed the base price for all sleeping car accommodation 
Duplex Roomette: least expensive Roomette accommodation 
Roomette: next higher cost accommodation 
Bedroom: more expensive than Roomette 
Compartment: more expensive than Bedroom 
Drawing Room: more expensive than Compartment 
Suite: Same price as Drawing Room, but priced for two or more persons. 
 
Reference [1] illustrates the higher pricing tiers when two or more persons 
occupy a sleeping car compartment

Sleeping Car: Conversion from wood to 
steel construction [Heavyweight]  
[Pullman, Passenger Car, Passenger 
Train] 
 

Pullman's success at designing and building sleeping cars began with 
wood car construction in 1859. Steel was unavailable at the time, and 
even iron had limited availability. Wood was inexpensive, and in plentiful 
supply, and the availability of skilled carpenters and cabinetmakers was 
almost limitless; all of these factors led to the use of wood for early car 
construction. The use of iron, and later steel, was limited to the wheels, 
trucks, and a few other components.    
 
As time moved on, steel began to be used in more components, 
especially the underframes, and car sills. All steel freight cars began to 
be produced in the late 1800's. The use of steel resulted in a car with a 
longer service life, and in most cases, greater load carrying capacity.  By 
1905*, steel underframes had become commonplace on otherwise 
wooden cars.   
 
* Pullman did not begin replacing its wood underframe passenger cars 
with steel underframes in its Wilmington Shops until 1912 (Ref 2). 
 
In 1903, the Pennsylvania Railroad began construction of a tunnel 
underneath the Hudson River, connecting Hoboken, NJ and New York 
City. The tunnel was completed in 1910. The Pennsylvania Railroad 
began to explore an all-steel passenger car design at this time, because 
of safety concerns regarding the lack of strength and protection afforded 
by a wood car. Several spectacular wreckes invovling wood subway cars 
in Paris and New York led to the need to change to an all steel car design.   
 
This work resulted in an all-steel commuter/subway car design for the 
Long Island Railroad in 1904, and the P-70, a long distance coach, used 
by the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1907.    
 
Pullman, of course, built the sleeping cars that would be used by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad in operation under the Hudson River Tunnels.  
This led Pullman to decide in 1906, to change its designs and build an all 
steel car. The first prototype, the Jamestown, a 12 section, 1 drawing 
room car, was introduced in 1907. The Jamestown weighed in at 160,000 
lbs, compared to a typical wood car weighing 120,000 lbs. This no doubt, 
led to the phrase "heavyweight".   
 
Pullman continued to use the classic heavyweight design for the next 
few years. In 1910, however, it outshopped the Carnegie, another 12 
section 1 drawing room car. The Carnegie had been slimmed down, 
however, weighting only 137,000 pounds. Although steel was used on the 
interior of the car, it was painted and grained to resemble mahogany 
paneling. Other railroads, including the Southern Pacific began to 
produce all steel passenger cars about the same time. The Southern 
Pacific's Sacramento shops turned out large numbers of "Harriman" cars 
for its railroad and the Illinois Central (which was under the control of the 
SP at that time).  
 
The Erie built its "Stillwell" cars (see Lewis B. Stillwell biography), and 
the Santa Fe built its own design using a distinctive fishbelly sidesill.   It 
would be almost 25 years before the all steel passenger car design 
changed-with the introduction of lightweight, streeamlined passenger 
trains by the Budd Company.

PULL 1907

Sleeping Car: First in U.S.  [Pullman, 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train] 
 

The Cumberland Valley  Railroad was the first railroad in the country to 
offer sleeping car service between Harrisburg and Chambersburg. Their 
sleeping car was remodeled from a coach, and offered crude bunks and 
washbasins. The car was lighted with candles. 
 
The car was put in use on the Cumberland Valley railroad in the spring of 
1839, a historical fact of great importance, because it was the first of the 
kind in the world. The berths were upholstered boards, in three rows, one 
above the other, held by leather straps, and in the daytime were folded 
back against the walls -- very simple and plain in construction, but 
comfortable, and in all essential features the germ of the luxurious 
sleeper of the present day.  At that time travel between Philadelphia and 
Pittsburgh was by rail to Chambersburg, and stage from Chambersburg 
to Pittsburgh.  Passengers going east reached Chambersburg about 
midnight, and left about 1 A.M., reaching Harrisburg about 5 A.M.  

CUMV 1839

Sleeping Car: Transcontinental Passenger 
Car service; Transcontinental Railroad; 
Pullman, Passenger Car, Passenger Train]

Following the end of World War II, people had money to spend, and wartime 
rationing ended. The euphoric conditions that prevailed spurred economic 
growth and prosperity into the mid 1950's. As a result of these trends, in 1946, 
a number of railroads began to offer transcontinental sleeping car service, 
allowing a traveler to board a sleeping car in New York City, departing the car 
at his or her ultimate destination. Previously, the railway traveler had to change 
trains in Chicago, Washington, DC, St. Louis, or New Orleans, in order to 
complete a long distance journey west of the Mississippi River.  
 
 Although a few of the routes operated in high levels of luxury, for the most 
part, many of these trains would have been considered average in terms of 
service levels and quality of the cars then being used. If the passengers 
elected to remain in their sleeping cars, there was often a long wait in Chicago 
and other cities, in order for their car to be transferred from one terminal to 
another. St. Louis and New Orleans had only one terminal, and the 
connections were substantially faster in those cities for that reason.  The 
eastern major roads offering this service were the New York Central, the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Southern Railway, and the 
Chesapeake & Ohio, who partnered with the midwestern and western roads to 
complete the journey: the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & North 
Western/Union Pacific, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock 
Island & Pacific/Southern Pacific, the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis-San 
Francisco Railway.   
 
New York Central routes    
 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (NYC to Chicago, Union Pacific, Santa 
Fe, and Rock Island to Los Angeles; daily service)    
>> New York - St. Louis - Texas - Mexico City (NYC  to St. Louis via 
Southwestern Limited, then Missouri Pacific or Frisco to Texas, and NdeM to 
Mexico City)   
 
Pennsylvania Railroad    
 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR to Chicago, Chicago & North 
Western/Union Pacific to Los Angeles)    
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR to Chicago, Santa Fe Chief to Los 
Angeles)    
>> New York - Chicago - Oakland (PRR to Chicago, Burlington's Exposition 
Flyer to Oakland)    
>> New York - Chicago - Tucumcari - Los Angeles (PRR to Chicago, Rock 
Island to Tucumcari, SP to Los Angeles; every other day)    
>> Washington, DC - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR Washington, DC, to 
Chicago, then C&NW/UP to Los Angeles)   
 
Baltimore & Ohio    
 
>> Washington - Chicago - Los Angeles (B&O Capitol Limited to Chicago, then 
Santa Fe Chief to Los Angeles)    
>> Washington - St. Louis - Oklahoma City (B&O Diplomat to St Louis, Frisco 
to Oklahoma City;)    
>> Washington - St. Louis - San Antonio (B&O Diplomat to St. Louis, Frisco to 
San Antonio;  
 
Slumbercoach service was introduced in the mid 1950's and continued until 
1964)   
 
 >> Washington - St. Louis Ft. Worth - Houston (B&O National Limited to St. 
Louis, the Frisco to Texas)   
 
Southern Railway    
 
>> Washington - Atlanta - New Orleans - Los Angeles (Southern Ry to New 
Orleans; Southern Pacific Sunset to Los Angeles; service began in 1954,   
 
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway    
 
>> Cincinnati - St. Louis - San Antonio (C&O to St. Louis; Missouri Pacific to 
Houston)

1946

Slip Coach [Passenger Train, Flying 
Switch]

Slip Coaches were British passenger coaches that were uncoupled from a train 
at speed, and then were braked to a stop at a designated station. The cars 
were equipped with a compartment at the front end where the guard could 
operate a mechanism to uncouple it from the car ahead and a brake wheel to 
control it into the station.  Some trains had more than one of these in its 
consist. The Great Western Railway in England used this practice, and 
perhaps others. (Ref 1+2) 
 

GWRE

SLRV Super Light Rail Vehicle [Passenger 
Car, Commuter, Regional Transit]

Super Light Rail Vehicles (SLRV) have greater length and added passenger 
capacity compared to conventional Light Rail Vehicles (LRV). The SLRV will 
seat approximately 100 passengers compared with 75 on the current vehicles. 
Standing passengers on the vehicle can nearly double the capacity. 
 
The SLRVs - designed in partnership with rail vehicle manufacturer 
Kinkisharyo of Osaka, Japan - feature level boarding which will allow 
passengers with disabilities - plus people with strollers, bicycles and the like - 
to step or roll directly onto the trains without using mechanical lifts. This, in 
turn, enables faster and safer boarding and deboarding.  
 
The first cars were used on the Dallas Area Rapid Transit system in 2008.

DART 2008

Slumbercoach [Sleepercoach, tourist 
sleeper]

The Slumbercoach was designed by the Budd Company as a high 
capacity sleeping car that could be sold at significantly lower sleeping 
car charges, than a conventional sleeping car. One of the first owners of 
the Slumbercoach was the Northern Pacific Railroad. The Slumbercoach 
was placed in the consist of the North Coast Limited, the NP's premier 
passenger train, and their secondary train, the Mainstreeter. The cars 
became very successful, and were frequently sold out, and stimulated 
the upgrading of passengers who would otherwise have traveled in 
coach.  The design of the Slumbercoach was based on the highly 
successful Duplex Roomette, designed by Pullman-Standard. The 
Slumbercoach rooms were compact: the beds were only six feet long; 
because of this, the Slumbercoach offered high density sleeping 
arrangements-up to 40 persons could be accommodated in a single 
Slumbercoach, compared with just 24 in a conventional 12 Section Car.   
 
The cars were an attempt to stem the loss of market share in long 
distance passenger car travel that was being experienced in the 1950's. 
The design provided for 24 single rooms and 8 double rooms. The first 
order was placed by the Burlington Railroad and entered service on the 
Denver Zephyr on October 28, 1956. Following the initial orders, the 
Baltimore & Ohio, the Missouri Pacific, the New York Central and the 
Northern Pacific placed additional orders for these cars.   
 
Although being attractive on a price basis, the cars did not prove to be 
successful in the long run, partly because of the continuing decline in 
rail passenger travel, and because of the limited space available in the 
Slumbercoach room.     
 
Only 18 Slumbercoach cars were built.   The New York Central called their 
cars "Sleepercoaches".

CB&Q 1956

Solarium Observation Car [Sun Room 
Observation]

The Solarium observation car featured an enclosed observation platform, with 
rear and side facing windows. Many of these cars were rebuilt from older 
conventional "open platform" observiation cars. The Burlington Railroad was 
the first railroad to order these new cars in 1909 for its Chicago to Twin Cities 
run. It took another ten years before the trend became generally accepted. [5]

CB&Q 1909

Southern Pacific 3/4 length Dome Car; 
Streamlined Passenger Car, Vista Dome]

Southern Pacific's 3/4 length dome cars were designed by Frank Stangle, Jr. SP 1954

SPV2000 [SPV-2000, RDC, Diesel 
Multiple Unit (DMU) Amtrak]

Budd announced the design in 1976. At the time it contemplated multiple unit 
operation of up to six cars with a top speed of 120 miles per hour (190 km/h). 
Power would be provided by 360 horsepower (270 kW) General Motors diesel 
engines. Popular Science depicted a tapered cab similar to the power car of 
the Advanced Passenger Train; the SPV-2000 would enter service with a more 
traditional blunt-end operator's cab. Budd said that SPV stood for "Special 
Purpose Vehicle" (Self-Propelled Vehicle became common), and emphasized 
the design's suitability for both intercity and commuter rail service. 
 
The body shell of the SPV-2000 was very similar to the Amfleet passenger 
coach, which in turn was based on the Metroliner electric multiple unit. The 
SPV-2000 featured operator cabs at both ends and (in the standard 
configuration) 86 seats in 22 rows. There was an accessible toilet at one end 
and a small space to store luggage at the other.  Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (MTA) cars could seat 109. 
 
Operators 
 
Budd unveiled the first SPV-2000 in Philadelphia on February 9, 1978, and 
then sent it on a demonstration tour around the United States. Budd eventually 
sold SPV-2000s to four customers: the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), 
ONCF (Morocco state railways), the Connecticut Department of Transportation 
(CDOT), and the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA).  
 
In 1978 Los Angeles County Supervisor Baxter Ward proposed using 
SPV-2000s on the former Pacific Electric line to Long Beach, California, but 
nothing came of this proposal. The SPV-2000s were considered for a 
resumption of Cape Cod rail service via Braintree, Massachusetts and an 
SPV-2000 made a demonstration run in August 1979, but nothing came of this 
either.  
 
Beyond the 30 cars it sold, Budd constructed the demonstrator and 14 
incomplete shells. In the early 1990s the North American Carriages Company 
proposed to complete some of these shells as standard passenger cars for use 
in a new service between San Antonio, Texas and Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, to 
be called the Royal Eagle, but nothing came of the proposal. 
 
FRA 
 
The Federal Railroad Administration purchased a single SPV-2000 in 1981 and 
converted it into a track geometry car which it designated T-10. The T-10 
remained in service with the FRA until 2000 when it was replaced by newer 
equipment. It was then sold to Caltrain. 
 
ONCF 
 
Budd sold six SPV-2000s to ONCF (the Moroccan state railways) for use on 
King Hassan II's royal train. Under King Mohammed VI, Hassan II's successor, 
the train has fallen into disuse. 
 
ConnDOT 
 
The Connecticut Department of Transportation purchased 13 SPV-2000s at 
roughly $1 million apiece in 1980; 12 for use on the New Haven–Springfield 
Line and one for commuter service on the Danbury Branch. The New Haven–
Springfield Line cars were leased to Amtrak (numbered 988–999) and painted 
in Amtrak's Phase III livery. The cars proved mechanically unreliable and were 
often pulled by locomotives, leading to the derisive sobriquet "Seldom Powered 
Vehicles". Amtrak withdrew them on January 12, 1986 and placed conventional 
locomotive-hauled Amfleet trains on the route. The cars saw some use on the 
Metro-North Railroad; most were stored in New Haven. In 1994 the remaining 
11 were de-powered and converted to coaches for use on Shore Line East 
commuter service. These were dubbed "Constitution Liners" and are no longer 
in regular service. 
 
MTA 
 
The MTA purchased ten SPV-2000s for use on its Hudson Line between 
Croton–Harmon and Poughkeepsie. The order cost $12 million. The 
SPV-2000s made their first runs on October 17, 1981. This run was 
coordinated with the re-opening of the New Hamburg station. Problems with 
the SPV-2000s developed quickly, and a 1982 New York magazine article 
characterized the cars as “defective". The MTA SPV-2000s are all out of 
service; one is preserved at the Connecticut Eastern Railroad Museum in 
Willimantic, Connecticut.

BUDDEW 1978

Stainless Steel Streamlined passenger 
car [lightweight passenger car/
Passenger train, Burlington Zephyr, 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe]

Builders of railroad passenger cars realized that stainless steel, although 
more expensive than ordinary sheet steel, would be an ideal material for 
building passenger cars, which are exposed to the weather, and various 
corrosive materials that fly up from the roadbed as the train passes. The 
problem was that no one could figure out a way to weld the pieces of 
stainless steel together.    
 
On August 20, 1932, Earl J. Ragsdale, an engineer at the Budd Company, 
filed a patent application for a "Method and product of electric welding"; 
on January 16, 1934, the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) granted US patent 1,944,106 to the Budd Company.    
Shotwelding, as Ragsdale termed his method, involved automatic control 
of the timing of individual spot welds. In spot welding, the two pieces of 
metal that are to be joined are pressed together at the joint with an 
electrode on each side of the joint. A very high electric current is passed 
through the joint and fuses the two pieces of metal together. If a manual 
spot weld, which was difficult to time, were held too long, heat would 
spread from the weld at a middling temperature that would weaken the 
stainless steel unacceptably; Ragsdale's precisely-timed welds solved 
the problem.   
 
The Shotweld process was an innovative process used to weld a special 
type of aluminum called 18-8 used in the construction of lightweight, 
stainless steel streamlined passenger cars. The process was developed 
by the Budd Manufacturing Company and was first used in the 
production of the Burlington Railroad's Zephyr passenger trains; the 
technique was later applied to most of the stainless steel passenger cars 
manufactured by Budd. Although the use of stainless steel was more 
expensive than conventional steel, the cars manufactured using this 
process have outlived conventional cars by many decades.    
 
The Burlington, and the Santa Fe Railroads were the largest users of 
lightweight, stainless steel passenger cars in the country.

BUDDEW 1932

Stateroom [Drawing Room Sleeping Car; 
Pullman, Passenger Car, Passenger Train] 
 

An archaic definition of a Drawing Room. The Stateroom was luxurious 
compartment provided in sleeping and private cars, sometimes containing a 
stationary bed and in other designs the usual berths. Also termed Drawing 
Room. A drawing-room sleeping car has one or more separate compartments 
which are larger than a stateroom and have a lounge or sofa in addition to the 
two section seats which are made up into the berths. Drawing rooms usually 
have a private toilet room off.  
 
In later years, the Stateroom was billed ss "a little larger than a double 
bedroom", having a shower and toilet for the use of the stateroom occupants.

PULL

Station [Depot, Union Station, 
Combination station, Flag Stop, Flag 
station, Elevated station, subway station, 
Halt, Request Stop, Street railway stop, 
Bell cord street railway, Stub Station, 
Through Station]

A train station, railway station, railroad station, or depot (see below) is a railway 
facility or area where trains stop to load or unload passengers or freight. Note: 
a station, listed on the Railroad's official "List of Officers, Agencies, Stations, 
Etc." may be only an area without a physical structure, where passengers or 
freight can be loaded. See comment at the end of the descriptive comments: 
 
It generally consists of at least one track-side platform and a station building 
(depot) providing such ancillary services as ticket sales and waiting rooms. If a 
station is on a single-track line, it often has a passing loop to facilitate traffic 
movements. The smallest stations are most often referred to as "stops" or, in 
some parts of the world, as "halts" (flag stops). 
 
Stations may be at ground level, underground, or elevated. Connections may 
be available to intersecting rail lines or other transport modes such as buses, 
trams or other rapid transit systems. 
 
British terminology 
 
In British English, traditional usage favours railway station or simply station, 
even though train station, which is often perceived as an Americanism, is now 
about as common as railway station in writing; railroad station is not used, 
railroad being obsolete there. In British usage, the word station is commonly 
understood to mean a railway station unless otherwise qualified.  
 
Stop 
 
During a journey, the term station stop may be used in announcements, to 
differentiate a halt during which passengers may alight from a halt for another 
reason, such as a locomotive change. 
 
A railway stop is a spot along a railway line, usually between stations or at a 
seldom-used station, where passengers can board and exit the train. 
 
While a junction or interlocking usually divides two or more lines or routes, and 
thus has remotely or locally operated signals, a station stop does not. A station 
stop usually does not have any tracks other than the main tracks, and may or 
may not have switches (points, crossovers). 
 
Halt 
 
See also: Request stop 
 
A halt, in railway parlance in the Commonwealth of Nations and Republic of 
Ireland, is a small station, usually unstaffed or with very few staff, and with few 
or no facilities. In some cases, trains stop only on request, when passengers 
on the platform indicate that they wish to board, or passengers on the train 
inform the crew that they wish to alight. 
 
St Keyne Wishing Well Halt 
 
In the United Kingdom, most former halts on the national railway networks 
have had the word halt removed from their names. Historically, in many 
instances the spelling "halte" was used, before the spelling "halt" became 
commonplace. There are only two publicly advertised and publicly accessible 
National Rail stations with the word "halt" remaining: Coombe Junction and St 
Keyne Wishing Well. In addition there are a number of other such stops in the 
UK rail network such as Penmaenmawr in North Wales; where passengers are 
requested to inform a member of on-board train staff if they wish to alight or if 
catching a train from the station, to make themselves clearly visible to the 
driver and use a hand signal as the train approaches. 
 
A number of other halts are still open and operational on privately owned, 
heritage, and preserved railways throughout the British Isles. The word is often 
used informally to describe national rail network stations with limited service 
and low usage, such as the Oxfordshire Halts on the Cotswold Line. The title 
halt had also sometimes been applied colloquially to stations served by public 
services but not available for use by the general public, being accessible only 
by persons travelling to/from an associated factory (for example IBM near 
Greenock – although this is no longer restricted – and British Steel Redcar), 
military base (such as Lympstone Commando) or railway yard. The only two 
such remaining "private" stopping places on the national system where the 
"halt" designation is still officially used seem to be Staff Halt (at Durnsford 
Road, Wimbledon) and Battersea Pier Sidings Staff Halt - both are solely for 
railway staff and are not open to passengers. 
 
The Great Western Railway in Great Britain, began opening haltes on 12 
October 1903; from 1905, the French spelling was Anglicised to "halt". These 
GWR halts had the most basic facilities, with platforms long enough for just 
one or two carriages; some had no raised platform at all, necessitating the 
provision of steps on the carriages. Halts were normally unstaffed, tickets 
being sold on the train. On 1 September 1904, a larger version, known on the 
GWR as a "platform" instead of a "halt", was introduced; these had longer 
platforms, and were usually staffed by a senior grade porter, who sold tickets, 
and sometimes booked parcels or milk consignments. 
 
From 1903 to 1947 the GWR built 379 halts and inherited a further 40 from 
other companies at the Grouping of 1923. Peak building periods were before 
the First World War (145 built) and 1928-39 (198 built)[24]). Ten more were 
opened by BR on ex-GWR lines. The GWR also built 34 “platforms". 
 
In many Commonwealth countries the term "halt" is still used. In the United 
States such stations are traditionally referred to as flag stops. 
 
In the Republic of Ireland, a few small railway stations are designated as 
"halts" (Irish: stadanna, sing. stad). 
 
In Victoria, Australia, a rail motor stopping place (RMSP) is a location on a 
railway line where a small passenger vehicle or railmotor can stop to allow 
passengers to alight. It is often designated by just a sign beside the railway at 
a convenient access point near a road. The passenger can hail the train driver 
to stop, and buy a ticket from the guard or the conductor on the train. 
 
Street railway Request stop 
 
In America, it was common practice to allow a passenger to “request stop” by 
pulling a bell cord, usually located above the top of the streetcar window. The 
“request stop” was a signal to the streetcar operator to stop at the next closest 
stop location, usually where a street crosses the streetcar line. 
 
American terminology 
 
In American English, the most common term in contemporary usage is train 
station; railroad station and railway station are less common, though they have 
been more common in the past. 
 
In addition to its use for storage facilities, in North America the term depot is 
sometimes used as an alternative name for station, along with the compound 
forms train depot, railway depot, and railroad depot, but also applicable for 
goods and other vehicles. 
 
History 
 
Broad Green station, Liverpool, England, shown in 1962, opened in 1830, is 
the oldest station site in the world still in use as a passenger station. 
 
Baker Street station, London, opened in 1863, was the world's first station to 
be completely underground. 
 
Liverpool Lime Street Station's frontage resembles a château and is the 
world's oldest used terminus 
 
The world's first recorded railway station was The Mount on the Oystermouth 
Railway (later to be known as the Swansea and Mumbles) in Swansea, Wales, 
which began passenger service in 1807, although the trains were horsedrawn 
rather than by locomotives. 
 
The oldest terminal station in the world was Crown Street railway station in 
Liverpool, built in 1830, on the locomotive hauled Liverpool to Manchester line. 
As the first train on the Liverpool-Manchester line left Liverpool, the station is 
slightly older than the Manchester terminal at Liverpool Road. The station was 
the first to incorporate a train shed. The station was demolished in 1836 as the 
Liverpool terminal station moved to Lime Street railway station. Crown Street 
station was converted to a goods station terminal. 
 
The first stations had little in the way of buildings or amenities. The first 
stations in the modern sense were on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, 
opened in 1830.  Manchester's Liverpool Road Station, the second oldest 
terminal station in the world, is preserved as part of the Museum of Science 
and Industry in Manchester. It resembles a row of Georgian houses. 
 
Early stations were sometimes built with both passenger and goods facilities, 
though some railway lines were goods-only or passenger-only, and if a line 
was dual-purpose there would often be a goods depot apart from the 
passenger station. 
 
Dual-purpose stations can sometimes still be found today, though in many 
cases goods facilities are restricted to major stations. In rural and remote 
communities across Canada and the United States, passengers wanting to 
board the train had to flag the train down in order for it to stop. Such stations 
were known as "flag stops" or "flag stations”. 
 
Architecture 
 
Many stations date from the 19th century and reflect the grandiose architecture 
of the time, lending prestige to the city as well as to railway operations. 
Countries where railways arrived later may still have such architecture, as later 
stations often imitated 19th-century styles. Various forms of architecture have 
been used in the construction of stations, from those boasting grand, intricate, 
Baroque- or Gothic-style edifices, to plainer utilitarian or modernist styles. 
Stations in Europe tended to follow British designs and were in some 
countries, like Italy, financed by British railway companies. 
 
Stations built more recently often have a similar feel to airports, with a simple, 
abstract style. Examples of modern stations include those on newer high-
speed rail networks, such as the Shinkansen in Japan, THSR in Taiwan, TGV 
lines in France and ICE lines in Germany. 
 
Station facilities 
 
Stations usually have staffed ticket sales offices, automated ticket machines, or 
both, although on some lines tickets are sold on board the trains. Many 
stations include a shop or convenience store. Larger stations usually have fast-
food or restaurant facilities. In some countries, stations may also have a bar or 
pub. Other station facilities may include: toilets, left-luggage, lost-and-found, 
departures and arrivals boards, luggage carts, waiting rooms, taxi ranks, bus 
bays and even car parks. Larger or manned stations tend to have a greater 
range of facilities including also a station security office. These are usually 
open for travellers when there is sufficient traffic over a long enough period of 
time to warrant the cost. In large cities this may mean facilities available 
around the clock. A basic station might only have platforms, though it may still 
be distinguished from a halt, a stopping or halting place that may not even 
have platforms. 
In many African, South American countries, and Asian countries, stations are 
also used as a place for public markets and other informal businesses. This is 
especially true on tourist routes or stations near tourist destinations. 
 
As well as providing services for passengers and loading facilities for goods, 
stations can sometimes have locomotive and rolling stock depots (usually with 
facilities for storing and refuelling rolling stock and carrying out minor repair 
jobs). 
 
Station designs 
 
Stub Station (Stub ended terminal) 
 
A Stub station is a railroad station in which all the tracks terminate. There are 
exceptions: Chicago's Union Station is a stub station by design, except for one 
or two through tracks that are only occasionally used. New York's Grand 
Central is a stub station, except for a recently added connection allowing trains 
to connect to Pennsylvania Station. Stub stations are more costly to operate, 
since trains must be backed or pulled out by swiitchers, and then "turned" 
using a loop or wye. Beginning around the mid 1950's in Chicago, commuter 
trains were equipped for "push-pull" service. which eliminated the need to 
"turn" the train: the train could be operated from either end-either from the 
locomotive, or at the other end by a "Control Car". 
 
Through Station 
 
A railroad station in which trains can pass through, after making their station 
stop. Kansas City Union Station and Dallas Union Station were examples of a 
through stations.  
 
Combination Station 
 
Most stations that were built in smaller cities and towns were built to a design 
that combined the features and functions of a passenger station and a freight 
station. These stations were called "Combination Stations" 
 
In addition to the basic configuration of a station, various features set certain 
types of station apart. The first is the level of the tracks. Stations are often sited 
where a road crosses the railway: unless the crossing is a level crossing, the 
road and railway will be at different levels. The platforms will often be raised or 
lowered relative to the station entrance: the station buildings may be on either 
level, or both. The other arrangement, where the station entrance and 
platforms are on the same level, is also common, but is perhaps rarer in urban 
areas, except when the station is a terminus. Elevated stations are more 
common, not including metro stations. Stations located at level crossings can 
be problematic if the train blocks the roadway while it stops, causing road 
traffic to wait for an extended period of time. 
 
Occasionally, a station serves two or more railway lines at differing levels. This 
may be due to the station's position at a point where two lines cross (example: 
Berlin Hauptbahnhof), or may be to provide separate station capacity for two 
types of service, such as intercity and suburban (examples: Paris-Gare de 
Lyon and Philadelphia's 30th Street Station), or for two different destinations. 
 
Stations may also be classified according to the layout of the platforms. Apart 
from single-track lines, the most basic arrangement is a pair of tracks for the 
two directions; there is then a basic choice of an island platform between, or 
two separate platforms outside, the tracks. With more tracks, the possibilities 
expand. 
 
Some stations have unusual platform layouts due to space constraints of the 
station location, or the alignment of the tracks. Examples include staggered 
platforms, such as at Tutbury and Hatton railway station on the Derby – Crewe 
line, and curved platforms, such as Cheadle Hulme railway station on the 
Macclesfield to Manchester Line. Triangular stations also exist where two lines 
form a three-way junction and platforms are built on all three sides, for 
example Shipley and Earlestown stations. 
 
Tracks 
 
In a station, there are different types of tracks to serve different purposes. A 
station may also have a passing loop with a loop line that comes off the 
straight main line and merge back to the main line on the other end by railroad 
switches to allow trains to pass. 
 
A track with a spot at the station to board and disembark trains is called station 
track or house track regardless of whether it is a main line or loop line. If such 
track is served by a platform, the track may be called platform track. A loop line 
without a platform which is used to allow a train to clear the main line at the 
station only, it is called passing track. A track at the station without a platform 
which is used for trains to pass the station without stopping is called through 
track. 
 
There may be other sidings at the station which are lower speed tracks for 
other purposes. A maintenance track or a maintenance siding, usually 
connected to a passing track, is used for parking maintenance equipment, 
trains not in service, autoracks or sleepers. A refuge track is a dead-end siding 
that is connected to a station track as a temporary storage of a disabled train. 
 
Terminus 
 
A "terminal" or "terminus" is a station at the end of a railway line. Trains arriving 
there have to end their journeys (terminate) or reverse out of the station. 
Depending on the layout of the station, this usually permits travellers to reach 
all the platforms without the need to cross any tracks – the public entrance to 
the station and the main reception facilities being at the far end of the 
platforms. 
 
Sometimes, however, the track continues for a short distance beyond the 
station, and terminating trains continue forwards after depositing their 
passengers, before either proceeding to sidings or reversing to the station to 
pick up departing passengers. Bondi Junction and Kristiansand Station, 
Norway are like this. 
 
Many terminus stations have underground rapid-transit urban rail stations 
beneath, to transit passengers to the local city or district. 
 
A terminus is frequently, but not always, the final destination of trains arriving at 
the station. However a number of cities, especially in continental Europe, have 
a terminus as their main railway stations, and all main lines converge on this 
station. There may also be a bypass line, used by freight trains that do not 
need to stop at the main station. In such cases all trains passing through that 
main station must leave in the reverse direction from that of their arrival.  
 
There are several ways in which this can be accomplished: 
 
* arranging for the service to be provided by a multiple-unit or push-pull train, 
both of which are capable of operating in either direction; the driver simply 
walks to the other end of the train and takes control from the other cab; this is 
increasingly the normal method in Europe; 
 
* by detaching the locomotive which brought the train into the station and then 
either 
 
    - using another track to "run it around" to the other end of the train, to which 
it then re-attaches; 
 
    - attaching a second locomotive to the outbound end of the train; or 
 
    - by the use of a "wye", a roughly triangular arrangement of track and 
switches (points) where a train can reverse direction and back into the 
terminal. 
 
Some termini have a newer set of through platforms underneath (or above, or 
alongside) the terminal platforms on the main level. They are used by a cross-
city extension of the main line, often for commuter trains, while the terminal 
platforms may serve long-distance services. Examples of underground through 
lines include the Thameslink platforms at St Pancras in London, the Argyle and 
North Clyde lines of Glasgow's suburban rail network, in Antwerp in Belgium, 
the RER at the Gare du Nord in Paris, and many of the numerous S-Bahn lines 
at terminal stations in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, such as at Zürich 
Hauptbahnhof. 
 
An American example of a terminal with this feature is Union Station in 
Washington, DC, where there are bay platforms on the main concourse level to 
serve terminating trains and standard island platforms one level below to serve 
trains continuing southwards. The lower tracks run in a tunnel beneath the 
concourse and emerge a few blocks away to cross the Potomac River into 
Virginia. 
 
Terminus stations in large cities are by far the biggest stations, with the largest 
being the Grand Central Terminal in New York City, United States. Often major 
cities, such as London, Boston, Paris, Istanbul, Tokyo and Milan have more 
than one terminus, rather than routes straight through the city. Train journeys 
through such cities often require alternative transport (metro, bus, taxi or ferry) 
from one terminus to the other. For instance in Istanbul transfers from the 
Sirkeci Terminal (the European terminus) and the Haydarpaşa Terminal (the 
Asian terminus) traditionally required crossing the Bosphorus via alternative 
means, before the railway tunnel linking Europe and Asia was completed. 
Though some cities, including New York, have both termini and through lines. 
Terminals that have competing rail lines using the station frequently set up a 
jointly owned terminal railroad to own and operate the station and its 
associated tracks and switching operations. 
 
Junction 
 
A junction is a station where two or more rail routes converge or diverge. It 
could be both a terminus or an en-route station. In America, the passenger 
station was often placed at a point where both railroads cross, thus allowing 
passengers to transfer from one railroad to another. 
 
 
Accessibility 
 
Accessibility for people with disabilities is mandated by law in some countries. 
Considerations include: elevator or ramp access to all platforms, matching 
platform height to train floors, making wheelchair lifts available when platforms 
do not match vehicle floors, accessible toilets and pay phones, audible station 
announcements, and safety measures such as tactile marking of platform 
edges. 
 
Freight Station (Goods stations) 
 
 
Goods or freight stations deal exclusively or predominantly with the loading 
and unloading of goods and may well have marshalling yards (classification 
yards) for the sorting of wagons. The world's first Goods terminal was the 1830 
Park Lane Goods Station at the South End Liverpool Docks. Built in 1830 the 
terminal was reached by a 1.24-mile (2 km) tunnel. 
 
As goods are increasingly moved by road, many former goods stations, as well 
as the goods sheds at passenger stations, have closed. In addition, many 
goods stations today are used purely for the cross-loading of freight and may 
be known as transshipment stations, where they primarily handle containers 
they are also known as container stations or terminals. 
 
Largest, busiest and highest stations 
 
Grand Central Terminal in New York City is the largest station by number of 
platforms, with 44 on two levels. 
 
Clapham Junction in London is the busiest station in terms of rail traffic with an 
average of one train every 20 seconds at peak times. 
 
Worldwide 
 
 * The world's busiest passenger station, in terms of daily passenger 
throughput, is Shinjuku Station in Tokyo. 
 
 * In terms of platform capacity, the world's largest station by platforms is 
Grand Central Terminal in New York City with 44 platforms. 
 
 * The world's highest station above ground level (not above sea level) is 
Smith–Ninth Streets subway station in New York City. 
 
 * Coney Island – Stillwell Avenue in New York City is the world's largest 
elevated terminal with 8 tracks and 4 island platforms. 
 
* The Shanghai South Railway Station, opened in June 2006, has the world's 
largest circular transparent roof. 
 
Europe 
 
See also: List of busiest railway stations in Europe 
 
Busiest 
 
* Gare du Nord, in Paris, is by the number of travellers, at around 214 millions 
per year, the busiest railway station in Europe, the 24th busiest in the world 
and the busiest outside Japan. 
 
* Clapham Junction, in London, is Europe's busiest station by daily rail traffic 
with 100 to 180 trains per hour passing through. 
 
* Zürich HB is the busiest terminus in Europe by the volume of rail traffic. 
  
Largest 
 
* Leipzig Hbf is the biggest railway station in Europe in terms of floor area 
(83,460 square metres (898,400 sq ft)). 
 
* München Hbf is the largest railway station by number of platforms (32) 
 
Highest 
 
* Jungfraujoch railway station is the highest railway station in the European 
continent (3,453 metres (11,329 ft)). 
 
North America 
 
* Penn Station in New York City is the busiest station in North America. 
 
* Toronto’s Union Station is the busiest station in Canada. 
 
Asia 
 
* Shinjuku Station, in Tokyo, is Asia's busiest station by total passenger 
numbers. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 station is defined as any location at which a train may stop, but at which there 
may not be a physical facility; a depot indicates the presence of a physical 
facility, a building. 
 
Example: on the now long abandoned (85 years this year) Key West Extension 
of the F E C Railway, there were two stations between Florida City (the last 
depot on the mainland) and Key Largo (the furthest north of the Florida Keys) 
which had either paved or graded areas upon which fishermen and hunters 
could wait or, if detraining, get off at. They were, of course, and as shown in 
the employee timetables, as flag stops (I would have to triple check; they might 
have been shown in the passenger timetables, also), and there being no 
physical facility at either Wooddall or Glades, would-be passengers would 
have to, in the daytime, wave a white handkerchief to indicate they were 
waiting to board the train while at night he or she would have had to use some 
manner of torch or flashlight to alert the engineer of his or her presence. [5] 
 

Station Agent/Station Master/Depot Agent Oversees operations connected with railroad building adjacent to tracks, where 
passengers and freight may be located.

Station Design: Separate Men's and 
Women's Waiting Rooms

Many railroad stations built prior to around 1920 were designed with separate 
waiting rooms: one for the men, and one for women. The photo of the Kearney, 
NE referenced above clearly shows separate entrances for the two waiting 
rooms marked "Womens" and "Mens". The design is probably a carryover from 
the Victorian Era. Even the large Union Pacific Cheyenne depot was designed 
with separate waiting rooms for men and women. There is also a cultural issue 
involved. The Kearney depot design is a clear reflection of conservative 
midwestern values of the day.

Station List [Official List of Open and 
Prepay Stations, Timetable]

The Station List Publishing Company published an official list of railroad 
stations. Currently, Railinc publishes the same information [1]  Originally, the 
individual railroads published  their own list of stations to aid travelers and 
shippers. These lists were published in the railroad's official timetables.Station: 2 story or multi-story building 

[Depot, Union Station]
Railroad stations were designed with multiple stories for several reasons: 
 
Large cities, multi-story stations were built because of the large volume of 
passengers, and the associated facilities that were needed: waiting rooms, 
restaurants, baggage rooms, ticket offices, information booths, and rest rooms. 
Land was expensive, and in many cases, in limited supply. Thus, the railroad 
built multi-story stations to accomodate all of the needs of its passengers. In 
some cases, such as New York's Grand Central Terminal, trains departed from 
two different levels, thus adding to the complexity of the station arrangement. 
 
2. 

Station/Terminal design considerations The design of a passenger terminal must include capacity and throughput 
considerations: How many cars and locomotives will occupy a given track? 
How long will the train occupy that space? How many trains are scheduled to 
arrive and depart? How long are the cars that will occupy the station tracks? 
What are the expected "peak load periods"? How many commuter trains will 
operate through the terminal compared to long distance trains. 
 
"According to NY Penn Station's designer, George Gibbs, the theoretical tunnel 
capacity of the Hudson Tubes (Pennsylvania Railroad)  was somewhat over 26 
trains per hour per tube, with a practical capacity of about 23 per hour.  There 
were 6 tunnels (2 North River and 4 East River), and without much storage 
capacity in the station, three would be used in each direction.  The station was 
sized accordingly, though the insufficient footprint has always caused problems 
due to narrow platforms. 
  
The same tunnel capacity governs the peak hours schedules using the North 
River tubes today.  In recent times, additional tracks to the LIRR West Side 
Yard and to the former NYC 30th Street Branch were added, while station 
trackage was not increased.  This has created an imbalance.  Gateway will 
increase the discrepancy, especially if Penn South is not built. 
  
The real problems occur when one of the two tracks between Newark and NY 
Penn Station is out of service.  This drops the tunnel capacity to ten or less in 
each direction per hour.  The weekend schedules are currently designed 
around this limitation to allow long maintenance windows.  Adding a third 
tunnel more than doubles the reliable capacity between NY and NJ." 
 
From Ref [1]

Steam Car [Self Propelled Rail Car/
Passenger Car][Budd RDC, Doodlebug, 
Gas-Electric, diesel multiple unit (DMU), 
Galloping Goose, Railmotor, Battery 
Electric, SPV-2000, Edwards Rail Car, 
McKeen Car, Motorailer]

Self Propelled Steam cars were early predecessor to many forms of self 
propelled cars: Budd RDC, Doodlebug, Gas-Electric, diesel multiple unit 
(DMU), Galloping Goose, Railmotor, Battery Electric, SPV-2000, Edwards Rail 
Car, McKeen Car]Steam Generator: Steam Generator Car 

[Head End Power, HEP, early Diesel 
Locomotive]

During the era of the steam locomotive, passenger cars were heated with 
steam heat that was passed from the steam locomotive via flexible hoses at 
the couplings between cars. After steam locomotives were phased out, the 
railroads still needed to heat their passenger cars from the head end. This was 
typically accomplished by adding a Steam Generator car or by equipping the 
diesel locomotive with a steam generator located within the diesel locomotive 
frame (often in the nose, but also at the rear of the locomotive). 
 
The steam generator car was typically converted from a discarded steam 
locomotive tender. In some cases, railroads dedicated an older B-Unit diesel 
locomotive for the purpose of becoming a steam generator car.  The steam 
generator car was typically converted from a discarded steam locomotive 
tender. In some cases, railroads dedicated an older steam locomotive tender, a 
baggage car, or a B-Unit diesel locomotive for the purpose of becoming a 
steam generator car.     
 
The first generation of steam generator cars were built from discarded steam 
locomotive tenders, but required a fireman to tend the steam generator-
perhaps this was an extension of the railroad Union (labor brotherhoods) 's 
power: the tender could be considered as still part of the steam locomotive, 
and the union's contract still applied. Or perhaps it was a question of the 
equipment design. In any event, the second generation of steam generator 
cars were usually built from the shell of an old baggage car, and were 
designed for automatic or unattended operation.   
 
The need for steam generators was gradually phased out, when passenger car 
lighting, air conditioning, and heating needs were supplied by electrical power 
generated by what became known as Head End Power, or HEP. The Head End 
Power unit was typically a generator located in the locomotive that supplied the 
electrical power needs for the train. Some locomotives were designed 
specifically for use with cars that needed a steam generator, while other 
models were designed specifically for cars that needed Head End Power.

Steam Heat warms passenger cars 
[Steam Generator Car]

The first use of steam heat to warm passenger cars began in 1881. Steam 
was generated in the steam locomotive, and was passed through the 
train by a steam pipe. In the diesel era, early diesels did not have the 
ability to generate steam; as a result, the railroads built a "Steam 
Generator Car" [1] that would provide steam for the passenger cars. 
Modern passenger cars are heated by electricity supplied either by a 
generator attached to the diesel engine, or by a separate power generator 
located in the diesel locomotive. When steam heated cars were 
stationary for long periods at a passenger station in the winter (without a 
locomotive for steam generation), the station would often supply an 
external steam source for the passenger car(s) in order to have the car 
warm when the passengers arrived. [3]

1881

Steam Motor Car [Ganz Steam Motor Car] A Steam Motor Car is a self propelled rail passenger car. Between 1901 and 
1908, Ganz Works of Budapest and de Dion-Bouton of Paris collaborated to 
build a number of railcars for the Hungarian State Railways together with units 
with de Dion-Bouton boilers, Ganz steam motors and equipments, and Raba 
carriages built by the Raba Hungarian Wagon and Machine Factory in Győr. In 
1908, the Borzsavölgyi Gazdasági Vasút (BGV), a narrow-gauge railway in 
Carpathian Ruthenia (today's Ukraine), purchased five railcars from Ganz and 
four railcars from the Hungarian Royal State Railway Machine Factory with de 
Dion-Bouton boilers. The Ganz company started to export steam motor railcars 
to the United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, Japan, Russia and Bulgaria.

1901

Steel, Passenger Car Construction The first use of steel for passenger car production occurred from two 
events: (1) The opening of New York City's subway system (the IRT, for 
the Interborough Rapid Transit company) in 1904, and (2) the opening of 
the Hudson River tunnel, built by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The 
engineers of both projects realized the importance of using steel in their 
passenger cars... the danger of fire was a primary issue (older cars were 
built of wood, which easily caught fire) and the danger of a collision or 
accident. Steel cars offered a significant improvement in passenger 
safety in the event of an accident.  
 
The Pennsylvania Railroad was one of the first railroads to order the use 
of an all steel passenger car, for use through the Hudson River Tunnel. 
The Pennsylvania's Altoona Shops completed the car in 1907*. The 
Pennsylvania built an experimental car, designed by George Gibbs, Chief 
Engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and manufactured by American 
Car and Foundry in 1904.  
 
* Pullman did not begin replacing its wood underframe passenger cars 
with steel underframes in its Wilmington Shops until 1912 (Ref 2). 
 
See also Henry Bessemer, the inventor of the Bessemer process that 
resulted in the growth of the U.S. Steel industry.The use of steel 
increased the weight of passenger cars, but also increased passenger 
safety. By 1911, the last wooden passenger car had been manufactured.

PRR 1906

Step Box [Passenger car] Back in the days before high-level platforms a device called a "step box" was 
used to bridge the gap between a passenger car's bottom step and the station 
platform. Step boxes were typically carried in each passenger car vestibule. 
The trainman would place the step box on the ground at each station stop and 
then pick it up before departure.  (Ref 1) 
 
Although the removable step box placed on the station platform was the most 
common definition of a step box, railroads referred to the steps that led up to 
the passenger car as a step box as well. See Ref 2
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Steward A person responsible for provisioning of food in a dining car; a person who 
takes meal orders, and delivers the meal to a dining car passenger.

Stewardess During the early years of top western streamliner trains (Burlington's California 
Zephyr, and Union Pacific's streamliner fleet), a stewardess was assigned to 
major long distance trains to act as a "hostess"ensuring that passengers were 
entertained, particularly the children of passengers, and to attend to the 
medical needs of passengers.

Stillwell Coach The Stillwell Coach was designed for the Erie Railroad-around 400 cars were 
built. When originally built, the cars featured a distinctive gothic window frame. 
The New York, Westchester & Boston also used these cars, which were 
subsequently used by the New Haven Railroad in Boston Commuter Service.

Erie

Storage Mail Express Car An express car, usually used for storage of 3rd class mail, such as 
newspapers, and advertising matter. These cars were often box cars that were 
fitted for operation in passenger trains, with the addition of steam heat lines, 
which were needed to pass steam to the attached steam heated passenger 
cars, and high speed passenger type trucks. See ref 1. These cars were typical 
of the kind found in passenger trains in the 1950s and early 1960s, when the 
railroads still had a contract with the post office for the transportation of mail. 

Stout Railplane [Early Streamlined 
Passenger Car, Streamline Passenger 
Train, High Speed Train]

William Stout designed, and Pullman-Standard manufactured in 1933 the Stout 
Railplane, and early entrant into the race to provide the railroads with 
streamlined passenger cars and trains. At the time he designed his Railplane, 
the Union Pacific and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy were working on their 
own designs for lightweight streamlined passenger trains. The self powered car 
was built of aluminum, and used an aircraft fuselage designed by Stout, and 
adapted for railway use. In operation, the car was capable of operating at 100 
mph. The finshed car was exhibited at the Chicago World's fair 1934 and then 
leased to the Gulf, Mobile & Northern in 1935 for service between Tylertown 
and Jackson, Mississippi. 

PSM 1933

Strata Dome [Vista Dome car] The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad used the term Strata Dome to identify their 
Vista Dome-Lounge and Dome-Coach streamlined cars. The B&O was the 
only railroad east of the Mississippi River to offer dome car service. 
 
"The B&O dome was low, compared to the dome cars used west of the 
Mississippi River, because of tunnel clearances. . It was also equipped with 
some very powerful lights pointing to the right of the train to light up the 
countryside at night. They kept them on until midnight. They required you to 
leave the dome when it was running under catenary." [1]

B&O

Stream styling [Streamstyled Passenger 
Car, Steam Locomotive, Betterment car, 
Ralph Budd, Paul Cret, Henry Dreyfuss, 
Norman Bel Geddes, Otto Kuhler, Ramond 
Loewy, Brooks Stevens, Walter Dorwin 
Teague)

During the 1930's, the railroads realized that, with declining traffic resulting 
from the Depression, they needed new and innovative ways to improve 
(modernize) the appearance of their equipment, and thereby stimulate 
passenger traffic without investing in new cars and locomotives. The term 
Stream styling came from the application of modernized paint styles and semi-
streamlined shrouds to steam locomotives, and passenger cars. Industrial 
designers, such as Richard Dreyfus, and Raymond Loewy were innovative 
leaders in this field. 
 
Leading Industrial Designers 
 
- Ralph Budd (President of the Burlington Railroad whose vision led to the 
design of the Burlington Zephyr; the Burlington eventually "stream styled" a 
number of its heavyweight passenger cars by painting the sides with silver 
paint, and air brushing "fluting" stripes onto the sides). 
 
- Paul Cret (design of the side fluting on the Burlington's Pioneer Zephyr and 
the Santa Fe's Super Chief (1936) passenger cars 
 
- Henry Dreyfuss (Best known for his streamlining of the New York Central's 
Mercury train and locomotive in 1936, and the NYC's Hudson locomotive used 
on the 1938 20th Century Limited) 
 
- Norman Bel Geddes (His early design of a streamlined train done around 
1930-1933 was never implemented; but its form was clearly represented in the 
Burlington's Zephyr and Union Pacific's first streamliners. 
 
- Otto Kuhler (According to Trains magazine he stream styled more 
locomotives and railroad cars than Cret, Dreyfuss and Loewy combined.) 
 
- Raymond Loewy (The press referred to Raymond Loewy as The Man Who 
Shaped America, The Father of Streamlining and The Father of Industrial 
Design; He styled the Pennsylvania Railroad's GG1 and S-1 locomotives, 
along with many others) 
 
- Brooks Stevens (designed the post-war Skytop Lounge observation cars for 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad's Hiawatha passenger 
trains.  
 
- Walter Dorwin Teague (designed passenger cars and diners for the New 
York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad)

Streamlined Locomotives + Passenger 
trains [Industrial Design: Raymond 
Loewy, Otto Kuhler,m Henry Dreyfuss]

Raymond Loewy, Otto Kuhler, Henry Dreyfuss and other designers 
promoted an optimistic vision of the future, free of the economic chaos 
and social turbulence of the economic depression of the 1930's. They 
envisioned a machine-age environment in which life would be clean, 
efficient, and harmonious. By merging forms with flowing contours and 
rounded edges and concealing visually complex mechanisms in simple 
shells, the new designers created an awareness of the beauty of 
uncluttered sculptural forms in useful products. The industrial designers 
worked with new materials-chrome, stainless steel, Bakelite plastic to 
create  a streamlined expressionist style which reflected the desire of the 
Depression-era public for a frictionless society.   The receptivity to 
streamlined forms was conditioned by aircraft and more generally by a 
desire for harmonious existence. The accelerated pace and complexity of 
life in advanced technology countries made enormous psychic demands. 
Streamlining, which came to mean any method of improving efficiency 
and reducing waste, was applied not only in industrial design but also in, 
literature and cinema, where it implies continuums of experience free of 
distractions and disruptions.   
 
Examples of streamlined steam locomotives, streamlined diesel 
locomotives, and streamlined passenger trains: 
 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Blue Goose steam locomotive 
Baltimore & Ohio (streamlined steam locomotives and streamlined 
passenger cars & Diesel Locomotives by Otto Kuhler) 
Chesapeake & Ohio steam locomotive #490 
Chicago & North Western 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy E5 Diesel Locomotive 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy streamlined steam locomotive Aeolus 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Zephyr passenger train 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific steam locomotive 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Beaver tail passenger car 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific steam locomotive 
Illinois Central steam locomotive 
New York Central steam locomotive and passenger train 
Norfolk & Western steam locomotive 
Pennsylvania Railroad steam locomotive and passenger train 
Southern Pacific Daylight steam locomotive and passenger train 
St. Louis-San Francisco Ry steam locomotive for the Firefly train 
Union Pacific 49er steam locomotive 
 
Canadian Pacific Royal Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Royal_Hudson  
Chicago & North Western Class E-4 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
CNW_Class_E-4  
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Aeolus, 4-6-4  http://
www.rrpicturearchives.net/Locopicture.aspx?id=72082 
Milwaukee RR, Class A 4-4-2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Milwaukee_Road_class_A Milwaukee RR, Class F 4-6-4 http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milwaukee_Road_class_F7  
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis #535 http://
www.steamlocomotive.com/streamlined/scrapped/  
New Haven RR, Class I-5 Hudson 4-6-4 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/
streamlined/scrapped/  
New York Central RR Class J-3a Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/NYC_Hudson  
Pennsylvania RR Class K4s Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_K4s Pennsylvania RR Class S1 6-4-4-6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_S1 Pennsylvania RR Class T1 4-4-4-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_T1  
Southern Railway #1380 Pacific 4-6-2   
Union Pacific #7002 4-8-2 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/streamlined/
scrapped/ Union Pacific #2906 4-6-2 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/
streamlined/scrapped/ 
 
 

Streamlined Locomotives + Passenger 
trains [Norman Bel Geddes, Raymond 
Loewy, Henry Dreyfuss, Otto Kuhler, 
Brooks Stevens, Paul Cret, Industrial 
Design]

Norman Bel Geddes, Raymond Loewy, Otto Kuhler, Henry Dreyfuss and other 
designers promoted an optimistic vision of the future, free of the economic 
chaos and social turbulence of the economic depression of the 1930's. They 
envisioned a machine-age environment in which life would be clean, efficient, 
and harmonious. By merging forms with flowing contours and rounded edges 
and concealing visually complex mechanisms in simple shells, the new 
designers created an awareness of the beauty of uncluttered sculptural forms 
in useful products. The industrial designers worked with new materials-chrome, 
stainless steel, Bakelite plastic to create  a streamlined expressionist style 
which reflected the desire of the Depression-era public for a frictionless society.   
The receptivity to streamlined forms was conditioned by aircraft and more 
generally by a desire for harmonious existence. The accelerated pace and 
complexity of life in advanced technology countries made enormous psychic 
demands. Streamlining, which came to mean any method of improving 
efficiency and reducing waste, was applied not only in industrial design but 
also in, literature and cinema, where it implies continuums of experience free 
of distractions and disruptions.   
 
A partial list of streamlined locomotives and internet web sites follow:  
Streamlined Steam Locomotives:   
 
Canadian Pacific Royal Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Royal_Hudson  
Chicago & North Western Class E-4 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
CNW_Class_E-4  
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Aeolus, 4-6-4  http://www.rrpicturearchives.net/
Locopicture.aspx?id=72082 
Milwaukee RR, Class A 4-4-2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Milwaukee_Road_class_A Milwaukee RR, Class F 4-6-4 http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milwaukee_Road_class_F7  
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis #535 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/
streamlined/scrapped/  
New Haven RR, Class I-5 Hudson 4-6-4 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/
streamlined/scrapped/  
New York Central RR Class J-3a Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
NYC_Hudson  
Pennsylvania RR Class K4s Hudson 4-6-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_K4s Pennsylvania RR Class S1 6-4-4-6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_S1 Pennsylvania RR Class T1 4-4-4-4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
PRR_T1  
Southern Railway #1380 Pacific 4-6-2   
Union Pacific #7002 4-8-2 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/streamlined/
scrapped/ Union Pacific #2906 4-6-2 http://www.steamlocomotive.com/
streamlined/scrapped/

C&NW

Streamlined Passenger trains As a partner in through passenger service with the UP, the C&NW originated 
and terminated more streamlined trains in one location (Northwestern Station) 
in 1936, than any other railroad in the nation.

C&NW 1936

Streamlined Passenger Trains Alton-Baltimore & Ohio (Abraham Lincoln, Ann Rutledge) 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (Super Chiefs,El Capitans, San Diegans, 
Chicagoan, Kansas Cityan, Golden Gates) 
Atlanta, Birmingham & Coast,  
Atlantic Coast Line (Champions) 
Baltimore & Ohio (Royal Blue, Columbian, Capitol Limited) 
Central of Georgia,  
Chicago & Eastern Illinois,  
Chicago & North Western-Union Pacific-Southern Pacific 
Chicago & North Western (400’s) 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy (Pioneer Zephyr, Sam Houston Zephyr, Texas 
Rocket, Mark Twain Zephyr, General Pershing, Twin Zephyrs, Denver Zephyrs) 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific (Hiawathas) 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Peoria Rocket, Des Moines Rocket, Kansas 
City-Minneapolis Rocket, Kansas City-Dallas Rockets, Rocky Mountain 
Rockets) 
Denver & Rio Grande Western,  
Florida East Coast (Henry M. Flagler)  
Gulf, Mobile & Northern (Rebels) 
Illinois Central (Green Diamond) 
Louisville & Nashville,  
Missouri Pacific (Eagles) 
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,  
New York Central (Mercurys, Twentieth Century Limited, Commodore 
Vanderbilt, Southwestern Limited) 
Pennsylvania Railroad (Broadway Limited, Liberty Limited, General, Spirit of 
St. Louis) 
Reading (Crusader) 
Seaboard Air Line (Silver Meteors) 
Southern Railway,  
Southern Pacific (Sunbeam, Daylights) 
Union Pacific (City of Portland, City of Los Angeles, City of Denver, City of San 
Francisco, Forty Niner) 

Streamlined train M-10001 The Union Pacific was the first railroad to introduce streamlined 
passenger service in the United States. It numbered its early passenger 
trains in series: M-10001 was the power car for the 1st streamlined train, 
the City of Portland, M-10002 was a two car power car set used on the 
2nd streamlined train, the City of  Los Angeles, etc.  These early trains 
utilized fixed trainsets that could not be intermixed with conventional 
cars, thus limiting their flexibility.   When the Union Pacific introduced its 
first conventional design streamliner service, it discontinued the use of 
numbering its trains in series, simply referring to them by their train 
name and number.

C&NW 1936

Stub Station [Through Station, Passenger 
Train, Union Station]

A Stub station is a railroad station in which all the tracks terminate. Stub 
stations are more costly to operate, since trains must be backed or pulled out 
by swiitchers, and then "turned" using a loop or wye. Beginning around the mid 
1950's in Chicago, commuter trains were equipped for "push-pull" service. 
which eliminated the need to "turn" the train: the train could be operated from 
either end-either from the locomotive, or at the other end by a "Control Car". 
 
There are exceptions: Chicago's Union Station is a stub station by design, 
except for one or two through tracks that are only occasionally used. New 
York's Grand Central is a stub station, except for a recently added connection 
allowing trains to connect to Pennsylvania Station.  
Through Station 
 
A railroad station in which trains can pass through, after making their station 
stop. Kansas City Union Station and Dallas Union Station were examples of a 
through stations.  
 
Through stations are much more efficient to operate, speeding the flow of 
trains, and reducing the number of tracks, and concourses that would 
otherwise be required with a stub station.

Suburbanaire [Coach, Commuter Car, 
Commuter Railroad

The Suburbanaire was a rebuilt open platform commuter car painted in Green 
and Tan paint. The cars were built at the time the first double deck gallery cars 
were placed in service. The cars appear to have been built to add capacity (the 
gallery cars were expensive, and were phased in over a period of years), and 
to improve the quality of service. The cars were used for many years. For 
example, in 1966, one could see many of the rush hour trains being made up 
of these single level cars.

CB&Q 1950

Subway-first in world The first underground railroad was opened for use in London in 1863. 
Five years later, the first elevated railway was opened in New York City.

1863

Sun Lounge Car [Vista Dome} The Seaboard Air Line built several unique, glass-roofed "Sun Lounge" buffet-
lounge-sleeper car in 1955. The cars entered service in 1956.Regular high-
topped dome cars used on other railroads were too tall for the low clearances 
on the Northeast Corridor used by SAL trains north of Washington, DC.

SAL 1956

Super Dome [Superdome, Vista Dome, 
passenger car]

The Super Dome was a dome lounge built by Pullman-Standard for the 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad ("Milwaukee Road") in 
1952. The ten Super Domes were the first full-length dome cars in revenue 
service, first operating on the Olympian Hiawatha and Twin Cities Hiawatha in 
late 1952. Although a mixed blessing in passenger use, the cars garnered 
much publicity for the Milwaukee Road and several remain in operation.

CMStP&P 1952

Superliner [Amtrak, Bi-Level car The Superliner is a bi-level passenger car designed for use on Amtrak 
trains. The Santa Fe Railroad introduced the first bi-level sleeping cars in 
the 1950's for use on the El Capitan long distance passenger train. The 
bi-level design was adapted from the Vista Dome cars introduced by the 
Burlington Railroad on the California Zephyr in 1947. Passenger traffic 
increased when they realized they were able to enjoy the scenery from a 
spacious window located on the second level of a moving train.

ATK 1979

Surfliner [passenger car] The Surfliner Car is an Amtrak Superliner car, whose design was 
modified for use on the Pacific Surfliner trains in California. Some of the 
cars are equipped with control cabs, which elminate the need to turn the 
train at the end of the run.  
 
 In 1990 California passed Propositions 108 and 116 drastically 
expanding funding for intercity rail within the state. With this new source 
of money, the state set out to specify a standardized railcar for the state 
that would be suitable for both intercity and commuter rail operations. 
The result of this effort were designs for two variations of the Superliner. 
While the commuter rail version was never built, 88 cars of the intercity 
version were built. The most visible difference between the Superliner 
and the "California Car"/"Surfliner" is that the California Cars and 
Surfliners have two automatic doors per side to allow for quick unloading 
and loading of passengers resulting in less dwell time, instead of one 
manually operated door on the Superliners. Unlike the regular Superliner 
cars used on long-distance service, which run at a top speed of 100 mph 
(160 km/h), the California/Surfliner cars can run at a top speed of 
125 mph (201 km/h). An effort is nearing completion to allow Pacific 
Surfliners and Metrolink commuter trains to travel at 120 mph along the 
corridor between San Clemente and Oceanside.   
 
The California Cars (8000 series) were built by Morrison-Knudsen and 
were delivered in 1996. These cars were plagued with problems with 
Caltrans (the purchaser and owner of the trains) refusing the first 
attempted delivery due to cracks in the frame forcing Morrison-Knudsen 
to ship the trains back to the manufacturing plant for repair. After 
Caltrans accepted delivery, these trains were first put in service on the 
San Diegan line (the predecessor to the Pacific Surfliner) and crews 
immediately encountered automatic doors that failed to function 
properly, causing delays in service. Attempted repairs failed to fix the 
problematic doors and door failures continued for years with doors 
between vestibules of train cars later failing to operate properly as well. 
Later, California Cars were removed from the frequent, congested, and 
heavily used San Diegan corridor service and reassigned to the less 
demanding Capitol Corridor. Shortly thereafter, the upper-level floor of 
these California Cars began to sag which required costly repair.   
 
The Surfliners (6000 series) were built by Alstom and delivered in 
2000-2002.  These cars were designed to fulfill the earlier failed plans (the 
problematic California Cars) to have larger capacity, bi-level trains with 
automatic doors for quick loading and unloading for the busy San Diegan 
(renamed Pacific Surfliner at the time of car delivery). The Alstom-
manufactured cars have been performing reliably from delivery to current 
use. In 2007, Caltrans accepted delivery of seven rebuilt Superliners 
(which had been damaged in accidents) for use in Amtrak California 
service. These cars are painted in the Amtrak California or Surfliner 
schemes and have had their interiors reconfigured with denser seating 
than a standard Superliner coach. Funding has been obligated for a new 
order of roughly 130 bilevel cars for Amtrak, intended for service in 
California and the Midwest. Amtrak California intends for two of these 
sets to operate on the Pacific Surfliner with the goal of replacing the sole 
Amfleet/Horizon consist currently in regular service on the line.

ATK 2000

System Timetable [Passenger Train] A System Timetable is distributed to the public and includes the railroad's 
complete passenger train service schedule, and every station served, local and 
branch line trains, but excluding suburban commuter trains. System Timetables 
are much longer (page count) than other timetable formats, and usually 
provide the greatest public information, other than an Employee's Timetable, 
which lists all stations, and other vital information. Since Employee's 
Timetables have limited availability,  the System Timetable is the next best 
resource when researching a railroad.

Table Car A car that has been converted, or built for use with tables, but no kitchen 
facilities. May be used as a companion to a dining car, thus adding dining car 
seating capacity, or as a single car, for use by customers who may purchase 
box lunches, or other pre-packaged food items that are delived to the train, and 
served in a table car.

Tailsign-Drumhead-Passenger Train 
Observation car

The term drumhead refers to a type of removable illuminated sign bearing the 
train's stylish logo, that was mounted at the rear of passenger trains. The first 
drumheads were large and round, much like a bass drum - hence their name. 
The drumhead was designed to serve primary as an advertising logo for the 
train. During the first half of the 20th Century, passenger trains were heavily 
promoted by the railroads; the drumhead was part of the marketing strategy. 
Drumheads generated powerful advertising. Celebrity pictures were often 
posed near the signs. Every use of such pictures promoted that particular train 
as a celebrity favorite, which was essentially an endorsement of its service. 
The first drumhead was displayed on the Northern Pacific's North Coast 
Limited in the early 1900s.   
 
 Railroad drumheads were removable so that they could be mounted on 
different passenger cars (usually on the rear of observations), as needed for 
specific trains.  Among railroad memorabilia, drumheads are very rare items. 
Although hundreds of drumheads were manufactured, as few as a half dozen 
copies were made of some designs. Additionally, as trains were removed from 
service, the drumheads were scrapped along with unwanted passenger cars.    
 
The Bauer Drumhead Collection at the National Railroad Museum in Green 
Bay, WI has the largest gathering of such artifacts (40) know to exist. Frederick 
Bauer presented the collection to the National Railroad Museum in 1999 to be 
preserved and displayed for future generations. 

Talgo III train (Spain/Spanish) Talgo III coaches and locomotives entered service in 1964, introducing longer 
cars and easy directional reversibility of the cars. The Talgo III/RD was 
equipped with variable gauge axles, and this permitted the introduction, on 1 
June 1969, of the first through train between Madrid and Paris (the new service 
being designated Puerta del Sol), as well as between Barcelona and Geneva 
(the Catalan Talgo), despite the difference in rail gauge. The same equipment 
was used for the Barcelona Talgo, which began operation on 26 May 1974 as 
the first-ever through train service between Barcelona and Paris.

1964

Talgo in North America [ACF/American 
Car & Foundry, Amtrak Cascades Service]

1950- Talgo II coaches and locomotives were first built in 1950 at the American 
Car and Foundry Company (ACF) (the diesel-electric locomotives were 
assembled by ACF with electrical components made by General Electric) 
works in the United States under the direction of Spanish engineers, and 
entered service on the Rock Island Line, servicing the Jet Rocket train, 
between Chicago and Peoria, Illinois. One was also trialed on the New York 
Central Railroad until 1958 but saw little success. Talgos were also built for the 
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad for its "John Quincy Adams" train 
from (New York City to Boston, Massachusetts), and the Boston and Maine 
Railroad for its "Speed Merchant" train, running between (Boston, 
Massachusetts and Portland, Maine). 
 
1988-In 1988, a Talgo Pendular was used on trials for Amtrak on the Boston-
New York corridor in the United States and on Deutsche Bahn lines in 
Germany.[6] Trial commercial services with Talgo cars in the US commenced in 
1994 between Seattle and Portland, and from 1998 different trains have been 
used on the Amtrak Cascades services from Vancouver, British Columbia 
south to Seattle, Washington, continuing south via Portland, Oregon to 
Eugene, Oregon. 
 
1994- Talgo trains were placed in service in the Pacific Northwest in Amtrak's 
Cascade service. 
 
2009- The Talgo 8 passenger cars are similar to the Series VII cars, but are 
designed for the North American market. Talgo made an agreement in 2009 to 
build a manufacturing facility in Wisconsin which would initially supply two 14-
car trainsets for the Amtrak Hiawatha Service. The company expressed hope 
the plant would later be used to build trains for other U.S. rail projects. 
 
Early in 2010, the Oregon Department of Transportation announced that it had 
negotiated the purchase of two 13-car trainsets for use in the Pacific Northwest 
rail corridor between Eugene and Vancouver, British Columbia. These trainsets 
were also manufactured in Wisconsin, and were delivered in 2013. The sets 
are currently operating in the "Cascades" corridor in the Pacific Northwest. 
They have been integrated with the five existing sets in regular service. The 
Series 8 trains offer passengers many modern amenities including high speed 
Wi-Fi, reclining seats and a full service bistro and lounge car. 

ACF 1950

Talgo Train [Amtrak, Cascades, (Tren 
Articulado Ligero Goicoechea Oriol, 
Goicoechea-Oriol light articulated train)

The Talgo Trains were designed by a Spanish manufacturer of railway 
locomotives and cars. Talgo trains are best known for their 
unconventional articulated railway passenger cars design in which the 
wheels are mounted in pairs, but not joined by an axle. Talgo trains fitted 
with variable gauge axles can change rail gauge - for instance at the 
Spanish (1668 millimeters)/French (1435 millimeters) border.   
 
Talgo II coaches and locomotives were first built in 1950 at the American 
Car and Foundry Company works in the United States under the direction 
of Spanish engineers. It then entered service in Rock Island Line, 
servicing the Jet Rocket train, between Chicago and Peoria. One was 
also trialed on the New York Central Railroad until 1958 but saw little 
success. Talgos were also built for the New York, New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad for their John Quincy Adams train (New York, New York 
to Boston, Massachusetts), and the Boston and Maine Railroad for their 
Speed Merchant train (Boston, Massachusetts to Portland, Maine).   
 
The first tilting designs were incorporated in the Talgo Pendular (Talgo IV 
and Talgo V, also VI & Talgo 200 or 6th generation), introduced in 1980. 
This design created 'natural tilting' train - a tilting train that does not need 
electronic sensors or hydraulic equipment to move the carriages. This 
design was used on trials for Amtrak on Boston-New York corridor in the 
United States and on Deutsche Bahn lines in Germany. Trial commercial 
services with Talgo cars in the United States commenced in 1994 
between Seattle and Portland, and from 1998 different trains have been 
used on the Amtrak Cascades services from Vancouver, British Columbia 
south to Seattle, Washington, continuing south via Portland, Oregon to 
Eugene, Oregon.

1950
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Tempo Passenger Car: Hawker-Siddeley 
Canada  [Coach, Club Car, Club/Galley 
Car, Cafe Car]

The Tempos are a fleet of 25 lightweight streamlined railway coaches built by 
Hawker-Siddeley Canada for the Canadian National Railway in 1968. The cars 
were the centrepiece of a new set of intercity passenger trains in Southwestern 
Ontario. The fleet passed to Via Rail in 1978 and later saw use with the Ski 
Train, QIT-Fer et Titane, and the Algoma Central Railway. 
 
Design 
 
The cars were constructed out of aluminium. Canadian National rebuilt six 
MLW RS-18 diesel locomotives to haul them. The locomotives were equipped 
with head end power (HEP) and painted in a unique red-orange and grey 
livery. The cars were built to use Canadian National's standard 550 volt HEP; 
in 1982-83 Via rebuilt them to use 480 volts. The cars rode on "inside bearing 
trucks with outboard disc brakes." 
 
The original fleet consisted of five club/galley cars, five coach/cafe cars, and 
fifteen coaches. The club cars seated 39, the cafes 16 (in the coach section), 
and the coaches 80. In 1969 Canadian National rebuilt one of the club cars 
into an 80-seat coach and another into a 52-seat coach/galley car.  The 
seating in the club car was 2×1, common for parlor cars. 
 
When the Canadian National reacquired part of the fleet in 2009 it refurbished 
the cars, replacing the windows, carpet, and seat upholstery. 
 
Service 
 
The Tempos entered service on the Canadian National Railway in mid-June 
1968. Canadian National operated the Tempos as integrated trainsets. Routes 
served included Toronto–Windsor and Toronto–Sarnia. At the outset each set 
comprised a club/galley car, three coaches, and a coach/cafe. Travel time was 
four hours. The cafe/coach and the addition of luggage racks in the coaches 
allowed the elimination of dining and baggage cars. In 1971 Canadian National 
ran five daily "Tempo" trains: four to Windsor and one to Sarnia. Via Rail 
inherited the fleet and leased the RS-18s. By 1980 the Tempos were limited to 
the Windsor route. Via later placed the Tempos in service on the Chicago–
Toronto International. These were pulled by LRC locomotives. 
 
Via Rail stored the five cafe cars in 1986 after a regulatory change permitted it 
to serve alcohol in coaches. In 1987 Via Rail included up to four Tempo 
coaches on the International. The cars ran between Toronto and Sarnia on 
Sundays only. The remainder of the fleet was stored. At the end of 1987 Via 
sold all but four of the cars. Four of the coaches went to QIT-Fer et Titane, 
which used them to shuttle workers. 17 cars, including the three remaining 
club/galleys, the coach/galley, the five coach/cafes, and eight coaches, went to 
the Denver & Rio Grande Western Ski Train in Denver. On the Ski Train they 
replaced 1915-vintage cars which had been sold to the Napa Valley Wine 
Train. Via withdrew its four remaining Tempos in 1990 because of budget cuts. 
 
QIT acquired three more coaches in 1998. The sole remaining Via Tempo car, 
coach No. 370, was reported at the Toronto Maintenance Centre in 2000.  After 
the closure of the Ski Train the Canadian National acquired its rolling stock for 
use on the Algoma Central Railway. 

CN 1968

Texas Zephyr [Streamlined Passenger 
Train; Heavyweight Pullman Passenger 
cars

The Texas Zephyr was a named passenger train operated by the Colorado & 
Southern Railway and the Fort Worth & Denver Railway (both subsidiaries of 
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad). The train was originally 
designated number 1 southbound, and number 2 northbound. 
 
Inaugurated on August 22, 1940, the streamlined train ran from Denver, 
Colorado's Union Station to Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas, replacing the 
heavyweight Colorado Special. At Dallas, the Texas Zephyr connected with the 
Sam Houston Zephyr and Texas Rocket, both operating on the jointly owned 
Burlington-Rock Island Railroad for through service to Houston. 
 
Initially, the train was equipped with Budd-built streamlined stainless steel chair 
cars and an observation dining-lounge car.  Sleeping cars were, however, 
rebuilt streamlined heavyweight cars. The train was pulled between Denver 
and Fort Worth by pairs of General Motors Electro-Motive Division stainless 
steel E5 diesels. To allow adequate time for servicing the diesel locomotives in 
Fort Worth, a FW&D 550 class 4-6-2 "Pacific" type steam locomotive shuttled 
the train between Fort Worth and Dallas. It was later replaced by sister E5 
diesel locomotives purchased by the C&S from parent CB&Q. 
 
In 1957, the re-equipping of the 1936 Denver Zephyr made those trainsets 
available, and they were assigned to the Texas Zephyr. Though older than the 
original Texas Zephyr equipment, they offered more luxurious amenities. These 
consists ran on the Texas Zephyr until February 1965, when they were retired 
and the original equipment restored to the train, albeit with Pullman pool 
streamlined cars or sleeping cars from the parent CB&Q. 
 
As a result of it losing its U.S. Mail railway post contract, the Fort Worth & 
Denver abandoned all passenger service in 1967, the Texas Zephyr making its 
last run on September 11 of that year. [1] 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Heavyweight Sleeping Cars 1940-1956 
 
The Texas Zephyr Betterment sleeping cars were Pullman’s attempt to match 
the other new Budd cars in the consist in 1940 since the Burlington would not 
spend money on adding stainless steel sheathing to standard Heavyweight 
Pullman cars instead of all stainless steel Budd cars. 
 
As a result, there were 3 sleeping car configurations each of 2 cars on the 
Texas Zephyr, the 8-5 Castle Crest and Range, the 12-1 Spanish Crest and 
Range and the 10-1-1 Lariat Crest and Range. They were painted a two tone 
silver above and below the belt line as depicted in the Kalmbach “Pullman 
Paint and Lettering Notebook” authored by Arthur D, Dubin. [2] 

C&S 1940

TGV Train à Grande Vitesse [LGV 
Lignes à grande vitesse ][High Speed 
Rail]

The TGV (Train à Grande Vitesse, French for high-speed train) is France's 
high-speed rail service, currently operated by VFE, the long-distance rail 
branch of SNCF, the French national rail operator. It was developed 
during the 1970s by GEC-Alsthom (now Alstom) and SNCF.  
 
Although originally designed to be powered by gas turbines, the TGV 
prototypes evolved into electric trains.  
 
Following the inaugural TGV service between Paris and Lyon in 1981, the 
TGV network, centered on Paris, has expanded to connect cities across 
France and in adjacent countries. A TGV test train piloted by Eric Pieczak 
set the record  for the fastest wheeled train, reaching 574.8 km/h (357 
mph) on 3 April 2007. A TGV service previously held the record for the 
fastest scheduled rail journey with a start to stop average speed of 279.4 
km/h (173.6 mph),  which was surpassed by the Chinese CRH service 
Harmony express on the Wuhan-Guangzhou High-Speed Railway in 2009.   
 
The success of the first line led to an expansion of the network, with new 
lines built in the south, west, north and east of the country. Eager to 
emulate the success of the French network, neighbouring countries such 
as Belgium, Italy, Spain and Germany built their own high-speed lines. 
TGVs link with Switzerland through the French network, with Belgium, 
Germany and the Netherlands through the Thalys network, and the 
Eurostar network links France and Belgium with the United Kingdom. 
Several lines are planned, including extensions within France and to 
surrounding countries. Towns such as Tours have become a part of a 
TGV commuter belt. 
 
History 
 
The idea of the TGV was first proposed in the 1960s, after Japan had 
begun construction of the Shinkansen (the bullet train) in 1959. At the 
time the French government favoured new technology, exploring the 
production of hovercraft and the Aérotrain air-cushion vehicle. 
Simultaneously, SNCF began researching high-speed trains on 
conventional tracks. In 1976, the government agreed to fund the first line. 
By the mid-1990s, the trains were so popular that SNCF president Louis 
Gallois declared TGV "The train that saved French railways". 
 
Development 
 
It was originally planned that the TGV, then standing for très grande 
vitesse (very high speed) or turbine grande vitesse (high-speed turbine), 
would be propelled by gas turbines, selected for their small size, good 
power-to-weight ratio and ability to deliver high power over an extended 
period. The first prototype, TGV 001, was the only gas-turbine TGV: 
following the increase in the price of oil during the 1973 energy crisis, 
gas turbines were deemed uneconomic and the project turned to 
electricity from overhead lines, generated by new nuclear power stations. 
 
TGV 001 was not a wasted prototype: its gas turbine was only one of its 
many new technologies for high-speed rail travel. It also tested high-
speed brakes, needed to dissipate the large amount of kinetic energy of a 
train at high speed, high-speed aerodynamics, and signalling. It was 
articulated, i.e. two adjacent carriages shared a bogie, allowing free yet 
controlled motion with respect to one another. It reached 318 km/h 
(198 mph), which remains the world speed record for a non-electric train. 
Its interior and exterior were styled by British-born designer Jack 
Cooper, whose work formed the basis of early TGV designs, including 
the distinctive nose shape of the first power cars. 
Changing the TGV to electric traction required a significant design 
overhaul. The first electric prototype, nicknamed Zébulon, was 
completed in 1974, testing features such as innovative body mounting of 
motors, pantographs, suspension and braking. Body mounting of motors 
allowed over 3 tonnes to be eliminated from the power cars and greatly 
reduced the unsprung weight. The prototype travelled almost 
1,000,000 km (620,000 mi) during testing. 
 
In 1976 the French government funded the TGV project, and construction 
of the LGV Sud-Est, the first high-speed line (French: ligne à grande 
vitesse), began shortly afterwards. The line was given the designation 
LN1, Ligne Nouvelle 1, (New Line 1). 
 
After two pre-production trainsets (nicknamed Patrick and Sophie) had 
been tested and substantially modified, the first production version was 
delivered on 25 April 1980. 
 
The LGV opened to the public between Paris and Lyon on 27 September 
1981. Contrary to its earlier fast services, SNCF intended TGV service for 
all types of passengers, with the same initial ticket price as trains on the 
parallel conventional line. To counteract the popular misconception that 
the TGV would be a premium service for business travellers, SNCF 
started a major publicity campaign focusing on the speed, frequency, 
reservation policy, normal price, and broad accessibility of the service.[9] 
This commitment to a democratised TGV service was enhanced in the 
Mitterrand era with the promotional slogan "Progress means nothing 
unless it is shared by all".[10] The TGV was considerably faster (in terms 
of door to door travel time) than normal trains, cars, or aeroplanes. The 
trains became widely popular, the public welcoming fast and practical 
travel. 
 
TGV in Europe's high speed rail system. 
 
The Eurostar service began operation in 1994, connecting continental 
Europe to London via the Channel Tunnel and the LGV Nord-Europe with 
a version of the TGV designed for use in the tunnel and the United 
Kingdom. The first phase of the British High Speed 1 line, or Channel 
Tunnel Rail Link, was completed in 2003, the second phase in November 
2007. The fastest trains take 2 hours 15 minutes London–Paris and 
1 hour 51 minutes London–Brussels. 
 
TGV, Record runs 
 
The TGV was the world's fourth commercial and third standard gauge 
high-speed train service,[11] after Japan's Shinkansen, which connected 
Tokyo and Osaka from 1 October 1964, the Russian ER200 around 1974 
(full service in 1984), and Britain's InterCity 125 on main lines such as the 
East Coast Main Line, which entered service in 1976. 
 
The TGV holds the world speed record for conventional trains. On 3 April 
2007 a modified TGV POS train reached 574.8 km/h (357.2 mph) under 
test conditions on the LGV Est between Paris and Strasbourg. The line 
voltage was boosted to 31 kV, and extra ballast was tamped onto the 
right-of-way. The train beat the 1990 world speed record of 515.3 km/h 
(320.2 mph), set by a similarly shortened train (two power cars and three 
passenger cars), along with unofficial records set during weeks 
preceding the official record run. The test was part of an extensive 
research programme by Alstom. 
 
In 2007 the TGV was the world's fastest conventional scheduled train: 
one journey's average start-to-stop speed from Lorraine-TGV to 
Champagne-Ardenne-TGV is 279.3 km/h (173.5 mph). This record was 
surpassed on 26 December 2009 by the new Wuhan-Guangzhou High-
Speed Railway in China where the fastest scheduled train covered 
922 km (573 mi) at an average speed of 312.54 km/h (194.20 mph). 
However, on 1 July 2011 in order to save energy and reduce operating 
costs the maximum speed of Chinese high-speed trains was reduced to 
300 km/h, and the average speed of the fastest trains on the Wuhan-
Guangzhou High-Speed Railway was reduced to 272.68 km/h (169 mph), 
slower than the TGV. 
 
A Eurostar (TGV) train broke the record for the longest non-stop high-
speed international journey on 17 May 2006 carrying the cast and 
filmmakers of The Da Vinci Code from London to Cannes for the Cannes 
Film Festival. The 1,421-kilometre (883 mi) journey took 7 hours 
25 minutes (average of 191.6 km/h (119.1 mph)). 
 
The fastest long distance run was by a TGV Réseau train from Calais-
Frethun to Marseille (1067.2 km, 663 mi) in 3 hours 29 minutes (306 km/h 
(190 mph)) for the inauguration of the LGV Méditerranée on 26 May 2001. 

SNCF 1981

Thermopane Windows [Pullman 
Betterment Cars Streamliner Streamlined 
Passenger Car]http://forum.atlasrr.com/
forum/topic.asp?
ARCHIVE=true&TOPIC_ID=50752

Passenger cars were originally built with conventional single pane glass 
windows, called "Sqiare windows". This style of window was clearly identifiable 
due to its recessed location of the window relative to the car side. Thermopane 
windows were installed flush with the car side, the same as a strealined car. 
 
Thermopane windows were an essential part of providing an improved 
passenger comfort: by retaining the cooling of the air conditioning in the 
summer, and the warmth of the car's steam heat in the winter. Both of these 
factors were important reasons  
 
The introduction of the first streamlined passenger trains in the Great 
Depression caused a significant increase in passenger traffic. The railroads 
realized that passengers liked the features of the modern, streamline cars: air 
conditioning, upgraded appearance, and other factors. But, the high cost of the 
streamlined trains made the large scale replacement of the older conventional 
"heavyweight" cars impractical. And so, the railroads began a program of 
"improving" their existing passenger cars; this became known as the 
"Betterment" cars that acted as a transition from the older headvyweights to 
the newer streamliner trains. 
 

Thrift-T-Sleeper [Pullman Sleeping car] Holders of coach tickets on the Missouri Pacific were able to get a lower berth 
for only $6.00 or an upper berth for $2.50, without paying a Pullman fare. After 
the fares were introduced, Pullman car occupancy increased by 67%, The cars 
(a reconditioned conventional heavyweight design: see photo in Ref 2) were 
added to the Missouri Pacific Eagle trains between St. Louis and Denver-
Colorado Springs, and point southwest of St. Louis. Introduced in the late 
1950's.

MP

Through Car Service [Through Train, 
Freight Train, Freight House]

Freight Houses were a vital link in the nation's transportation system. Only a 
small amount of traffic was "interchanged" (i.e., when a car was transferred 
from one railroad to another), thereby increasing the need for Freight Houses 
to accomplish the transfer of goods from one railroad to another. [4] During the 
early days, prior to 1880-1900, railroads did not widely participate in "through 
car" (Interchange) service, since gauge differences, coupler differences, height 
of the coupler and braking systems varied from one railroad to another. As a 
result, goods were manually transferred from one railroad to another at 
important terminals. The Freight house acted as a temporary storage place for 
goods during the transfer process. [3] 
 

Through Car Service [Through Train, 
Through Car, Passenger Train, Pullman 
Car Line number; Overhead, Bridge Line]

Through Service is a type of passenger train transportation in which one or 
more cars, or an entire train traveled across two or more railroads or two or 
more trains within a single railroad to reach the destination. Through service 
provided a great convenience to the traveler, avoiding the necessity of 
changing cars, changing trains, or changing stations to reach their destination.  
 
For example, consider the traveler going from New York City to Los Angeles 
via Chicago. The traveler leaving New York had a choice of a number of 
different railroads, the largest of which were the New York Central, whose 
terminus in Chicago was the La Salle Street station and the Pennsylvania 
Railroad, whose terminus was Union Station. Leaving Chicago, the traveler 
would have to leave the New York train and carry their baggage to another 
station, except for the lucky traveler that arrived on the Pennsylvania Railroad 
and departed on the California Zephyr, both of which used Union Station. 
Other options in Chicago would have required departures from North Western 
Station (via the joint Chicago & North Western/Union Pacific "City of Los 
Angeles". In 1955, the routing of the Union Pacific trains was changed, using 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific, which left Union Station. 
 
Types of Through Service: 
 
1. Through Train: in this service, the entire train travelled as a unit, via multiple 
railroads to reach its destination. Example:  
 
- The California Zephyr travelled from Chicago to Oakland via three railroads:  
      Chicago, Burlington & Quincy from Chicago to Denver 
      Denver & Rio Grande Western from Denver to Salt Lake City, UT via the 
Rocky Mountains 
      Western Pacific from Salt Lake City to Oakland via the Feather River 
Canyon 
 
There were many other examples. See Ref 1, which contains a partial list (not 
all trains on this list were through trains in the above context) 
 
2. Through Car Service: in this service, one or more cars are routed to a single 
destination via multiple railroads. Pullman offered this service throughout most 
of its life. Within the Pullman Company, these cars were referred to as "Car 
Lines" and each route and class of car received a car line number for 
accounting purposes. Pullman configured some of these cars as combination 
Buffet-Sleeping Cars, or Buffet-Parlor-Sleeping car, thus offering the traveler 
the convenience of dining service when the remainder of the train might not be 
equipped with dining cars. 
 

Through Station [Stub Station Passenger 
Train, Union Station]

A though railroad station is one in which trains can pass through, after making 
their station stop. Kansas City Union Station and Dallas Union Station were 
examples of a through stations.  
 
Through stations are much more efficient to operate, speeding the flow of 
trains, and reducing the number of tracks, and concourses that would 
otherwise be required with a stub station. 
 
Stub Station (Stub ended terminal) 
 
A Stub station is a railroad station in which all the tracks terminate. There are 
exceptions: Chicago's Union Station is a stub station by design, except for one 
or two through tracks that are only occasionally used. New York's Grand 
Central is a stub station, except for a recently added connection allowing trains 
to connect to Pennsylvania Station. Stub stations are more costly to operate, 
since trains must be backed or pulled out by swiitchers, and then "turned" 
using a loop or wye. Beginning around the mid 1950's in Chicago, commuter 
trains were equipped for "push-pull" service. which eliminated the need to 
"turn" the train: the train could be operated from either end-either from the 
locomotive, or at the other end by a "Control Car".

Ticket [Passenger Train, Ticket Office] A train ticket is issued by a railway operator that enables the bearer to travel on 
the operator's network or a partner's network. Tickets can authorize the bearer 
to travel a set itinerary at a specific time (common for long-distance railroads), 
a set itinerary at any time (common for commuter railroads), a set itinerary at 
multiple times, or an arbitrary itinerary at specific times. The last two categories 
are often called passes: the former is often sold as a discounted block of trips 
for commuters; the latter is often sold to vacationers, such as European Eurail 
passes. 
 
Tickets were originally sold at the station ticket office. In recent years, railroads 
have installed self service kiosks that dispense tickets when the proper cash, 
currency or charge card is inserted in the machine.

Ticket Clerk; Ticket Agent Stationed at the ticket window, this person sells tickets and tour information to 
passengers.

Ticket Lift [Passenger Train, Conductor, 
Seat Check]

After having boarded a train, a passenger will be asked to produce a valid 
ticket for passage on the train by the Conductor, or other authorized person. 
The ticket is then "cancelled" by the Conductor by punching a hole in the ticket, 
or the ticket may be retained by the Conductor, being exchanged for a seat 
assignment ticket (a Seat Check), which indicates what station the passenger 
will debark the train, and what seat the passenger is to occupy.

Ticket Lift [Passenger Train, Conductor] After having boarded a train, a passenger will be asked to produce a valid 
ticket for passage on the train by the Conductor, or other authorized person. 
The ticket is then "cancelled" by the Conductor by punching a hole in the ticket, 
or the ticket may be retained by the Conductor, being exchanged for a seat 
assignment ticket, which indicates what station the passenger will debark the 
train, and what seat the passenger is to occupy.

Tight Lock/Tightlock/Tight-Lock 
Coupler [Type H]

The AAR/APTA Type H TightLock coupler is a Janney automatic coupler 
typically used on North American mainline passenger cars, and has been 
in use since the 1940's (Ref 2). TypeH couplers have mechanical features 
to reduce slack action and improve safety, but remains compatible with 
Janney/AAR TypeE and TypeF couplers. TypeH couplers may also be 
fitted with automatic air and electrical connections. Management and 
development of TypeH coupler standards have been tranferred from the 
AAR to American Public Transportation Association (APTA). The AAR/
APTA standard mounting height for TypeH couplers is 34.5 inches 
(876.3 mm) ATOR. 

1945

Tilting Train [RENFE Talgo AVE, Italy 
Trenitalia , Amtrak Acela Express, Avelia 
Liberty, Japan Shinkansen, Santa Fe 
Pendulum car, SNCF, Talgo Pendular, 
John Quincy Adams (train), Amtrak 
Cascades, UAC TurboTrain, Pendolino, 
Advanced Passenger Train (UK), X 2000 
X-2 Sweden, Light, Rapid, Comfortable 
(LRC), Germany, ICE 
InterCityExpressTGV Pendulaire, InterCity 
Neigezug, Japan, Alfa Pendular (Portugal), 
ElettroTreno (Italy), ICE-T, ICT (Germany), 
ICN (Switzerland), Virgin Train Super 
Voyager, Passenger Train][High Speed 
Rail HSR, British Advanced Passenger 
Train]

A tilting train is a train that has a tilting mechanism that is activated when the 
train enters a curve, enabling increased speed and reduced energy loss from 
braking on regular rail tracks.  
 
As a train (or other vehicle) rounds a curve at speed, objects inside the train 
experience inertia. This can cause packages to slide about or seated 
passengers to feel squashed by the outboard armrest due to its centripetal 
force, and standing passengers to lose their balance. Tilting trains are 
designed to counteract this discomfort. In a curve to the left, the train tilts to the 
left to compensate for the g-force push to the right, and vice versa. The train 
may be constructed such that inertial forces cause the tilting (passive tilt), or it 
may have a computer-controlled power mechanism (active tilt). 
 
The first tilting train in regular public service was the 381 series electric 
multiple unit train operated by Japanese National Railways (JNR), which 
entered revenue service from 10 July 1973 on the Shinano limited express 
between Nagoya and Nagano on the Main Line. This technology was not fully 
implemented world-wide, as the marginally increased curve speeds did not 
justify the extra expense and technology in many cases. The British Advanced 
Passenger Train (being operational from 1984 to 1985) was the first to 
successfully implement active tilt, enabling significantly increased speeds on 
tight rail curves. Active tilting is the mechanism most widely used today. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
In 1988 the first tilting train with active car body control went into operation in 
Italy. The ETR 450 is an express train and can reach speeds of up to 250 km / 
h. An old film reports on the planned operation between Rome and Milan. Have 
fun watching. [3]

1983

Tilting Train England-ICE  [Advanced 
Passenger Train , High Speed Train; 
England, Inter City Trains (ICE)

British Railroad passenger travel increased steadily until around 1918, 
and then began a long term decline, with 50% fewer passengers being 
carried in 1980. The 1963 Beeching Report accelerated the decline by 
cutting rail services, particularly on lesser used branch lines. [2] After 20 
years of testing and early prototype trains, the introduction of High 
Speed Rail in the form of the Inter City Trains (ICE) began to attract more 
passengers to England's railroads. By 2020, the total passengers carried 
on England's railroads exceed the previous high, set in 1918 by almost 
20%. [2]

BR 1979

Timetable [Employee's Timetable, 
Official Guide of the Railways, ORG, 
Meal Stop

Timetables are usually produced in a matrix format, with services shown 
in columns, and stations or stops on the rows of the table. There will 
often be separate tables for each direction of travel, and often separate 
(pairs of) tables for weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays. Generally the 
times shown against each station or stop will be the departure time, 
except for the last stop of the service which will be the arrival time. The 
left hand column will list the stations in route order, and the other 
columns are arranged from left to right in chronological order. If the train 
is scheduled to wait, both arrival and departure times might be shown on 
consecutive rows. If a slow service is overtaken by a fast service, the 
slow service will often occupy more than one column, to keep the times 
in order. There may be additional rows showing connecting services. 
 
Timetables usually listed the type or classification of cars that were 
carried on a specific train. Some trains would carry only coaches, others 
coaches and sleeping cars, and still other trains would include 
observation cars, dining cars, parlor cars, smoking lounges, and so 
forth. All of this information was important for the traveler. Many 
railroads operated their dining cars only between specific points, in order 
to share the operation of the car with other trains. Thus it became 
important for the traveler to know when, and where the dining car would 
be available, or if "meal stops" were scheduled. A meal stop was usually 
a railroad station equipped for serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. Meal 
stops were common prior to 1900, but became less common with the 
introduction of dining car services. 
 
The most common style timetable is printed on a 4 x 8 booklet. Other 
styles include a poster sized broadside that lists all arrivals and 
departures for a single station. A Form 1 or System timetable lists all 
trains and all routes for a single railroad, while a Form 2, 3 4 etc, would 
emphasize just the trains running over a given route. Most public 
timetables featured a colorful cover to attract attention.  
 
During WWI in 1919 and early 1920, during the time that the USRA (United 
States Railroad Administration) owned all U.S. railroads, all timetables 
were published with plain white covers.  See the above web site for an 
excellent, detailed description of the history of American Railroad 
Timetable development.   
 
Official Guides-as the importance of traveling by railroad grew, it became 
obvious that there was a need to consolidate the main passenger train 
schedules of alll the railroads into a single massive volume that became 
known as the Official Guide ("Official Railway Guide of the United States 
and Canada").   
 
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was the first railroad that published a 
timetable (May 23, 1830).  
 
Employee's Timetable 
 
Railroad employees were required to carry a copy of the current 
"Employee's Timetable", which detailed both freight and passenger 
scheduled train operations, as well as the location of sidings, junctions, 
signals and other important information required to operate a train safely.   
 
In addition to the schedule of trains and stations found in the Public 
Timetable, the following additional information would usually be found in 
the Employee's Timetable: 
 
1. Mileage from a specified point 
2. Telegraph call letters 
3. Yard locations 
4. Junction points and Interlocking towers 
5. Water tower locations for steam locomotives 
6. Repair shop locations 
7. Steam Locomotive Roundhouse locations 
8. Station hours of service when agent is on duty 
9. Maps showing the railroad lines within the area covered by the 
timetable, or the entire system map 
 
 
 
 

B&O 1830

Timetable Construction and Development The following is an edited version of an article that appeared in “The First 
Edition”, The Newsletter of the National Association of Timetable Collectors”, 
Vol XXXVIII No. 5-6 September-December 2015 www.naotc.org/
www.timetable.club  The original article by Richard Schulman appeared in the 
September 1952 issue of the “Long Island Railroader”. 
 
Timetable making or “construction” is a time consuming and complicated task, 
particularly for large commuter railroads such as the Long Island Railroad. 
 
General factors to consider 
 
1. The performance of the individual trains: How fast do the trains run, and how 
much time does the train spend in the station?  
 
Although train speeds* can be determined in theory based on track conditions 
and speed limits, the critical data used in preparation of a timetable is the 
actual train speed between stations. The same is true for “dwell” time in the 
station, which must be measured based on actual observed times, not theory. 
Both of these factors may vary during rush hours, when many trains occupy 
the same tracks, and when many hundreds or thousands** of passengers will 
be waiting to board a single train at one time. 
 
* In the “old days” an engineer could make up time between stations. With the 
introduction of Positive Train Control (Automatic Train Control) the engineer 
was not longer in charge of speed control – the train operation being monitored 
from a remote location for speeds, and other conditions. 
 
** A typical rush hour commuter train might have 8-10 gallery (bi-level) cars 
each seating 120 to 130 persons. 
 
2. The actual of number of passengers carried, and passenger ideas. 
 
The actual number of passengers carried is measured by a count of passenger 
boardings by station and by departure time: 
 
 7:00 AM Train 100  20 passengers 
 7:30 AM Train 150        50 passengers 
 7:45 AM Train 175      150 passengers 
 8:00AM  Train 200      225 passengers 
 
etc 
 
Overall, the timetable must be set up to allow all of the expected commuters to 
get from their departure point to their destination within acceptable times 
(7AM-9AM and 4-6PM). 
 
3. Passenger boarding’s are grouped by branch and by the amount of 
equipment needed and available to handle the passenger loads.  
 
4. Station track space is then considered. Some stations have multiple tracks, 
permitting two or more trains to be loaded simultaneously. 
 
5. Integration of branch line train schedules with connecting train schedules. In 
the case of the Long Island Railroad, this required coordinating branch line 
movements from trains arriving at Jamaica, Brooklyn and Pennsylvania 
Stations. Track capacities at these stations become an issue. 
 
The Long Island had many “connecting trains” – i.e., the commuter had to 
transfer from one train to another in order to complete his journey. Thus the 
schedules of the connecting trains affected the schedules of other trains. This 
was particularly important during rush hours (7-9AM; 4-6PM), when large 
numbers of commuters were transferring between trains. 
 
6. Branch line track capacities. The Long Island had many single-track 
branches, thus requiring the timetable schedule to account for time waiting for 
opposing trains to clear. 
 
7. Extra trains and deadhead moves. Commuter railroads are faced with the 
problem of “repositioning” the equipment to begin the next cycle of departures. 
Trains that departed from a terminus at 7AM reach their destination at 
Pennsylvania Station by 8 AM, and then the train is sent back to its destination 
(largely empty), to begin the cycle again. In some cases, the train may be sent 
to another terminus first to meet capacity needs, etc.  
 
Special racetrack specials and other special moves have to be given 
consideration. 
 
Certain stations, such as at Flatbush Avenue, must permit the movement of 
empty trains out of the platform tracks and into Vanderbilt Avenue Yard – how 
long will this take? At night, the opposite consideration takes place: how long 
will it take to assemble the train and move it out of the yard to the station? 
 
8. “Train Spacing” Consideration must be given to the spacing between trains 
on a single line, in order to allow safe operation of the railroad. 
 
9. Unexpected changes in commuter behavior: In 1952, the Long Island 
Railroad found that a certain morning train arriving in Brooklyn became 
seriously overcrowded from Jamaica into Pennsylvania Station. Commuters 
are resourceful people and had discovered that the train was there every day 
even though the public timetables didn’t show it as their connection. They ran 
out of their way at Jamaica, down the stairs, and across the concourse and up 
onto another platform to make the earlier departure!  (The LIRR subsequently 
modified the schedule to avoid the problem). 

LIRR

Timetable-History of and use by traveler The first compilation of railway timetables in the United Kingdom was produced 
in 1839 by George Bradshaw. Greater speeds and the need for more accurate 
timings led to the introduction of standard railway time in Great Western 
Railway timetables in 1840, when all their trains were scheduled to "London 
time", i.e. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), which replaced solar time. Until 
railway time was introduced, local times for London, Birmingham, Bristol and 
Manchester could differ by as much as 16 to 20 minutes; in India and North 
America these differences could be 60 minutes or more. 
 
The European Rail Timetable, a compendium of the schedules of major 
European railway services, has been in publication since 1873 (appearing 
monthly since 1883). Originally, and for most of its history, it was published by 
Thomas Cook & Son and included Thomas Cook or Cook's in its title. Although 
Thomas Cook Group plc ceased publication in 2013, the Thomas Cook 
European Rail Timetable was revived by a new company in early 2014 as 
simply the European Rail Timetable. From 1981 to 2010, Cook also produced 
a similar bi-monthly Overseas volume covering the rest of the world, and some 
of that content was moved into the European Timetable in 2011. 
 
Representation 
 
A timetable can be produced dynamically, on request, for a particular journey 
on a particular day around a particular time (see journey planner, below), or in 
a timetable that gives an overview of all services in a particular category and is 
valid for a specified period. The latter could take the form of a book, leaflet, 
billboard, or a (set of) computer file(s), and makes it much easier to find out, for 
example, whether a transport service at a particular time is offered every day at 
that time, and if not, on which days; with a journey planner one may have to 
check every day of the year separately for this. 
 
Matrix format 
 
Many timetables comprise tables with services shown in columns, and stations 
or stops on the rows of the table. There will often be separate tables for each 
direction of travel, and often separate (pairs of) tables for working days, 
weekends and holidays. Generally the times shown against each station or 
stop will be the departure time, except for the last stop of the service which will 
be the arrival time. The left hand column will list the stations in route order, and 
the other columns are arranged from left to right in chronological order. 
 
If the service is scheduled to wait, both arrival and departure times might be 
shown on consecutive rows. If a slow service is overtaken by a fast service, 
the slow service will often occupy more than one column, to keep the times in 
order. There may be additional rows showing connecting services. 
 
In most parts of the world times are shown using the 24-hour clock (although in 
the United States the 12-hour clock, with the addition of "am/A" or "pm/P" or 
with pm times in bold, is more often used). If services run at the same minutes 
past each hour for part of the day, the legend "and at the same minutes past 
each hour" or similar wording may be shown instead of individual timings. 
 
Other information may be shown, often at the tops of the columns, such as 
day(s) of operation, validity of tickets for each service, whether seat 
reservations are required, the type of vehicle used (e.g. for heritage railways 
and airline timetables), the availability of on-board facilities such as 
refreshments, availability of classes, and a service number. Timetables with 
services arranged in rows of tables and stops or stations in columns are less 
common but otherwise similar to timetables with services in columns. 
 
Stop-specific displays 
 
Some timetables, particularly at railway stations and bus stops, list the times 
that services depart from that location, sometimes with other information such 
as destinations and stopping conditions. Again, there may be separate lists for 
different days of the week. There may be a separate list for each line/direction, 
or a combined chronological list (as in the picture). In parts of mainland Europe 
train departures are listed on a yellow poster, and arrivals on a white poster. 
These posters are placed at entrances to stations and on platforms. 
 
Electronic displays 
 
Dynamic electronic displays in stations may be at a central place and list the 
next few departures for each line, or all departures in the next hour. Displays 
on platforms usually just show the next departure (or perhaps the next few) 
from that platform. 
 
Formats 
 
Timetables may be printed as books, booklets, folded or plain cards or paper, 
posters, or hand-written on posters or blackboards, shown on back-lit displays, 
or published on-line or as SMS or text messages. 
 
With the development of the internet and electronic systems, conventional 
thick paper timetables are gradually being replaced by website searching or 
CD-ROM style timetables, and the publication of comprehensive printed 
timetables is generally decreasing. 
 
Transport schedule data itself is increasingly being made available to the 
public digitally, as specified in the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) 
format.

Tip Top Tap [Bar Car, Lounge Car, Buffet-
Lounge, Buffet-Tap Car, Hiawatha]

The Tip Top Tap Lounge was a famous buffet-Lounge that served liquor, 
following the end of Prohibition. 
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Toilet [Dry Hopper, Chemical Retention, 
Composting Toilet, Passenger Car, Direct 
Discharge]

Many passenger trains (usually medium and long-distance) have toilet 
facilities, often at the ends of carriages. Toilets suitable for wheelchair users 
are larger, and hence trains with such facilities may not have toilets in each 
carriage. 
 
Hopper toilet 
 
The traditional method of disposing human waste from trains is to deposit the 
waste onto the tracks using what is known as a hopper toilet [1], using a 
process called "Direct Discharge".  [3] This ranges from a hole in the floor to a 
full-flush system (possibly with sterilization). The hole in the floor (also known 
as a drop chute toilet) system is still in use in many parts of the world, 
particularly on older rolling stock. The principal disadvantage is that it can be 
considered crude or unhygienic and dangerous to health and the environment 
– it litters the railway lines and can convey serious health risks when the train 
passes over or under a navigable waterway. Passengers may be discouraged 
from flushing or using toilets while the train is at a station or standing at a red 
signal. To enforce this limitation, toilets may be automatically locked when the 
train pulls into a station or stops at a red signal. [1] 
 
Properly-designed drop chute toilets will draw air like a chimney, pulling air 
through the lavatory door vents and down and out through the toilet, reducing 
odor. 
 
Most passenger train cars in use prior to 1970 carried a placard in the toilet 
stating "Do not use while in station". 
 
Chemical retention tank 
 
Chemical retention tanks are usually included on newer carriages and railcars 
in wealthier and more densely populated parts of the world. One issue is that 
the tanks need to be regularly emptied, often at a terminal station or prolonged 
stop-over. If a train is required in service again within too short a period, the 
tanks may not get emptied. In this case, toilets may back up, which can result 
in toilets being closed. Carriages may have less "in service" time if fitted with 
chemical retention tanks. 
 
Composting toilet 
 
Some trains may have composting toilet tanks, which use bacterial action to 
break down solid and liquid waste before releasing it to the trackbed by way of 
a chlorine sanitizing tank.[citation needed] 
 
Dry Hopper 
 
A toilet that is not a flush or chemical retention type toilet. 

1994

Token-Railroad fare One of the first uses of tokens for railway fares occurred in 1848, when the 
Montreal & Lachine Railroad issued tokens good for third class passage  on its 
trains. The railroad's management believed that Indians, who were not familiar 
with local currency, would readily use the tokens. It is not known how 
successful this venture was, however.

M&LAC 1848

Touralux Sleeping Car  [Pullman, 
Streamlined lightweight Section car; 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train;  24 
seat Coach with 8 Touralux sections, a 
14 Section Touralux sleeper, and the 
Creek Series 8 Double Bedroom-
Lounge-Observation (Skytop 
Observation)] 
 

The Touralux car was a popular tourist class open section sleeping car 
used on the Olympian Hiawatha passenger train between Chicago and 
Seattle. The car itself was a modernized version of a 14 section sleeping 
car. The rail fare was priced between the coach and first class fares, 
while the sleeping car charges were less than one would pay in the 
Pullman sleeping cars. This service was designed to compete against the 
Great Northern and Northern Pacific, which offered newer and more 
luxurious trains between the same destinations. 
 
Three car types were operated: a 24 seat Coach with 8 Touralux sections, 
a 14 Section Touralux sleeper, and the Creek Series 8 Double Bedroom-
Lounge-Observation (Skytop Observation.

CMStP&P

Tourist Car [Second Class Sleeping Car, 
Immigrant Car, Emigrant Cars or Colonist 
Cars in Canada, Pullman, Passenger Car, 
Passenger Train]

A sleeping car designed to provide inexpensive sleeping car accomodations. 
The cars were usually designed for high density sleeping arrangements: the 16 
section car (32 persons) (Pullman Plan 2412) was common when the cars 
were first introduced. In later years, the 14 Section (Pullman Plan 4061and 
3958) were introduced. The tourist sleeper was designed to convey the image 
to the traveler of "less than first class travel"; in the early years, the seats were 
made of rattan, rather than plush velvet used in the standard Pullman sleeper. 
The cars were also called Emigrant Cars or Colonist Cars in Canada. 
 
After the government opened up the western lands for settlers through 
passage of the homestead act,  the great land rush began, as farmers and 
immigrants headed for a hoped for new homestead. The railroads quickly 
realized that in order to sell their land grants as quickly as possible (which paid 
for the railroad's construction cost), the railroad would have to provide an 
inexpensive transporation service for the settlers. The resulting passenger 
coaches and sleeping cars became known as "immigrant cars".  The railroads 
also realized that these early settlers would have a continuing need for 
transportation: to ship their manufactured and farm goods out, and to ship in 
finished goods made in the east.    
 
The Immigrant or "colonist" (Canadian term) cars provided spartan 
accomodations for immigrants and settlers traveling to points west of the 
Mississippi, or the western provinces in Canada. Most of these cars were 
"hand-me-down" standard passenger cars that had seen better days. Some, 
however, were built new, specifically for use with the immigrant trade. Early 
coach seats were just a bare board with no cushions. Sleeping accomodations 
were just as sparse. Often the immigrant had to bring his own bedding and 
blankets.  The immigrant's spartan accomodations were linked to their low 
economic status. Most immigrants struggled to afford the cost of transportation, 
and so the railroads provided a low cost, minimal service to meet this need. 
Many early immigrant cars were basic box cars; a family would load all of its 
belongings, cattle, and horses in the box car, and sleep on a bed of hay in the 
car.    
 
Read the following description from http://www.uni.edu/iowahist/Frontier_Life/
Railway_Guide/RailwayGuide.htm  "

PULL

Trailer [Gas-Electric Motor Car, Interuban, 
Unpowered car]

A Trailer was an unpowered passenger car or freight car that was operated in a 
"train" usually powered by a Gas Electric Motor car, or an Interurban. The 
trailer provided additional seating capacity or, in the case of a freight car, 
additional capacity or services that could not be provided by the power car. 
The use of freight trailers was a common way of providing mail and express 
freight service for a route, when the power car did not contain those facilities.

Train Caller [Union Station, Passenger 
station; passenger train; station employee]

A Train Caller was stationed at many large passenger stations, to announce 
the departures of important trains (and perhaps the arrival of same). The caller 
would announce: "The California Zephyr, Train #17, now boarding on Track 
#10  for Galesburg, Burlington, Ottumwa, Omaha, Lincoln, Denver, Salt Lake 
City, and Oakland, California".  
 
The Train Caller provided an important function in large stations, since 
passengers could be scattered around the station, at some distance from the 
departure tracks. For example, the passenger lounge (known as the Great 
Hall) in Union Station was located across the street from the main station. The 
train caller's announcements would be broaccast into this area, notifying 
passengers of the impending departure of important trains.  
 
Train callers had a distinctive way of announcing trains. Some were as popular 
as baseball announcers. 
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Train Curtain (Train announcement signs) A train "curtain" was a roll type train announcement sign. The curtain was 
either  a black cloth, or a flexible black material, having the Train name ("Royal 
Blue") at the top of the curtain, followed by the station stops made by the train. 
The train curtain was placed in front of each departure track, and was changed 
as the day went on to reflect the current status of the train waiting to be loaded.

CNJ

Train Curtain [Passenger Station Train 
Announcement, Train Caller]

During the peak of the passenger train era, most large city passenger stations 
employed the use of "Train Curtains" that were displayed adjacent to, or over 
the departure gate leading to the train shed. The curtains were made of a black 
fabric with white lettering that displayed the Railroad name, Train Number, 
Train Name, Departure time, and major cities served along the route. The 
curtains were rolled up and removed when not in use.  
 
In addition to the Train Curtain, important trains would be announced by a 
"Train Caller" who would announce the same information as displayed on the 
Train Curtain.

Train Door [Head end equipment, 
passenger train]

Some types of head end equipment were equipped with a train door, which 
gave the workers in those cars access to the rest of the passenger train. 
Alternately, when a Railway Post Office Car was located adjacent to a head 
end car equipped with a train door, the postal employee was able to gain 
access to the head end car-perhaps a lavatory was located in these cars. (Ref 
1)

Train gate [Union Station, Conductor, 
Sleeping car, Pullman Conductor]

Train gates are (were) used at virtually all large railroad stations, such as 
Union Stations. The gates were used to prevent passengers from passing from 
the station into the waiting train cars, until the scheduled departure time-which 
might be 15 or 30 minutes before scheduled departure. A conductor was 
usually posted at the gate to examine the tickets of each passenger, and tell 
the passenger what car to board. Sleeping car passengers checked in with the 
Pullman conductor at the train gate.

Train Indicator-Passenger Train station Train Indicators were used in large passenger stations to indicate the Train 
number, the Train name, Destination and intermediate points, and the 
departure time. See Ref 1. Train indicators could take many forms. Ref 1 is just 
one example. Ref 2 is a more common example.Train Name on Letterboard [Passenger 

Train Paint scheme; Blackhawk, the 
Aristocrat and Ak-Sar-Ben trains]

For a short time in the 1929-early 1930s, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 
placed the name of its top trains in large letters in the middle of the letterboard, 
with the text "Burlington" or Pullman in small letters at each end of the car. This 
practice was followed on the Burlington's top trains of the period: the  
Blackhawk, the Aristocrat and Ak-Sar-Ben trains. Even the Baggage cars were 
lettered in this manner. The Pullman cars would likely have retained the 
Pullman name on the letterboard. The practice lasted only a few years before 
being discontinued, with "Burlington" appearing in large letters on the 
letterboard. The reason probably had to do with scheduling problems. The 
railroad would not want a car lettered for the "Blackhawk" to be running on its 
Ak-Sar-Ben train, and vice versa. 
 
Photos can be found of the Lincoln Club, and Minnesota Club cars showing 
this trend.

CB&Q

Train of the Stars [Streamlined Passenger 
Train, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe]

The Santa Fe Railroad's Super Chief came to be known as the "Train of the 
Stars" because of the large number of movie-stars and celebrities who 
travelled only on the Super Chief between Los Angles and Chicago. 

AT&SF

Train off [Passenger Train discontinuance, 
Interstate Commerce Commission]

Train off is a term associated with the discontinuance of passenger train 
service on one or more trains between certain points. All passenger train 
discontinuances had to be approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
who frequently required the railroads to continue operating money losing 
passenger trains as a "public convenience". 

Train Shed [Passenger train, Union 
station, depot]

A train shed is a building adjacent to a station building where the tracks and 
platforms of a railway station are covered by a roof. It is also known as an 
overall roof. The first train shed was built in 1830 at Liverpool's Crown Street 
Station. 
 
The biggest train sheds were often built as an arch of glass and iron, while the 
smaller were built as normal pitched roofs. The train shed with the biggest 
single span ever built was that at the second Philadelphia Broad Street Station, 
built in 1891. 
 
Types of train shed 
 
Early wooden train sheds 
 
The earliest train sheds were wooden structures, often with unglazed openings 
to allow smoke and steam to escape. The oldest part of Bristol Temple Meads 
is a particularly fine – and large – example, designed by Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel with mock-hammerbeam roof. 
 
Surviving examples include: 
 
 • Ashburton, Devon, England (station closed) 
 • Bo'ness, Falkirk, Scotland 
 • Frome, Somerset, England 
 • Kingswear, Devon, England 
 • Thurso, Highland, Scotland 
 • Wick, Highland, Scotland 
 
Classic metal and glass[edit] 
 
The middle of the nineteenth century saw many large stations covered by iron, 
steel and glass train sheds, inspired by The Crystal Palace at The Great 
Exhibition in 1851. The best have been described as "like cathedrals" and 
feature curved roofs; other structures have pitched roofs. 
Surviving examples of curved roof train sheds include: 
 • Amsterdam Centraal, Netherlands 
 • Antwerpen-Centraal, Belgium 
 • Bath Green Park railway station, England 
 • Bangkok, Thailand 
 • Barcelona Estació de França, Catalonia, Spain 
 • Brighton, England 
 • Bristol Temple Meads, England 
 • Copenhagen Central Station, Denmark 
 • Darlington Bank Top, England 
 • Frankfurt (Main) Hauptbahnhof, Germany 
 • Glasgow Queen Street, Scotland 
 • Hull Paragon, England 
 • Gare de Lille Flandres, France 
 • Köln Hauptbahnhof, Germany 
 • Liverpool Lime Street, England 
 • London Kings Cross, England 
 • London Paddington, England 
 • London St Pancras, England 
 • Madrid Atocha, Spain (converted to station atrium) 
 • Manchester Central, England (converted to conference centre) 
 • Manchester Piccadilly, England 
 • Milano Centrale, Italy 
 • Newcastle Central, England 
 • Reading Terminal, Philadelphia, United States (converted to convention 
center) 
 • Tanjung Priok, Jakarta, Indonesia 
 • York, North Yorkshire, England 
 • Vitebsky railway station, Saint Petersburg, Russia 
 • Lviv Railway station, Ukraine 
 
Surviving examples of pitched roof train sheds include: 
 
 • Ballarat, Geelong (and No 2 Goods Shed Melbourne), Australia 
 • Beverley, England 
 • Bournemouth, England 
 • Budapest Nyugati, Hungary 
 • Budapest Keleti, Hungary 
 • Carlisle Citadel, England 
 • Chester, England 
 • Crewe, England 
 • Edinburgh, Scotland 
 • Frome, England 
 • Filey, England 
 • Glasgow Central station, Scotland 
 • Harrisburg Transportation Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, United States 
 • Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 • London Liverpool Street, England 
 • Paris Gare du Nord, France 
 • Paris Gare du Lyon, France 
 • Preston, England 
 • Stoke-on-Trent, England 
 • Wemyss Bay, Scotland 
 
Surviving examples of Bush-type, developed by American civil engineer 
Lincoln Bush, and related train sheds include: 
 
 • Hoboken Terminal, Hoboken, New Jersey, United States 
 • Union Station, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 
 • Toronto Union Station, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
 • Communipaw Terminal, Jersey City, New Jersey, United States 
 • Pennsylvania Station (Baltimore) 
 
Surviving examples of other train sheds include: 
 
 • Pennsylvania Station (Newark), Newark, New Jersey, United States 
 • The SEPTA platform area of 30th Street Station, Philadelphia, United States 
 
Concrete 
 
The middle of the twentieth century saw concrete used as a structural material. 
Surviving examples include: 
 
 • Cockfosters tube station, London, England 
 • Uxbridge tube station, London, England 
 • Volksdorf U-Bahn station, Hamburg, Germany 
 
Modern steel and glass[edit] 
 
Waterloo International (across the foreground) with the older Waterloo station 
beyond 
After many years with few, if any, significant new train sheds, recent years 
have seen some major stations given graceful train sheds by using modern 
technology. 
 
Examples include: 
 
 • Berlin Hauptbahnhof, Berlin, Germany 
 • Longyang Road station on the Shanghai Maglev Train line 
 • Gwangmyeong Station, Seoul, South Korea 
 • Jefferson Station, Philadelphia, United States 
 • Stillwell Avenue subway station, New York City, United States 
 • Waterloo International, London, England 
 • Southern Cross station, Melbourne, Australia 
 • Liège-Guillemins, Liège, Belgium 
 • Manchester Victoria station, Manchester, England 
 
In the United States, the Walt Disney World Monorail System has some 
trainsheds along its route, including the entrance-gate station and the main hall 
(or Grand Canyon Concourse) of the Contemporary Resort. 
 
Open-air canopy 
 
through the open-air roof at which encircles the platform area at Denver Union 
Station. 
 
 • The Union Station (Denver, Colorado), Denver, Colorado, USA features an 
open-air canopy structure covered with Teflon. 

Train X (Xplorer) [American Car & Foundry 
Talgo Train]

Train X was developed by the Chesapeake & Ohio beginning in 1947. The 
train was expected to reduce the cost of car manufacturing, maintaining and 
operating passenger trains. The Pullman-Standard Car Manufacturing 
Company became involved in the project in 1950.The concept then evolved 
from the 1949 introduction of the a demonstration Talgo train built by American 
Car & Foundry for use in Spain. [3] 
 
The Xplorer was introduced in 1956 by the visionary Robert Young, and 
designed as a lightweight unit train. Young planned to replace all of the New 
York Central's passenger cars with this modern design.  The revolutionary 
lightweight nine-car train was designed to lower operating costs dramatically. 
Its light weight meant lower fuel cost, and the cars were designed to be 
manufactured inexpensively by General Motors using many of the same 
components as used in Greyhound bus bodies made by GM. The entire train 
would cost about one-third of the cost of a conventional lightweight train.    
 
The locomotive used a hydraulic power system that proved to be unreliable in 
operation.   The engine featured a Sharknose design, with a large blue X and 
the words The Xplorer on the nose of the power unit. The train lasted only a 
short while before being taken out of service because of reliability problems. 
Since the train was designed as a unit train, it could not be used with other 
conventional passenger train equipment, when problems occurred.  The 
prototype was built at Pullman-Standard's Hammond, IN plant, and began 
testing in 1951. 
 
The early development work was spearheaded by Robert R. Young, who 
controlled  the Chesapeake & Ohio (Ref 2) beginning in 1944. In 1954, Young 
gained control of the New York Central, which became the original test bed for 
the train. The NYC ordered a trainset and introduced the train on the Cleveland 
to Cincinnati run in 1956. The train proved to be very unpopular, and was 
withdrawn the following year.

NYC 1956

Train-X, XPlorer, Dan'l Webster [New York 
Central, New York, New Haven & Hartford]

Train-X was an advanced lightweight nine car articulated passenger train 
designed and manufactured by Pullman, in an effort to spur demand for its 
railroad cars. Two trains were built by Pullman: one for New York Central, 
called the Xplorer, and the other for the New Haven, called the Dan'l Webster. 
The trains shared many similarities in design to the 1949 ACF Talgo train. In 
order to reduce weight and cost, Pullman's design used just one axle with two 
wheels on most of the cars. The train also used a passive tilt system, in an 
effort to make the ride more comfortable.  
 
The rough ride and small cabin size proved to be fatal design characteristics. 
The trains were withdrawn after about 15 months of service, and were never 
used in regular passenger service again by a major railroad. 
 
New York Central 
 
The Xplorer was a named train of the New York Central Railroad (NYC), 
between Cleveland, Ohio and Cincinnati, Ohio. The Xplorer was an attempt by 
the NYC to modernize rail travel in Ohio and lure people out of their cars. The 
train was built by Pullman to their lightweight Train-X design, and was powered 
by a Baldwin RP-210 Diesel-hydraulic locomotive. 
 
The train consisted of nine, short, all-aluminum cars articulated together. The 
center car had two axles (one at each end), with the remaining cars having a 
single axle each, being supported by adjacent cars at the end opposite the 
axle. The ride was rough, as with most of the other lightweight trains of the 
period, and the train was not a success. 
 
The train was retired in 1960, and was sold to Jones Tours, for excursion 
service. After a long period of storage in South Carolina, the train and 
locomotive were scrapped around 1970. 
 
New Haven 
 
The Dan'l Webster was a named train of the New York, New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad, between Grand Central Terminal, New York, New York, and 
North Station, Boston, Massachusetts. The Dan'l Webster was an attempt by 
the New Haven to modernize rail travel and lure people out of their cars. The 
train was built by Pullman to their lightweight Train-X design, and was powered 
by two Baldwin RP-210 diesel-hydraulic locomotives (one on each end of the 
train), connected by multiple unit control, through the train. 
 
The train, introduced in 1957,  consisted of nine, short, all-aluminum cars 
articulated together. The center car had two axles (one at each end), with the 
remaining cars having a single axle each, being supported by adjacent cars at 
the end opposite the axle. The ride was rough, as with most of the other 
lightweight trains of the period, and the train was not a success. 
 
The train was retired in 1960, and was sold in 1964 to Jones Tours (owned by 
the Pickens Railway), for excursion service. After a long period of storage in 
South Carolina, the train and locomotives were scrapped around 1970.

PULL

Trainset [Union Pacific "City of" Burlington 
early Zephyrs, Lightweight Streamlined 
Passenger Train, Passenger Car]

Early, first generation lightweight, streamlined passenger trains introduced in 
the 1930’s were designed as semi-articulated trainsets. Trainsets were 
designed where two or more cars would be semi-permanently coupled, and 
would often share a single truck between two adjoining car ends. This design 
feature limited the flexibility of the trains: ie, the railroad was not able to add 
and delete cars according to passenger demand. Further, the entire train had 
to be "turned" at the end of the run. The latter was often a time consuming 
process in some locations.  
 
The Union Pacific's first 10 streamliners were trainsets, while many of the 
Burlington's early Zephyrs were designed as trainsets. 
 
Why did the railroads and car manufacturers specify trainsets rather than 
individual cars? 
 
1. Trainsets were designed to keep the weight of the passenger train to the 
absolute minimum because of the limited horsepower developed by the 
engine. The first streamlined trains were designed at the same time that the 
first diesel engines were being developed. The first generation diesels had 
limited power-being 600 and 800 hp engines. Size was another factor. The 
locomotive shell was big enough for only one engine. So the number of cars 
and the total weight of the train was limited by the capability of the engines 
themselves. The designers used every possible way to reduce weight in the 
train consist. They did this by limiting the number of cars that could be in the 
consist (the Burlington’s first Zephyr consist had just 3 cars), and by “sharing 
trucks” across two car ends. Even the size of the cars were diminutive, 
compared with later streamliners in the late 1940’s and 50’s. The small size of 
the cars meant less weight. 
 
2. Cost was another factor. As noted, the first trainsets were introduced at the 
beginning of the Depression in 1933. The railroads needed to keep the cost of 
purchasing the train as low as possible: lower train weight meant less metal, 
thus reducing cost. 
 
3. Fuel cost was another cost factor. By keeping the weight low, the trains 
consumed less fuel. 
 
By the beginning of the 1940's, diesel engine technology progressed,  making 
it possible to increase the weight pulled by the locomotive, thus eliminating the 
need for inflexible trainsets. Unfortunately, World War II intervened, which 
delayed the delivery of most of the advanced streamliners until after the end of 
the war. 
 
Trainsets were not limited to early first generation trains, however. Car and 
Locomotive manufacturers continued to introduce entire trains that were 
designed to be operated as a single train, with no change in consist. Examples 
include the Talgo trains, and Amtrak's Cascades. 

Transcontinental Passenger Association 
[Timetable, Passenger Train]

The Transcontinental Passenger Association was formed around 1900 by the 
General Passenger Agents of major railroads. (Ref 5 & 6)The Association 
maintained records of Timetables distributed by major railroads. It also was 
involved in passenger travel rate making. (Ref 1)

TCPA 1900

Transcontinental Sleeping Car Service 
[Pullman, Passenger Car, Transcontinental 
Passenger Train]

Following the end of World War II, people had money to spend, and wartime 
rationing ended. The euphoric conditions that prevailed spurred economic 
growth and prosperity into the mid 1950's. As a result of these trends, in 1946, 
a number of railroads began to offer transcontinental sleeping car service, 
allowing a traveler to board a sleeping car in New York City, departing the car 
at his or her ultimate destination. Previously, the railway traveler had to change 
trains in Chicago, Washington, DC, St. Louis, or New Orleans, in order to 
complete a long distance journey west of the Mississippi River. The routes 
were marketed heavily in the 1946-1955 period, with some services lasting to 
1970. 
 
Although a few of the routes operated in high levels of luxury, for the most part, 
many of these trains would have been considered average in terms of service 
levels and quality of the cars then being used. If the passengers elected to 
remain in their sleeping cars, there was often a long wait in Chicago and other 
cities, in order for their car to be transferred from one terminal to another. For 
example, in 1970, there was a 15 hour layover in New Orleans between the 
arrival of the Southern Crescent at 8:25 p.m and a 12:01 p.m (noon) departure 
of the Southern Pacific's Sunset. The total time for this trip was 101 hours 
including the layover. Clearly, the competing railroads did not schedule their 
trains for the convenience of the transcontinental traveler. 
 
St. Louis and New Orleans had only one terminal, and the connections were 
substantially faster in those cities for that reason.  The eastern major roads 
offering this service were the New York Central, the Pennsylvania Railroad, the 
Baltimore & Ohio, the Southern Railway, and the Chesapeake & Ohio, who 
partnered with the midwestern and western roads to complete the journey: the 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & North Western/Union Pacific, the 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific/Southern 
Pacific, the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.   
 
The routings and trains used changed over time as can be seen below: 
 
New York Central routes    
 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (NYC to Chicago via 20th Century 
Limited, Chicago & Northwestern/Union Pacific, Santa Fe Super Chief, or Rock 
Island to Los Angeles; daily service) 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (NYC to Chicago via the "Irioquois", and 
the "Los Angeles Limited"  via C&NW/UP to Los Angeles 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles via Chicago & North Western/Union 
Pacific, or Rock Island to Los Angeles; daily service) 
>> New York - Chicago - San Francisco via Iroquois to Chicago and Overland 
Limited via C&NW/UP to Omaha and San Francisco 
>> New York - Chicago - San Francisco via NYC Commodore Vanderbilt to 
Chicago; then Exposition Flyer via CB&Q, D&RGW, WP to SF. 
>> New York - Chicago - San Francisco via NYC Lake Shore Limited to 
Chicago; then California Zephyr (CB&Q, D&RGW, WP) to SF 
>> New York - St. Louis - Texas - Mexico City (NYC  to St. Louis via 
Southwestern Limited, then Missouri Pacific or Frisco to Texas, and NdeM to 
Mexico City)   
 
Pennsylvania Railroad    
 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR to Chicago, via the General, and 
the Los Angeles Limited Chicago & North Western/Union Pacific to Los 
Angeles)   (Return via Pennsylvania Ltd) 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR Pennsylvania Ltd to Chicago, 
CRI&P/SP Golden State to Los Angeles; return via the General 
>> New York - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR Broadway Ltd to Chicago, Santa 
Fe Chief to Los Angeles)    
>> New York - Chicago - Oakland (PRR to Chicago, Burlington's Exposition 
Flyer to Oakland; return to NY via the Admiral) 
>> New York - Chicago - Oakland (PRR Pennsylvania Limited to Chicago, 
CB&Q California Zephyr to Oakland) 
>> New York - Chicago - Oakland (PRR Gotham Limited to Chicago; San 
Francisco Overland via C&NW/UP to San Francisco; return via the Admiral 
 
>> New York - Chicago - Tucumcari - Los Angeles (PRR to Chicago, Rock 
Island to Tucumcari, SP to Los Angeles; every other day)    
>> Washington, DC - Chicago - Los Angeles (PRR Washington, DC, to 
Chicago, then C&NW/UP to Los Angeles)   
 
Baltimore & Ohio    
 
>> Washington - Chicago - Los Angeles (B&O Capitol Limited to Chicago, then 
Santa Fe Chief to Los Angeles)    
>> Washington - St. Louis - Oklahoma City (B&O Diplomat to St Louis, Frisco 
to Oklahoma City;)    
>> Washington - St. Louis - San Antonio (B&O Diplomat to St. Louis, Frisco to 
San Antonio;  
 
Slumbercoach service was introduced in the mid 1950's and continued until 
1964)   
 
 >> Washington - St. Louis Ft. Worth - Houston (B&O National Limited to St. 
Louis, the Frisco to Texas)   
 
Southern Railway    
 
>> Washington - Atlanta - New Orleans - Los Angeles (Southern Ry to New 
Orleans; Southern Pacific Sunset to Los Angeles; service began in 1954,   
 
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway    
 
>> Cincinnati - St. Louis - San Antonio (C&O to St. Louis; Missouri Pacific to 
Houston)

1946

Travel Tray [Dining Car] Russell Dearmont, became the trustee of the Missouri Pacific Railroad during 
its bankruptcy, and later as the Chief Executive. While Chief Executive, he 
introduced low cost "Travel Tray" meals, which allowed coach customers to 
enjoy a meal served on a tray at their coach seat for less than the cost of meal 
service in the dining car.

MP

Troop Hospital Car [Troop Sleeper, World 
War II, Dining Car, Jeep, Baggage Car, 
Express Box Car, Express Refrigerator 
car, Caboose, Bunk cars]

Troop hospital cars, also based on the troop sleeper carbody, transported 
wounded servicemen and typically travelled in solid strings on special trains 
averaging fifteen cars each. Each had 38 berths for patients, 30 of which were 
arranged in the central section of the car in three tiers on each side. There was 
also a section with six berths which could be used for isolation cases as well 
as private compartments for special cases. Each unit was ice air-conditioned 
and came fitted with a shower room along with a modern kitchen with the latest 
equipment. 
Service after World War II 
 
Troop cars saw service through 1947, after which many were declared surplus 
and sold by the U.S. Army Transportation Corps to the railroads and were 
subsequently converted into baggage cars, express service boxcars, 
refrigerator cars, and cabooses, while others remained in sleeper configuration 
for use as bunk cars by maintenance of way crews.

Troop Kitchen Car [World War II, Dining 
Car, Jeep, Baggage Car, Express Box Car, 
Express Refrigerator car, Caboose, Bunk 
cars]

Troop kitchen cars provided meal service en route for military service members 
(the troops took their meals in their seats or bunks). The cooking was 
performed by regular U.S. Army cooks, using two Army-standard coal ranges. 
The cars were also equipped with a pair of 200-gallon cold water tanks and a 
40-gallon hot water tank; supplies were stocked on open shelves with marine-
type railings, a bread locker, a large refrigerator, and a series of built-in 
cabinets and drawers. The cars served approximately 250 men each, and 
were typically placed in the middle of the train so that food could be served 
from both ends. 
 
American Car and Foundry built 440 troop kitchen cars, while the Pullman 
Company built 2,400 troop sleepers. 
 
Service after World War II 
 
Troop cars saw service through 1947, after which many were declared surplus 
and sold by the U.S. Army Transportation Corps to the railroads and were 
subsequently converted into baggage cars, express service boxcars, 
refrigerator cars, and cabooses, while others remained in sleeper configuration 
for use as bunk cars by maintenance of way crews. 
 
Burlington Railroad (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) employees called their 
converted Troop Kitchen Cars "Jeeps". 

AC&F

Troop Sleeper, Troop Car [World War II] Troop train cars were ordered by the U.S. Government during World War II in 
order to reduce the shortage of passenger cars and sleeping cars during the 
war. During the war, the use of railroad passenger cars and sleeping cars 
increased to the highest in the history of the country. As a result, there was not 
enough cars to meet the needs of the public and the military.  
 
Between December, 1941 and June, 1945 U.S. railroads carried almost 44 
million armed services personnel. As there were not enough cars and coaches 
available to meet the massive need for troop transit created by World War II, in 
late 1943 the U.S. Office of Defense Transportation contracted with the 
Pullman Company to build 2,400 troop sleepers, and with American Car and 
Foundry (ACF) to build 440 troop kitchen cars. 
 
This new rolling stock was either converted from existing boxcars or built from 
scratch based on Association of American Railroads (AAR) standard 50'-6" 
single-sheathed steel boxcar designs, and were constructed entirely out of 
steel with heavily reinforced ends. In some instances baggage cars were 
converted into temporary kitchen cars before ACF could complete its order. 
The cars were painted the standard Pullman Green and affixed with gold 
lettering. 
 
The cars were equipped with special Allied Full Cushion high-speed swing-
motion trucks, Pullman troop sleepers were designed to be fully 
interchangeable with all other passenger equipment. The units came equipped 
with end doors similar to those found on standard railway cars, but had no 
vestibules. Loading and unloading of passengers was accomplished via wide 
doors positioned on each side at the center of the cars with built-in trap doors 
and steps. Light and ventilation was provided by ten window units mounted on 
each side, each equipped with rolling black out shades and wire mesh 
screens. 
 
Troop sleepers, generally intended for use by enlisted personnel, were 
equipped with bunks stacked 3-high, and slept 29 servicemen plus the Pullman 
porter. Every passenger was provided with a separate Pullman bed, complete 
with sheets and pillowcases that were changed daily. The berths were laid out 
in a cross-wise arrangement that placed the aisle along one side of the car, as 
opposed to down the center. Though the upper berths were fixed, the middle 
and lower sections could be reconfigured into seating during the daytime. 
Weapon racks were provided for each group of berths. Four washstands (two 
mounted at each end of the car) delivered hot and cold running water. The cars 
also came outfitted with two enclosed toilets and a drinking water cooler. 
 
Troop kitchens, rolling galleys, also joined the trains to provide meal service en 
route (the troops took their meals in their seats or bunks). As the cooking was 
performed by regular U.S. Army cooks, the cars were outfitted with two Army-
standard coal ranges. The cars were also equipped with a pair of 200-gallon 
cold water tanks and a 40-gallon hot water tank; supplies were stocked on 
open shelves with marine-type railings, a bread locker, a large refrigerator, and 
a series of built-in cabinets and drawers. The cars served approximately 250 
men each, and were typically placed in the middle of the train so that food 
could be served from both ends. 
 
Troop hospital cars, also based on the troop sleeper carbody, transported 
wounded servicemen and typically travelled in solid strings on special trains 
averaging fifteen cars each. Each had 38 berths for patients, 30 of which were 
arranged in the central section of the car in three tiers on each side. There was 
also a section with six berths which could be used for isolation cases as well 
as private compartments for special cases. Each unit was ice air-conditioned 
and came fitted with a shower room along with a modern kitchen with the latest 
equipment. 
 
Afterlife and preservation 
 
Troop cars saw service through 1947, after which many were sold by the U.S. 
Army Transportation Corps to the railroads and subsequently converted into 
mail cars, express service boxcars, cabooses, or refrigerator cars, while others 
remained in sleeper configuration for use in maintenance of way (MOW) 
service as bunk cars for the maintenance workers. Subsequent conflicts have 
not created the need for such an arrangement, partially due to the much 
smaller level of manpower involved but primarily due to the wider use of 
aircraft for long-distance transportation of troops. 
 
Troop cars were used by many railroads: (Ref 5) 
 
- Alaska Railroads 
- Baltimore & Ohio 
- Bangor & Aroostook (Many) 
- Chesapeake & Ohio (Many) 
- Chicago & Eastern Illinois 
- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy (Many) 
- Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Ref 9) 
- Detroit & Mackinac 
- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 
- Kansas City Southern   
- Missouri-Kansas-Texas (MKT) (Many) 
- Monon (Many) 
- Texas & Pacific 
- Western Maryland 
 
 
Today, preserved troop sleepers can be seen in several railroad museums 
across the United States. 

1943

Troop Train, Troop Car [World War II, 
Troop Sleeper, Troop Kitchen Car]

Troop train cars were ordered by the U.S. Government during World War II in 
order to reduce the shortage of passenger cars and sleeping cars during the 
war. During the war, the use of railroad passenger cars and sleeping cars 
increased to the highest in the history of the country. As a result, there was not 
enough cars to meet the needs of the public and the military.  
 
Between December, 1941 and June, 1945 U.S. railroads carried almost 44 
million armed services personnel. As there were not enough cars and coaches 
available to meet the massive need for troop transit created by World War II, in 
late 1943 the U.S. Office of Defense Transportation contracted with the 
Pullman Company to build 2,400 troop sleepers, and with American Car and 
Foundry (ACF) to build 440 troop kitchen cars. 
 
This new rolling stock was either converted from existing boxcars or built from 
scratch based on Association of American Railroads (AAR) standard 50'-6" 
single-sheathed steel boxcar designs, and were constructed entirely out of 
steel with heavily reinforced ends. In some instances baggage cars were 
converted into temporary kitchen cars before ACF could complete its order. 
The cars were painted the standard Pullman Green and affixed with gold 
lettering. 
 
The cars were equipped with special Allied Full Cushion high-speed swing-
motion trucks, Pullman troop sleepers were designed to be fully 
interchangeable with all other passenger equipment. The units came equipped 
with end doors similar to those found on standard railway cars, but had no 
vestibules. Loading and unloading of passengers was accomplished via wide 
doors positioned on each side at the center of the cars with built-in trap doors 
and steps. Light and ventilation was provided by ten window units mounted on 
each side, each equipped with rolling black out shades and wire mesh 
screens. 
 
Troop sleepers, generally intended for use by enlisted personnel, were 
equipped with bunks stacked 3-high, and slept 29 servicemen plus the Pullman 
porter. Every passenger was provided with a separate Pullman bed, complete 
with sheets and pillowcases that were changed daily. The berths were laid out 
in a cross-wise arrangement that placed the aisle along one side of the car, as 
opposed to down the center. Though the upper berths were fixed, the middle 
and lower sections could be reconfigured into seating during the daytime. 
Weapon racks were provided for each group of berths. Four washstands (two 
mounted at each end of the car) delivered hot and cold running water. The cars 
also came outfitted with two enclosed toilets and a drinking water cooler. 
 
Troop kitchens, rolling galleys, also joined the trains to provide meal service en 
route (the troops took their meals in their seats or bunks). As the cooking was 
performed by regular U.S. Army cooks, the cars were outfitted with two Army-
standard coal ranges. The cars were also equipped with a pair of 200-gallon 
cold water tanks and a 40-gallon hot water tank; supplies were stocked on 
open shelves with marine-type railings, a bread locker, a large refrigerator, and 
a series of built-in cabinets and drawers. The cars served approximately 250 
men each, and were typically placed in the middle of the train so that food 
could be served from both ends. 
 
Troop hospital cars, also based on the troop sleeper carbody, transported 
wounded servicemen and typically travelled in solid strings on special trains 
averaging fifteen cars each. Each had 38 berths for patients, 30 of which were 
arranged in the central section of the car in three tiers on each side. There was 
also a section with six berths which could be used for isolation cases as well 
as private compartments for special cases. Each unit was ice air-conditioned 
and came fitted with a shower room along with a modern kitchen with the latest 
equipment. 
 
Afterlife and preservation 
 
Troop cars saw service through 1947, after which many were sold by the U.S. 
Army Transportation Corps to the railroads and subsequently converted into 
mail cars, express service boxcars, cabooses, or refrigerator cars, while others 
remained in sleeper configuration for use in maintenance of way (MOW) 
service as bunk cars for the maintenance workers. Subsequent conflicts have 
not created the need for such an arrangement, partially due to the much 
smaller level of manpower involved but primarily due to the wider use of 
aircraft for long-distance transportation of troops. 
 
Troop cars were used by many railroads: (Ref 5) 
 
- Alaska Railroads 
- Baltimore & Ohio 
- Bangor & Aroostook (Many) 
- Chesapeake & Ohio (Many) 
- Chicago & Eastern Illinois 
- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy (Many) 
- Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Ref 9) 
- Detroit & Mackinac 
- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 
- Kansas City Southern   
- Missouri-Kansas-Texas (MKT) (Many) 
- Monon (Many) 
- Texas & Pacific 
- Western Maryland 
 
 
Today, preserved troop sleepers can be seen in several railroad museums 
across the United States. 

1943

Trout, Mountain [Dining Car menu item, 
Advertising]

The Burlington Railroad, and perhaps other railroads featured Rocky Mountain 
Trout on the dinner menus on their top trains. It was an important selling point 
for the train, and was included in the advertising. 
 
The following is from a PBS web site ( 
 
I loved riding the California Zephyr! There were many memories of trips on that 
wonderful train but one of the best was arriving the first morning westbound in 
Denver at about 7:00 am. The train would be washed before pulling into 
Denver Union Station. During the stop there, fresh Rocky Mountain trout would 
be put aboard the diner for that evening's dinner. YUM! And then up into the 
Rockies you would go. Dinner that night was the delicious FRESH Rocky 
Mountain trout on a table covered with sparkling white linen cloth, served on 
beautiful china with heavy silver place settings...and a red carnation on each 
table. A wonderful memory that still makes me smile...and yearn for the days of 
elegant travel on the California Zephyr. 
 
Towne Comee 
San Antonio, TX

CB&Q

Truck Design Evolution (Railroad 
Passenger Car) [Bogie]

See The American Railroad Passenger Car, pp 497- for an excellent 
description of the evolution of passenger car truck design. By 1865, the 
use of elliptic springs, combined with coiled springs had been 
introduced, providing for a stable, and smooth ride, while reducing car 
weight.

1865

Turbo Train [United Aircraft/UAC 
Canada, Tilting Train, Gas Turbine 
Locomotive/GTEL Gas-Turbine, Via 
Rail, Amtrak, High Speed Passenger 
Train]

The Turbo Train UAC) was an early high-speed, Gas turbine train 
manufactured by United Aircraft Corporation that operated in Canada 
between 1968 and 1982 and in the United States between 1968 and 1976 
(though they were not disposed of by Amtrak until 1980). It was one of 
the first gas turbine powered trains to enter service for passenger traffic, 
and was also one of the first tilting trains to enter service.

MLW 1968

Turbo Train [United Aircraft/UAC Canada, 
Tilting Train, Gas Turbine Locomotive/
GTEL Gas-Turbine, Via Rail, Amtrak, High 
Speed Passenger Train]

The Turbo Train UAC) was an early high-speed, Gas turbine train 
manufactured by United Aircraft Corporation that operated in Canada between 
1968 and 1982 and in the United States between 1968 and 1976 (though they 
were not disposed of by Amtrak until 1980). It was one of the first gas turbine 
powered trains to enter service for passenger traffic, and was also one of the 
first tilting trains to enter service.

NYNH&H 1968

Turboliner [Gas Turbine] [RTG Turboliner, 
RTL Turboliner, UAC TurboTrain, Canada

The Turboliners are a family of gas turbine trainsets built for Amtrak in the 
1970s. The trains were powered by gas turbine engines and ran on diesel fuel. 
Some were equipped with third rail shoes to enable entry into the underground 
tunnels approaching Grand Central Terminal and New York Penn Station in 
New York City. Turboliner service originally started in the 1970s as an effort by 
Amtrak to update its fleet with faster, more modern vehicles. Since then, the 
trainsets have undergone several rebuilds with the latest in 2000. As part of a 
lawsuit settlement between Amtrak and New York State, no Turboliners are 
currently in revenue service and the partially refurbished fleet is for sale.    
 
The Turboliners were closely based on the French ANF (Ateliers du Nord de la 
France) company's gas-turbine T 2000 RTG "Turbotrain" trainset, including the 
use of similar Turbomeca gas-turbine engines. Despite the high cost of fuel 
common to all gas-turbine trains, the ANF and second set of RTG Turboliners 
(Rohr) had a long history of operation in the United States. With a total of 13 
trainsets (6 RTG and 7 RTL) in the U.S. and many more in France (see 
Turbotrain), they also represented one of the largest uses of this type of power 
in the world, other than the freight-hauling Union Pacific GTELs.  
 
In comparison, two UAC TurboTrain sets operated in the U.S. and five in 
Canada.  
 
The Turboliners also had significantly greater longevity in service than the UAC 
TurboTrain, operating from 1973 into the 1990s, with one set running until 
2002. In comparison, the UAC TurboTrain operated in 1968–76 in the U.S. and 
1968–82 in Canada  RTG   
 
The RTG model was an Americanized version of the French RTG Turbotrain 
(related to the prototype precursor to the very first TGV trainset, the TGV 001). 
The RTGs used European-style couplers (buffers and turnbuckles) between 
their cars, due to having been built in France by ANF for use on French 
railways. However on the cab ends they were modified with standard knuckle 
couplers and European buffers were removed at those locations. Bells were 
also added under each cab. Amtrak later installed oscillating headlights on the 
cab ends for better grade crossing recognition because motorists would often 
mistake the Turbos' dual headlights with automobiles on the parallel U.S. Rt. 
66 on the St. Louis line, resulting in several grade crossing accidents. The 
oscillating lights were mounted between the original headlights, later changed 
to above the windshield. In addition the RTG's original French air horns were 
modified to blow simultaneously instead of alternating as in typical European 
practice and were later changed to top-mount Nathan P-5A's.  
 
Each trainset consisted of two power cars (which included seating), two 
coaches and a bar/grill for a total of five cars and two power cars.  During the 
energy crisis of the late 70s, several modifications were performed to reduce 
fuel consumption, such as the addition of a higher power and more efficient 
main engine. This allowed the sets to run with only one of the two main 
engines operating, resulting in saved fuel. The 380V/50 hertz alternator that 
supplied head-end power to the coaches was driven by a smaller turbo engine, 
the Astazou.   
 
Amtrak established a separate maintenance facility for all six trainsets in the 
Brighton Park neighborhood of Chicago, on the site of an ex-Gulf, Mobile and 
Ohio Railroad coach yard. This facility closed in 1981 after the withdrawal of 
the RTGs from service. The trainsets were mothballed at Amtrak's main 
maintenance facility in Beech Grove, Indiana.  After service in the midwest, two 
RTG trains were retrofitted with RTL style noses, and third-rail capability to 
enable operation into New York. Renamed RTG II's, one of the modified 
trainsets later caught fire in New York Penn Station, and as a result the RTG II 
sets were immediately retired. At least one RTG set has been preserved in a 
museum in France.   
 
First trainsets in 1973 
 
The first two RTG trainsets arrived in October 1973. These were based out of 
Chicago, and initially served the Chicago—St. Louis corridor. Amtrak ordered 
an additional four trainsets which entered service in 1975. Amtrak assigned 
these sets to its other two Midwestern corridors: Chicago—Milwaukee and 
Chicago—Detroit.   
 
Between 1975–1976 Amtrak experimented with formally renaming these 
services "Turboliner" after the equipment before returning to traditional names 
(e.g. Wolverine).  St. Louis  The St. Louis corridor was the first to receive the 
new Turboliner equipment, with the initial run occurring September 28, 1973, 
amid great fanfare. The two daily frequencies were branded Turboliner, 
replaced the individual names Abraham Lincoln and Prairie State. Amtrak 
would repeat this experiment with the Detroit and Milwaukee corridors. Track 
conditions limited the new trainsets to 79 miles per hour (127 km/h), but they 
were clean, comfortable, quiet and reliable. In the first year the Chicago–St. 
Louis running time dropped from 5.5 to 5 hours. The Federal Railroad 
Administration refused a request from Amtrak to raise the speed limit to 90 
miles per hour (140 km/h), citing inadequate signalling along the route. The 
new equipment had fallen out of favor by the end of 1974: food service was 
inadequate, and the five-car fixed consist could not handle demand. Amfleet 
coaches and new conventional diesels replaced both of the Turboliner trainsets 
in 1975.    
 
Detroit   
 
Turboliners arrived on the Detroit run on April 10, 1975. Additional equipment 
allowed Amtrak to add a frequency in late April; the arrival of a third trainset in 
May made Chicago–Detroit the "first all-turbine-powered route." After one year 
of operation ridership on the corridor increased by 72 percent. The fixed 
capacity of 292 passengers on an RTL trainset proved an impediment; Amtrak 
couldn't add capacity when demand outstripped supply. Amtrak replaced one 
of the trainsets with a conventional locomotive hauling then-new Amfleet 
coaches in 1976; Turboliner service ended altogether by 1981 as more Amfleet 
equipment became available.   
 
Milwaukee   
 
Turboliners debuted on the Hiawatha corridor began on June 1, 1975, with 
additional trainsets operating in 1976. As with the St. Louis and Detroit 
corridors, Amtrak dropped individual names in favor of the Turboliner in 
branding in 1976, but resumed these names in 1980. Turboliner equipment 
was withdrawn altogether in 1981. Their withdrawal was the end of Turboliner 
service in the Midwest.   
 
RTL   
 
Amtrak ordered an additional seven Turboliner trainsets which were delivered 
between 1976-1977. These were manufactured by Rohr Industries are were 
known as RTL Turboliners. These were based on the earlier RTG series trains 
but had American-style couplers throughout and American-standard (480 volts/
60 hertz) head end power as well as a different design powercar cab. The sets 
operated in revenue service throughout upstate New York from the 70s into the 
90s. One of these original sets were rebuilt into an RTL-II set.   
 
The RTL Turboliners were capable of third rail operation, allowing them to 
enter Grand Central Terminal and, later Pennsylvania Station in New York. 
Matching its practice with the earlier RTGs, Amtrak set up a separate 
maintenance facility in Rensselaer, New York.   
 
RTL-III   
 
In 1998 New York and Amtrak began the "High Speed Rail Improvement 
Program," a $185 million effort to improve service over the Empire Corridor. A 
key component of this program would be the reconstruction of all seven RTL 
Turboliner trainsets to the RTL-III specification. New York selected Super Steel 
Schenectady to perform the work, and two first two trainsets were to enter 
service in 1999. After numerous delays these trainsets entered service in April 
2003. Of the five additional trainsets, originally scheduled to enter service in 
2002, only one was completed and it never entered revenue service.  All seven 
trainsets were renumbered in 2001 to prevent duplicate numbers with the new 
P-42s and were painted in new Acela-style livery. One of the rebuilt RTL-IIIs 
was tested on the night of February 15, 2003, reaching 125 mph (201 km/h).  
In April 2005, New York State reached a settlement with Super Steel to 
completely close the rehabilitation project for $5.5 million, to stop work on the 
project, cover any remaining costs, and move four unfinished trains into 
storage at a nearby industrial park. This settlement, when added to the $64.8 
million previously spent, brought the total amount spent on the project—the 
results of which were three rehabilitated trainsets and four others in various 
states of repair—to $70.3 million.   
 
On December 12, 2007, Amtrak settled New York State's lawsuit with a 
payment of $20 million, and both Amtrak and New York State agreed to commit 
$10 million each to implement track improvements in the Empire Corridor 
following the findings of the New York State Senate High-Speed Rail Task 
Force.

ATK 1973

Turbotrain [Turbo Train, SNCF/France] The Turbotrain was an early French high-speed, gas turbine train. It was born 
in 1967, for use on France's SNCF intercity lines. There were several versions, 
four in total with the last exiting service in 2005 and it is the Turbotrain that 
made advances possible for the TGV.   • The experimental Turbotrain TGS 
(Turbine à gaz spéciale). Trials started on 25 April 1967. The TGS reached 
252 km/h on 15 October 1971.   • First generation Turbotrain: the ETG 
(Elément à Turbine à Gaz), four carriage trains offered 188 seats and had one 
diesel engine and one gas turbine engine. The ETG entered service in 1971 on 
the Paris-Caen-Cherbourg.   • Second generation Turbotrain: the RTG (Rame 
à Turbine à Gaz) with hydraulic transmission. The train had five carriages with 
280 seats and were introduced between 1972 and 1976. Forty-one trains were 
introduced. The train was equipped with two 820 kW gas turbines, reaching 
160 km/h. The RTG entered service in 1973 on the Strasbourg-Lyon and Lyon-
Nantes lines, it subsequently entered service on the Paris-Caen-Cherbourg 
and Paris-Deauville-Dives-Cabourg lines in 1975. 6 examples of the RTG were 
built for Amtrak and ran as Turboliners.   • 4 units of Turbotrains were 
introduced in Iran in 1974 with max speed of 160 between Tehran-Mashhad 
that later in 2008 were converted to DMU by substitution of diesel instead of 
turbines.  The electrification in 1996 of the Paris-Caen-Cherbourg line moved 
the RTGs onto the Lyon-Bordeaux until 2005. The RTGs were well loved by 
the public and it is with regret and nostalgia that the Turbotrain was replaced 
by Corail trains. One RTG is kept in running condition at the National Railway 
in Mulhouse.

SNCF 1967
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Turtleback A term used to describe a streetcar or passenger car having a smooth, 
rounded roof.

CSL

Umbrella Shed The Bush Train Shed or umbrella shed design was conceived by Lincoln Bush, 
the Chief Engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western in 1905. He 
designed an umbrella like passenger shelter that was open at the top, allowing 
the smoke from steam locomotives to be carried away in the air. The umbrella 
structure provided cover for the passengers during inclement weather. The 
umbrella sheds were used in the building of the new Lackawanna Terminal in 
Hoboken, NJ in 1905. The new design quickly became popular, and became a 
standard for passenger car stations across the country after that time.

DL&W

Union Station Large railroad stations came to be known as Union Station from their function 
as a location where two or more railroads arrive and depart, allowing a transfer 
of passengers and express. The physical plant is typically owned as a 
corporation, with shares owned by the different railroads having shared use of 
the facility.

Union Station [First in the world, 
Indianapolis]

In 1853, Indianapolis' Union Station, the first important "union station" in 
the world, was opened by the Terre Haute & Richmond, Madison & 
Indianapolis, and Bellefontaine railroads.

1853

Union Station architectural design-early 
1900-1930 era

The design of many of the great Union Statons that were built during the early 
part of the 20th Century were influenced by the negative effects of 
ndustrialization and urbanization. As a result, there was a heightened interest 
in the beautification of cities and the construction of aesthetic structures.  The 
Beaux Arts movement was ashionable during this time. This style, which 
evolved from the Parisian École des Beaux Arts, embraced rational planning 
and the use of large-scale classical detailing. The Beaux Arts movement also 
believed that public buildings should have heroic proportions to accommodate 
the growing urban populations.   As the years passed, the classical  Beaux Arts 
design features were simplified, and streamlined in the 1920's, leading to more 
simple, but still grand designs.

Upper Berth (Lower Berth Section 
Sleeping Car; Pullman, Passenger Car; 
Passenger Train]

The section arrangement consisted of two coach seats during the day. At night, 
the seats were converted to a bed (the lower berth for one person) and the 
upper berth, which folded out from the ceiling. Privacy was provided by 
curtains which could be zipped shut at night. The lower berth was more 
convenient to use than an upper berth, and offered a window view, which was 
not available with an upper berth. For these reasons the lower berth was 
priced at a preminum to upper berth tickets. 

PULL

US Post Office Mail Contract [Railway 
Mail Service, Railway Post Office, RPO]

The US Post Office ended its Mail carrying contract with the railroads in 
1967. Prior to this time, the railroads provided postal sorting facilities 
and carried US mail on most passenger trains across the United States. 
The mail contracts represented a significant source of income to the 
railroads, and the loss of the mail contract revenue hastened the end of 
US passenger service in 1971, when Amtrak took over all passenger 
service.

Varnish [Wood passenger car] The term "varnish" comes from the pre-1900's. when wooden passenger cars 
were painted, and then several coats of varnish were applied to protect the 
paint and wood from the affects of weather-hence the name "varnish".

Venice-Simplon Orient Express (VSOE) The Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, or VSOE, is a private luxury train service 
from London to Venice that is popularly referred to as the Orient Express, its 
historic namesake.  The original company was founded by James Sherwood of 
Kentucky, USA, in 1982; five years earlier, in 1977, he had bought two of the 
original carriages at an auction when the Compagnie Internationale des 
Wagons-Lits withdrew from the Orient Express service, passing the service on 
to the national railways of France, Germany, and Austria. Over the next few 
years, Sherwood spent a total of $16 million purchasing 35 sleeper, restaurant 
and Pullman carriages. On 25 May 1982, the first London-Venice run was 
made.  It is currently owned by Orient-Express Hotels Ltd. The company owns 
50 luxury hotels, restaurants, tourist trains and river cruises in 24 countries.

1982

Venture Car [Coach] Siemens Venture is a type of locomotive-hauled passenger railroad car built by 
Siemens Mobility for the North American market. The cars are derived from the 
Siemens Viaggio Comfort cars used in Europe, with adaptations for North 
American operations. The cars entered service with Brightline in 2018 and 
have since been ordered by Amtrak for national and state-supported routes 
(including those in California, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin, and 
Washington) and Canada's Via Rail.

SIEMENS
MU

2018

Vesitule, Closed A vestibuled train is a passenger train whose cars have enclosed vestibules at 
their ends, in contrast to the open platforms on early cars. Typically, a vestibule 
has doorways on either side to allow passenger egress at stations, a door into 
the body of the car, and, at the end of the car, a doorway to allow access to the 
next car through a flexible gangway connection. 
 
The first vestibuled train was introduced on June 15, 1887, on the inaugural 
run of the Pennsylvania Limited of the Pennsylvania Railroad, forerunner of the 
famous Broadway Limited. 
 
The railway car vestibule as a concept had been tried in various primitive forms 
during the latter part of the 19th century, but the first viable form was invented 
by H. H. Sessions and his staff at the Pullman Car Works in Chicago. 
Sessions' patent was challenged by others and reduced in litigation to the 
spring mechanism of his vestibule design. Further litigation by Pullman was 
successful in modifying the earlier rulings. 
 
Prior to the development of vestibules, passage between cars when a train 
was underway was both dangerous—stepping over a shifting plate between 
swaying cars with nothing on either side but chain guard rails—and 
unpleasant, due to being exposed to the weather, as well as soot, red-hot 
cinders and fly ash raining down from the exhaust of the steam locomotive 
hauling the train. As passengers were mostly confined to a single car during 
the trip, trains had regular meal stops built into their schedules, and sleeping 
cars were uncommon. The introduction of the vestibuled train in the late 
nineteenth century led to dining cars, lounge cars, and other specialized cars. 
 
During the 1880s and 1890s, the slogan "Vestibuled Train" was a magic term 
to railroad publicity departments everywhere. More importantly, this 
development brought into existence the "train" in the sense we know it today 
— no longer a series of cars coupled together and pulling together, but a 
continuous unit for human uses. ... A whole new way of thinking about rail 
travel developed. You could eat and sleep on trains and [arrive] in a fraction of 
the previous time. 
 
Vestibuled cars allowed the development of luxury trains during the golden age 
of rail travel, trains like the Union Pacific's Overland Limited (1890), the 
Pennsylvania Railroad's Pennsylvania Limited (later renamed the 
Pennsylvania Special, then the Broadway Limited), and the New York Central's 
20th Century Limited (1902). The Southern's Crescent was introduced in 1891 
as the Washington and Southwestern Vestibuled Limited and widely known as 
The Vestibule.

PRR 1887

Vestibule [Open Platform passenger 
car; Narrow Vestibule, Closed 
Vestibule}

Vestibule - an enclosed area connecting two railroad cars, protecting the 
passenger from rain and winter weather. The vestibule also introduced a 
significant improvement in safety-prior to its introduction, passengers 
had to walk between cars over an open platform, exposing the customer 
to the affects of rain and snow, and safety risks. The risks of falling off a 
moving train were high before the introduction of vestibules.   
 
Although Pullman introduced the first vestibules in 1887, it took several 
years for the company to convert its six shop facilities to this new 
design. Pullman's Wilmington shop did not convert to closed vestibules 
until after 1894. (Ref 5) 
 
Narrow vestibuled cars were introduced by Pullman in the late 1880's. 
The full width vestibule was introduced in 1893 by Pullman,  The 
development of the vestibule, an enclosed passageway between railroad 
passenger cars, began in the early 1850's, when the railroads began to 
realize that passengers would need to travel from one car to another 
while the train was moving. In June of 1853, a Connecticut railroad 
equipped a passenger with a flexible connection that covered and 
enclosed the passageway between cars.   
 
Prior to this point, all railroad passenger cars had been designed with 
open platforms at the end of each car. Although a passenger could easily 
walk from one car to another across the open platforms, during times of 
rain or winter weather, the experience could be uncomfortable and 
dangerous. Patents were issued in 1852 covering a canvas covering that 
was used to enclose the platforms; the invention proved to be ineffective, 
however. More than 30 years transpired until George Pullman introduced 
the first widely successful vestibule consisting of a flexible diaphragm 
connected to a steel plate in 1887. This narrow vestibule (the vestibule 
covered the passageway only, not the entire width of the car) became 
immediately successful, and many Pullman trains having this feature 
were soon advertised as being ...Vestibule Limited.    
 
From Wikipedia:   
 
A vestibuled train is a passenger train whose cars have enclosed 
vestibules at their ends, in contrast to the open platforms on early cars. 
Typically, a vestibule has doorways on either side to allow passenger 
egress at stations, a door into the body of the car, and, at the end of the 
car, a doorway to allow access to the next car through a flexible 
passageway.   
 
The first vestibuled train was introduced on June 15, 1887 on the 
inaugural run of the Pennsylvania Limited of the Pennsylvania Railroad, 
forerunner of the famous Broadway Limited.   
 
The railway car vestibule as a concept had been tried in various primitive 
forms during the latter part of the 19th century, but the first viable form 
was invented by H.H. Sessions and his staff at the Pullman Car Works in 
Chicago. Sessions' patent was challenged by others and reduced in 
litigation to the spring mechanism of his vestibule design. Further 
litigation by Pullman was successful in modifying the earlier rulings.   
 
Before the development of vestibules, passage between cars when a 
train was underway was both dangerous - stepping over a shifting plate 
between swaying cars with nothing on either side but chain guard rails - 
and unpleasant - because of the soot and cinders raining down from the 
steam engine's smoke plume, not to mention the effects of any inclement 
weather. Because passengers were mostly confined to a single car, trains 
had regular meal stops built into their schedules, and sleeping cars were 
uncommon. The introduction of the vestibuled train in the late nineteenth 
century led to dining cars, lounge cars, and other specialized cars.   
 
During the 1880s and 1890s, the slogan Vestibuled Train was a magic 
term to railroad publicity departments everywhere. More importantly, this 
development brought into existence the train in the sense we know it 
today - no longer a series of cars coupled together and pulling together, 
but a continuous unit for human uses. ... A whole new way of thinking 
about rail travel developed. You could eat and sleep on trains and [arrive] 
in a fraction of the previous time.  Vestibuled cars allowed the 
development of luxury trains during of the golden age of rail travel, trains 
like the Union Pacific's Overland Limited (1890), the Pennsylvania 
Railroad's Pennsylvania Limited (later renamed the Pennsylvania Special, 
then the Broadway Limited), and the New York Central's 20th Century 
Limited, (1902). The Southern's famous Crescent was introduced in 1891 
as the Washington and Southwestern Vestibuled Limited and widely 
known as The Vestibule.

PULL 1887

Viewliner [Sleeping Car, Amtrak; 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train]

The Viewliner is a single level sleeping car designed for use on Amtrak 
trains. The car was introduced into service in 1994

ATK 1994

Viewliner II [Sleeping Car, Amtrak; 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train]

The Viewliner II is an "updated" version of the Viewliner I. It differs from the 
original Viewliner design, since the Viewliner II roomettes do not have in-room 
toilets; instead, there are two shared restrooms. However, the Viewliner II 
roomettes to do have sinks. Because of this, the Viewliner II sleepers have one 
fewer roomette than the Viewliner I sleepers – 11 versus 12. Viewliner II cars 
have modern interiors with better layouts; better lighting and more efficient air 
conditioning and heating systems. The 130 cars in the order were delivered 
between 2017 and 2021.  
 
Viewliner passenger cars are designed for use on Amtrak's long-distance 
routes in the Eastern US, including the Silver Services and the Cardinal, due to 
clearance issues in and around New York Pennsylvania Station and Baltimore 
Pennsylvania Station that prevent tall bi-level cars from clearing the tunnels. 

ATK 2017

Vista Dome [Passenger Car, 
Streamlined Train, Passenger Train, 
California Zephyr, Train of Tommorrow, 
Budd Company]

C. R. Osborn, Vice President of General Motors and General Manager of 
Electro-Motive Division, is generally credited with being the "Father of 
the Vista-Dome" passenger car that came to be part of the California 
Zephyr train. Osborn had been riding in the cab of a Denver & Rio Grande 
Western Railroad diesel locomotive as it passed through Glenwood 
Canyon in Colorado. Osborne saw the need for giving passengers an 
unobstructed view of the inspiring scenery  on all sides of the train.    
 
The first successful dome cars were conceived by Cyrus Osborn of 
General Motors Electro-Motive Division (EMD). In 1944, while traveling in 
an EMD-built Rio Grande locomotive through Glenwood Canyon in 
Colorado, it was Mr. Osborn that recognized the wonderful views the 
passengers could enjoy from a panoramic dome. His idea was to provide 
a full 360-degree view from above the train in newly built "Vista-Dome" 
cars. Mr. Osborn took the idea to the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad (CB&Q). The CB&Q took a stainless steel Budd-built coach and 
rebuilt it at their shops in Aurora, Illinois, with the Vista Dome imagined 
and sketched by Cyrus Osborn. The dome area featured seats that were 
positioned lengthwise in the cabin facing double-pane windows which 
were designed to improve insulation. This first Vista Dome was called 
appropriately, Silver Dome. On July 23, 1945, the car was tested in the 
consist of the Twin Cities Zephyr. Vista Domes quickly found their way 
into many Burlington Zephyr consists, culminating in 1949 with the 
inauguration of the California Zephyr.  Soon after Silver Dome entered 
service, railroad managers and passenger train executives met to 
discuss the merits of the dome car design. In the United States, domes 
could only be readily used on railroads west of the Mississippi, due to 
lower clearances in tunnels in the eastern USA. (In Canada, Canadian 
Pacific would run its domes from coast to coast.) The managers also 
noted that the passenger carrying space was regarded as non-revenue 
space because the managers believed that passengers would not want to 
spend their entire trip in the domes. These factors and the added costs of 
car construction in adding stairs, two levels of car floors and air 
conditioning increased the costs to railroads that chose to operate dome 
cars.  Despite the costs involved, Pullman completed the first four 
production dome cars for GM's Train of Tomorrow in 1947. The four cars, 
dubbed Astra Liners, were similar to Silver Dome and were displayed to 
the press on numerous private charters and to the public at the Chicago 
Railroad Fairs in 1948 and 1949 before they were sold to Union Pacific 
Railroad for use between Portland, Oregon and Seattle, Washington. 
Other passenger car manufacturers soon built their own dome car 
models to compete with Pullman; Budd's first domes, completed in Fall 
1947, were the first to feature curved glass and full streamlining effects 
on the domes and entered service on the Burlington's Twin Zephyrs 
between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Pere Marquette Railroad was 
the first to operate dome cars east of Chicago in 1948, and Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad became the first railroad to operate dome cars on the east 
coast when it added domes to the Baltimore-Chicago Columbian. B&O 
also went so far as to add floodlights on the roofs of its dome cars to 
illuminate the scenery during nighttime travel.

BUDDEW

Vista Dome Car The California Zephyr, which began service on March 20, 1949, was the first 
long distance train to operate a dome car, called the Vista Dome, in railroad 
operation. The California Zephyr became a huge success, in part because of 
its Vista Dome car, and also because of the scenic route taken by the train.

CB&Q 1949

Wagon Lits Colonel William Mann of Perkins, Ohio founded the Mann Boudoir 
Sleeping Car Company to build and operate a sleeping car company to 
compete with the Pullman Company. The Mann Boudoir design was 
based on a car with two separate sections: one for sitting, and another 
with real beds. Each car accommodated only 16 passengers, or half the 
number that could share a Pullman Car. As a result of this unique design, 
the cars cost more to build and operate.   Although the Mann Boudoir 
Sleeping car design soon failed in the United States, Colonel Mann took 
two of his cars to Europe, where he traveled extensively to promote his 
car design. He soon met Georges Nagelmackers, the son of a wealthy 
Belgian banker, who had journeyed to the U.S. in 1869 and was 
impressed by Pullman's luxurious cars. Upon his return to Europe, 
Nagelmackers established a long distance sleeping car business, which 
soon failed.  When Nagelmackers met with Colonel Mann, he was smitten 
by the luxurious design of the Mann Boudoir Sleeping cars, and soon 
formed the La Compagnie Internationale des Wagon Lits as a joint 
venture with Colonel Mann, to operate the cars on a long distance run 
from Paris to Istanbul, Turkey. 

CIWL 1870

Washboard Multiple Unit (MU) Commter 
Passenger Cars

New Haven Railroad's 4400 series "Washboard" cars made by Pullman 
Standard and retired since the late 1970s and early 1980s. The cars got this 
name from their rough riding qualities. The Washboard term was also applied 
as a description of the fluted stainless-steel overlays on the exteriors. 

NYNH&H

Washer: Car Washer, Diesel Locomotive 
Washer [Passenger Train, Passenger Car. 
Vista Dome]

Railroads began to realize that the cleanliness of their equipment was as 
important a tool for advertising as the print advertisement was. As a result, 
many railroads began the practice of hand washing their passenger cars. This 
practice was costly, and took a great deal of time, and so the automated car 
washer was introduced. 
 
The western railroads that operated scenic trains became particularly sensitive 
to the issue of having clean vista dome windows so the passengers would 
have an unobstructed view of the fantastic scenery. The Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy's California Zephyr was a prime example: It was washed in Chicago, 
before beginning its run, in Denver, before entering the Rocky Mountains, and 
in Oakland to eb ready for the return trip through the Feather River Canyon 
and the Rocky Mountains.  See Ref 1. 
 
Some car washers were fixed, (not movable), and the train was pulled through 
the washer. In other cases (probably when there was limited yard space), the 
car washer was located on wheels, allowing the washer to be moved along a 
row of cars.

CB&Q

Water Closet [Toilet passenger car] European term for toilet.

Working a Car [RPO, Railway Post Office] A term used for the process of sorting mail in a Railway Post Office Car while 
the train is enroute to its destination.

World's Fastest High Speed Trains Bullet 
Train (Shinkansen) [High Speed Train 
High Speed Rail (HSR) World's Fastest 
High Speed Trains [World Wide High 
Speed Train List (over 200 km/hr or 125 
mph) [Acela Express/Amtrak, Portugal, 
TGV/France, AVE RENFE/Spain, England, 
Czech Railways (Czechoslovakia), China 
Star, Poland, Italy ETR, Eurostar, 
Denmark, Germany ICE Deutsche Bahn 
AG (DB), South Korea KTX, Norway, 
Switzerland SBB, Austrial, Russia, Japan, 
Shinkansen/Bullet Train, Sweden, Finland, 
Turkey, Taiwan, Holland/Netherlands, 
Belgium] ]

World's Fastest High Speed Trains [World Wide High Speed Train List (over 
200 km/hr or 125 mph)   TGV/France, Shinkansen/Bullet Train,  Eurostar,  
Germany ICE Deutsche Bahn AG (DB),  Acela Express/Amtrak,  Italy ETR,  
AVE RENFE/Spain,   Countries with High Speed Bullet Trains  Austria, 

1964

X 2000; X-2000; X2000; X2 [Tilting train; 
High Speed Rail. Passenger Train]

X 2000, also called SJ X2 or simply as X2, is a tilting train operated by SJ in 
Sweden. It was constructed by Kalmar Verkstad in Kalmar, Sweden (prior to 
the company being bought by Adtranz in 1996) and launched in 1990 as a first-
class only train with a meal included in the ticket price, and free use of the 
train's fax machine. There is a bistro on board that serves snack bar-style 
dishes. From 1995 second class was introduced. All trains are equipped with 
Wi-Fi for passenger access to the Internet and were repainted grey as of 2005. 
The trains also have electric power supply sockets at all seats in both first and 
second class. The trains have been fitted with repeaters to improve mobile 
phone reception. 
 
It has a top commercial speed of 200 km/h (124 mph), but has reached 276 
km/h (171 mph) in a test. The reason the X2 was chosen was that Sweden 
(like most other countries) has very curved railways, and not enough traffic to 
justify building special high-speed railway lines (at least before 1990). As a 
result, a Swedish tilting train had to be developed. A tilting train provided the 
advantages of high speed and comfort for the passengers, as tilting trains can 
run through sharp (short radius or tight) curves up to 15% faster than non-
tilting trains. The X2 was designed and built by ASEA. SJ ordered 20 sets in 
August 1986 and planned to order a further 30. In the end 43 sets were built 
for SJ while one was built for the Guangshen Railway Company, China. 
 
An X 2000 toured the United States in 1992–1993 on lease to Amtrak. It was 
tested by Amtrak from October 1992 until January 1993. It was used in 
revenue service on the Northeast Corridor between New York City and 
Washington DC for about five months, from February until May and from 
August until September 1993. From May until July it was taken on a national 
tour around the 48 continental states for demonstration stops at significant 
stations. It also toured parts of Canada.

1990

Xplorer The Xplorer was introduced in 1956 by the visionary Robert Young, and 
designed as a lightweight unit train.  The nine-car train featured a hydraulic 
power system that proved to be unreliable in operation. The engine featured a 
Sharknose design, with a large blue X and the words The Xplorer on the nose 
of the power unit. The train lasted only a short while before being taken out of 
service because of reliability problems. Since the train was designed as a unit 
train, it could not be used with other conventional passenger train equipment, 
when problems occurred.

NYC 1956

Yellowstone Park Act The Yellowstone Park Act was signed on March 1, 1872, creating the first 
National Park in this country. The Northern Pacific was instrumental in 
introducing this legislation in Congress. The Northern Pacific became the 
railroad west of the Mississippi to promote travel to the national parks. It built a 
branch line from Livingston to Gardiner, MT. When the branch was opened in 
1883, it became the northern entrance to Yellowstone Park.

NP 1872
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Zephyr (streamlined passenger train) The Zephyr, along with the Union Pacific's M-10000, introduced a new era 
of lightweight, streamlined passenger train service. The two trains were 
immensely successful with the traveling public. The two trains were a 
vital factor in restoring interest in railroad travel-at the bottom of the 
Great Depression.  The Zephyr was the first lightweight diesel powered 
streamlined train to be used in the United States. Its introduction in 1934 
marked the beginning of a transition from slow, costly, older heavyweight 
passenger cars pulled by steam locomotives, to speedy, low cost 
lightweight, streamlined passenger trains. The first Zephyr was placed in 
regular service on November 11, 1934 on a 500 mile round trip route 
running from Lincoln, NE to Kansas City, MO.   The idea for the Zephyr  
was born in the Depression era of the early 1930's. The Burlington 
Railroad faced dramatic declines in its passenger service-in 1932, its 
local rail traffic was only 20% of what it had hauled in 1920. Ralph Budd, 
who was then the President of the Burlington, who contracted with the 
Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company and General Motors to develop 
an attractive, high-speed streamliner that would reduce labor and other 
operating costs, while attracting passengers back to the rails.   The first 
Zephyr trainset was built by the Budd Company, and was powered by a 
General Motors Electro-Motive Division diesel in the spring of 1934. The 
train consisted of three cars permanently coupled together, and 
supported by four trucks. The first car was a combination power car, 
containing a 600 HP Winton diesel engine, a mail compartment, and a 
baggage section. The remaining two cars seated 72 passengers. The 3-
car train, called the Pioneer Zephyr, and numbered #9900, began a nine 
week tour, followed by a spectacular Dawn to Dusk trial between Denver 
and Chicago on May 26, 1934.  The Pioneer Zephyr was placed in service 
between Lincoln, Omaha and Kansas City, and became an immediate 
success, almost doubling the number of passengers that had previously 
been carried on the route, while reducing operating costs from 64 cents 
per mile (using a conventional train hauled by a steam engine) to 34 
cents per mile. More than half of the savings came from the elimination 
of coal that was used by the steam engine.  A fourth car was added to the 
train in 1935, increasing the passenger capacity to 112 seats. Several 
years later, the train was reassigned as the Ozark State Zephyr, running 
between St. Louis and Kansas City, in 1938. And then in 1942, the train 
was again reassigned, this time to the run between Lincoln and McCook, 
Nebraska. The train was retired in 1960, and was refurbished and 
donated to the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, where the train 
continues to draw millions of visitors.

CB&Q 1934

Zephyr Rocket [Streamlined Passenger 
Train; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 
Heavyweight Betterment Pullman Sleeping 
Cars]

The Zephyr Rocket was an overnight passenger train operated jointly by the 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad ("Burlington Route") and the 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad ("Rock Island Lines") between Saint 
Louis, Missouri and the Twin Cities of Saint Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
with major intermediate stops in Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Waterloo, Iowa. 
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy carried the train between St. Louis and 
Burlington, while the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific carried it between 
Burlington and Minneapolis/St. Paul. Motive power and equipment were pooled 
and traveled the entire distance without change.  The trains carried coaches, 
sleeping cars, and a round end observation car. 
 
The route went from St. Louis-Hannibal, MO, Quincy, IL, Keokuk, IA, Ft. 
Madison, IA, Burlington, IA, West Liberty, IA, Cedar Rapids, IA, Waterloo, IA, 
Albert Lea, MN, St. Paul, MN and Minneapolis, MN [1] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Heavyweight Betterment Sleeping Cars on the Zephyr Rocket [2] 
 
The Zephyr Rocket consist utilized two Betterment Pullman types, the 10-3 
Minneapolis and Cedar Rapids and the 8-1-3 Zephyr and Rocket Tower. These 
and two more Tower cars, the Denver and Missouri Tower were produced by 
Pullman a year after the Texas Zephyr Betterment cars in 1941. The Denver 
and Missouri Tower were normally assigned to other than the Zephyr Rocket, 
for instance on the Exposition Flyer. 
 
The Tower series cars were not assigned to the Texas Zephyr since that was 
officially a C&S and FW&D operated consist. The Tower series were assigned 
to CB&Q consists. The Tower and City series Betterments were painted in the 
imitation stainless steel all silver paint scheme.  
 
 

CB&Q 1941

Zephyrette (Stewardess, Nurse) [California 
Zephyr]

The Zephyrette was a combination of stewardess and nurse, employed on the 
California Zephyr  at the time of this train's introduction. 

CB&Q

Zulu Car [Tourist Car , Second Class 
Sleeping Car, Immigrant Car, Emigrant 
Cars or Colonist Cars in Canada. 
Passenger Car, Passenger Train, Pullman]

The term "Zulu Car" was an archaic term used in the early years of railroading 
(prior to 1900) to describe an "basic accomodation" immigrant car. Rather than 
being a spartan passenger car, as immigrant cars were in the late 1880s to 
eary 1950's), the Zulu car was simply a box car that was used to transport a 
family, its furniture, and its cattle and horses. The family slept on a bed of hay 
in the car. 
 
Immigrant cars were sometimes carried next to the caboose, which offered 
better accomodations than the Zulu car: the caboose usually had a hot, pot 
bellied stove fired up in the winter, and there was also a pot of coffee. The 
caboose also provided cushioned seats: so if the immigrants were lucky, and 
the conductor liked them, they might be able to ride in the caboose for part or 
all of the trip.   
 
A note from the August 22, 1973 Milwaukee Journal ( titled "The Emmigrants 
Nebraska Couple Win Box Car Ride West" details how a Nebraska couple 
obtained the equivalent of a "free ride" in a Burlington Northern box car. It 
seems the Burlington Northern's predecessor (the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy, and its predecessors) approved a tariff more than 100 years ago (prior 
to 1870) that permitted a person to ship ordinary livestock in a box car, 
accompanied by one man, who rode free, and a $10 charge for his wife (pretty 
inexpensive today, but in those days, $10 was a lot of money). We don't know 
if the tariff required payment for the livestock. The tarif was designed to 
encourage settlers to immigrate to the western lands.


